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Abstract of thesis 

Translation technique in the Peshitta to Jeremiah 

This discussion is based on a word by word comparison of the source document 

and the translation throughout the 1364 verses of the book. The conclusions 
drawn are: 

1. the translator's main aim was to present the sense of his Hebrew Vorlage 

without change, and to do so in a readily accessible presentational style. tn 

The evidence on which this conclusion is based is the presence of two co-existing 
fon-ns of translation throughout: 

(i) almost always literal, in presentation of the sense. The few points at which 

the sense is modified almost all pertain to the theme of the movement from the 

Temple- and sacrifice-based pre-exilic religion to a prayer-based religion 

compatible with exile; 
(ii) often non-literal, stylistically, in pursuit of the precise and intelligible 

presentational style. When the translator wished to add lexical items, breaking 

the constraints of quantitative literalism so as to increase the precision of 

expression, he did so. 

2. Comparison of earlier with later mss. shows that these characteristics are to be 

found not only in the work of the translator, but also in the work of later editors: 

evidently those editing Peshitta. mss. valued the presentational style sufficiently to t: ' 
impose it on the text even though they knew that by so doing they were likely to 

lessen the correspondence between that text and the Hebrew Vorlage. 

3. The Vorlage was probably a document almost but not quite atthe end of the 

process of recension which led to the formulation of Nff: a group of m inuses in 

which LXX and the Peshitta aaree acainst MT, occurring at points of the Hebrew eý eý tý' 
text where textual criticism suggests some underlying problem, constitute the C. Cý 
evidence on which this conclusion is based. 

4. The translator's approach to the choice of lexical equivalents is that of one 
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who enjoyed exercising literary initiative. C) 

5. There is no evidence that more than one translator was involved. 

6. Future work, assessing the literary style of the Peshitta as a whole, is 

suggested to throw li ht on the puzzle of the incompatibility of the Peshitta. to tý 9 
Isaiah and to Psalms with the classification of the other books of the Peshitta 

according to the characteristics of the translation technique. 
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Chapter I Introduction 

Translation Technique in the Peshitta to Jeremiah 

Jeremiah is a long book, containing about thirteen hundred verses, one- C, 6 
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fourteenth of the entire Hebrew Bible; the verse by verse study of a text of this 
length has given an excellent opportunity for an analysis of the translation 

techmque. 

Translation technique 

Translation technique is here taken, following the definition used by Tov, in a 
discussion of the translation technique in LXX, to incorporate the following three 

components: 
(1) the characteristic approach of the translator to his source text, for instance the 

choice of lexical equivalents, the degree of adherence to the source text, and the 

equivalence of source and translated grammatical categories; 
(2) cooperation between translators and the use of earlier translations; 

(3) the work of later editors of the original translation, that is, revisional activity 
(Tov, 1987, p. 339). 

The arrangement of the discussion 

The principal elements of the discussion are divided into chapters according to the 

following outline: 
Chapter 1: in this chapter, the study is introduced, with a broad discussion of: 

the probable nature of the Vorlage and of the Urtext; 

the general characteristics of the translation and of the principal editorial work, in 

relation to the religious background against which the translator and the later 
tn t5 In 

editors worked; 

the choice of 7a I as the basis for the study; 
the general impact of the translation on the reader; 

the decision to take a maximalist view of translation technique; 

and of some of the important literature on the Peshitta to Jeremiah which has not 
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already been adequately reviewed in published work; fuller discussion of the 

relevant literature is given in the individual chapters. 

Chapter 2: the characteristic approach of the translator to his source text is 

discussed here. The detailed analysis shows, in essence, that the sense of the 

Hebrew is almost always accurately translated, but that, particularly in relation to 

the selection of lexical equivalents, and to the constraints of quantitative 

literalism, the approach is frequently non-literal. 

Chapter 3: there are a number of duplicate passages in Jeremiah; usually, both 

members of the pair are in Jeremiah, but in some cases one member of the pair is 

in another biblical book. The translations of these passages, discussed in this 

chapter, give further information on the translator's approach to his source text, tD 
and also throw light on Tov's second component, the extent to which the 

translator of Jeremiah was influenced by work on the Peshitta which had already 

been completed. 

Chapter 4: the minuses in the Peshitta in comparison with the MT are analysed 

here; this analysis, taken together with the text of LXX, gives insight into the 

Vorlage at certain points. Although, in the absence of ms. evidence, the 

suggestion is not susceptible to proof, the findings amount to strong evidence 

that some of these minuses, "true" with respect to NIT, are only "apparent" with 

respect to the Vorlage. 

Chapter 5: ms. evidence shows that the Peshitta to Jeremiah has been extensively 

revised, and the work of the later editors is discussed here. It is apparent that the 

features which characterise "translation technique" also characterise "revisional 

activity". 

Chapter 6: the translator evidently had an excellent knowledge of Hebrew, but 

there are some passages which he failed to understand, sometimes because the 

Hebrew was difficult, perhaps using unfamiliar roots, and sometimes because the 0 
Hebrew was obscure, perhaps as a result of textual corruption during 

transmission. These passages are discussed in this chapter, and the influences M, 
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on the translator and the various approaches he employed in working on these M. 
areas are analysed. Influence from LXX, although sporadic, is clear in a 

substantial proportion of these passages. There is also occasional evidence of 
influence from parts of the Peshitta which had already been translated. 

Chapter 7: the general conclusions are that: 

the translation technique is homogeneous, and there is no evidence that more 

than one translator was involved; 

this homogeneous translation technique is compatible with that described in the 

literature for other books of the Peshitta; 

this technical homogeneity, and the apparent ease with which translations of the 

passages which are duplicated in other books of the Hebrew Bible and the 
Peshitta fit into these other books, raises the question of the number of translators 

of the Peshitta as a whole. The extensive literature on the Peshitta as a 

translation concentrates on the translation technique and characteristics 
distinguishing one book from another; an analysis of literary style, that is the 

stamp by which an individual writer's work is immediatel recognisable, might y0 

throw light on that question and would be an interesting field for future research. 

The need to define the Vorlage and the Urtext 

Ideally, a discussion of translation technique would progress from a presentation 

of the findings of a comparison of the translation with the source text to a 
discussion of the interpretation of those findings. In the present context, there is 

an element of uncertainty which makes this approach inadequate. The choice of 

the texts to represent the Vorlage and the Urtext is the problem, a choice which 

must be defended by reasoned argument based on indirect evidence, since of 

course direct ms. evidence does not exist. 

The nature of the Vorlage 

Evidence concerning the date and place of the translation, assembled from a C, 
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number of lines of investigation, shows that the Vorlage could well have been 

close to the Massoretic Text (MT) Gelston's analysis of the Peshitta of the 

Twelve Prophets shows that the translator knew the Septuagint, and indeed 

sometimes showed literary dependence on that Version, giving a terminus post 

quem of the middle of the second century B. C. E. (Gelston, 1987, p. 192); 

Aphrahat's knowledge of the standard text of the Peshitta gives a terminus ante 

quem of the first half of the fourth century C. E. (ed. Parisot, 1894). 

This gives a period of several centuries during which the Peshitta could have 

originated. Gelston refines this estimate by showing the close but not exclusive 

agreement of the Hebrew Vorlage presupposed by the Peshitta with the MT, 

which suggests a date for the Version shortly before the standardisation of the 

NIT, and shows that although the uncertainty concerning the date of that 

standardisation, and the existence of the proto-Massoretic MSS. in the period 
leading up to that date, make it impossible to infer a precise date for the Peshitta, 

the balance of probability suggests a date in the middle or later part of the first 

century C. E. (Gelston, 1987, pp. 192-193). Weitzman, in the most recent 

published discussion of the date at which the Peshitta was written, brings 

together evidence derived from literary tradition, references to historical events, 

citations of the Peshitta and citations in the Peshitta, vocabulary, and grammar, 

and on the basis of these additional factors reaches a slightly later date, 

concluding that a date close to 150 C. E. is probable for the translation of the 
2 

earlier books of the Hebrew Bible (Weitzman, in press , p-248). 

There is a great deal of published work on the question of the date of the 

standardisation of the NIT, and although it would be outside the present writer's 

remit to review this literature, some discussion of the points of principal 

relevance here is desirable. 

1. Since MT is almost always uniquely defined, despite some ms. variation outlined for 

instance by Tov (Tov, 1992, pp. 25-39) the term will be used in this discussion without further 

qualification. 

2. This reference is to Dr. Michael Weitzman's book "The Syriac Version of the Old Testament" 
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In the earlier literature, Talmon assembles evidence in the rabbinic writings, 
Hebrew fragments from after C. E. 70 such as those from Wadi Murabba'at and 
Massada, and some subsidiary details from the ancient Versions, and concludes 

that proto-MT texts 3 were indeed established during the first century C. E.; he 

supports this conclusion by showing that, at the period following the destruction 

of the Second Temple, the renewed dispersion of the Jews, and the cultural and 

religious disruption of the time, a standardised text would have been of great 

value (Talmon, 1975, pp. 8-1 1). 

Cross brings evidence from the biblical documents of Genesis, Exodus, 

Numbers, Isaiah, and the Minor Prophets from Murabba'at to show that the 

archetype of the MT had been promulgated at least by 100 C. E. (Cross, 1975(i), 

pp. 183-184). Goshen-Gottstein describes the first century C. E. as the time of 

stabilisation and growing preponderance of the "Massoretic type" of ms. 
(Goshen-Gottstein, 1975, p. 46). 

Albrektson questions the theory that the emergence of the standard text resulted 
from deliberate text-critical activity intended to create a non-native recension 
(Albrektson, 1978, p. 59). He says of Jeremiah "Could the traditional text of the 

Book of Jeremiah, notoriously marked by expansion, conflation. and 
harmonising, really have been deliberately preferred on text-critical grounds to 

b 
the type of text found in the Septuagint and in 4QJer , far superior to the MT? "; 

Footnote from p. 10 contd. 

which was fortunately completed shortly before his sudden and sadly premature death earlier this 

year. The present writer had the privilege of discussing the book in detail with Dr. Weitzman, 

and as publication was expected in 1998, it seemed reasonable to refer to it whenever material in 

the book gave the best presentation of his work on any particular point. There have 

unfortunately been some delays, inevitable in the circumstances, and one regrettable result is 

that readers are unable to refer to the book for themselves. Whenever possible, therefore, 

references to published papers have been substituted. Publication is now expected in 1999. 

3. "Proto-MT" is taken to mean a text containing the consonantal base of the MT (Tov, 1992, 

p. 23). 
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his suggestion is, rather, that the victorious text supplanted other texts because it 

had been used by the Pharisaic scribes who supplanted other groups. He 

ascribes little or no importance to the motives other than textual criticism which 

might cause a text to have been deliberately preferred; nonetheless, he reaches a 

conclusion compatible with those reached by the authors mentioned above, 

arguing that the process of standardisation of the W was well advanced by the 

early part of the second century C. E. (Albrektson, 1978, pp. 62-63). 

The later reviews by Mulder (Mulder, 1985, pp. 44-45) 4 
and by Dirksen 

(Dirksen, 1988, pp. 258-259) present similar conclusions, and Goshen- 

Gottstein's later paper confirms his earlier assessment that the first century C. E. 

was a time of stabilisation and growing preponderance of the "Massoretic type" 

of ms., with unification at about 100 C. E (Goshen-Gottstein, 1992, pp. 208, 

212). 

Against the background of the evidence for the date of standardisation of the MT, 

it is historically possible that a ins. which was close to even if not identical with 
MT would have been in existence at the time of writing of the Peshitta, and could 
have formed the Vorlage. 

This consensus, that a proto-MT ins. would have been available to the writers of 
the Peshitta, does not of course prove that such a ins. was offered and accepted, 
It does however seem likely that the translators would have sought out a "model" 

text as the basis of work of such importance, and that the model they would have 

been offered would have been in the line of transmission of MT. 

Here, the obvious analogy is with the selection of the ms. from which those 

writing the Septuagint would work, described in Josephus (Antiquities of the 

Jews, Book XII, Ch. 2, paras. 6,11,14,15): 

4. Mulder (Mulder, 1985, p. 45) discussing the importance of the Peshitta in establishing, 

together with the Septuagint, which of a number of text-forms is "the better" emphasises that 

both these Versions witness not to "the Hebrew text, but to a tradition", that is to one of the 

several "pre-massoretic text-forms". 
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para. 6: Eleazar in his reply to King Fqolemy's letter telling him of his 

desire to have "the Law" translated says "Be assured that We shall submit 

to anything that is of benefit to you... for we ought to make a return for 

the kindness which you have shown our fellow-citizens... And it will the 

part of your piety and uprightness to send back the Law when it has been 

translated, together with those who are bringing it, in safety". 

para. 11: describing the books which the elders chosen by Eleazar brought 

to the king: "with the leather skins on which the laws were written in letters 

of gold" at which the king "marvelied at the fineness of the membranes and 

the impossibility of telling where they were joined, so well were they fitted 

together" 

para. 14: "And so the king rejoiced ... and he was amazed at the depth 

of mind and wisdom of the lawgiver; and he began to discuss with Demetrius 

how it was that though this legislation was so admirable none of the 

historians or poets had made mention of it. " Demetrius explained "that 

no one had ventured to undertake a description of these laws because of their 

divine and awful nature, and that some who had already attempted this had been 

afflicted by God. " 

para. 15: "The king, then, having received these books from the hands of 

Demetrius, did obeisance to them ... he also invited the translators to come 

to him frequently from Judaea" 

Whether or not this idealised account given by Josephus is accurate, it is entirely 

plausible that the best possible ms. would have been desired by those 

undertaking this biblical translation, and that those offering the ms. would have 

felt their own prestige to be reflected in the excellence of that text. It seems 

probable that those who were planning the preparation of the Syriac translation 

would, similarly, have done all they could to obtain the best possible Hebrew 

ins. as the basis for their work. It is unlikely that a ins. from a tradition outside 

that of the Second Temple, or a great deal older than the recensions current at that 

time, would have been acceptable to those planning the translation into Syriac, or 

would have been offered by those whom they approached. 
On the basis of Weitzman's opinion that the Peshitta was written in the second 
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century C. E. rather than in the first, and indeed probably in the second half of the 

second century, in conjunction with the evidence that the MT was likely to have 

been standardised by that date, it seems that the text provided could have been, 

rather than a "proto-NIT" ms., a ms. so close in time to the N4T as to be virtually 

indistinguishable from the Nff. However, evidence to be presented in Chapter 4 

"Nfinuses in the Peshitta to Jeremiah" suggests that the ms. provided was indeed 

a proto-N4T ms.: the practicalities of the circulation of proto-NIT mss. may 

explain this apparent contradiction. It is perfectly plausible that the Vorlage 

available in the East, to the Syriac school, may have been in a forrn which had 

already been superseded in the West at the time when the Peshitta was being 

written. Even if those in the East, requesting the loan of a ms., would have 

liked to receive the latest possible edition, it is possible that those in the West in 

possession of the mss. would have judged that they should not provide the most 

up-to-date text; given the difficulties of travel at the time, and the danger that a 

ms. might be lost or damaged in transit, this would have been a perfectly 

defensible decision: it would have been hardly reasonable to expect the authorities 

in the West to offer a ms. which had perhaps barely reached final form. 

This conclusion is compatible with the evidence from Qumran, although those 

deposits show that a substantial number of biblical documents other than proto- 

MT texts were in existence in the Holy Land at the relevant period. Tov 

concludes that proto-N4T mss. accounted only for some 60% of the biblical texts 

stored at Qumran (Tov, 1992, p. 115). Kutscher describes some of the biblical 

scrolls found at Qumran as "vernacular" copies, deliberately simplified and 

otherwise adapted for Hebrew-speaking readers, and circulating in the Holy Land 

up to the second century C. E. (Kutscher, 1974, pp. 8,78-79) (see also 

Weitzman, in press, p. 55). These non-proto-Nff mss., which made 

up such a large proportion of the total, may have been of great importance during 

the earlier life of the Qumran community: but their number may give a misleading 

idea of their importance during the later stages, the time at which the Peshitta was 

written, when as Tov suggests a central stream in Judaism may have been 

responsible for the copying and circulation of these texts (Tov, 1992, pp. 194- 

195). 

It seems reasonable, therefore, to regard the N4T as a close enough approximation 

to the Vorlage to justify its use in the present discussion. 
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The nature of the Urtext 

15 

The parallel problem is the nature of the original translation into Syriac. 

Weitzman has established that few if any of the variants seen in the extant 
Peshitta mss. cannot be explained through inner-Syriac development, and that 

these variants do not amount to evidence of more than one point of contact with 
the Hebrew: one translation, the Urtext, was apparently made at that point 
(Weitzman, in press, pp. 263ff and Appendix 1, pp. 308-9). 
The precise character of that Urtext, however, is uncertain. Comparison of the 

ancient mss. with later texts shows that, at some points where the Peshitta. differs 

from N4T, the differences entered early enough to be present in 9al; other 
differences were incorporated in later variants, with a trend towards the inclusion 

of more of the stylistic features which distinguish the Peshitta from MT as time 

passed. In the absence of complete texts of the ancient mss. it is impossible to 

reach a quantitative estimate of the extent to which these later readings may have 
5,6 

changed the character of the Peshitta from a more to a less literal translation 

The consensus opinion is that the Urtext was not a precisely literal translation: but 

the possibility must at least be recognised that it was literal to a considerable 

extent and that differences between the N4T and the Peshitta result not from 

5. The term "literal" is used simply as a description, not as a term of praise or of adverse 

criticism. Barr (Barr, 1979, pp. 279-280) notes the pejorative ring that both "word for word" 

and "paraphrase", describing markedly literal and markedly free translations respectively, carry to 

modem ears. He demonstrates the need to analyse and define the "various kinds of literalism" 

(p. 281); he shows both that literalism should not automatically be regarded as unintelligent 

(pp. 282-2F3), and that faithfulness and accuracy are not automatically lacking from a non-literal 

translation (pp. 288-289). 

6. Gelston (Gelston, 1987, p. 156) notes that although the fact that the Peshitta is not a 

slavish translation reduces its direct value as a witness to the Hebrew text, this "by no means 

makes it an unfaithful or a poor translation". 
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"translation technique" but from "revision technique", the differences having 

entered the text as a result of editorial activity at a point in the history of the 

Peshitta antedating that time for which ms. evidence exists. In the absence of 

complete texts of the ancient mss. it is impossible to quantify the extent to which 

the later variants may have changed the character of the Peshitta from a more to a 
less literal translation. "Translation technique" is therefore an imprecise term, 
for it encompasses an indefinable proportion of "revision technique"; 

nonetheless, since this proportion is indeed indefinable, the term will continue to 

be used in this analysis. 
De Boer (de Boer, 1981, p. 348) in his review of surveys of Peshitta. studies, 

cites Haefeli's opinion that there is never likely to be ms. evidence earlier than the 

sixth century Codex Ambrosianus, and that the major variants, both eastern and 

western, should be added to this text and that any attempt to reconstruct the 

Urtext should be abandoned. 
Burkitt (Burkitt, 1904, p. 42) noted that "The range of variation found in the 

extant MSS. is very small-The variations themselves are for the most part of the 

most trifling description". 

The arguments put forward by Gelston give a further refinement, a landmark at 
the fifth century: his analysis shows that it is "hardly conceivable that there was 

an official revision of the Peshitta as late as even the sixth century which could 
have won almost universal diffusion throughout the Syriac-speaking churches", 

and that the standard text, or something very like it, was in existence at the time 

when the oldest extant mss. were written (Gelston, 1987, p. 88). There 

remains, however, a complete lack of rns. evidence from the probable time of 

writing of the Urtext in the mid-second century C. E. until mid-fourth century 
C. E., and scanty evidence only from that time until the writing of 5bl. 

This scanty evidence of the text of the Peshitta before the fifth century is indirect, 

largely in the writings of Aphrahat (ed. Parisot, 1894) and to a lesser extent in 

those of Ephrem (ed. Romana, 1740). 

Goshen-Gottstein argues for the importance of these patristic citations as 

evidence of variants: "short of a find of manuscripts of the second to fifth 

centuries C. E. there is no escape from a vicious circle, because we cannot take it 

as mere coincidence that it is in quotations that those deviating readings turn up 

piecemeal" (Goshen-Gottstein, 1961, p. 269); similarly, de Boer quotes N61deke 
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who wrote that evidence from Aphrahat and from Ephrern suggests that the 

ancient texts have been seriously corrupted (de Boer, 1981, p. 347). 

Nonetheless, these patristic citations cannot be used as proof of the existence of 

mss. containing these variants. It would be circular to argue that because these 

citations presuppose a Peshitta text which differs from MT they must therefore be 

inaccurate, but arguments advanced by de Boer encapsulate the caution necessary 
in accepting such citations as evidence (de Boer, 1981, p. 355). De Boer 

discusses the difficulty of making use of patristic quotations in an attempt 

to reconstruct a text, and says of such quotations "satisfactory answers are still 

awaited to the questions whether the quotations were cited from memory, 

whether they were applied to devotional or theological purposes, and whether, 

particularly in the commentaries, Syriac, Greek and possibly other texts were 

consulted". In note 22 he emphasises his view that a variant reading in a 

commentary or homiletic text which turns up in one or more later manuscripts of 

the Bible "is not ... a cogent argument for assuming an original Bible text. 

Such readings need support from elsewhere ... " 

Detailed analysis such as that put forward by Owens (Owens, 1988, pp. 16-4 1) 

supports this argument: Owens concludes that Aphrahat knew a Leviticus text 

which was close to the dominant P-text, but that he sometimes quoted loosely 

and partially (pp. 16-17), conflated passages (pp. 26-27), used paraphrase 

(p. 33), and quoted from memory (p. 41). (Owens gives numerous examples to 

substantiate each of his points; the page references given here are for 

representative examples. ) Koster points out that the problem may not be 

restricted to conclusions based on the work of Aphrahat: other Syrian authors 

may similarly have given inaccurate quotations (Koster, 1988, p. 119). 

There are however some citations of passages of Jeremiah where there is no 

reason to suppose that the kinds of failing instanced by Owens or Koster are 

present: these are passages, shown in detail in Annex 1, where Aphrahat's 

citation is very close to or identical with 7al, but 9a I agrees with MT against 7al: 

at first sight, evidence that the new readings were known by the time of writing 

of the Demonstrations, dated to between 337 and 345 C. E. However, even in 

ins. BM. add. 17182, part of which dates from 474 C. E., it is possible that the 

scribe might have substituted a new reading for an old, and these citations 

therefore do not give certain evidence of the existence of the new readings earlier 
6a. Ms 9al shows agreements with NIT not shared by any other ms, apart from those ýN holly or partly copied from it 

,m 
discusses in this paper how this position could haNe been reached either 
of the original text, and shows that the latter is the more probable 
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who wrote that evidence from Aphrahat and from Ephrern suggests that the 

ancient texts have been seriously corrupted (de Boer, 1981, p347). 
Nonetheless, these patristic citations cannot be used as proof of the existence of 

mss. containing these variants. It would be circular to argue that because these 

citations presuppose a Peshitta text which differs from MT they must therefore be 

inaccurate, but arguments advanced by de Boer encapsulate the caution necessary 
in accepting such citations as evidence (de Boer, 1981, p. 355). De Boer 

discusses the difficulty of making use of patristic quotations in an allempt 

to reconstruct a text, and says of such quotations "satisfactory answers are still 

awaited to the questions whether the quotations were cited from memory, 

whether they were applied to devotional or theological purposes, and whether, 

particularly in the commentaries, Syriac, Greek and possibly other texts were 

consulted". In note 22 he emphasises his view that a variant reading in a 

commentary or homiletic text which turns up in one or more later manuscripts of 

the Bible "is not ... a cogent argument for assuming an original Bible text. 

Such readings need support from elsewhere... " 

Detailed analysis such as that put forward by Owens (Owens, 1988, pp. 16-41) 

supports this argument: Owens concludes that Aphrahat knew a Leviticus text 

which was close to the dominant P-text, but that he sometimes quoted loosely 

and partially (pp. 16-17), conflated passages (pp. 26-27), used paraphrase 
(p. 33), and quoted from memory (p. 41). (Owens gives numerous examples to 

substantiate each of his points; the page references given here are for 

representative examples. ) Koster points out that the problem may not be 

restricted to conclusions based on the work of Aphrahav. other Syrian authors 

may similarly have given inaccurate quotations (Koster, 1988, p. 119). 

There are however some citations of passages of Jeremiah where there is no 

reason to suppose that the kinds of failing instanced by Owens or Koster are 

present: these are passages, shown in detail in Annex 1, where Aphrahat's 

citation is very close to or identical with 7al, but 9a I agrees with N1T against 7a I: 

at first sight, evidence that the new readings were known by the time of writing 0 40. 
of the Demonstrations, dated to between 337 and 345 C. E. However, even in 

k 

ins. BM. add. 17182, part of which dates from 474 C. E, it is possible that the 

scribe might have substituted a new reading for an old, and these citations 

therefore do not give certain evidence of the existence of the new readings earlier 
&L Ms 9al shows agreements with NIT not shared by any other ms, apart from those wholly or partly copicd from it 
(Weitzman, 1988, pp. 225-226). Weitzman discusses in this paper how this position could have been reached either 
by revision after the W, or by preservation of the original text, and shows that the latter is the more probable 
explanation in this case. 
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than the late fifth century. Further, unfortunately, there are no citations in 

Aphrahat in which 7al and 9al agree against MT, a position which would give a 

pre-fifth century date of entry, for the new reading concerned, into an ancestor of 
both these lines of transmission. It is therefore impossible to arrive at the date of 

entry of these variants, dominant in Aphrahat though not in Ephrem 7: the 

centuries between the writing of the Peshitta and the earliest ms. of the 
Demonstrations remain blank, and the proportion of the non-literal features of 
7al which was present in the Urtext and that which results from the work of the 

editors is impossible to determine. 

Papers read at the Peshitta Symposium in 1985 consistently give evidence 

suggesting that the Urtext was not a precisely literal translation. Brock 

concludes that P-Isaiah was not, "even in its original form, a very literal 

translation from the Hebrew" (Brock, 1988, p. 78); van der Kooij argues that the 

Urtext of P-Genesis was not literal in the sense of being Hebraistic (van der 

Kooij, 1988, pp. 193-194); and, developing this theme, Gelston discusses the 

difficulty of being sure that a variant which represents "the kind of expansion 

often found in P" is in fact an expansion rather than the original P-text (Gelston, 

1988, pp. 90-91). 

Taylor argues in his monograph on the Peshitta to Daniel that this text is "fairly 

literal", but includes such interpretation as is necessary to make it more readable 

or easier to understand, and shows departures from the literal when needed at 

particular phrases or expressions (Taylor, 1994, p. 319). Lane comes to similar 

conclusions in his monograph on the Peshitta to Leviticus, showing that the 

translators aimed more at conveying the inner meaning of the text than at a 

translation based on fon-nal equivalents (Lane, 1994, p. 99). 

Koster concludes that "at every stage and in every single ms, including those 

representing the earliest stage, the same process took place that characterises the 

development of P as a whole: the gradually (sic) change and expansion of the text 

further away from the NIT" (Koster, 1993, p. 242). 

7. This seems paradoxical, since spread would have been expected to be from the West to the 

Fast, and Ephrem would thus have known of revised mss. earlier than would Aphrahat. 

Weitzman discusses this point, arguing that the new readings themselves originated at some 

prestigious centre in the East and spread westwards only gradually (Weitzman, in press, p. 302). 
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The analysis to be presented in detail in Chapter 5 will show that there were some 

points at which even 9al, shown by Weitzman to contain unique agreements with 
MT (Weitzman, 1988, pp. 225-226) differed from that text. Although Weitzman 

does not suggest that the Urtext was absolutely literal, he does emphasise that the 

original translation was sometimes constrained by quantitative literalism, and he 

assesses the later readings as of such importance that the stylistic adjustments and 

clarifying additions of which they consist effectively constitute a second edition 

of the Peshitta (Weitzman, in press, p. 30 1): this decision is based on 

judgment, not on absolute certainty. 
Dirksen surrunarises the position: although the texts which are reflected in the 

most ancient mss. take us back to the sixth, sometimes even the fifth century 
C. E., this is at least three centuries (Dirksen, presumably taking the sixth century 

as the landmark, says four centuries) after the Peshitta was written, and as to 

variants entering the mss. during this period "we can do little more than guess" 
(Dirksen, 1992, pp. 376-377). 

There is, thus, general agreement that these later readings may be seen as non- 
literal variants entering a non-literal translation, with the exact proportion of non- 
literalness which had entered the translation at the time of the Urtext unknown: 
this leads to the conclusion that both the translators, working in the second 

century C. E., and the editors, working in later centuries and against a different 

religious background, introduced non-literal elements into the translation. In the 

case of the editors these elements were probably introduced without reference to 

the Hebrew, and show that this group was ready to rewrite the Syriac mss. in 

certain ways which they must have realised might divert the renderings away 
from the original Hebrew. 

Whether or not this suggestion, that both translators and editors introduced non- 

literal elements, is plausible, depends on the attitude at the times concerned, 

within the circles in which the translators and editors worked, to a non-literal 

translation of a biblical text. Here again, as in the discussion of the proportion 

of non-literal elements which entered the Peshitta at the Urtext stage or later is 

concerned, balance is important, for the description of a translation as "free" or 
"literal" is not absolute but relative. Barr emphasises that a mixture of such 

literal and non-literal elements is frequently found within a single ancient ms. 

(Barr, 1979, p. 281). Brock describes a continuum in translation between these 
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two poles "free" and "literal" (Brock, 1992, pp. 4-6), outlining three types of 

translation, the referential, in which the translator seeks to produce a mirror 

translation; a type in which the work is reader- rather than source text- oriented, 

in which the aim is the transfer of information with some exposition, employing 

appropriate cultural equivalents where needed to involve the reader emotionally; 

and a third in which the translator seeks to impose his own views on the text. 
Lane defines two kinds of translation, first the "formal", in which extensive use 
is made of cognate words, transliterations, and homophones, with the emphasis 

on the external resemblance between the text and the translation. The second 
kind is the "dynamic", in which more than the single word is taken into account, 

and the emphasis is on the inner meaning of the text, so that its sense is conveyed 
in the translation (Lane, 1994, p. 99). 

In principle, then, there is no reason why the Peshitta should not include both 

elements, the proportion depending on the translator's exact aims, and this seems 

to be a fair description of the text in Jeremiah: some aspects, such as sense, are 

almost always literally translated, while others, such as word order and 

consistent one-for-one lexical correspondence at least for the more important 

elements in the vocabulary (Brock, 1984, pp. 85-86), are treated with some 
freedom. 

The point of outstanding interest is that a non-literal translation was evidently 

acceptable to the two completely different religious groups who were responsible 
for the Peshitta, the translators originally and the editors who succeeded them. 

Weitzman, writing on the Pentateuch, the Psalter, and on the Peshitta. as a whole, 

suggests that the presence of some features which are inconsistent with rabbinic 

Judaism, more prevalent in the Psalter than in the Pentateuch, may be explained 
by a gradual change in the religion of the translators: " The Judaism of the 

Peshitta Pentateuch ... is predominantly rabbinic but embodies some non-rabbinic 

elements. The religion of the Peshitta Psalter is emphatically different from 

rabbinic Judaism... The hypothesis may be ventured that the Pentateuch was 

translated while that community was yet Jewish, and the Psalter when its 

evangelisation was well under way if not complete" (Weitzman, 1982, p. 298). 

Weitzman points out that the presence of some Jewish exegesis in the Peshitta is 

compatible with an origin in a Christian community if that community had Jewish 

roots or Jewish contacts (Weitzman, in press, p-207). Overall, 
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Weitzman concludes that the Peshitta was the work of non-rabbinic Jews, 

conscious, at least during the time of translation of all but the last books, of 
isolation from Jews elsewhere in the world (Weitzman, 1996, pp. 597-601). 

While there would have been no place for non-literal translation in the work of a 
Jewish group centred in the Second Temple tradition working on a text which 

was in their view "letter-perfect", for such translators there is no apparent reason 
why a combination of literal and non-literal renderings would have been 

unacceptable. 
The differences in sense which the translators introduced fit well with 
Weitzman's conception: he notes that they are rare, because for the most part the 

translation is literal, though "theologically significant passages are more 

numerous than previous discussions have allowed" (Weitzman, in press, 

p-203). Within Jeremiah there are few such changes, but these include a group 

emphasising the horror of exile, the importance of prayer, and diminishing the 

value of sacrifice. For such a community, the production of a biblical text which 

was readily accessible in a community where the knowledge of Hebrew was 
decreasing may have been more important than literalness. 

Barr notes that where religions compete to interpret the same authoritative 

scripture, quantitative literalism is favoured (Barr, 1979, pp. 305,324): the 

element of competition may not yet have been strong enough for such literalism 

to be necessary. If Christianity reached northern Mesopotamia some time 

during the second century (Drijvers, 1992, p. 127), at the time of the translation 

there would not yet have been real need to prove the authority of Judaism against 

the developing Christian church: some degree of non-literalness would not be 

perceived as likely to lead to the discrediting of the Version as a whole. 
By the later dates, when the editors were working, the religious climate had 

changed; but it had changed in such a way that a non-literal translation was still 

acceptable. Drijvers' discussion implies a purpose for the introduction into the 

Peshitta of differences from the MT: he suggests that though those Christians 

who wanted to keep the Hebrew Bible needed a translation, they nonetheless 

wanted "to define themselves as different from the Jews", as the orthodox 
Christian minority needed to be able to deal with Jewish material without 

identifying itself with Judaism (Drijvers, 1992, pp. 140,141). Drijvers points 

out that the Jews of Edessa, as adherents of an old and traditional religion 
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"served as a real magnet to many Christians and gave rise to very ambivalent 
feelings, especially among church leaders and theologians, who warned their co- 

religionists against the Jewish danger with all the exuberance of traditional 

rhetoric" (Drijvers, 1994, p. 102). 

Murray points out that in the Roman Empire the Jews were regarded as 
"satisfactory citizens" but that in contrast the Christians had only just gained 
toleration, and that in consequence Aphrahat and Ephrem were concerned lest 

Christians should revert to Judaism (Murray, 1975, p. 19). So to this group too, 

working at a time when the adoption of the Peshitta by the Syriac-speaking 

Church and its circulation within that Church was in progress, a non-literal 

translation would have been acceptable and might even have had certain 

advantages, emphasising the distance between the Church and the Jews. 

Millar describes a background against which a community of Christians would 
have gained security and prestige by emphasising their distance from Judaism 

(Millar, 1992, pp. 115-118), benefits which may have increased as time passed. 
Millar refers to the sermons of John Chrysostom in 386-387 C. E. in which 
hostility was directed not against the Jews of Antioch but against those Christians 

who allowed themselves to be drawn into participation in Jewish festivals. 

Discussing the change in the imperial attitude towards the Jews in the fourth and 
fifth centuries C. E., Millar shows that this resulted in a position in which 

although Judaism was not, if practised by Jews, illegal and in which synagogues 
had the protection of the law, that protection might be limited and retrospective. 

Indeed, in the fifth and sixth centuries, although the period should not be seen as 

one of systematic persecution, and the right to practise Judaism was preserved, 

there is convincing evidence of a profound change of mood enabling marked 

antagonism to local Jewish communities (Millar, 1992, p. 120): the evidence of 

editorial revisions increasing the non-literal elements of the translation, showing 

as it does that the Christians felt no need to support their faith by demonstrating 

the originality of their text, and that against such a background a non-literal 

translation would have been perfectly acceptable, may be an added demonstration 

of the self-confidence of the Christianity of the time. 
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The work of the editors 
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Whenever the translation did in fact depart from the literal, whether both at the 

outset and in the later stages of copying and revising, or only during this later 

period, three elements are clear: first, that it did depart, and to a considerable 

extent; second, that the great majority of the differences between the NIT and the 
Peshitta to Jeremiah are small, matters of style rather than of sense; and third, that 

many of these small differences were the work of the editors, not of the 

translator. This latter point will be established in the detailed discussion of the 

work of the editors which will be given in Chapter 5, a discussion which has 

been made possible by the generosity of Dr. Donald Walter and Dr. Konrad 

Jenner who have allowed me to make use of Dr. Walter's work on ms. variants 
in P-Jeremiah in advance of its publication in the Leiden Edition of the Peshitta. 

These variants are of great interest, both in what they do include, and in what 

they do not. First, they are numerous, and they are almost always consistent 

with the overall presentational style of the text: in the work of the translator, we 

see "translation technique", and in the work of the editors, we see the same aims 

pursued in revision technique. These editors, working without access to or 

understanding of the Hebrew, were willing to strengthen the style even though 

they must have realised that in doing so they were likely to diverge from the 

source text: presentational style was more important to them than was literalness. 

Second, although they were willing to make numerous changes when they 

judged these to be desirable, they made only few changes in sense: both 

translator and editors apparently found in Jeremiah a text which suited their own 

views well. These severely critical oracles, both those to the Israelites and those 

to the nations, and the narrative passages with their account of the vacillating king 

and the brutal treatment meted out to the prophet, may have been in accord with 

their own opinion and may have conformed well with their own religious 

agendas: the particularly high prevalence of revised readings in the majority of 

mss., with unique readings preserved in 9al for Jeremiah and Kings, suggests 

that these books may have formed a pair in the eyes of Syriac scholars, who 

studied them together, learning from Kings about the sins and downfall of the 

Jews, and (Kraft and Purintun, 1972, pp. 4549) seeing in Jeremiah the life of a 
8 

type of Christ 
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The choice of 7al as the basis for the study 
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The extant Peshitta mss. show an impressive degree of uniformity: Koster 

concludes that "the fundamental uniformity of the text is beyond doubt" (Koster, 

1993, p-251). The following discussion has been based on 7al, which was 

read in the photolithographic reproduction published by A. M. Ceriani 9( Ceriani, 

1876-1883): the availability of this edition was one reason for the choice; also, 
this is the oldest almost complete ms. of the Peshitta, was in a good state of 

preservation when the Ceriani edition was made, and the text is usually easily 
legible. The value of 7al, and the problems associated with its use, were 
discussed by de Boer who noted that in the preparation of the Leiden Edition 

Codex Ambrosianus was chosen as the basic text for practical reasons but not 
"because we regard the manuscript as the most important witness for 

reconstructing the Peshitta version - which Codex Ambrosianus certainly is not" 
(de Boer, 1981, p. 356) and by Dirksen who notes that this ms. contains errors 

and readings peculiar to itself which have no claim to textual priority (Dirksen, 

Footnote from p. 23 

8. The traditional position of Jeremiah as the first of the major prophets may possibly also 

have influenced the amount of attention given to this book, partly as an effect of precedence 

itself, and partly because of the stated reason for that precedence. The well-known baraita on 

this (Bava Bathra, 14b) reads: 

c)): )5)3i ýNvw ovovi o-, N)w 5y) r-tv 

ormv xvru mvt nm-rn ort-p -mvw 
xmn) iromi Nn"m -irvon 5NI17M)l N): I-Iln -IMI)l NM-Iln 

xnnn)5 Nnnnn xn-nn5 Nnnin jrmv Nnnni 

9. To save the reader possible confusion, some of the more important points at which the 

readily available printed editions such as Lee differ from 7al have been noted in the discussions 

which follow. There are so many such points, however, that it would have been tedious to 

comment on them all, and the numerous triN-ial examples such as the numbering of verses, the 

presence or absence of seyame, and the presence or absence of waw, have not been noted. 
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1988, p. 257). Lane agrees that the text is not free of problems but argues 

convincingly for its value as a "median" text1O and its usefulness so long as 
debate on its role in transmission is not considered foreclosed (Lane 1994, pp. I- 

12, particularly pp. 7-9). With this discussion in mind, and with the great help 

of Dr. Walter's collations available, 7al was taken as the basis for the analysis 

which is presented here. 

In summary, the evidence does strongly suggest that the Vorlage was sufficiently 

close to the NIT, and 7a I was sufficiently close to the Urtext, for a comparison of 
the NIT and 7al to form the basis of a useful discussion, with reference to other 
documentary evidence where appropriate. 

Influence from the Targums 

Weitzman in 1994 analysed the many parallels between the Targums and the 

Peshitta. Reviewing the literature, he showed that two main theories may be 

distinguished to explain putative dependence of the Peshitta on the Targums: 

first, that the writer of the Peshitta "had a copy of Onkelos at his elbow"; second, 
that the Peshitta. is merely a transposition into Syriac of a targum, not a translation 

at all (Weitzman, 1994, p. 60). Weitzman shows that although there are many 

parallels, not merely in content but in wording too, between the Targums and the 

Peshitta these agreements are sufficiently explained by 

(i) polygenesis: since Syriac is a dialect of Aramaic, the demands of idiom, the 

pursuit of intelligibility, a wish to resolve logical discrepancies in the Hebrew, 

and guesswork will often have led to the same rendering in both (pp. 62-65); 

10. That is, it has "elements in common with the manuscripts older and younger than itself, and 

a resemblance to its near contemporaries" (Lane, 1994, pp. 4-5). 
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(ii) common exegetical tradition (pp. 65-69) 11,12 
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There are no convincing cases proving dependence of the Peshitta on 
theTargums, though many have been so presented in published work; Weitzman 

discusses these and shows that none stands up to examination: in particular, none 
shows either of the characteristics which prove dependence, that is either a 

combination of elements from the Hebrew and the Aramaic, or a text which could 

only have been reached by misreading or misunderstanding the Aramaic (pp. 7 I- 

73). 

The suggestion that the Peshitta. is merely a transposition into Syriac of a lost 

Aramaic version is refuted on the grounds of 
(i) the points in the Peshitta. which imply direct contact with the Hebrew and yet 

are so alien to the interpretations found in the extant Targums that "they cannot 

ever have stood in the Jewish Targum tradition" (pp. 73-75); 

(ii) the evidence that the Peshitta is written in "pure Syriac" (p. 76). 

Weitzman's later assessment of the relationship between the Targums and the 
Peshitta is unchanged (Weitzman, in press, p. 129), and the possibility 

that any Targurnýic passage has directly influenced the Peshitta is therefore not 

considered further here. 

1. To give one simple and clear example from Jeremiah, in 13: 23 the MT -viD is translated 

similarly in the Peshitta and in the Targum, nNi-r-nn and respectively, "Indian"; 

Weitzman ascribes this agreement to common tradition, noting that R. Samuel believed that the 

Hebrew vi: ) bordered on India (Weitzman, 1994, p. 80). 

12. Frank] (Frankl, 1872, p. 546) notes that there are fewer points in the Prophets than in the 

Pentateuch at which traditional interpretations with halachic reference are evoked by difficult 

passages. There would therefore be fewer points at which traditions held in common by the 

writers of Targurn and of the Peshitta would be important. 
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The general character of the translation 
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The over-riding impression on first reading is the closeness of the Peshitta to 
Jeremiah to the Hebrew of the Massoretic Text, and it is only on careful study 
that the extent to which the translation is non-literal becomes apparent. There are 

nonetheless numerous non-literal elements, as the discussion in Chapter 2 will 

show; perhaps because the sense of the Hebrew, and its structure, are almost 

always preserved by the translator, these elements make little initial impact on the 

reader. 
This initial impression of closeness raises the question of the literary quality of 

the translation: a translation so close to the source text might of course be stilted 

and awkward to read. So little is known of written Syriac of the time that there 

is no sound evidence on which to assess this: possibly, the translator was in fact 

laying the foundations of literary Syriac, and Noldeke says in the Preface to the 

first edition of his Compendious Syriac Grammar "Looking to the great influence 

of the Peshitta on the style of all subsequent writings, I might perhaps have gone 

somewhat farther in quoting from it" (NZ51deke, 1880, p. ix). Yet in the Preface 

to the second edition NZ51deke wrote "The Syriac Old Testament frequently 

approximates the original Hebrew too closely; and, precisely because of the 

intimate relationship of the languages, we sometimes find ourselves at a loss as to 

whether the verbal reproduction is still in conformity with the Syriac idiom, or is 

really a Hebraism" (Nbldeke, 1904, pp. xiii-xiv). The basis for NZ51deke's "too 

closely" is however uncertain; possibly, the relationship between the two 

languages, biblical Hebrew and literary Syriac of the second century CE, was so 

close that it was often natural to preserve the structure and word order of the first 
13 

when writing in the second 

lt seems likely that this translator, whose presentational style as will be shown 

laid such emphasis on precision, would have wished to write a clear text which 

13. Here, the language of the Vorlage is important: this point is applicable only if the 

translation was made from Hebrew, and the evidence given below in Annex 2 suggests strongl% 

that this was the case. 
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put no barrier between his readers and his work. He would not have been 

aiming at the ideal discussed by Brock "In the case of the biblical translator... 

reproduction of the word order of the source language is essential" (Brock, 1984, 

p. 81); rather, he would have sought a style which was readily acceptable and 

reasonably familiar, and which read aloud well; he would not have wntten in a 
foreign idiom; and he would not have used a word order which would grate on 
his readers. 
The non-literal features probably fall into two groups: first, there are those which 

enter the text as the result of the translator's decision to modify the sense, to 

increase the precision of the text, to vary lexical equivalents, and to differ from 

MT with respect to the use of synonym or repetition. These cannot have been 

forced on the translator by the requirements of the target language. 

Modifications in word order may be attributed to the desire to improve the flow 

of the sentence, in which case they too would fall into this first group. Second, 

there are those which seem to result from differences in the syntactical structure 

and idiomatic usages of Hebrew and Syriac (Gelston, 1987, p. 13 1; Lane, 1994, 

pp. 99-109); but the difficulty of interpreting such differences is clear from 

Gelston's comment (p. 138) that "while there is often a prevailing tendency to 

make a particular modification, there is often also the occasional instance of its 

opposite! ". 

Although the work of contemporary grammarians, for instance that of Avinery 

on the translation of the Hebrew construct (Avinery, 1981, pp. 36-38) has 

clarified many problems, considerable areas of ignorance remain. Taylor 

comments that the high standard of literary achievement of the Peshitta "no doubt 

profoundly contributed to definitions of norms for literary standards for Syriac 

literature in general in the following centuries" (Taylor, 1994, p. 320); yet in the 

absence of an adequate body of contemporary texts for comparison this point 

cannot be pursued, and one hundred years later there is still no definitive 

indication as to which of N61deke's opposing views was correct. 
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The approach to differences between MT and 7al 
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Having decided that the NIT and 7a I would form the basis of the study, the most 
important decision was how to assess differences between these two texts: such 
differences could be attributed to translation technique (for the moment, the term 
is taken to include the work of the editors in developing the presentational style), 

or to differences between the Vorlage and the NIT or between the Urtext and 7a I. 

Weitzman points out that, in theory, all discrepancies between the two texts could 
be attributed to any one of three possibilities (Weitzman, in press, 

p. 15): 

(i) the result of a retroversion of the Peshitta could be treated as the Vorlage, with 

all discrepancies between that result and NIT ascribed to inner-Hebrew 

corruption; 
(ii) the NIT could be taken to correspond exactly to the Vorlage, and the existing 
Peshitta mss. to the Urtext, and a free translation technique taken to explain all 
discrepancies; 

(iii) the NIT could be translated into Syriac, the result taken to be the Urtext, and 

all discrepancies attributed to inner-Syriac corruption. 
Where the classification of any given discrepancy is uncertain the objective of the 

present analysis has been to establish, whenever possible, a credible route by 

which that discrepancy may be classified in group (ii), thus taking Weitzman's 

"maximalist" view of translation technique. This viewpoint seems appropriate 
in the present discussion, as it enlarges the proportion of examples which can be 

included in this assessment of translation or revision technique. Discrepancies 

due to textual corruption during transmission are by definition accidental and 

therefore illustrate neither translation nor revision technique, which both imply 

the deliberate putting into practice of a policy: although some interesting 

discrepancies between the two texts almost certainly do belong in groups (i) and 

(iii) they cannot be considered further here. One exception has, however, been 

made for certain "minuses", which will be discussed in Chapter 4: these 

apparently throw light on the wording of the Vorlage, being "true" with respect to 

the NIT but "apparent" with respect to the Vorlage; and they are therefore so 
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interesting that they had to be included 
14 

Published work on the Peshitta 

30 

Weitzman notes that the admirable quality of the published work on research into 

the Peshitta is such that nothing would be added to the literature by a further 

summary (Weitzman, in press, Introduction p. ýR). Accordingly, and with 

constraints of space in mind, the present discussion will concentrate on the 
literature on the Peshitta which has not yet been so comprehensively reviewed. 
Frankl's discussion of the LXX and the Peshitta to Jeremiah is the outstanding 

work in the older literature. FrankI explains that his choice of Jeremiah was 

made in part, because in his opinion, the Hebrew was usually clear without the 

assistance of the Versions (p. 444), making it easier to assess the translation 

technique in general and therefore to understand variations in that technique 

forced on the translator in passages where the Hebrew was obscure. His 

emphasis is on LXX as a translation, but in one section he concentrates on 

14. Comparison of the conclusions drawn in two recent articles on the Peshitta and the 

Septuagint (Dirksen, 1992, pp. 381-389) and on the Septuagint (Marquis, 1998, pp. 257-258) is 

interesting. In a discussion of the evaluation of the Peshitta's deviations from the Hebrew 

when the Peshitta and LXX agree, Dirksen examines the 47 such cases in Genesis chapters I- 

25. In six, he argues that the variant is forced by the demands of syntax. In thirty-two, the 

Peshitta. and LXX share a reading of a type which also occurs in the Peshitta alone, and which, 

in Dirksen's view, should therefore be considered to result from translation technique (these 

include examples of the making explicit points which are implicit only in the Hebrew). A 

further two cases are explained by stylistic differences, and one more by a theological difference. 

Dirksen thus arrives (p. 389) at a total of six differences which he argues may reflect Hebrew 

variants. Marquis, on the other hand, writes "In-depth and detailed examinations ... with a clear 

methodology, of the translation technique of Aquila, Theodotion, and Symmachus are sorely 

lacking"; in his study of the relevance of these writers to text-critical work on Jeremiah he takes 

the overall view that the technique is in general literal and supports the existence, of variant 

readings. 
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the Peshitta (Frankl, 1872, pp. 545-557). 

There are two principal points in Franki's work which are relevant to the present 
discussion: first, the links between LXX and the Peshitta; second, his analysis 

of the subconscious effect on the translator of the sound of words. 
Frank] gives numerous examples showing the influence of LXX on the Peshitta, 

and that there was such influence is not in doubt: several of the passages on 

which he commented are discussed in Chapter 6 "Difficult Hebrew". However, 

whereas it is not difficult to establish that there were points at which the translator 

may have been influenced by LXX, it is less easy to evaluate the importance of 
this influence in the book as a whole, and a tendency to over-estimate it must be 

avoided: isolated examples may make a disproportionate impact on the 

consciousness of the reader. Frankl does not explicitly make this latter point, 
but evidently appreciated it, for it is clear from his discussion overall that he does 

not regard the Peshitta as a primarily derivative work. Frank] gives twenty-five 

examples of passages at which LXX and the Peshitta agree in such a way as, in 

his view, to suggest influence of the former on the latter (pp. 547-550). Even 

assuming that his perception is accepted in each case, and the discussion in 

Chapter 6 will show that there is often more than one way in which agreement 
between the two translations could have been reached, this total is not large, 

averaging approximately one passage in every two chapters: and these are 

presumably the instances which FrankI found the most convincing. 
As the discussion in Chapter 6 will show, polygenesis is a possible explanation 

of numerous passages in which LXX and the Peshitta agree against the N4T. 

Discussing LXX, Barr notes that "Where it is a matter ... of obscure words in 

normal contexts and of strange meanings for common words, there was a strong 

tendency towards the levelling of the vocabulary and the interpretation of that 

which was rare as if it was that which was more normal" and emphasises that the 

setting in the Egyptian community throws doubt on claims for knowledge of rare 

lexical items on the part of the LXX (Barr, 1968, pp. 268-269). Barr's analysis 

here shows clearly why polygenesis might so often occur: in comparing LXX 

and the Peshitta, we are not comparing the work of two translators of widely 
different ability, in which case the less skilled might well be assumed to have 

sought guidance from the more expert, but of two translators with a similar level tnl t! l 
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of expert knowledge, a position in which both might well take the same approach 
15,16 to any given problem 

The discussion in Chapter 6 will argue that the proportion of passages in 

Jeremiah in which dependence of the Syriac on the Greek is the only plausible 

way to explain such closeness is extremely small. There is occasional clear 

evidence of influence from LXX, but there are few examples of this in Jeremiah, 

and they should not cloud the reader's perception of the Peshitta as a largely 

independent translation. 
Frankl's second point, the analysis of the subconscious effect on the translator of 

the sound of words, is interesting in itself as an indicator of occasional 

inattention. Frankl seems to have been the originator of the term "Syromanie" 

(p. 501) to describe this process of translation of a Hebrew word by a Syriac 

word of similar sound but different meaning; later writers, for instance 

Albrektson (Albrektson, 1963, pp. 60-61) and Weitzman (Weitzman, 1996, 

p. 593) have given further examples of the phenomenon. 

In some passages, Franki seems too ready to see this process: for instance, he 

argues that in translation of the difficult 46: 18 orin3 ^inn.: ) -,: ) as <t=A 

r<-w4m, (the singular form of r<i4 , although surprising, is that in 7al) 

15. McKane may have tended towards a different view in one of his earlier papers on Jeremiah 

(McKane, 1972, p. 76) in which, discussing the translations of n5pnn-m in 2: 23, he says Tesh. 

has less right to be regarded as a translation of the Hebrew than LXV. In his overall view 

(p. 80) McKane assesses the Peshitta as, usually, faithful to NIT and accurate; in his later 

commentary on Jeremiah (McKane, 1986, p. xxviii) a similar underlying assessment is evident: 

"Where there is a difficult Hebrew text ... agreements of Sept. and Pesh. ... are probably 

explicable as a dependence of Pesh. on Sept" 

16.1 n an earl y work on the Peshitta Barnes (Barnes, 190 1, p. 197) describes LXX i r1fl uence on 

the Peshitta as sporadic, affecting occasional words only, rather than a general influence 

introducing a characteristic, except in Psalms; and even in Psalms, Weitzman considers that the 

picture may have been distorted because the characteristic apparently introduced by LXX, namelý 

a dread of anthropomorphism, happened to be especially frequent in the Psalter simply because 

anthropomorphic expressions are especially frequent there (Weitzman, 1994, p. 59). 
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identifying -n: m not as a proper name but as a forin of root t=N, the translator 

clearly erred, led astray by the similarity of the sounds of the Hebrew and Syriac 

terms concerned. Certainly where -n3n occurs elsewhere in MT (Judges 4: 6, 

12, and 14; 8: 18; 1 Sam 103; Hosea 5: 1; Ps. 89: 12; and (Weitzman, in press, 
Chapter 3, pp. 00) I Chron 6: 62 which is imprecisely translated the translation is 
with a proper name; but the straightforward contexts make the sense clear, and 
the apparently mistaken translation in Jeremiah may be a misinterpretation arrived 

at by careful thought rather than resulting from a lapse of attention. 
There is a further example in 48: 2, where Frankl suggests that, in translating the 
difficult rm in )rj-tn In-in o) , LXX was influenced by Syromanie, seeing an 
Aramaic infinitive in this word (Frankl, 1872, p. 501). It seems more probable, 
however, that the translators into Greek and Syriac both saw in this term an 

auxiliary of )n-Tn: the translations are respectively -rraiýmv -rraýJaE-TaL and 

v. n&z& ý< (see McKane, 1996, pp. 1157-1158); Weitzman (in some notes on 

this passage which he did not publish but which he gave to the present writer) 

comments that it seems unlikely that a translator into Greek would be influenced 

by Syromanie, and indeed Frank] himself in a brief discussion of the place of 
translation of LXX (Frankl, 1872, p. 505) argues that this was unlikely to be 

Egypt because a Jew living in that country and totally familiar with Greek would 
hardly make such a mistake: though making a diferent point, he nonetheless 

reaches the same conclusion as do the other authors. 
Frank] gives some better examples, though, and there is no doubt that the 

phenomenon of Syromanie exists: examples are discussed in Chapter 6. 

The concept of "Syromanie" is one aspect of a wider area of interest which is 

almost exclusively relevant only in analyses such as the present one, where the 

two languages concerned are cognate. The cognate relationship raises two 

points of particular interest in this context, first that a root may have different 

meanings in the two languages: obvious examples are root mv, in Hebrew "to 

forget" but in Syriac, as root-. --x, the virtually opposed sense of "to find"; and 

root -riv, from which nrinv in biblical Hebrew always means stubbornness 
(B. D. B. p. 1057) whereas <&at.. tz means firmness or steadfastness, truth. 

Differences of this kind are usually well recognised, and do not therefore cause 

problems in translation. 
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More interesting in the context of difficulties arising in the translation of cognate 

roots is the differing ranges of meaning which may attach to the same root in the 

languages concerned, and, perhaps the most interesting of all the problems which 

arises from this, the ignorance of the modem student as to exactly how 

comprehensive was the ancient translators' understanding of these instances. 

Given the restricted range of literature extant, it may never be possible to solve 

this latter problem. Today's student has recourse to help which was not available 
to the translator: knowledge accrued during the intervening period of almost two 

thousand years is available, and much of this learning is easily accessed in 

lexicons and concordances. The translator's knowledge of biblical Hebrew 

would certainly have been excellent; he would have been able to discuss 

problems with his colleagues; and he might, if a Jew, have heard the Pentateuch 

read and perhaps expounded in Aramaic 17 
: nonetheless there are points where his 

understanding of nuance is in doubt. The two particularly interesting examples 

are the derived forms of root : nv and n3v. In both these pairs, there is a "core" 

meaning common to both, and a further development of meaning has occurred in 

one of the two cognate languages only. For root 3w, analysis presented in detail 

below in Chapter 6 "Difficult Hebrew", suggests that the Hebrew root had 

developed a meaning which may not have been embodied by the Syriac cognate. 
Root 33V illustrates the reverse position, having evidently developed in Syriac a 

meaning not found in the Hebrew cognate; this too is discussed in Chapter 6. 

Weitzman, in the Introduction to his book on the Peshitta. to the Old Testament, 

points out that outside the Pentateuch the only books of the Hebrew Bible on 

17. Familiarity with a complete reading tradition is not certain, even for the Pentateuch: 

Weitzman (Weitzman, 1996, p. 589; and Weitzman, in press, pp. 20-21), shows that 

some of the translations in the Peshitta contradict the vocalisation of MT, giving examples 

from Deuteronomy, Judges, and Samuel, and concludes that the translators may have had "a 

patchy knowledge of a reading tradition, which might or might not cover parts of the book 

which he happened to be translating". Analysis of Ktib/Qere variants is less helpful here than 

might have been hoped, for most of the differences in Jeremiah are so subtle that, given that the 
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which no running commentary exists are Judges and Jeremiah (Weitzman, in 

Press, p- 10). The constraints of space preclude an attempt at a 

running commentary here; but it is hoped that the analysis of the translation 

technique which follows may fill some part of the gap. 

Footnote from p. 34 contd. 

translation is not an exact reproduction of Nff, they are not a sound basis for argument. The 

analyses published by Gordis (Gordis, 1937, p. 65) relating to Jeremiah, and by Englert 

(Englert, 1949, pp. 65-66) on 2 Samuel, suggest respectively that the LXX and the Peshitta 

follow the Qere more often than the Kethib: this could be due to the translator following a 

reading tradition but could of course also follow from his having critically assessed the variants 

and decided that the Qere was, for whatever reason, preferable. 

There are 135 passages at which there is a Kethib/Qere difference in Jeremiah (editions of NIT 

vary in this respect to a surprising extent; this count was made from the Snaith edition (Snaith, 

1958), in which these points are particularly clearly noted). These have been analysed 

individually, but the constraints of space make it impossible to give the full results here. 

At first sight, analysis of the Peshitta to Jeremiah confirms Englert's conclusion: there is, 

apparently, a marked tendency for the Peshitta to follow the Qere rather than the Kethib: in 65 

passages, the Qere has been translated; in 16, the Kethib; in the remaining 54, it is impossible 

to be sure. However, the differences between the Kethib and the Qere forms are, so often, so 

subtle that, given that the Peshitta is not a consistently literal translation, it would be unwise 

to place much faith in this apparent preference. 

The translator may not even have weighed up these alternative readings: Barr (Barr, 1967, 

particularly pp. 1-3) points out that although it may seem to the modem reader that the translator 

"vocalised" the Hebrew it is possible, for instance, that he may have worked from the written 

form of the Hebrew without fully vocalising this, selecting the meaning according to context; 

Weitzman (Weitzman, 1997, pp. 383-384) points out that, if he found it necessary, the translator 

could "set aside any tradition of vocalisation". 

The difficulty of being sure of the translator's motive is illustrated by the translation of 32: 23 

1: )5-, 1 N5 Inimm 15i-p: i iynw N5i, where the Qere is In-nnm. The Peshitta follows the Qere: 

a singular noun. The translator may have been influenced by a reading tradition in 

deciding to follow the Qere; but he may have been guided by his familiarity with the NIT in 
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which the singular is far more common: the plural of -. 1-nn is found at only 13 other passages in 

the Hebrew Bible. It is true that in all but two of these the Peshitta has a plural (the two 

exceptions are Isaiah 24: 5, and Ps 105: 45), but even so the translator of Jeremiah may simply 

have preferred the more usual form; also, there are some mss. which have the singular 

(Kennicott, p. 138,1776). 

On the other hand, translations of verbs in the second person feminine singular written in the 

archaic form (Gesenius, 1903, p. 115, n. 4, rem. 2) with a final yodh, which form another good 

illustration of the difficulty of determining which of a number of possible reasons prompted the 

translator's decision, do on balance suggest adherence to the Qere. There are examples in 2: 20 

15Y ). n-ov and 1*, n-ilmn ). npin). There are no Kethib/Qere variants in either phrase, and each is 

translated as if the verb were in the first person, 6%t--A and &axns respectively. In each, either 

a first or a second person translation would make reasonable sense, so it cannot be assumed that 

the translator failed to understand the archaic grammatical forms: he may simply have judged 

that the first person fitted the context better. However, in such passages as 3: 5, shown below, 

the form in the Kethib is similar to those in 2: 20 but there is also a Qere requiring that a second 

person form be understood. In these, the Peshitta gives a second person form: so it seems that 
k a-Ve the translator was influenced by the Qere; but he may iudged that only a second person form 

would fit in these passages. In 3: 5 my-in *Yji) ýn-ot orurn, the Qere is nm-t. The Hebrew could 

be understood as including a deliberate contrast: "I spoke, but you did evil"; but it could also be 

taken to mean "you spoke and you did evil": the sense does not dictate the translator's decision 

to use aVAX=- 
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The familiarity of Aphrahat with the new readings 

The passages in which two conditions are met: 
(i) Aphrahat's citation agrees closely enough with W not to be considered as an 

error; 
(ii) the readings in 7a I and 9a I differ from one another 

are set out below 

In each of these passages, examination shows that 9al agrees with NIT against 
7al, and Aphrahat's citation is very close to or identical with 7al, suggesting that 

either Aphrahat, or the scribe, or both, were familiar with the new readings of 
7al. It is well appreciated that these examples are far too few, and individually 

not always convincing, to prove this point; nonetheless, taken together, they 

amount to an interesting group of passages which should not be ignored simply 
because they constitute only imperfect proof. 

In canonical order, the passages are: 
6: 16 

7al 

9a I fam 

Demonstratio 12, De Paschate 

Aphrahat vol. 1, col. 513 

i1-)D D1\fl yrt 1fl-'N 

cnm CLVI r<i-ckv rmcwwar< r<ILr< auja 

mm CA I r<i . ok v r<ui a lr< f<, L. r< 

m. m al i f<i - ci v r<jA a f< f<. i-. r< a %4ja 

The addition of a verb, a %... a , is in conformity with the translation technique; 

numerous other examples are discussed in Chapter 2. 

7: 4,5 -m-n-m-'r 

7al re-. i=., v 06uf< Cnl-n,. m f<. t-, v3., T Cal-, Im cnx--A.. m 

9al fam r<ý, L-A: v Oau f< CMI-%. m reý tm-f cn-\-t,. CY) 

Demonstratio 14, Exhortatoria 

Aphrahat vol. 1, col. 9 

re-. tý*: v , gbLjf< 

There may be haplogggraphy in 9al, not represented by Aphrahat's citation. 
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MT 18: 7 112M151 ýl31351 Vlll)5 ilD5Y3)2-5yl 

7a 1 aa.. m2, iln A-�, m r<=--� 

a. m= a 
9al fam ikmmln A--%. i=, < <, lx �-* 

G: tm n--, A c% 
Demonstratio 2, De Caritate 

Aphrahat voll, col. 69 -täLm!;, An r<ý%cLý3--m A-Lo A-L tm, < 
0. ima--m-\a a-a. 02ý�AG 

The addition of a ten-n, cLh. =n:, Aa , is in conformity with the tendency to 
harmonise one passage to another discussed in Chapter 2. Aphrahat's omission 

of reýý ," 
does not invalidate this example. 

MT 18: 9 11)-5Y -MIN YYll 

7al r<ä%a-, Aý 
211. a rený 3-1. t--mr< ý�ýa ----- 

9al fam r<=-5,. A--. ý t--mr< r<, \-x ým Xr<G 
Demonstratio 2, De Caritate; Demonstratio 7, De Paenitentibus; Demonstratio 19, 

Adversus ludaeos, 

Aphrahat 1, cols. 72,329,852 respectively 

re&a-n,. ý A--S-G 
accidental 

The minus at ý, o in 7al is probably due tohaplography with 18: 7 which 

also begins )i)-ýY -i: itN Yr. 

MT 28: 14 

7al 

9a 1 

Demonstratio 5, De Bellis 

Aphrahat vol. 1, col. 216 

iý mm -, i-t*v-, i n)n-nN on 
m, 

An=-l 
OA 

&Mcmý 
r<tm.. T.. t -a, 

<a 

o-A &mcri, <&aý.. -srea 

ca-A----. nX crA &mcný re, -*-xx r,:!. ji-sa retm-uv r<&cw. --, sr<a 

Aphrahat's citation agrees with 7al in the addition of the verb, conforining with 

the drive for precision to be discussed in Chapter 2, at cn. AA-,. A. Aphrahat's 

other addition at rettax-v r<uts! ho has no equivalent in 7al, but does not invalidate 

this example. 
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1. Three more are probably simply matters of small changes in idiom with the passage of time: 

for instance, the Hebrew construct is rendered differently in 9al and 7al to 35: 13, a point 

discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. It would be unjustifiable to take these as illustrations of 

Aphrahat's familiarity with the new readings rather than the old, and they are given below only 

for the sake of completeness: 

5: 14 VNý 1-'03 *"I: I-t ITU "33-n 

7al I<i cu "ei-! NM gnim f< «=crl. r<m 

9a 1 fam Kicu A-% <j r< «=n.. L. <cn 

Demonstratio 5, De Bellis 

Aphrahat vol. 1, col. 200 rei CU U"7-* a- re-3,. e mcný 

The variation in the term used for the word of God may simply represent a change in idiom 

between the time of writing of the ancestor of 9al and of Aphrahat. 

9: 25 mirm-5yi unsn-5y 

7al ref;. *Taý f. -I "-T- I--- 

9al fam f<. Tacmý 'e-, irm -1, 

Demonstratio 11, De Circumcisione 

Aphrahat vol. 1, col. 480 

The new reading replaces "Judah" by the more familiar "Jews": the representation in Aphrahat's 

citation may simply reflect a change in idiom. 

MT 35: 13 05V)1-1) -, I-TI-. I) Y), )N5 

7al 7al-viar<a cr. L. 'Ia--A-%Xa reaacri--i 

9a I fam )axxia, <. -T retam-%Na f<., fGcn-, l 

Demonstratio 14, Exhortatoria 

Aphrahat vol. 1, cot. 576 r<. VOCM-V 

The variant here probably represents a change in idiom with the passage of time. 
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Cý in, 

A Hebrew Vorlage 

The various relationships which have been suggested between the Peshitta and 
the Targums, or between the Peshitta and a lost Aramaic Vorlage which was 

closer to MT than are the extant Targums, are discussed in full by Weitzman 

(Weitzman, in press, pp-87ff) who concludes that there is no evidence 
for an Aramaic Vorlage. Similarly, Weitzman argues against a Greek Vorla e 9 
(Weitzman, in press, pp. 69ff). 

From within Jeremiah, there is a substantial body of evidence supporting these 

arguments and suggesting that the Vorlage was written in Hebrew. This 

evidence falls into five principal categorieý 
(i) translations which seem to be based on errors or misunderstandings; 
(ii) the inconsistent use of LXX for guidance at difficult passages; 
(iii) atomistic translations; 

(iv) translations in which the Syriac terms chosen min-: iic the sounds of the 

Hebrew words; 
(v) the spelling of some names. 

(1) translations which seem to be based on errors or misunderstandings 
There are some errors or misunderstandings in the translation which are hard to 

explain if the Vorlage was written in a language other than Hebrew. 

There is an example in 20: 3 of a translator's error which must result from his 

failure to appreciate an imperfect correspondence of the meanings of cognate 

roots in the two languages. Pashhur's new name is given: nim wip -nnwo x5 

: onvn 'mn-m ): ) Inv , but in translation we have: <. 'L--, i reto i a.., xa r<a M r<1 

r<m&a& r<lr< u,, ýax. In the Hebrew, Pashhur is to be known as "terror 

on every side"; in the Peshitta, his new name is "a sojourner and a beggar". The 

translator has taken nnv , which is often translated by the preposition ia., and 

transformed this to the related noun "one who goes about", which in 

Syriac had developed to "vagrant, beggar". This meaning had not developed in 
1-n rý 

the Hebrew, which has effectively been mistranslated because the translator did 

not appreciate the difference in range of meaning of the two cognates; the error Cý tý 0 
could not reasonably have occurred without the interplay of the cognate 

Jiscusscd more fully in chapter 6. 
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languages (there is a fuller discussion of the approach to : i)3vn -Inn in other 

contexts in Chapter 6). 

Similarly, at 7: 29 in-my -irt, "the generation of his wrath", that is "the generation 

on whom his wrath will fall", becomes "the transgressing 

generation". The translation does not recognise the NIT sense of root -ov here, 

the development of "passing over" to "overflowing", "excessive rage". 
There is a further example at 23: 40 where there is an error which seems likely to 

result from the change in meaning between root my), in Hebrew "to forget" and 
in Aramaic and Syriac "to find": n.: )vn xý -im o5w ni)35D becomes r<&ýCr, -, 

in 9a I (lacking the reAx which is present in 7al) and virtually 

reversing the sense of the NIT "shall not be forgotten". This is a mistake which 

strongly suggests a Hebrew Vorlage . 

(ii) the inconsistent use of LXX for guidance at difficult passages 
Further evidence against a Greek Vorlage is given by the Inconsistency of the 

translators' use of LXX for guidance when working on an obscure passage: the 

extent to which they apparently went to LXX for help varies between books. 

Weitzman discusses this variation in his analysis of the features which 
distinguish a progressive from a conservative translation (Weitzman, in press, 

P. 180. Not only does the influence of LXX vary between books, 

however: it varies within one book, and even within one verse: examples from 

Jeremiah are discussed in Chapter 6 "Difficult Hebrew". WeretheVorlage 

written in Greek, a psychological barrier between the translator and LY-X would 

be removed, and it seems reasonable to suggest that his use of the latter might 

well have been more frequent and consistent. 

(Iii) atomistic translations 

There are also a small number of passages at which the translator seems to 

abdicate his function and to give an atomistic translation, resulting in an obscure 

Syriac text which so closely mirrors the Hebrew of MT that it seems virtually 

certain to be a direct translation of that Hebrew. For instance, 6: 11 nin)nnnnm 

ý5w-5y IDY) 5): )-n )n)N53 ). nNýn becomes r<. tw-v mkmu ýur<a 

...... 'eLYNý A--. '. -VaXf<a A-ar< 
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(iv) translations in which the Syriac terms chosen mirnic the sounds of the 

Hebrew words 
There are other passages at which the Hebrew presents a familiar root in an 

unfamiliar context, and the translator's solution is to mimic the sound of the 

Hebrew term in a Syriac term with a different but appropriate meaning: 
"Syromanie". There is an example in 2: 6, where nmvi 713-1Y ý-IN: l becomes 

, <&. cY, xa <&mt. The meaning of root mv , 
"to sink down", was 

recognised where it occurs in a passage where although the language is figurative 

the meaning is plain, for instance in 18: 20 )v-)E)3ýnniv where it is precisely 

translated with root -, 
_5 

, -\. 
In 2: 6, however, the sense "pitted" is less clear, and 

the similarity in sound between mv and root <cmz, "to be void, waste" seems 
likely to have influenced the translator. 

There is a further example in 2: 20 where -. 1n -mvs nN 13y-i ý, v-5: ) nnn "under every 

green tree you sprawl in fornication (to fornicate)" becomes ,L r< An, 

r<. j un a e--4 ýu r< under every green tree you wander and fornicate 

it seems possible that the translator was influenced subconsciously by the similar 

sounds of nvs and nyu and rendered the latter (,, X. r< I, ýu., Aa is one of the few 

points at which 7al is illegible). 

Similarly, in 15: 9 0M) 'TY3 71MV-) 7IN3 M)M M03 i1Y: 1Vo1 3115) slýýnN, " nvo) nnm 

is admittedly obscure, even though its component roots are not'. Its 

mistranslation as cnwt--, &. 
---L3 in mxý cnmt--, &. sa &-L\, ý &X, < 

cnýýa-. is however due not to any obscurity but to a failure of 

concentration such that the translator wrote the translation of Num 5: 27 nnns 

nim, mwt-a &. 
--u . 

One context has apparently evoked the other: in Numbers, 

the humiliating treatment of the woman accused of unfaithfulness is described, 

and the verse in Jeremiah continues rromnym , expressing the idea of shame; 

and at the Numbers passage the MT continues -n: n) -, t-wi, so that not on] y similar 

ideas but similar sounds too are present in the subconscious mind. For the 

similar sounds to influence the translator, it seems most unlikely that he could 

have been workin-Y from a Vorlage in Greek. 
In 

2. In another context, this passage is discussed by Weitzman (Weitzman, 1996, p. 595) 
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Im C, 

(v) the spelling of some names 
Greek transliterations of Hebrew names, in which the sibilants v and N are 

indistinguishable from one another, provide further supplementary evidence that 

the Vorlage was not written in Greek. For instance, at 28 (35): 1 IEBEKI'CX 

represents mp-Ts, and at 40(47): 14 BEEMas represents v)ýY: I, yet both are 

gesting that the correctly rendered in the Peshitta as <. nx. and Aa,, A= , sug, 
-,,, C, 

translation was made from a ms. in which each of these letters was identifiable; 

there are many similar examples outside Jeremiah too. For this to be conclusive 

evidence, we would have to know that the translators' access to the Hebrew 

Bible was exclusively through a Greek Version, that they had no familiarity with 

these names outside such a document, that there was no reading tradition, and 
that the names were not part of the common cultural background; nonetheless the 

Syriac spelling of these names adds to the body of evidence suggesting 

translation from a Hebrew original. 
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In this chapter, the characteristic approach of the translator of Jeremiah to his 

source text will be discussed. This study has shown points of particular interest 

concerning the following elements of the translation technique: 
(i) the preservation of the sense of the source document; 

(ii) the selection of lexical equivalents; 
(iii) the harmonisation of one verse with another, either within the same book 

or in another book; 

(iv) a. additions; b. minuses 
(v) the representation of figurative language; 

(vi) the attitude to anthropomorphism; 
(vii) the attitude to grammatical inconsistency in the source document; 

(viii) the attitude to logical imprecision in the source document; 

(ix) the preservation of the word order of the source document. 

The analysis to be presented below will show that while the Peshitta of Jeremiah 

almost always preserves the sense of the Hebrew, it differs from the NIT in style; 

the Syriac is characterised by accessibility and by precision, with additional terms 

where desired, giving a text so exact that it may occasionally verge on pedantry. Z71 Im Cý 
Lexical equivalents are characteristically selected with some degree of freedom. 

Verses are often harmonised with others, either from within Jeremiah or from 

other biblical books. Metaphor is sometimes decoded, and simile is often given 

in its place. Anthropomorphism present in the Hebrew is often preserved. 
Grammatical inconsistency and logical imprecision in the source document are 
frequently eliminated, and word order may be changed. 

These findings agree well with those in the literature: Gelston writing on the 

Peshitta of the Twelve Prophets comments (Gelston, 1987, p. I 11) that the 

1. Minuses were found to be so interesting that a full chapter was needed for their discussion; 

they are therefore not discussed here, but are reserved for Chapter 4. 
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primary purpose of the translators was usually "to produce a readable and 
intelligible rendering in their own language of the Hebrew scriptures still used by 

their own community in public worship. Intelligibility was often a more 
important objective than minute and literal accuracy". Later in his book, 

(pp. 156-159) discussing the extent to which the Peshitta of the Dodekapropheton 

may be used in reconstruction of the Hebrew Vorlage, Gelston notes that the 

translators took liberties in respect to syntax and vocabulary, were inconsistent in 

their choice of lexical equivalents, and would make minor adjustments to 

explicate the meaning of the text or occasionally for theological reasons. 
Weitzman too describes the striving for clarity and for logical precision 
(Weitzman, 1996, pp. 590-591) and concludes that the translators aimed primarily 
to convey the plain sense (p. 609). 

The results of the analysis 

The discussion of translation technique presented here is based on a word by 

word comparison of the source document and the translation throughout the 

book; Jeremiah is a long text, 1364 verses in total, and this analysis has yielded a 

considerable quantity of data from which it has been possible to characterise the 

features of the translation technique. 

In the presentation of the findings of analysis of a text of this length it is essential 

to find a balance between two approaches: excessive amounts of detail and 

numerous examples to illustrate each point have the drawback that they take up so 

much space that there is not enough room for adequate discussion; on the other 
hand, limiting the quantity of detail too stringently results in a text which does not 

allow the reader to judge whether or not the conclusions drawn are well-founded. 

The best solution seems to be to use a structured sample: in this way it is possible 

to give an approximate quantitative assessment of the frequency of the 

characteristic features of the translation technique which forrns a background to 

the full discussions in this and later chapters. A quantitative basis to the 

comparison of these literal and non-literal elements is needed if a balanced 

assessment of their relative importance in the translation technique is to be 
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reached: analysis of the non-literal features readily assumes disproportionate 

importance in a discussion, because so much more detail is needed to establish 

the exact nature of the differences between two texts, and the routes by which 
these have been reached, than to show that two texts are close to one another. 
The structured sample used is made up of the tenth verses of every chapter 
(except that in the short chapters 45 and 47 the fifth and the seventh verses 

respectively were used) so that oracles to the Israelites, narrative sections, and the 

oracles to the nations are all represented. Tenth, rather than earlier verses, were 

used because by that stage of a chapter all introductory features have been 

completed and the writer has usually settled into his main theme, so that the verse 
is likely to be reasonably representative of the chapter as a whole. The 

construction of the sample was established at a preliminary stage in the detailed 

analysis of translation technique, and the sample is therefore unbiased; it was not 

selected in the light of any prior knowledge that it would demonstrate any 

particular feature. 

Taking the NIT punctuation (within individual verses, rather than between groups 

of verses as indicated by petuhot and setumot ) as indicating divisions between 

sense units, there are 186 such units in these 52 verses, and the count of the 

elements of the translation technique can be seen in proportion to this number. 
Due to constraints of space, and because it is purely a working tool and in itself 

adds nothing of interest to the discussion, the sample is not reproduced here. 

Analysis showed that it included seventeen examples of additions; five examples 

of greater granunatical precision in the translation than in MT; and twelve 

passages in which the word order had been changed in translation: clearly, these 

are all features which the translator felt free to introduce when he judged it 

necessary. Other features of the translation technique, for instance change in the 

sense, and the characteristic decoding of figurative language, were found but less 

frequently, and it is important to note that no estimate of overall prevalence can be 

made on the basis of such small numbers, for the effects of chance on the 

calculation may be so great as to invalidate any such assessment. 
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(i) The preservation of the sense of the source document 

47 

The changes in sense which the translator introduced are taken first because, 

although few in comparison with other points of translation technique which have 

resulted in differences between the N4T and the Peshitta, they are of great interest. 

These passages have enough in common to be seen as a group: their theme tn 0 

overall seems to reflect the movement away from a Temple-based reli gion to one 

which had to be practised in exile and in which, perhaps because of the exile, 

sacrifice was of diminishing importance, its place being taken by prayer, and 
faith and (eschatological) hope, rather than external observance, are emphasised: 

the theological attitudes of the translators are discussed by Weitzman (Weitzman, 

1996, pp. 597-598)2 . There are also a small number which suggest actual 

antagonism to the Israelites. 

Twelve examples are used here to illustrate this aspect of technique: in canonical 

order, they are 
7: 4-5,10; 8: 10; 13: 14; 16: 18; 17: 26; 18: 18; 23: 33,39; 32: 16-17; 33: 6,18. 

7: 4,5 ". IY3-, l n1n) trn nrl) 
1: 1)VII 

becomes 
,, ýr< ran,. M r<. tn., 7 r<x-a-M r<xn-. Cr3 

The Syriac may refer to the Christian doctrine that a man should aim to improve 

I Dirksen (Dirksen, 1995, pp. 19-20) discusses the religious stance of the translator of 

Chronicles, and argues that this is shown even more clearly than Weitzman (Weitzman, 1996, 

pp. 597-598, and in press, pF. 208-216) has found. Dirksen cites some deviations from the 

MT which he argues show the translator's sense of "moral responsibility, together with a strong 

sense of community". 
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himself so that he becomes a temple for the Messiah to dwell in (I Cor 3: 16,17). 

The Syriac changes the pronoun from "they" to "you" and implies, perhaps with 

actual underlying hostility, in a change which was noted by Aphrahat (ed. 

Parisot , 1894-1897, Dem. 1, cols. 8-9) and discussed by Burkitt (Burkitt, 1904, 

p. 83) that there is no need for the temple if social justice is pursued 3. Weitzman 

notes that the Peshitta "You are the temple of the Lord, if you improve your 

ways... " implies that the physical Temple is obsolete (Weitzman, in press, 

p. 218). 

7: 10 )). 05 on-myl E)nN: ll 
, aýure Vn- a o6ure 

Mil YI'>22 T<A m 

115y lnv-Nlig) IVN bcnckl--ý, 

Ilim lyy35 �aý r< ex ý, ci 

r<&3L. M VICA-a 'Z. XM 

The change from perfect to imperative in the translation of i)5s) , to show a 

people not merely self-satisfied and over-conf-i dent, but imperious and irreverent, 

may well have been deliberate: the antagonism which the change would have zD 
expressed would tally well with the example above in vv. 4,5. 

3. Aphrahat bases his commentary on the difficult -. vxi. In translating this term with pýu, <, 

he evokes Lev. 26: 11,121, and New Testament passages including lCor 3: 16,17; Wor 6: 16. 

He says: 

r<--, * a %--A re. '" a; i=Q= P<--" a; zucm , M. Co. T r<--z a cn-= i-\ 'A: MCLý 

'e. 
\\, kxv<a CnA--Lm Cf. L\A nIM-1 'UCO 

mx---Cn <ýizwv Mxt-CV t: *, <., Urre r<x-n,. CDO r<&, = r<aCD 

iz"r< -=O&O . 
ýWlaf< ot-ax& \!, e; re-tM. 1 

: r*nAr. e. -v \qau, < mX---cwt ;; -t--nre <. L=4 <. Ax 
-! h, <a . 'PaLM -ýWr<a Om- 

"cirea 9&jfe = iznfe re-l-.,. Cn -no& ", " jhrea 'CuLM reUn-%. Cavaia 

, <A, < ý=, = 
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There is an alternative possibility, that the change was not deliberate but due to 

the translator understanding not vý4ý ,a Niphal perfect of root 5s) as in MT, but 

as ný , presumably a Piel imperative with an objective suffix (Holladay, 1986, 

p. 246); the Piel of this root occurs for instance at Ezekiel 14: 14 ovo) i5s)) in the 

sense "to deliver". 

8: 10 orinN5 Do-PV3-31N InN ID5 ANf< f<-SMA-\, = 
r<a tw,: A qcný-, u 

O)vnt 
)t)3 'D 

YN: l YN: l rlý: ) 

r<ýVv-ý PMMm.. "a 

, Paam-tA PcnicL-S. % 'Pox 
A-ý, m 

-Iil? V) -i)'V)Y it: ) lil: )-TYI NIOM r<jcr, ýl renx--ýa r<. L--L3 

f<tocLz 

Root i im, used here to render own-, , is used in Jeremiah as a drudge-word, 

translating seven Hebrew roots in its thirty-nine occurrences 
4. 

4. -r-w: 4: 13,20 x 2,30; 6: 7,26; 9: 18(19); 10: 20; 12: 12; 15: 8; 20: 8; 25: 36; 47: 4; 48: 1,8,15, 

18,32; 49: 28; 51: 48,53,55,56; ýim: 2: 14; 15: 13; 173; 20: 5 (crossed equivalent, a feature to 

be discussed below: cm)2im mnp5i omni becomes,, ý, < . 
ýcua 

, wre pL-=ua cuf< pm-r-ja); 

30: 16 x 2; 49: 32; 50: 37; rim 48: 12 x 2; m-a: 51: 2 x 2-, vi): 8: 10; vnn: 51: 35; 55v: 50: 10 x2 
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Despite its widespread use, however, its use here rather than the cognate root m, 

is unexpected, for at all other occurrences of root v-i) in Jeremiah, at 30: 3; 32: 8, 

23; 49: 1( x 2), 2 (x2) root is used. The choice of root , i-m here may have 

been deliberate, to emphasise the punitive nature of the transfer of ownership 

which God threatens. 

13: 14 mx-ýN y))N wnsmi becomes maw< &a-l 
, ý* immr<a: 

root ým has been understood to mean "disperse" rather than "shatter", even 

though the latter meaning seems far more appropriate to the metaphor of the 

container of wine, and the preposition in "rnN-5N" fits awkwardly with the sense 

of "disperse". The sense of the diminished importance of the Temple as a focal 

point for religious practice, leading to a general preoccupation with exile, may 

explain the translator's preference for this interpretation. 

16: 18 gives a striking example of the changed attitude to sacrifice: nN oý5n ýv 

)nýn) nN iN5Y) Ormni: wm o-myipw ntin )Y-iN becomes "j, < CL. 4.. -T A,, 

Aa6vt. aL-m , qmNct-!! N: ýa Ocn--iLn, &s. -Y, specifying that the disgusting things 

with which God's land has been defiled are items of sacrifice, a point implicit but 

not explicit in the Hebrew. 

17: 26 rrin )N: im nnn5l -nmw mn-n5v becomes r<ýuc, --Aa r<-L=1Vcwa rC; AM--T 

giving a further example of the agenda expressed In the ttý r: 1 

example in 16: 18, expressing a casual attitude to sacrifice by the imprecise 

translation of the relevant terms: the three Hebrew terms n5v, n3i, and nnm have 

become only two, and <imiao. 

18: 18 N)2)n 1: 111 wnn nsyi In= -n-nn -min N5 

1103 

becomes r<162n, "t* r<wat'u . 1mr<_1 rd. -T 

cn CIè 

The underhand nature of this opposition is emphasised in the translation by the 

subtle change from pvý to cmixl: Jeremiah's own words are to be turned against 
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23: 33 -mvun becomes i=, < jn -v, and 23: 39 

oDnN mvu)i becomes Thoughts of exile may have motivated subtle 

changes from MT; in both verses it is the translation of root Vow which is 

affected. The root occurs in five other verses in Jeremiah, 5: 10; 7: 29; 12: 7; 

15: 6; and48: 32. In three, root -mnx 
is used: in 7: 29 vn3y -n-t-nN v)un nin-, vmo 

the translator gives r<icL=x-,. r<t-a cria--. Lz a r. -- t--m v\i. -T ; 12: 7 )itn) nN )mw 

becomes and 15: 6 nin)-= )-nN nvm -nN 
becomes 6u, < 

, <ý i--. * i--"r<. (The occurrences in 5: 10 and 48: 32 are not relevant, as the sense of 

the root is different here. ) The more forceful roots in-n- "to uproot" and r<. %X "to 

expel, reject" used at 23: 33 and 39 respectively suggest thoughts of exile. 4! ) t5 

32: 16,17 n1n) ýN ý5f)nxl 

-10v-nN -)nn )-InN 

becomes 

r<a fq-, i!: * ýD. xa (ý-N ý5 a ........ "tnl retý, x atcn-T i&. 

recnxr< <ý i--M -- 

the repetition of the theme of prayer possibly indicating its greater importance. 

33: 6 jinNI oiýv mnv becomes (with for mnv) rd-. ---Lx 

with "faith" replacing the faithfulness shown by God to man (this 
In 

is one of the examples instanced in Weitzman's discussion referred to above 
(Weitzman, 1996, p. 598)). 

33: 18 shows a changed view of sacrifice: ý: ) mi 115M 

wvn becomes 13, <wo anso mA2n. T, with imprecise 

equivalents in translation. 
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The choice of lexical equivalents is particularly interesting, showing a number of 
different features of the work of this translator. 

1. The exercise of literary initiative, shown in four principal ways: 

a. even for important words, there is no clear one-for-one correspondence 

such as that discussed by Brock (Brock, 1984, p. 85). 

For some important words, there is a consistent choice of equivalent, but this is 

by no means invariable 
5, 

and the selection of one of a number of synonyms is 

not always determined by the context. 
The equivalents selected for two groups of important words: 

N9n; Yvn; py; ym ; 

and-nnnn; ji-in; nmvi; IN; j3p 

are discussed below; the first of these two analyses shows that the translator felt 

free to achieve his effect in whatever way seemed to him to be best, making a 

consistent choice of equivalent or varying his selection according to his own 

taste. This seems to be a positive use of literary freedom, perhaps revealing the 

translator's feel for rhetorical effect; clearly it is not the work of a man who felt 

bound to follow a rule which enforced the use of consistent equivalents. The 

second, however, seems to show a choice of equivalent governed by the Syriac 

idiom. 

Barr (Barr, 1979, pp. 310-31 1) discusses the various possible positions on the 

scale between free and literal in respect of constancy in the use of equivalents in 

LXX. Factors which would encourage constancy include the use of a "word- 

list"; using books already translated as guidance; an increasing desire for 

5. Gelston (Gelston, 1987, pp. 142-143) shows that in the Peshitta to the Twelve Prophets too 

there may apparently be little effort made to be consistent in rendering particular words. 
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accuracy leading to "stereotyping"; and Barr's "imitative" style of translation of 

which he instances the work of Aquila as the example par excellence. Asimple 

preference for variety would lead to inconsistency in the choice of lexical 

equivalents, and Barr cites this as "a classic aspect of freer translation". Though 

in some of the particular examples which Barr cites (Barr, 1979, p. 313) 6 the 
Peshitta differs markedly from LXX, being literal where the latter is free, there 

seems no doubt that the translator in the Peshitta. to Jeremiah is allowing his 

personal liking for variety to influence his decisions. 

Nvn; ywo; 1w; yyn 

Nun is invariably translated by the cognate 
7; py, on the other hand, is translated 

8 
sometimes by re\-, ", sometimes by 

-na., and sometimes by r<AcL-%. . ym occurs 

only five times, and is translated in four different ways 
9; 

and Yw-i occurs six 

times and is translated in four of these by the cognate but in two by 10 
. 

6. Barr cites (i) Prov 30: 19 with its four "ways", of the eagle, of a serpent, of a ship, and of a 

man with a maid: all are 1-n in Hebrew, but LXX uses three different terms; and in the Peshitta. 

all are translated with r<-uiai<; (ii) with a difference of the opposite kind, also in Prov. there are 

seven verses (2: 8,13,20; 3: 6; 4: 14,18-19; 12: 28) in which the Hebrew uses two terms in 

parallel for "road, path" but in all but one, 3: 6, the Peshitta uses renuiar< in translating both. 

7. in 2: 35; 3: 25; 5: 25; 8: 14; 14: 7; 14: 10; 14: 20; 15: 13; 16: 10 x 2,16: 18; 17: 1; 17: 3; 18: 23; 

30: 14; 30: 15; 31: 33 (34); 32: 35; 33: 8 x 2-, 36: 3; 37: 18; 40: 3; 44: 23; 50: 7; 50: 14; 50: 20 (total 

27) 

8. By w-\., u in 2: 22; 3: 13; 11: 10; 14: 7; 14: 20; 31: 29(30); 32: 18; 51: 6 (total 8); by -=cLu 
in 

5: 25; 13: 22-1 16: 10; 16: 18; 25: 12; 30: 14; 30: 15; 31: 33 (34); 33: 8; 36: 3 (total 10); by feAcuý in 

14: 10; 16: 17; 18: 23; 33: 8; 36: 3 1; 50: 20 (total 6) 

9. By-\-\. -t in 2: 8; 2: 29; by rc\-,. in 3: 13; by--, cLin 5: 6; and by r<AQ-ý- in 33: 8. 

10. By -!, -xi in 12: 1; 23: 19; 25: 3 1; 30: 23, and by r<ý, u in 5: 26-, 14: 20 
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These different choices do not simply indicate that the Syriac translator had a 

particularly wide range of synonyms at his disposal, forjust as one of these 

Hebrew roots is translated by more than one Syriac root, so one Syriac root is 

used to translate more than one of these Hebrew roots. Expressing the data 

shown above in a different way, is used to translate not only its cognate 
but also py, in 2: 22; 3: 13; 11: 10; 14: 7,14: 20; 31: 29(30), 32: 18; 51: 6. In 3: 13 it 
translates Yv% and in 5: 26; 14: 20 it translates Yvi. Similarly, 

-!, cw translates py 
in 5: 25; 13: 22; 16: 10,16: 18; 25: 12; 30: 14,30: 15; 31: 33 (34); 33: 8; 36: 3; and in 

5: 6 it translates Yv! ); and r<AcL-., translates py in 14: 10,16: 17; 18: 23; 33: 8; 36: 3 1; 

50: 20, and wo, in 33: 8. 

Nor does the context seem to explain the different choices: for instance, 
where yvo is used of sinning against God as for example in 2: 8 ): 1 IYV-o o)yvni and 
3: 13 nyvo -,: ) 131Y )Y-t ix, the roots selected differ: 2: 8 is translated 

. -. c, 2X. -z,, T <chcL!: ia, but 3: 13 becomes -s.. -T -Ptm- 

Similarly, where the Hebrew includes Nvn and 1w, In similar contexts, py is 
differently translated: in 14: 7 nwn 15 ..... in *ay inny oN , wny is translated with 

but in 14: 10 onm)n ^Tjoon ony -i: )v , ony becomes '. 9 cril cu- 
Nor is the identity of the speaker responsible: for instance, in contrast to the use 

of root -, a.. in 16: 18 when God speaks, root 4,. is used when he speaks in 

2: 22. 

Analysis by chapter gives no explanation either: there is, for instance, no 

evidence that the selection of lexical equivalent varies between different parts of 

the book, which might suggest either that one translator changed his apprach as 
he gained confidence, or grew tired, or that more than one translator was 
involved 

11. Holladay (Holladay, 1958, pp. 38-39) suggests that translations of root : 11v indicate that wo 

translators \\ ere in\ olved in the Peshitta, for he finds a clear difference in the choice of lc\ical 

equivalents in the first 30 chapters compared with chapters 31-52: in coN enantal contexts, -10& 

is used in the first part of the book but c^ýcv) later. 

See also the discussion of root niv, pp. 252-258. 
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Possibly, some decisions are explained by the translator's feel for rhetoric: for 

instance, in 3: 13 the Syriac repeats root eA,. for the two Hebrew roots 11v and 

wo: the translator seems to have deliberately chosen repetition of the one root to 

achieve his rhetorical effect, rather than varying the root as in the Hebrew, and 
has avoided rootANv which he used only a short time earlier, in 2: 8. Similarly, 

in 14: 20 1ý i3x9n ): ) 13)MIN JIY 13MI is translated using root r<l,, three times: 
Uý X4-. T ... ekb-, <--T <h3-IV--G 

winn; IN; ji-in; nnyi; is-p 

The translation of these terms within Jeremiah forms an interesting contrast with 
the above analysis: in translating words for "anger" it seems that the translator is 
guided by a feel for idiom rather than for rhetoric. 

12 
nnn: occurs seventeen times in Jeremiah 

, and in fifteen of these passages it is 

translated with the cognate 13. This suggests a consistent one-for-one 

equivalence; but the two exceptions are interesting. 
In the first exception, 23: 19, the first member of a pair of duplicate passages, 

, <, -\a-t 
is used, and this unusual choice seems to be deliberate, for it is associated 

with the surprising choice of to translate vv, discussed below in (c): 

nNY) -, iy)n nin) myv becomes na, f<%-\ai= r--otnx cy t-sam rem. 
The second exception, in 44: 6, is particularly interesting: here, the Hebrew 

12. Driver suggests that the use of root Ns-, in for instance 21: 12 IYxi iiv: ii )nnn vN: ) x3n -P 

n=)n shows that the meaning "to shine forth" could attach to this root, and brings in support of 

his suggestion the parallel in this verse with v: l (Driver, 1951, p. 244). There is no evidence 

in this translation that this meaning of the Hebrew was recognised: root aw is consistently 

used. 

13. In 4: 4; 6: 11; 7: 20; 10: 25; 18: 20; 21: 5,12; 25: 15; 30: 23; 32: 31,37; 33: 5; 36: 7; 42: 18 x2 

(total 15) 
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phrase is unusual: ). w )nnn Inn) rather than the idiomatic association of I)-)n 

m-m-IiN as in, for example, 25: 37 mn) IN p-in -))on, and the translation as 
14 Am. a ooi may reflect this 

15 
IN too is consistently translated by f<u\ai. 

Ii-in, in contrast, is usually 
16 translated by r<m. but once by Here too, 

there is a tendency to translate freely, using idiom: 23: 20 MT nin-, -IN niv Ný 

becomes mvý,, jat-, r<&m" r<A, translating as if the Hebrew idiom were 

present. 

This association of p-in and IN in an idiom affects the translation. It occurs in 

seven verses in Jeremiah, and is consistently rendered as ML-\a -t.? '<aum. 

even in 25: 38 where Irin occurs twice, once without IN, in MT p-in, )Dn 

)-oN Irin urn , the tran sl ati on is 7o. Lo ý-m a r<-. t--Ox (n %-\a -t 

m %-\a ix (Lee differs here, omitting the first f<&=. u 
17 

inyi and Is 12 occur three and five times respectively , and are always translated 

by f-e%-\a-t. 

This overall pattern suggests first, that for the five Hebrew terms the translator 

judged that only two, r<&m, and were suitable, so that his work was in 

this respect constrained by a limited vocabulary; second, that despite that 

limitation, he felt free to use his initiative. Gelston (Gelston, 1987, pp. 141,142) 

14. This may, however, be an example of the phenomenon of "crossed equivalents", discussed 

below. 

15. ýN: by rev-\ai: 4: 8; 4: 26; 7: 20; 12: 13; 21: 5; 25: 37; 25: 38; 30: 24; 32: 31; 32: 37; 33: 5; 

36: 7; 42: 18; 49: 37; 51: 45 (total 15*) 

*in 23: 20, nirr)-IN is translated as coo\ai. -, so the intended equivalence is uncertain. 

16. Inn: by <m. 4: 8; 4: 26; 12: 13; 25: 37; 25: 38 (see above); 30: 24; 49: 37; 51: 45. 

17. riml: 10: 10; 15: 17; 50: 25; Isp: 10: 10; 21: 5; 32: 37; 37: 15; 50: 13. 
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shows that, in the Twelve Prophets, the same two nouns were almost always 

used, though e&na< was available and was used at Micah 7: 18; Gelston 

comments too on the curious fact that it is ji-in and not the cognate -nnn which is 

consistently translated by 

b. The use of synonyms or repetition to achieve an effect, independently of 
the Hebrew usage 

A limited vocabulary would of course enforce the use of repetition rather than of 

synonym, and doubtless did so in some passages. Albrektson (Albrektson, 

1963, p. 21 1) discussing the Peshitta to Lamentations, judged that this restricted 

the translator; Weitzman (Weitzman, 1996, p. 592) refers to the problem caused 
by parallelism where the Syriac did not always have equivalents for the Hebrew 

synonyms; Gelston, however, points out that "The alleged paucity of Syriac 

vocabulary is ... relative" (Gelston, 1987, p. 139), an assessment to be confirmed 
by some of the examples given below. 

There is an excellent example of the use of repetition to achieve a rhetorical effect 
18 in the Hebrew in 4: 23-26 . Here, each of the four successive verses opens 

with )n)N-i: 

'1Nfl-flN 'fl'? fl 

o, _-1fl 'fl'? '1 

IYTNfl )'? ' fl)fl1 'fl'Nl 

1tVi 'Tl'Nl 

The translator chose to make his effect differently, using two roots, iCW and <v., 

alternately: 

vI r<CT3 a 

r<L-2 =m v�ý K -= t-. r9l= r<mm 3, 
- t., 

In nearby verses the approach to repetition differs, showing that the translator 

was not bound by a rule but was exercising his initiative. In 4: 22, immediately Zý- 
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preceding the )nw) sequence in which one Hebrew root is translated by two 

Syriac roots, the two Hebrew roots on, 11: i are translated by one, 
for Y-rný-. vxi om-: )n nnn o)))w x5i the Peshitta. has r<Aa 

Elsewhere, however, the same two Hebrew roots wn, 1)2 are translated by three 

equivalents, 7nu, and,, ": 9: 11 nNi-nN )2)1 mmn Y))Nn-m is translated as 

rexm 1nAumi -xL""-t a-L= (in Lee, this is v. 12). Similarly, 49: 7 'ny pmn 

0)3: 1)3 712Y i112N 1)3)31: 1 nn-: )n becomes !:, j . Lmr< --. a& &. 1 

re-A ý%-Nzus". Lastly, 23: 20 nnn 712 )))): 131. n is translated with mm O-L. M(NA; and the 

closely similar phrase in 30: 24 is also translated with root ýL=: there was indeed 

no paucity of vocabulary enforcing the repetition in 4: 22. 

In 1: 17 there is an example similar to 4: 23-26; here the repetition of root nnn in 

God's threat on)). o5 InnN-jo on-non nnn-5N is surely intentional, but is not 

represented in the translation 19 
: tl\ý=&re Pcru--, i A.. Xl& rd. 

The single Hebrew root 3inn is translated by the two Syriac roots AA&, and im, 6% . 
Further, the translator has not only decided to make his point by using e> 

Footnote from p. 57 

18. LXX is similar, with 

4: 23 ýTrýPXEya ý711 TýV YfiV 

4: 24 ETIBOV T& 6PTI 

4: 25 ý-rrýPXEya, Kai iboýi OýJK ýV 6V6PCDTrOS 

4: 26 ET80V, Kal i8o, ý (5 K6ppriXos 9pripos 

As at 1: 17 below, both translators prefer the use of synonyms to achieve their effect, rather than 

repetition as in MT. 

S ývaVTIOV 19. LXX to 1: 17 has pý q)oPTI"S &TT6 Trpcxycý)Trov alýT(Z)V P-q& TrTOTIOfi 

aýJ`rc2w. Evidently both translators felt that variety was more effective than repetition; there is 

no reason to attribute the form in the Peshitta to influence from LXX, for polygenesis is 

perfectly possible. 
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synonyms; the order in which he uses the synonyms in the translation of this 

passage is surprising. Rootnnn is usually translated with root im& when used 

as a verb in Jeremiah 20 -, Aav is used, outside 1: 17, only in 10: 2; so a less 

frequently chosen equivalent is used first in Jer 1: 17, followed by the most often 

chosen. 
Here too, a contrasting approach is found elsewhere: 
in 10: 2 the Hebrew repetition in nain on)n inn-) ): ) )nnn-ýN omvn TnnNni 

is translated with repetition: am AI'M f<-tnx. v 4-eAr< :n 

"T 'e Cra-1-M V-X-91. 

and in 17: 18 similarly ))N nnnN-ýN) rnmi mri-, becomes rda 

W-3 r< im&&f<. 

There are numerous other examples both of the use of synonyms in the Hebrew 

translated by repetition of a root, and of the opposite, for instance: 

11: 18 where the deliberate repetition in the Hebrew ny-mi-nv)-nn-m-mi becomes 

,. -T, <a , c. <ý -t=, and 13: 10 where the Hebrew )'im i: )ý)i mý nviivn 
ovinN contN becomes r<j-t.. x< reaAf< i&= alir<a pca--A. T r<ý_, = v. -. almn. -T 

In contrast, in 3: 5 n-N)5 mv)-ox o5vv5 -wrn is translated af<-nX-., N iý'Jau r<--nA. -T 

, en\ -A il,, Au; and in 20: 6 Nwi tini )nvn i: )5-n becomes 1- a reý \! nXir<& 
AI r<&. 

c. A variation of the familiar AIB-word approach, described for instance 

by Weitzman (Weitzman, 1996, p. 592) 

The essence of this approach is that, where two synonyms are available in 

Syriac, one, the "A-word" may be used if any of the Hebrew synonyms occurs 

alone, but if two Hebrew synonyms occur in one verse, the translator tends to 

use the "A-word" for the first, and the "13-word" for the second. The duplicate 

passages in Jeremiah, discussed in detail in Chapter 3, provide a comparable 

20. m-n : by 1--, & 1: 17; 8. - 9; 17: 17; 17: 18 x 2; 23: 4; 30: 10; 46: 5,27; 48: 1,20,39 x 2; 49: 37; 

50: 2,36; 51: 56; by Aa: 1: 17; 10: 2x2; by i--h. : 50: 2 (14: 4 not translated). 
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opportunity for the selective use of Syriac synonyms: in some of these passages, 

the A-word is used in translating the first and the B-word when working on the 

second. There are, however, other duplicate passages at which the choice is 

reversed, so that either the B-word or a word which is not sufficiently established 

as a lexical equivalent for it to be classified even as a B-word is used in the first 

passage, with the standard "A-word" equivalent reserved for the second 

occurrence. 
The A-word is used in the first and the B-word in the second: 

for instance, in 6: 24 iirr) io-i mvi nN =Y) becomes 
. m&r<a 

, acnA--'2-X 

and 50: 43 Irr 10-ii tvnv)-m vnv) becomes lmnx r<-%I-A ! M,, 

, ma-. mur< \. 't&r<a pcn-s. ýx: in the translation of root -n-0-1 , root r<-O, -V is chosen in 

the first of the two duplicate passages and root Azi in the second, in accordance 

with the preference elsewhere in Jeremiah (38: 4; 47: 3; 49: 24) where the cognate 
is consistently used. 
Similarly, 10: 14,51: 17 tm -ilm ): ) is translated respectively as r<tDa-z. -T 

an, jaaj and Root -ipv occurs in 36 other passages in 
Jeremiah, and is translated with the cognate at 21 of these, and with root-\-ý". x at 
16 21 ; so here too the most frequently selected term is used first, and the less 

preferred equivalent given at the second passage 22 

There are, however, other particularly interesting passages in which the choice of 

synonyms is apparently reversed, the standard equivalent reserved for the second 

occurrence of the text: 

for instance, Jer 10: 12 and 51: 15 where MT trm) jim innami becomes 

21. -ipw translated by tmx: 5: 31; 6: 13; 7: 4,8,9; 8: 10; 9: 2(3), 4(5); 10: 14; 13: 25; 20: 6; 

23: 14; 27: 10,14,15,16; 28: 15; 29: 9,21,23,3 1; and by A-\. t: 3: 10,23; 5: 2; 8: 8 x 2; 14: 14 x 

2; 16: 19 (the translation is imprecise here but this seems the most likely equivalence); 23: 25, 

26,3 2x2; 37: 14; 40: 16; 43: 2 -, 51: 17 

22. The choice is not determined by whether or not prophetic words are referred to: for instance, 

in 5: 31 -ipm iNm is translated with mrimax, but in 14: 14 o*, N3jn -ipv is translated 

with 
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respectively r<, -., Lz -Atm and r<,!: mz -. Auvo calnama. 
Two roots are used in the Syriac for ninn , and one of them, root r< Ii "to 

reason, to purpose" is an unusual choice. M=n occurs nowhere else in Jer, but 

is found in thirty-nine other passages in the Hebrew Bible 23 
: in twenty-two it is 

translated by rootAnw "to make to understand", in five by root ýMnu, in four by 

the cognate 0m, with other roots including r<--. -t occurring only once or twice 

each. Root f<-!, i , not even an established B-word, is used in the first of the 

duplicate passages, not the second: this suggests that the translator anticipated the 

second passage, and enjoyed exercising some initiative in a surprising choice, 

planning to use a more usual equivalent at the second opportunity. 

There is a similar example in 16: 15 and 23: 8, concerning root n-u: 

in 16: 15 W -mv) on-, -t-, i wx becornes,, -AM and in 23: 8 -im 

ov o)-nnrn becomes Root n-r) is used frequently elsewhere in 

Jeremiah 24,25, and is usually translated with root -wam, less often with root -aat. 

23. " Ex 31: 3; 1K 7: 14; Job 12: 12,13; 

-lam 
Ex 35: 3 1; 36: 1; Dt 32: 28; IK 5: 9(29); Isa 40: 28; Ezek 28: 4 (the translation is rather 

imprecise but this seems the most probable underestanding); Ob 7,8; Ps 49: 4; 78: 72; 

147(146): 5; Prov 2: 2,3,6; 3: 13,19; 8: 1; 10: 23; 11: 12; 15: 21-, 21: 30; 24: 3; 

aL Isa 40: 14; mýi Isa 44: 19; Prov 28: 16; -xLt.. Job 26: 12; Ps 136(135): 5; Prov 17: 27; 18: 2; 

20: 5; par< Prov 19: 8(9). Hos 13: 2, Prov 2: 11; 5: 1 and Job 32: 11 are too freely translated to be 

helpful here. 

24. Gelston (Gelston, 1987, pp. 142,149) discusses the translations of mi in the Twelve 

Prophets, and the possible relationship between this and the translation of n5-%; no such effect of 

context is evident in Jeremiah. 

25. rrt3: translated by imm : 8: 3; 23: 3,8; 24: 9; 29: 14,18; 32: 37; 40: 12; 49: 5; 49: 36; by nii: 

16: 15; 27: 15; by -cmkt 
30: 17; and by re-ý : 23: 2; 50: 17 

(Root mr) also occurs in 27: 10 and 43: 5, but these are probably not translated. ) 
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There is a further example in 23: 19 and 30: 23; 

in 23: 19 MT nxy)nnnnin) myv-mn 

5in) v)N-i 5y 55innn -ivvi 
becomes n Cý r< 1-\a im F. -I i-n't ali i..!, CLW KM 

... (ýýu r<---ý-ix r<-xi 
\, 

r<3 -'L-S. CUva 

whereas in 30: 23 rws) nnn mn') n-iyv svi 
ýlm tryw-I Y)N-1 5ý1 -1-11min -Iyv 

becomes <. in. -? <CO 
u rxi ri. *r o\ rA \ 
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Here, myv is translated with and respectively; the first term is 

not even a close equivalent, meaning "an action, a visitation" rather than the 
'frage, tempest" of the Hebrew, perhaps an example of the "Syromanie" 

26 discussed above in Chapter I. The Hebrew noun occurs in one other verse in 

Jeremiah, 25: 32; outside Jeremiah it is found quite frequently, and there is no 
27 doubt that is the standard equivalent 

This duplicate, then, gives another example of an unusual lexical equivalent at the 

first of the pair, with the standard choice reserved for the second. 

26. The suggestion that Syromanie might be the cause of the choice of <, i--%xLw here was made 

by Dr. Michael Weitzman in some early unpublished notes to which he generously gave me 

access. 

27. Syriac equivalents used for rriyv are in 2Kings 2: 1,11; 1 sa 29: 6; 40: 24; 41: 16-, Jer 

25: 32; 30: 23 x 2; Ezek 1: 4; 13: 11,13; Amos 1: 14; Zech 9: 14; Ps 55: 9(8); 83: 16(15); 107: 25, 

29; 148: 8; Job 38: 1; 40: 6; r<jt--. cLw: Jer 23: 19 x 2; 

A., w Jonah 1: 4,12 
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Finally, both MT and the translation repeat a root in 39: 6 52: 1 15n vny)-, i 
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15n unv -n-tin, rin-t) nNi , which is translated ,,, a 

but in 52: 10 the repetition is avoided in translation: 

intro unv) -, rri-m nN on 3IN 5: 1: 115)3 vnv)l 
becomes MM. -tM mtw r<. -Tacn--v r<4r<w PCnx-nAa 

using root miu at the second point 
28 

. 

d. The use of "crossed equivalents" 
In this kind of variation in lexical equivalent the order of a pair of Hebrew words 
is reversed in the translation. Gelston (Gelston, 1987, pp. 135-136) discusses 

this phenomenon of "crossed equivalents" in the Twelve Prophets, and Taylor 

(Taylor, 1994, p. 320) describes its occurrence in a number of passages in 

Daniel. The number of such changes is such that a deliberate stylistic 
29 

modification rather than textual corruption seems likely 

28. Translations of root nin give an excellent example of freedom in the choice of lexical 

equivalent. The term ornn occurs only thirteen times (Jer 39: 6 is noted above) in the Hebrew 

Bible, and is translated by five different equivalents; of the thirteen, six are in Nehemiah where 

five different Syriac roots are used: 

Root tu IK 21: 8,11; Eccl 10: 17; Neh 7: 5 

Root -ý, 
Iz Neh 2: 16 

Root -=-% 
Jer 27: 20; Nch 4-8,13(14,19); 6: 17 

Root -xo 
Neh 5: 7 

Root -Y-i 
Neh 13: 17; Isa 34: 12 imprecisely translated. 

29. This is such an idiosyncratic technique that its presence in more than one book of the 

Peshitta is perhaps an indicator that these books were all translated by the same person. 
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There are examples in, for instance, 

1: 10 where vi-in5i -r)nNn5i becomes a. x=a--, Aa a-2w=, Aa. This is a particularly 

interesting example, for at other occurrences of some or all of this sequence in 
Jeremiah 30 the translation is precise. 
Further examples of "crossed equivalents" are to be found in: 
13: 14 on-w N5i =N-N5i 5innN-N5 

which becomes 
-WCLLX-< rMeACI --l-wir< r<la ', rW'Vf< reA 

29: 18 ; 15Ný 

becomes f<aln, ý-X 

30. 

1: 10 yiuj5i mw5 vivn5i -i*,: iN-, n5i ýim5i vini5 

becomes W-L-. -, MSa a. -L=a-=Sa CLauamla AM--ala t[Lý-ý 

12: 17 VIII) NIMI nX )MMI 

becomes r<ACD mcuta-&r< 

18: 7 r)3Ni5i ýinj5i vim5 

becomes a-%Mn!;, Aa i&A=Sa 

(with an additional term in 7al but not in 9al: see Chapter 5, "The Work of the Revisers") 

18: 9 vuj5i n: n5 

becomes -=iýa r<-L=--'A 

24: 6 vinx N5i omvv)i vinN N51 o)n*)j: n 

becomes r<xa ýftjf< T<. L=F<a 

31: 28 yiv35i niw5 ... -t): ixn5i vvn51 ýin)5i vin)ý 

becomes a. -ua--, Aa Cusiummsa ýUr< i. LL&:, A 

42: 10 vinN N51 t: ): )nN )Jimi v-i-, lN N51 0: )nN )n)): n 

becomes , ýar<a . ýwscwwr< r<la %ýýr< 

45: 4 VM *))N )IIYU) -IV)N 3INI MIII IIJN ITI)): I ')V)N 

becomes ta-s. Kire &m. J. T 70: 1--na a .. M r<, -Jf< 
&-L=. 'v *A. %= 
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Gelston (Gelston, 1987, pp. 139-140) discusses examples in the Twelve 

Prophets where the Peshitta uses two different words to render the same Hebrew 

word, or Hebrew cognates, and suggests that Syriac idiom, or the subtlety of the 

sense, may sometimes have determined the translator's choice; he concludes that 
"the Peshitta translators were not always embarrassed by a paucity of lexical 

resources". There is in the translation of the Hebrew word nlv a particularly 
interesting example of apparent freedom in the choice of lexical equivalent which 
is really an example of such a subtlety: the analysis presented below suggests that 

the translator worked according to the precise meaning of the Hebrew word, 

rather than by selecting more or less at random from a number of equally 

appropriate Syriac equivalents. 
The two most frequently used equivalents of n1v are rarw and r<-VM. 7; study of 
the translations of -n-fv in Jeremiah suggested that reArw is used for land in 

private or public ownership, and ret=., for other areas. The suggestion was 

sufficiently interesting to merit extension of the analysis to include uses of in 

other biblical books. The extended study was designed both to cover a 

reasonable canonical range, and to give adequate coverage of the categories in the 

implicational scale presented by Weitzman (Weitzman, in press, 

p. 179)which shows that certain terms serve as "discriminators" which indicate 

the degree of conservatism of the translator of the Hebrew book in question. 
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Judges, Samuel, Kings, 

Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the Twelve were included in the present analysis, 

giving a total of 249 occurrences of ; r(w. g 
It was recognised that, in Weitzman's terms, rry) is not an ideal discriminator, as 

it has more than one meaning in Hebrew; nonetheless this study gave interesting 

results. The meanings listed in B. D. B. include "cultivated field", "home of 

wild beasts", possibly, "plain", as the opposite of mountain; "land", as the 

opposite of sea; and a wide variety of specific meanings within two broad 

categories, either "open field, country" or "a definite portion of ground". These 

include, for instance, "pasture land", "unfrequented land", "home of wild 
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beasts", "home of beasts in general", "hunting ground", "an area with plants and 

trees", "a stony area", "the area outside a walled city", "the site of a small town" 

and "the personal estate of the king". 

As well as this diversity of meanings, there is the additional problem that it is 

sometimes impossible to be sure which sense is intended by the MT. For 

instance, within Jeremiah, the field which is bought in chapter 32 may be a 

cultivated area, pasture land, land on which grew valuable trees, or simply an 

area of untended land in private ownership. There are similar ambiguities 

concerning the nature of the field in which is situated the cave of Machpelah in 

Genesis chapters 23 and 25, that of the field in which David took refuge in 1 
31 Samuel ch. 20, and many other examples 

Nonetheless, some classification according to the intended sense was possible, 

using three categories: 
(1) land which was in neither private nor local community ownership, and which 

would therefore have been wild; 
(ii) land which was in private or local community ownership, whether cultivated 

or not; 
(Iii) uncertain. 

The results are given in full in Annex 3. In summary, there is a clear distinction: 

where seems to mean wild land, retm. -. v is in general the term of choice; 

where means privately owned land, the preferred lexical equivalent is 

Further, there was a development in the translation of nlv meaning "wild land": 

in the group of books where the Peshitta translation is more conservative, that is 
Genesis, Judges, Samuel and Kings, there is equal use of r6, a. and relmx, but in 

the less conservative group, that is Ezekiel and the Twelve Prophets, there is a 

strong preference for etmx . 

3 1. Lane (Lane, 1994, p. 110) notes the cladfication of amny w-w mw in Leviticus 25: 34 by 

translating as acn., icw , t-axn.. -v relao 
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Some inconsistency in the selection of lexical equivalents seems virtually certain 
to have occurred, however, unless in all cases there are subtleties of meaning 

similar to those in the case of -. ifv of which today's reader is unaware. Gelston 

(Gelston, 1987, pp. 142-143) notes that sometimes the Peshitta translators were 
"sometimes content with an approximate equivalent even when a more precise 

one was available". There are numerous examples in Jeremiah of translations 

which apparently involve the use sometimes of a precise and sometimes of an 

imprecise equivalent: for instance, root nN) is translated by root r<r<ý,, in 13: 9, 

and by roots-mi, rer<ý,, and : aa-v in 48: 29. 

On the other hand, as well as these instances of the use of more than one Syriac 

word to translate a given Hebrew root, the opposite case is found: in such 

examples, two explanations are possible. Sometimes, the translator may be 

constrained by paucity of vocabulary, or may be struggling to give a 

noncontroversial rendering of a Hebrew term which he does not understand, and 

so is forced to use one root to translate several Hebrew roots. For instance, 

Albrektson (Albrektson, 1963, pp. 80-81) discusses the translation in 

Lamentations 1: 20 of the precise Hebrew tn), "to be bereaved" by root xmre with 

the more general meaning, "to destroy"; possibly, this choice indicates that the 

translator did not really understand the Hebrew here. Weitzman (Weitzman, in 

press, p. 41) notes that in Deuteronomy, Jeremiah, and Psalms 

and provide two basic alternative guesses for difficult words, the first 

being suitable when things look good for the subject and the second when they t: l 32,33 look bad" which occurs frequently in Jeremiah in the translation of 

many Hebrew roots, provides a good illustration of the difficulty of being sure of 

32. Root x-z, translates: -inK 46: 15; -i-TN 25: 34; -is: i 4: 5; 6: 27; 8: 14; 15: 20; 33: 3; 34: 7; -vo 

12: 5; 49: 19; 50: 44; -m 9: 2(3); mn 3: 23, ipin 3 1: 10(11); 52: 6; 1. n) 5: 15; -T: i: ) 30: 19; nN3 15: 18; 

ny 4: 6; iv 48: 17; 51: 53; oNy 30: 14; 30: 15,50: 17; : qpy 17: 9; Nny 15: 21; 20: 11; ;: im 48: 1. 

Root x-%. is also used in 11: 15 to translate ty, but this is a passage of difficult Hebrew which 

is discussed in Chapter 6 and is outside the scope of the present chapter. 
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the translator's reason for his choice, for detailed examination of the passages 

Suggests that in a number the choice was determined by difficulty or subtlety in 

the Hebrew. For instance, the usual root to translate ^T: i: ) is im., but in 30: 19 

llys) Nýl 0)311=111 IVYW N51 ENlYini , x. -., 
is used instead, a reasonable choice in 

the context. 

In other instances, however, the use of "general purpose" or "drudge" words 

strongly suggests a lack of precision, although, given the limitations of the 

modern reader's knowledge of the range of vocabulary and perception of nuance, 
it is not always possible to be sure which is the true explanation. 
On balance, it is evident that the translator was not constrained to give a 

consistent choice of equivalent: it is not always possible to be sure of the reason 
for the choice seen, which may be, for instance, the exercise of literary initiative; 

perception of nuance; paucity of vocabulary; or temporary inattention; but 

whatever the reason, the result is far from the use of consistent equivalents which 

would characterise a literal translation. 

Footnote from p. 67 

33. Root --% iý, translates 55n 25: 16; 51: 7; N5n 14: 18; 16: 4; 5N, ) 50: 36; J., Y/IP 2: 24; 4: 3 1 

51.58,64; nn) 4: 3 1; pou 48: 26; -my 9: 4(5); 25: 27. (The root also occurs in 17: 8 as a noun 

"leaf". ) 
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(iii) the harmonisation of one verse with another, either within 
Jeremiah or in another book 

The wording of one verse may be adapted to conform to that of a similar passage, 

sometimes from a biblical book other than Jeremiah, but sometimes from within 
Jeremiah; examples which are given below show possible assimilations of 
translations of passages from Jeremiah to verses of Deuteronomy, Isaiah, 

Ezekiel, Nahum, Zechariah, and Psalms. Within the Peshitta to Jeremiah, the 

technique is fairly common, as the examples below will show, but not of 

sufficiently high prevalence to occur in the sample of tenth verses. 
This technique in biblical transmission is described for instance by Tov (Tov, 

1985 (ii) p. 3) who concentrates on harmonisations "on the textual level 

... (which) belong to the scribal transmission of compositions after their literary 

shape had been finalised" but who also notes the importance of distinguishing, in 

some cases, whether a harmonisation in a translation derives from the translator 

or from his Vorlage (Tov, 1985 (ii) p. 19). Gelston (Gelston, 1987 p. 150 with 

reference to the Hebrew Bible and pp. 153-156 with reference to possible 

assimilation to passages in the New Testament) discusses harmonisation as a 
feature of the translation technique in the Peshitta to the Twelve Prophets. 

Some of the most interesting examples of harmonisation of passages within 
Jeremiah, and with passages in other biblical books, are given below; however, 

before discussing individual verses, it is interesting to note the flexibility with 

which the approach was applied. 
For instance, harmonisation of the many occurrences of the -i: rT ..... : 1Y-1 .... 3-in 

sequence in Jeremiah is found sometimes, but by no means consistently. As in 

his use of lexical equivalents, the translator evidently felt free to use some 

discretion. This sequence occurs frequently, in whole or in part, but in the 

Hebrew the terms are not always in the usual sequence, and sometimes one of the 

three terms is absent. 
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In translation: 

(i) where the Hebrew terms are given in the usual sequence, and all three are 

present, the translation is always exact 34 ; 

(ii) where the sequence is unusual in the Hebrew, as for instance in 21: 7 

: 1Y'1 ... nn... 'n't, the order is changed to the usual form in translation; 

(iii) an incomplete sequence, in an unusual order, may be changed to make both 

aspects standard, as In 14: 16 where : i'in.. 3Y-i becomes r<Aan... 
Differing approaches may be seen within the space of only a few verses: for 

instance, : vi ... 3-in in 44: 18 is accurately translated, but in 44: 27 3y-i... Yin 

becomes r<j&wj ... 
There is no evident reason for these different 

approaches other than the exercise of initiative. 

34. The -o-r ..... 3, v-l .... 3-in sequence 

5: 12 -. INll N15 

14: 12 115: )Y3 ): )JN '131: 11 3Y, 131 3-Im 

031IN 

14: 15 nNiti N, )N: i trov) x5 nv-ii n^in 

14: 15 lnll o*)N3ji inn) : iv^rn : rim 

14: 16 3-inm 

15: 2 : rin5 -ivNi ni)35 =5 "im 

3, v*i5 mrb -iym : rin5 

16: 4 *: )) mrm : rmi 

21: 7 : 23rin Im 3-)n-, i In '12T I In 

21: 9 3-im nin) 

24: 10 o2 )nn5w 

'13'Til-JINI 

27: 8 -ipoN -n-mi ny-oi : rim 

27: 13 : i-in: i Inyi nnN ininn nn5 

'13131 3, V-ln 

29: 17 : iy-m-m n-)nn-m 03 n5vn 

"1211 1-31N I 

re-\ fe-. Lýa r<. ta 

r<jatm-Ama r<-L-4LI.. ma 

, pcal re-3, < t=4, M 

r<. -Tcn r<acria r46 r<A-, -, 6a re--3i4j 

,, wcy) f<; --1.3 ý. "a- rqLL%nma re-=tu= 

r<Am-ma r<A-aaa f<mtua 70ILD ým 

NýLuuw f--. Laz. =a 

- --'3 112-30 1122a r<MtU 112? f 'J&a Oka - 

f<-J&CL-Ama r<OiLk= (ýCtmj 

f<. I-Ocla r<=im Pcni&m -t.,. txr<a 

re-l&wna 

Kjä%CL-, 1=cl r<. L-a-, jmo r-, -mltum 

UN, ý"a äuf< 9&CL-»& rdo 

<j, < i. I. Z2P3 r<c12 

r<i&ct-: mo 
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It is not always possible to be sure whether an apparent assimilation represents an 
intent to bring two verses into line with one another, as in true harmonisation, or 

a decision to translate with a phrase which may have been "common intellectual 

property", familiar to the translators of the Peshitta as it had been earlier to those 

who produced the MT. 7: 6 and 22: 3, and 9: 13(14), shown below, illustrate 

this problem well. 
Some individual examples follow, given in canonical order, in two groups: first 

those passages where the possible influence is from a biblical book other than 

Jeremiah, and second those where the assimilation is to another verse of 
Jeremiah. 

Footnote from p. 70 contd. 

29: 18 nyn3 3-inn oirnnN 

, 1: 11: 11 

m-liAn, ma F<=iAkm Ocoi&m 

r<-4cl-mma 

32: 24 : I-Inil 

32: 36 3y-mi nnnn 5: m-15o T, ): i nin) 

, 1: 2-121 

34: 17 : rinm-5N... -irrT o: )5 wip 

38: 2 : i-in: i mw nNin : iv)-,,, -i 

-1: 1121 : IY'13 

42: 17 '1: 11: 11 : iy-a : mnn inin) 

42: 22 ininn -o-m 3y-o 3-im 

43: 11 nn5 nn5 -ivNi ... =5 mn5 -IV)N 

44: 12 
.... inn) 3y-u : nm to) 

inn, nwrn : a-inn 

44: 13 o5vrv, 5y in-rpo -ivN: ) 
'13131 2Y, 13 3-Im 

44: 18 unn 3yni : nn: n 

44: 27 my-mi 3-im ... InnI 

f<AaZnO fItI-SCIa r<miý 70-LO V-13 

<. tj3 

a 

, a&CL"& mll-%ama r<rjt. = 

Kni. L\ 

re-sNcg-Ama rCgokýa f<mijAm , a&cLn-sa 

7AXia, <A-!, kmmsn V,, ýr< 

r<-i&a--nma 'e-L-w, =a r<=um 

vam 
r<, C- a r<-Jiuma 

re-jaka-mma f<A-QL%ma r<=tu= 
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In 7: 6 and 22: 3 the possible influence is from Zechariah. There are two points 

of particular interest here, first that at first sight it seems that the translation of the 

earlier verse may have been adapted to that of the later. There is no clear reason 

why this should not have happened, given that the translator must have been one 

whose knowledge of the book was excellent: indeed, the approach to the use of 
lexical equivalents within the duplicate passages discussed below in Chapter 3 

strongly suggests that, while working on one chapter, the text of others was clear 
in his mind; nonetheless, it does seem that the usual pattern is for later passages 
to be adapted to earlier verses. 
NIT in 7: 6 reads .... vjnyn N5-nm5m oin) -u , but is translated 

r<1 with an additional injunction in reA 

This evokes the W in 22: 3 ..... )vnnn-5N vn-5N -n)Y35N) mn-) -w which is 

translated as in 7: 6. 

Zech 7: 10 may provide the explanation: here, the similar NIT 

)pvyll-ýx )), Vl )) t: ))31)) rwým 
is translated r<la 0--A--sA r<1 AcL\ r<. LA-m. mXa r<. Ln,: Aýa r<--, o&-LNa 

........ this raises the second point of particular interest, namely that rather 

than the verse in Jeremiah having been han-nonised to that in Zechariah, the verbs 

ýX , and ýý may have constituted an idiomatic pair which the writers of the 

Peshitta used in these appropriate contexts. 

In 15: 5 there may be influence from Isaiah, Nahum, or Psalms. -pýy ýnn)-)n 

1ý -nrmi o5vrr, becomes ýnla )mlziaf< -wa. "U ain. 
Root 'T'o occurs in ten other passages in Jeremiah, and is appropriately translated 

with roots --,. a i, rd, <, and xcu; (with the exceptions of the difficult 48: 27 where 

root-mim is used, the translator having perhaps understood root -rT), and 50: 8 

where root-oi-s. is used, perhaps because root -M was understood). Nowhere 

else in Jeremiah is it translated with root inA, and this may be due to the 

influence of one of three other passages in the Hebrew Bible in which it is 

paralleled with root on) : these are Isa 51: 19; Nah 3: 7; Ps 69: 21; in each of these 

the translation is with root -t-nA: 
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Isa 51: 19 lnn)N )a.. 1ý -n)) -)n is translated as ý, o ... 
Nah 3: 7 15 omnm W173N I)Nnrt -ni))n as nA f<--A-mr<a r<t-.. & 

, -nj 

and Ps 69: 21(20) )nxsn Nýi mnn)n5i inii 'Ti)ý-mpm as , -AX &, nm 
&un, 

-zr< r,:!: 
Xa r<jre--=--, Aa &. Aa cFA Here again, as in the example 

above, the cause of the apparent harmonisation may be the translator's tendency 

to use an idiomatic phrase. 

In 32: 20 the possible influence is from Deuteronomy. In the translation of MT 

wnoyn ninN nn*v) -iy)N as r<&=-wm i re&M%r< the text evokes 

that of Deut 29: 2 ot-on mnmrr mwn. 

In 33: 7 the possible influence is from Ezekiel. MT wnrn is expanded, 

giving u, ý. re ýqý -mrel,,, rea In.. m , ý, ox u,, ýre ýýjf< r<. Lmr<a 
toharmonise the passage with Ezek36: 11 

(D: )')31V-)N-In which is translated: v,, ýre ,, ý 
-Mreý, r<cl ýMxaxnn VNýr< 

re&ýX. -t ýM. f 

In 33: 11 the possible influence is from Ps 147(146): 1. There is an unexpected 

addition to i-rvn o5iY5-*,: ) nin) nw-): ) which becomes am a r<ýt--m am 

cn&, n--, 4 7LV,. X a. This evokes Ps 147 (146): 1 o-)y3-*,: ) nntN -n-im nw-): ) -, l. ) 155-n 

which is translated ýa - rn a ýýrd t--m vmX --L\V. 

48: 44 nmn-5N 5v, -rmn -))Dn min is expanded in translation: r<Im ý* ma-us. -s.. -v ý-*a 
reýa! ý,, M 

A-S. 
3 -. T, 

and resembles Isa 24: 18 nnon 5N 5o-, -mn ýipjn mn rmni , which is translated 

similarly. 

Second, passages assimilated to other verses of Jeremiah. 
t5 

9: 13(14) o35 ni-i-iv becomes r<ff-. m , pcu=, X oim., harmonising with, for 

instance, 3: 17 Y-in o35 ni-riv 
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16: 4 opens with inn) o)N5nn )ninn, translated as 

by harrnonisation to 14: 18 2Y'i )Niýnn ti)m -ryrn )31N: 2 om, translated as 

ecn &-trA 
ýýa ; the precision of the Syriac is increased in 

comparison with the Hebrew, a result which may also have motivated the 

translator. 

25: 18 -np'iv)5 -, InO ; 13-iný onN nný is contracted in translation, with three 

tenns only: <&. oa-uc-, Aa . em--m&Xa r<=iaA This echoes 25: 9 

oýv m2'in5i -n-p-i0i nnO wnffv, which is translated as rem--vAl 'ýýi r< .1-' r<a 

r<= -t Q.. A a re&-O aa- 

30: 18 Here, the addition of a phrase harmonises a verse to one which comes later 

in the book: on-)N im): mm aipy) tnN mnv : iv-)nji becomes 
ýuxa usý r< cnl r<-i r< x Cl 

--3CUL. ". -T CYIIA-T--A -. T refa 1< UNýcrj-n r<cD 

ýMwir< 'MCLL--..: ý 

evoking 33: 11 rnymn.: ) ywn-jinv-m translated as U"'ýMr<x AN'n 

36: 7 ny-in in-ty) v-, N inm becomes 

'p "ý'O . -- i--" r<A-Y-3 a rekrý. crwi a, < 

The addition evokes, for instance, 26: 3 

oný nivvý : ivn ): ))N -im -my-ri-5N , nnnn ny-in trim w-, N invi 

"acas r4mm , -" r<L11rea r<&3L, = M. Wiar< "-M t=-\ , ýMa6ua 
(This is one of the many verses where Lee's text differs markedly from that of 
7a 1. ) 

46: 26 ..... om vp: w 't)n cnjim has an additional clause in translation, to 

han-nonise partially with 44: 30, becoming r<. %. r<m ýýar< 7L\-Xr<a 

<x. r<=a. In 44: 30 the W reads Y-in ny-1.0-nN Im nrn 

i)ni i): i)N 't)n orisn-jýn, which is translated 
'eir! mx r<Atm r<t. ýýp Cul r<-3, < 7AZ--m r<-,, < r<CT) 

CaY-OU V-524.7 , LLf<. 7 r<. I-&K: 3CI lCOCIMMILI-1-M-3 r4e. -Lf<! 3 
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51: 55 5r) 5ip imn 'mm 5: 13-m -m-m becornes 

rei -, a-, cn-Lm -tmaf<a, to harmonise with 36: 29 at which -15n mm)-N3 

11)311: 11 DIN 113nn 31)3v)"Il 3INM Trm), ii ý: m is appropriately translated: 

re-t -%a r<-Yj r< . iý cr. Li:; * 
Alý 

L-1 r<. '? CY) r<--', i r46 M-LM tAl. 1 0 
-X--JLM. 

l r4e-^-\ -213 I<C'h r<A ,T. 
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(iv) a. additions 

This section concerns those additions which were made deliberately, as 

manifestations of translation technique. However, as Gelston (Gelston, 1987, 

pp. 131-135) notes, it is not always possible to distinguish with certainty 
between those additions which result from differences in the syntax and idiom of 
the two languages and those which were intended to change the meaning of the 

text. So far as subjective assessment makes possible, the former have not been 

included here: "enforced" changes, where the translator was constrained by 

writing in a different language, give no insight into his translation technique since 
he had no choice but to make them. As an obvious example, the independent 

third person plural pronouns idiomatic in Syriac add to the word count in 

comparison with Hebrew where objective suffixes are acceptable, but their use 

would be automatic rather than a matter of judgment. 

Any deliberate addition, whatever the reason for making it, by definition breaks 

the rule of quantitative literalism, and implies that the translator gives greater 

priority to the motive for the change than to keeping that rule. Such changes are 

made frequently: there are seventeen examples of additions 35 within the 186 

sense units of the sample of tenth verses, giving a figure of 9% of sense units 

affected. This figure excludes the two "enforced" additions, made in 

recognition of the differences in idiom or syntax between the two languages, and 

an addition which forms part of an attempt to translate difficult or obscure 
Hebrew. The high prevalence, together with the trivial nature of many of the 

examples, suggests that the translator was perfectly ready to move from 

quantitative literalism: had he been at all reluctant to do this, he could easily have 

avoided making many of these changes. 

35. additions: 

epithet 8: 10,28: 10; enforced by idiom 13: 10,22: 10; for clarity or precision 15: 10; 22: 10; 

26: 10,31: 10; 36: 10; 40: 10; 45: 5; 48: lOx2; 50: 10; additional verbs 38: 10 x 2; 44: 10; 46: 10 

x 2; difficult or obscure Hebrew 20: 10 
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a. The classification of additions 
Almost all these additions seem to have been made in pursuance of the 

presentational style; they include: 
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(i) additions which increase clarity or precision. 
Some particularly revealing examples in this group are found at points where the 
Hebrew is enigmatic: the change in style suggests that the translator put a high 

value on clarity and immediate accessibility. The analysis presented above has 

already shown that the translator did not consistently aim at a literal rendering, as 
he would have done had he felt himself to be translating "letter-perfect" text, so 

additions breaching the constraints of quantitative liter-alism for the sake of greater 

clarity were permissible. Further, such clarity was evidently valued above the 

preservation of the mood of the Hebrew, where an enigmatic passage would, at 

passages where the difficulty was not the result of inner-Hebrew corruption, 
have been deliberately so. The readers of the Peshitta would have been no less 

educated than those who read the original text, and would have been equally able 

to extract a hidden sense: so additions which make the text more readily 

accessible may at the same time eliminate a device deliberately used in order to 

check the reader's train of thought and allow a pause in which imaginative 

interpretation was allowed. 
Other examples in this group may seem to the modern reader to verge on 

pedantry, as noted for instance by Albrektson (Albrektson, 1963, pp. 210-21 1): 

at many the subject or object is stated, or the identity of speaker or addressee 

specified, and at others an additional verb is given which adds nothing to the tý t: l 
sense of the Hebrew, so that these additions serve only to make explicit in the 

Syriac that which is implicit in the Hebrew, and sometimes even diminish the 

impact of the text by labouring a point or flattening an image. 

(ii) additional epithets 

(iii) additions which give new information: this group, supplying facts which 

cannot be deduced from N4T, is very small. 
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Selected examples from these three categories will be given below, in canonical 

order. 
(i) additions which increase clarity or precision 

1: 15 nnos ni. DýY)n mn. OY)n-5-: )5 wip )))n ): ) becomes r<&=*iz 'eMLý-X <j '< '<-toa 
<&a-nAýx . There is considerable critical discussion of thejuxtaposed 

ninown and ni: )5nn; they may be variant readings, or nin., own may be a secondary 

addition from 25: 9 pos ninom 5: ) (Janzen, 1967, p. 435); whatever the 

underlying problem, the translator makes sense here by translating as if ninown is 

a construct, and adding dalath. 

6: 3 Onrrtyi uvi becomes r<. -L. f<&CL, ---V , adding force to the 

phrase in translation. 

7: 24 Yin mi5 nrrivn msynn ): )ý)) becomes am, i&ma i&= cwlir< 

, e-xý qm--A. The syntax of NIT is difficult. The juxtaposition of nl-Nynn and 

n)-riwn may indicate that these terms are variants which have been conflated; the 

verse evokes the parallelism of Ps 81: 13 ormmsy)m ): )5, ) oný n), )*"IY)3 rin5vw , 
and is discussed by Janzen (Janzen, 1967, pp. 435-436). The additional waw in 

. t&=a gives a clear sense. 

. 
9: 25 0`5-ly becomes vcn! ý*-, - pcnXn,.. T 

Oal-X- eAicuý A. r<tm- r< pcrAna awjLm--L= eAuLs., making,, the implied 

compaiison explicit. 

10: 16 ItN-: )-N5 

m5n) onv) 5N-fv)*, ) Nin 
becomes: e-\M.. T V, ý. re re-\ 

CyAa(ýtsl F<-N, =LX 
Aýf<iAasr<a 

%clClAA-I-" CLoCICY) 
-%-'I F<IL: 3. 'l ýM. 7 ANý 

conforming the second clause to the first. 51: 19 has a similar expansion, 0 
perhaps to hannonise this verse with the earlier one: N4T -).: ) mpr -175n -n5N: )-N5 

)3tn) mwi Nin ý: )n -isr becomes <t,.. T ý* r<-\r< -:, 
amý-.. -T w&Ln eAm. x "'ý'< r<A 

\! ncrAaM----T r<I, --xa am6u-n aýacn Ins. The limit of this addition is 

particularly interesting. Restrained as it is, it serves the purpose of increased 

precision, and also harmonises this verse with 10: 16. It does not meet the clear 
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need for "Israel" to be supplied in the later verse, and so gives a good example 

of human inconsistency in the application of the translation technique, virtually 

inevitable in work on a text of this length. 

15: 4 ý-Iwn m: )5)3n toý. -Iylt wnml 
111111,171n) 13 IIV))O 55)3 T 

has an added term: 

r<,, nuu Im f<m-Lt; 3.. f MCLM 
jnlx-tclr<m . L-% %.. T lox=-I" 

The nature of Manasseh's rei on is implicit in MT but explicit in translation. 0 

In 15: 10, there is an additional waw. This feature is not always important: for 

instance, Albrektson (Albrektson, 1963, p. 2 10, n. 1) refers to the "very frequent 

and usually un=important" additions of waw in the Peshitta to Lamentations, and 
Brock (Brock, 1988, pp. 61-62), noting the limited value of the representation or 
failure to represent waw in adjudicating Syriac variants where this is the only 
factor, points out that the translator was evidently not always interested in this 

feature. The additional waw in 15: 10, however, may be an exception. NIT 

))t5p)o nt) )mv)-N5 seems to lack an adversative particle preceding 

, 15: ), and the additional waw in 9caX-%a may supply this: rda r<-,, < r<-\ 

.X OCrA--, O I 'em- 

17: 17 ny-i ora -, inN-)Vn)o nnnO becomes,, dr< <i=M X <acn& r<X 

f<-y. m Nr<. the additional f<Ar< clarifies the train of thought. 

22: 7 itoi vv)N becomes cn. xr<= r<t-=LN, the translation is more precise 

than MT, though pedantic to the point at which it diminishes the impact of the 

ima gery. 
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22: 8 -i)y is described as large once only in NTF, but twice in the translation: 

nNin ýy 0, ): 2-) on) royl 
llmn -. 15run 'rO -, I: ): ) ni'm -. IY)y nn-ýy 

becomes 

re. -I co rek. in pi,, C, 
r<-vm r<&. AMA re-ý 

I.., 

22: 10 im5in rnwn 'tw niv) N5 ): ) I' Yn5 ixi ixt becomes 
, ý* A-!, ctn, -, re-ý 

cr, m xLb%rex vt!, ire rev. r<la rd -=a&a -1,, f<x: here, the negative e) 

understood in ivt5in ý-w-. nN nwn is supplied in translation. (The additional cnm 

in this line is not relevant in the present discussion of additions, since its presence 
is probably determined more by the grammar of the target language than by t: I Cý 
translation policy. ) 

24: 5 Making the sense explicit, the translator adds a preposition: MT -,. nn5v) -im 

o)-fv-): ) yiN nin tnipnn-p becomes r<-nird re-sm <i&, < , ý* Mmxx. 

In 26: 10 w-m-n -m-m-im there is an additional term in translation: 

r<. i--, 3. -f mký=x r<&-w rtýiN makes explicit the location of the new gate in the 

Temple area, although in the context of the complete verse: 

; -rifl fl'D 5Dfl-fl'DD 5yv n5-i 'iin n n-nn' rw) iyv. " 

w-tn-, i ni-m-im nnon rivin 
there could have been no difficulty in understanding exactly what was meant. 

27: 14 The opening pronoun adds emphasis: o, )N33, i nnt-ýN iynvn-ýNi becomes 

KI\x -T ri5%\. &2A r<S A&jr<a: (the additional epithet is of the kind 

noted below, seen in for instance 6: 13). 

29: 1 oývn)n ..... n5wn ', 3171 -in)-5N o5vn)n Nnin nv-i) nýv 'im 'iovn )-o-r n5m 

rtnn becomes X, -, \ 7Aviare , -m ixx-v 'eAcna 
A-n--. L\ -XA-riaf< 'ý* .... r<ihwa re--itz &al: the place of exile is stated only 

once in NIT, at the end of the verse; in translation, it is given twice, at the 

beginning of the list of recipients of the letter too. C) 
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36: 10 imn-i) nn-m 'inm J)n wip-n becomes <i-sm <ton 

r<-. --" r<, -4 v f< i-, " rem w hether purel y for the sake of preci si on, or to 

emphasise Jeremiah's prophetic role, the translation specifies that the words 

which Jeremiah spoke came from God. 

41: 7 -mn jln-ýN -. i*, )D)-I: a ýN. Vnvl lounwi becomes ýu im I., n,,, < ! nj, < na, , 
a-\.. , 5u fe in i ea 

The translator supplies a second verb and its object in,, ýjf< -m-w, <a to complete 

the sense. 

41: 9 iv-)N o*, viN-. i *, -I)D-5: ) -nx 5NYnv-)) ow 1*, 5v)-, l -)V)N 

NVN l5nn -IY)N Nin 

t: ))55r) inm-p 5NYnv)) N5n inx NvY2 *non 
becomes 

7" 
4D. 

T Cr. )-3 r<ILX. v T---Ma-\O 

r<. -t a co... 1 r<jw r< ,tý-, -F a cr3 a (7) 

OCF) Z C111 -Lr<iMýr<. T r<ý r<-V-ý 7M. -M 'ý'O 

The Hebrew is reasonably clear in the context, but is made explicit in translation 
by small additions: <. -Tna3.. -T, and am <, a4, N cni. 

41: 18 ý-IN: l .... 
becomes \,, 

---T mnaln* mýýre--T 

rexam.: T: there is no doubt that the land over which Gedalya has been appointed 

governor is Judah; nonetheless, in a pedantic addition, the Syriac specifies this. 

44: 2 Making explicit the sense of MT : ivr on: i I)NI ......... rin') 5y becomes 
I'D 

-x3r< ealm 
6L. 10 

..... r<.. Tam... f f<. icLo Xa. 

44: 24 ovin-5: ) 5N) oyn-ýo-5N is an incomplete echo of 44: 20 orimn-ýY 

tnmn ýyi . The translation adds a term, filling an obvious gap, and in the 

process hannonising the two verses: <3,, ýa Eft., ýý retm& mX--A- 

45: 4 where God threatens that he will bring disaster upon those whom he once 

helped: N)-, ) vn) )MI31yu) 'IVN ]IN) V-111, )ýx 
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the translator gives an addition: r<j, < -mtu-A cal--, Ia 
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In 45: 5 N4T is clarified in translation by the addition of two words, v,,,, Lm 
31157) Jý-V)173TI 713INI 

becomes snýLn reA r<&=-vai vý au, <a 

46: 6 MT tells of complete defeat: n-io -rii -11: wn u5n)-5XI 

i5o)i ft: ). The translation 36 makes the total defeat explicit, adding 

im-L%�� K-, Lr< reAct A.. In.., <-", < 

. cicrA--, cLX-sja cAm(ý&r< 

46: 25 To the NIT sequence -ýYi nntN -5yi wiNn-ýYi my-io-5yi N)n jinx-5x -t -pio )))-, i 

the translator adds Pharaoh's forces: 
A-S. a- M. &Ixr< A--Sa A-!, a r<; z*. -T 

, 
"r< A-ý- 

f<-3r< -I. CLS r<jr< rea) 

aan, ý A---a MI. 

47: 6 Nff )vInn Ný has an additional phrase in translation: 

r\O 4zt r �tr\ r<. 

50: 10 550 o)-fv: ) innin becomes . e8A, -=A <am&a 

50: 20 The sense of NIT is made explicit: 'rNvN *ivNý n5vN ): ) becomes 

Ikocn-1--A atu&xr<.. y r<. -., txx -on--Lxr<-t 
Aýý 

51: 36 The sense of N4T is made explicit in translation: nw-m )m-)nni becomes 

r<--a-, mix<a, although the context leaves no doubt as to the nation 

36. There is an interesting example of inner-Syriac corruption here: MTinn is translated, in 

all extant mss., not as but as 
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concerned. 
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51: 37 : iv-)i, ) I-)xn is expanded: ax, ý&. -T ý= The particular interest of this 

small addition is that in the similar verse at 9: 10 nw) t: in is translated Im 

without the final term. The two verses are so close: 

9: 10 0)3311190 0)5)5 05VIT-M )313131 

: IV)P )5: 2n 13IN -, I^Tl-, I) )-IY-31NI 

51: 37 EPM JIM 0)5)5 52: 1 

: IVP J)Nn 711-1ý-IVI -103v 
that this seems to be another example of the translator's human inconsistency. 

51: 40 Balancing the two parts of the verse by adding re&un-, A, MT orix) ci-r)-nN 

ormw-tv o-, 5)xD nnu5 becomes in translation u, ý., < , ý,, <a 

r<&Ma-3A <ý'u\a r<, tn, -r vsýrea r<x4ml. 

51: 46 There are two simple additions here, re-3tx< and ýnacu a, clarifying the 

difficult Nff: 

wrill 0: ): 1: 15 I^i*, -Io) 
fl7DV)fl fl1OVD 

IIYI)3v)-ll IMM N: ll 

i)v): i innm 

ývn-5y 5vni ý-iN: i vnni 

becomes tmý%ýu 

rn aim reýKreia 
re-=r4 re&. Lx. -f cr. )4ma 

L!, re-ý 
: DCLCL30 r<"Ncxlý, " r<acru a 

51: 51 There are two additions: MT no-in i3ynv-), )D mn becomes in translation 

, <. un. vsm" I ýCnm Aýf<tmf< &. M. T 
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Within the group of additions which increase precision are those which specify a 

subject or an object: 

10: 7 i1m) Jý )-: ) O)nn 15n IN-i) N5 )n lacks a subject fornnx-,, though the general 

sense is implicit both in the preceding phrase and in the immediately following 

expansion lim) pxy) tamn )n: )n-5: )3 ). ) . The translation supplies a 

subject, though changing the sense from "awe", as implied in the Hebrew, to 
"majesty" : 

fe&a-An r<ý, <. 

VNýCuir< &A Omalanxn 

and also adding om. Xa to bring into line the onin of the first part with )n: )n-5D 
on)n and om: )5n-5-: ) in the second. 

10: 11,12 The implicit comparison between the gods of 10: 11 and the God of 
10: 12 is explicit in the translation: whereas Nff has 

I-t: ly X5 N17-INI wnvot 

; fl5? ' N'Y3V )TInn-VDI ? Y1? D flD? 

iflDD 'ç flV))) 

the Peshitta. has the additional . <. 

a. -t -1 k r<l fmcs. i I<a f<,:: P=, v r<&A f< 

, e-lcr3 re.. mx &-aiN ý, oa r<i. -tr< , p. mmr<-3 

aAý. f<-S. A r< aý, re-. t>3 

51: 15 is similar: )n-: ): i ý^ix n'vy becomes uAmm r<.,. ire x=-!, r<. i=* - 

14: 5 211Y1 ilt» ol'fV2 ItýN MI: ) 

becomes w ca. -im -a--ixa %X. retmx= f<&L* r< -2, f<a 

36: 18 In the Syriac, but not in the MT, it is explicit that Jeremiah is the 

grammatical subject: n5mi on3-rn-5D nN )5N wip) ron becomes 
A, < MM , eAm rew\kh qCnAA r<ýMi, < <am i- 

36: 30 The sense of the N4T III Nv: )-ýY 2m) 15-nnn-, -N5 is clear only because the 
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concept is familiar. The translator adds in this context meaning t:, 
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successor, giving a subject for &,.. T: M-'W-tcl-a L!, 'N'.. -T CTIS r<acml reA 

IL. a. 

36: 31 MT lYnv NýI C); 1tN m-o-t-wN -mv-in-ýo becomes, specifying an object, and 

making the train of thought explicit, n-,, --, L, 
d. -t 

-! 
L, pcnA' 

. 
1w. 

38: 20 NIT lacks an explicit object in Iýn-) N5, made clear in translation: 

S4 

39: 12 there can be no doubt, given v 11: 
JIN'111: 13 1)3 ý: M-Jýrj 'INN'11: )133 IN)l 

that Jeren-ýah is the object of the verbs in v. 12 ))ýy 0*) 1)3), Vl mp 
Nonetheless, the translator supplies the name: r<, -*jeA cný 

41: 16 MT nti)-nN n: )-n -inN becomes, specifying the subject, ,m 
Fki1ç\ zr<. 

Other additions make explicit the identity of speaker or addressee: 

19: 1 ....... 3113-Pi It7n nin) -m -, i: ) becomes Pw A, CIL-" .1 it'are T<-L, %CD 

26: 1W -mN5 min) mn nin -o-r-m is expanded: f--. ico f<am 

inr<a r<. i--Yj 7DIM r<ýMir< 

27: 17 Nff does not specify the speaker in rm 5m Iýn-m rnv wntN )Ynv)n-5N 

but the translation does: A--=.. T rený cucA-, h <ý i--A i--Ar< ýýj re rd 

,,., the speaker, the translator adds to MT: )3Y) 5N'ýV) 31ý111: 1 ): IIV) 31: 21 Specifying 

n5N pw-5N becomes eAcn :,.. -ianm m6%a <. in <6txa&M : iacý 
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(The translator has understood root niv at the first imperative, and root : iv*, at the 

second: see also Chapter 6. ) 

36: 15 The speakers are specified: X) : lv) ltN nnwi becomes cTA a i--o, <a 

rj, iCi 

42: 11 N4T Ph= OINT O]IN-'IVN ý3: 115n )1.0)3 IN-Pn-5N 

(: ): )31N wyn-15 ))N mirr- ON) mn IN-l*, 31-5N 
leaves no reasonable doubt that God speaks. Nevertheless, the translation 

makes this explicit: r-e- 1--4 j-mf< . ej, < , Cln, -ý. -T A-ý, n <ý t-M M-, n eA 

46: 3 It is made explicit in the translation though not in NIT that it is God who 

gives the soldiers their orders: NTF opens with instructions Im 1: )-)Y n 
but the translation opens by specifying the speaker 

37 

r<i--ý=a r<A, i cL\ctn-x 
-L r<tax. r<-i r<cy2lr< r<-i&X-. r<. tm tnr< 

51: 34 The speaker is specified: N4T ý= 15n -iswrt: mn mnn i)5: )N is introduced 

in translation: o vma o1nsre -, ul-x-tar< As well as 

adding to the precision of the rendering, the translator may have decided on this 

addition for the sake of the inclusion it forms with the end of 51: 35. Dittography 

is possible, but seems less likely. 

37. The position of this long sequence is difficult to explain: presumably it is intended to 

strengthen the beginning of the oracles against the Nations, and would therefore be expected at 

the beginning of verse 2. 
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1: 15 MDý)M Mnnvn-ýOý N-1,17 *, )), I :) is a phrase which the translator felt 

needed an additional verb to represent the full force of the NIT wip; he gives AN, 
--m 

f<---'L\. 7 r<&h: Am-1 <&m'Lz ocal: A r<j r< r<tna f<-3 r< f<M.. -T (the approach 
to ni: jýnn mnom-5-: )5 is discussed above). Interestingly, the added verb precedes 
the translated verb 38 

. 

2: 13 God's account of Israel's idolatry is more scathing in translation, with an 

additional verb emphasising the picture of purposeless activity: IIIIN3 Oolý : Isný 
becomes 

. 003N at-%. aAil<a 

4: 26 'innroi 5)nDn ouni becomes, with an additional verb and a clarification of the 

figurative language of the MT, sný, < -, 6= <m a. 

6: 16 nimi 1-rr ni-)x oýiy nnn)5 i5xvi wii rny becomes, with an 

-. ' a' C'. additional verb for clarity, remX-. ý- reX: ýý I, aý, <. a a %,, a <, ý, ja, < -N - 
r<l - ei w Kul 0 r< KIL. F< -0t-uC) 

18: 11 iD-rm v-, N N) niv is expanded: criiiaf< ,!:, o tm: s,, cL, --, &r<a ctma& 

38. Mrs. Weitzman most kindly gave me access to Dr. Weitzman's papers after his death, and 

in the text of a paper to be presented at a conference, which I have been unable to find in any 

Proceedings or published in any other form, Weitzman commented on the similar approach in 

other Versions here: LXX adds CYVYKaXC3, the Vulgate has "convocabo", and the Targum gives 

)5: )n, "a word entirely distinct from the Hebrew. It is as if all the translators were aware of some 

special nuance in the Hebrew wrp and set about rendering it in their own ways. " 
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19: 1 oy-, ) ))-pwi *vin -isv, pnpn n))-17,1 jiýn becomes in translation: 

re--LW ý* Výý jLm. -T a Cm iaAA 

The additional verb at tnmn is necessary to give good sense 
39 
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20: 1 NIT, clear enough as it stands: -, ftn o*,, jytjj-nx N: j3 j-1j, )yj-j)-31X Ynv)) 
becomes kAco f< 
46: 1 111n)-1: 11 similarly becomes A-!, f<ý t!:, 3. T 

and at 47: 1 N*, 23-n ýN -, I*t-,, -IV-)N 

wnv5f)-ýx there is the same addition: reý-=', I, r j. T mc fea a 

23: 27 ýY: m )nv-m OnInN Imm 'lv)N-: ) is expanded: 

rcA--ýý CUA-,? Ia 

23: 28 -on-m jnný--nn becomes <ia=-!, -n . -a6ur< -4\. with 

additional terins to clarify the figure in MT. 

23: 29 Flattening the imagery, MT nin')-ox) Y)N-: ) rot -n.: ) m5n is expanded with an 

additional verb: re-. i:: * i--ar< Wý reicu vsýr< r<cr) 

26: 19 The sense of the rhetorical question in the Hebrew is expressed, and a note 

of irony added: o*vy m3m 

becomes r<&=i r<&x, = e.. -T , ", a 

39. The additional verb is represented in LXX too: B618KYOV Kall K-rficrat Ft'KOV 

TTETrXacYp9vov 6CFTP&K1VOV Kall &ýEIS 676 TCA)V TrPECTPVTýPwv ToO Xaoo. Its addition 

is so clearly necessary that there is no need to postulate influence of the Greek on the Syriac: 

polygenesis is perfectly plausible. 

The use of root im. -. T for animate objects, and of root--. cmj for inanimate objects, is mentioned by 

van der Kooij (van der Kooij, 1988, p. 192; also by Weitzman (Weitzman, in press, p. 92). 
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27: 6 There are two processes here: first, NIT rn -, twn )nn) )-: ))N 
-ism-rnw becomes -Xkn elcn <&-!, if< ecnX--ý &=crj-. r<-3r<. The use 

of is then echoed in an additional verb: the line continues 109 ý=-15Y3 in 
N4T, but in translation we have cwqA--, -ia xý, A--Lm. -i bringing the first 

part of the verse into line with the second which, in both MT and Peshitta, ends: 

rt: iY5 iý )jim ntvn n)n--nN cm and mAA-%ml crA 
&mcy3L. 

r<&cL... -! hr<c, 

31: 40 Nff jvtni ori). on pnyrn-5: )i is expanded by the addition of a participle 40 

00 f<M--. Co---, e.. Lx. 't r<n--ACL!, calaa 

36: 12 w3vj) ov--mni is a passage with considerable dramatic impact, 

perhaps flattened by the addition of another verb to give the rather pedestrian 

em. ýu <uo 

36: 32 -iDv-. i rin-r-ýO becomes r<i-, m aacD r<mN, &-s 
-- , perhaps in P Cal ý, 

order to emphasise that the book in question is that which Baruch had written to 

Jeremiah's dictation. 

38: 10 Zedekiah's order to Eved-Melech: --nN jitym cmm ovýv nin 1"rn np 

in)n-i) is expanded: cnýýr< Aia e*i--L\- em& r<n,. " U'Nýý -tm. -v 

39: 9 tm o)n: iu : 2-1 1-twinn) ; 1ý)-n becomes, 
-cu r< -\maf<a rci--v -mi oi i cL-, -l 

40. The use of <M-a rather than the expected is common to all extant mss. It could be 

deliberate, to give the sense of mutilated bodies rather than simply of corpses, but might simply 

be due to a scribal error. 
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41: 16 In the MT, one verb is used for Yohanan's actions: 
own nN im-im otmm *, -fv-5: )i mtp-p I)nr np)i 

o)v-ivi qvi trym -, inn5)3-. i )v))N 
In the Syriac, the verb -tm. -t - is repeated at the beginning of 16b, giving 

r-l-fitz In, crat'n-%. 7 &Alm smi , Pýa -L,. tcw tm 
V14im. t=. -Ta 

r<a--rj:; cn--* a rCLIS, a r<ii a re-i &mltn tm.. -Yn 
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42: 21 5: )51 ýijn t: )Iiynw N5i becomes r<la 

."i", 
rd �ýý& aý o i. -Lx. -t A-: h �ýmriý r< r<. t--m -v ailmm 

44: 10 -mil2nni )n-im: i ID571-NtIl INP N51 becomes rda pa., A-s rdo ax,. T do 

. =.. nma wcu, ý c, -Am. The phraseology of the Hebrew is unusual in Jeremiah: 

the sequence, with roots wi-, and Vn possibly relating to the Torah, occurs 

nowhere else in the book. Either God or his Torah could be the object of root N-1) 

here, and since the fear of God is a recurring theme, using root N-1), as for 

instance at 5: 22,24; 26: 19; and 32: 39, it seems more probable that God rather 

than Torah is the implicit object. The translation is interesting on two counts: 
first, the translator evidently judged that increased precision was needed, and 

gave not only a verb, but a verb with an objective pronominal suffix implying 

that God himself is the object of roots-I... -T and-. 1s. A similar suffix on root-X.., T 

would have given increased clarity and would be consistent with the overall style: 

perhaps this is an example of a human momentary lapse of attention. 

46: 2 mo--rm-ý, v -m-n-im ori. Nn 15n iw ny-io becomes, with f<tx. -Y as an addition: 
&t-! h reit'w 

I--- 
rea(D reiX3 eimx I<iL. Np 

46: 10 nwas nin-, ))-rN5 n: ii ).: ) becomes 41 
r<j 

6Aýw r<z t1m t--. 1 K= iAa; T A-Nv--A 

41. Possibly, <mt. is a scribal error for <=im, which entered the text early enough to be 

present in all extant mss. 
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48: 17 MT i)3)3v-5.: ) 15 rr) has an additional verb in an imprecise translation: 

, cva*lv, UxT -I-i cuý%a a. LA. T6kr<- 

48: 40 MT wn-wn becomes 42 
an en i f<ixl vSý re r<co 

49: 18 orN-12 in nn)-Nýi v-))N ov nv))-Ný 71111) MN ll'Inyl O*Tv 
becomes 

43 
r6 r<ýi: n i--*f< f<iC, -A---Xa ýOaxwx r<hAl< sn, ýM--'T vsýf< VN, ý%M&&a 

. "pA -M&j -IUIL-, po& reAa tmýý, 

51: 33 NIT n: )-, -rT-n nv 1-in ýon-m has the additional verb: r<-t. Tr< Imm 

cAn. im , mi r5ý1.2n: r 

51: 35MT 5: i: i-5ynNw)vnn becomes cL. -n&xf<A==X .-a At= 

Additions of root i--mr<, making explicit the implicit sense of the W, account for 

a large proportion of the total in this group. 
4: 31 t N)-)ix *vion nvmn ji)s, nn 5ij? becomes AA tmx r6m 

.1a Cn., ure remt--cna 

6: 4 ...... wip nnnýu tity w-tp becomes .... 
CL-, 3cw ai=Mf<a <. in 

8: 19 
..... Iryn I-, N ninnn onpmn ý-ixnmy-m nyiv becomes r<CD 

..... ýM. M5, m &. X r<. t2: * etý: Or<. -f r4uxi r<. lir< tývo , -ý 
&AM. 7 

42. There is a possibility that the additional verb here is intended to harmonise this verse with 

49: 22 nwTn n5v-, but this is unlikely, because the sense of root-w4 is more precise 

than root 

43. For discussion of the accidental minus of mnvi due to haplography of and 

see Chapter 5. 
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9: 18 
..... irrrv liN Irsn vnvi nii becomes 

CCT) 

11: 19 ..... inn5n ýynivnv) nnymn i: iv-)n ty-): ) becomes A-s: r rda 
Camulm 1,6M. 31.0 -X=w ai-mf<a r<&=. x.. --, o clm-xýr< 

22: 18 ninN nmnNnn 15 rrov)-N5 t)ecomes rda ma-k-s. 'd 

. am< 0 ., x< 

23: 31 Both adding a verb and specifying the speaker, MT -om o')Nmn-ýY )irn 
om mn onvý nin) becomes i--., <ý A--, <-,, < <m 

r<-I--ACT3 tmr< 
ý,! 

ttnr<a 
, 
PM: Ll-xx 

31: 2 ........ ý-nwi) nrr pin-in becomes I t=, <Ci .I uAr< r<-. -tm r<aai 

43: 1 The translation makes explicit a text which is not, in its context, unclear, 

though the sequence is awkward: rtwn 3IN on"5N E)-, I*, -, 15N In5v -IVN 
becomes elm rcý%\&s . 9mN i--mreml pm&cA , 9mcrAr< re--t2: n mt. iLx. v 
(The minus of -5D in orcri-t) is discussed in Chapter 5. ) 

44: 15 N4F rrwi)-m wn becomes r<ýýir6 ai--mr<a 

48: 2 MT i: )5-ny-inty i: ivn is expanded r<&x.. = A-, - ct--Lx. A, < 

"-, 5 cra-. x=cu acý 

51: 14 NIT -r-r)-, i -r5y nyi is made explicit: acn am ak-nr<-sa 5u--%-sa 

(ii) additional epithets 
Expansion of the titles of God is frequent: for instance, 

11: 3 where *'ýv nn* becomes Aýf<twr<ýT r<&Af< r<, &L. - f<. -tm 

and 11: 11 where the single term is expanded to: r<j M-... <.. i--, j 
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In the next example, both LXX and the Peshitta translators clarify the difference 

between Jeremiah and the false prophets 
44 

: 

6: 13 '117V olMY t: ) ji1: )-TY1 N)23yn becomes r<-3&L--A r<mT-.,. a dix r<; -=u , -*a 

, <taa-y Omlt., and in LXX6[TT6 kpgCOS Kal VWS YSV8OTTPQq)ýTOU Tr&VTES 

ýTrohjcvav yEvbfi. 

8: 10 N): i)n becomes rnaxtl r<; -mj ý, aa 

28: 10 nuvorn-31N -, I)))n rljiý)l 
becomes r<. caj f<---Li f<ý --n 

Jeremiah is frequently identified as "the prophet", for instance at 

42: 7 where in))n)-5N nn becomes w-. n i, < A--!, r. -,. r<am 

41: 9 Readers rrUght have been expected to know that NvN was king of Judah; 

but the Syriac specifies this: r<. -vacnýx r<mr< 

(Iii) additions which give new information, supplyingjacts which cannot be 

deducedfrom AlT. 

36: 9 Baruch's role is emphasised in the translation: oyn-t) -m-m -))05 Dis wip, 

..... nyn o)N: ipi oyn-tn oývri)n becomes cnl--s re-. -t--m 7a. mo ait%, 

qýlo qe6k, <. T Cal--., IOU ^at. <toa 
7 

44. At many passages where is added, LXX has yEv8o-: for instance, 26(LXX 33): 7,8, 

11,16, where the falseness of the prophets concerned is not explicitly stated in the MT but is to 

be assumed from their opposition to Jeremiah; and at 27(LXX 34: 7): 9 where it is clearly 

appropriate in the context: ...... c3: ))nmj -5m oD-, N-, w-5N wnwn-5N onNi. There is no reason to 

assume influence of the Greek on the Syriac here, for polygenesis is so plausible. 
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38: 7-11, and 38: 14-16, present a particularly interesting problem to which no 

convincing solution is apparent. There seems to be an underlying problem with 
the setting of the action, and N4T and Peshitta differ as to the whereabouts of the 
king at this point in the story. 
38: 7 15nill III)n'P-31N 1331) ): ) Jýnll TP: 1: 1 NIIII V)'IV WN *, V)I: )Il 15)3--t3y ynv*)l 
vx)ri -wvn nvn Iýnn leaves no doubt that the king was not in his palace at this 

moment. 
38: 8 Jýnn-5N m"m 'Onn T)): i)o 'On-t: w Ns) 

confirms that though Ebed-Melech was at the palace, the king was not. 
38: 10 In N): nn in')n-r-nx ntvm t: ))v)N ov5v nin I-r*,: i nl? ... Jýn-"My 3IN 15MI 1113)1 
is nonspecific, since nin could refer either to the gate of Benjamin or to the 4=1 
palace. 
38: 11 ..... own n, 17)i -wwn nnn-5N N: PI I'P! I WYM-n-nN Jýn--riy r)pn 
is not sufficiently precise to be helpful, since it introduces a further problem, the 

45 nature of this J5n71-31)3 and the room beneath which it is to be found 

The Peshitta has precise translations in 38: 7 . elL=, \ vsýn., j ý -, 0 

-ok. r<nAma r<ýMtrd Crlaý"irex f<acn acon 

k, !m-i r<-! Li&m r<acy) 

in 38: 8 i--mrea re-ý- &ý= ý* v4n nchlo 

and in 38: 10 eM& vNýý tm -T caý r<-x CL---. .1-a 
a%mnj F<I-ms. r<=a-\"PO re'nireA 'CM. -aWr<-X%a eAmN, 
(the additional verb atA a is noted above) 

but in 38: 11 there is an addition which makes it clear that the men whom Ebed- 

Melech was to take to help him were in attendance not at the gate of Benjamin, 

but at the palace: cri---A--., wn-Am &. m ,m r<. -xcL-., 
This implies that when the king says, in 38: 10, tnx, he 

is speaking while in his palace or at any rate from its curtilage, and so contradicts 
38: 7 Imn vm nm, 15mm 

The same difficulty is evident in 38: 16 where -mm .... Jýnm =))I 

"so the king swore secretly" becomes, ý, f<&ý=m ..... remý a 
"so 

the king swore secretly in the palace". The addition provides a location for 
tý, 

the king to swear in secret, but here too there is a contradiction, for in 38: 14 we C) 
45. See next page 
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were toId: n-,: g ivN vtvji N): m-ýx ))5N Nn3in isrn'i)-nN np')) 1, p't n 

...... nn, and there is no clue in M[T suggesting that the meeting-place has changed. 
As will be shown in the discussion of precision in internal logic below, the 

translator is far more likely to eliminate such problems than to create them. A 

Vorlage differing from N4T at these points seems unlikely to be the complete 

explanation, firstly because it too would be contradictory, and secondly because 

there is only partial support in LXX for such a suggestion. Such support as 
there is is discused by McKane (McKane, 1996, p. 952): in verse 8 (LXX 45: 8), 

at 15nn nnn, LXX has Trp6s a, ýT6v, representing itN; as McKane comments this 
is a difference which does not conform with the normal patterns of the shorter 
Greek text. McKane argues that the difference between NIT and LXX is best 

explained by there having been two Hebrew texts with the variants 15nn n): in and 
1)5N. 
Nor is there is any evidence from comparison of the different Hebrew and Syriac 

mss. that these additions reflect corruption at any stage of transmission. Perhaps 

the translator judged that the conflict between the Babylonians and the Israelites 

needed to be portrayed as a struggle between might on the one hand and symbolic 

strength, even if not physical strength, on the other; to make this contrast he 

needed Zedekiah to be at least a symbolic king, and since the details of the story 

showed clearly that he was a weak character, vacillating under pressure from his 

officials, he had at least to have the trappings of monarchy. His actions, 

therefore, had to be centred on his palace, and the inconsistencies so created, 

which could have been eliminated only by tampering further with the text, were 

seen to bejustified by the importance of the symbolism; but the analysis of the 

treatment of figurative language which will be given below shows that the 

translator is more likely to eliminate than to introduce symbolism, and this would 

in any case be a most unerilightening use of that form of writing. It seems more 

probable that the discrepancies between the N4T and the Peshitta are to be 

explained by corruption during transmission, but the exact sequence is not 

detectable from the present forms. 

45.15)xi-n73 and -iNIN-n are perhaps to be understood as parts of a storeroom within the palace 

complex (McKane, 1996, pp. 954-955). 
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Figurative language may be clarified, sometimes by decoding, or abandoning 

personification, and sometimes by using simile in place of metaphor. There is 

one example in the structured sample, in 12: 10; this is too small a number to be 

used as a basis for a calculation of overall prevalence, but does suggest that this 

is not likely to be high. Some examples follow, given in canonical order. 

(1) decoding: 

4: 7 invn nnN n5y becomes cri--, --- ý; a fe-., tr< vsý f< -alm -*, - n& Výý 

14: 2 ý-iN5 i-rip i55)3N nrim becomes r<. -!, if<! 3 cA-qua ax, cný, t-%A: at 4: 28 root 
-i-t-17 is rendered with root ", so there is evidence that the term was understood; 

perhaps the imagery of 14: 2 seemed to be obscure and the decoded but pedestrian 

equivalent appeared preferable. 

25: 38 i: )v aw becomes ret. if< 

,- .1 ANvn 46: 12 on-nv to) r-rn) tv): ) -nmn -nn) becomes cL. iý, a%r< r-e-t- \. 

aX-2u r<ntn Oca. -4a: the N4T image of confusion among the nations is 

decoded in the more prosaic translation. 

46: 20 N3 N3 jlosn ý^ip ori-Nn n5v becomes r<M -e iv-m 

r<ýhf< r<Iýu with an additional term at, <&t, ý 

clarifying the imagery of and decoding 46 root ý-ip in translation 
47 

as relý... X: I N3 is understood as n N3 

46. The rendering of root ý-ivj may be guessing rather than decoding: the root occurs elsewhere in 

the Hebrew Bible only at Ps 35: 19; Pr 6: 13; 10: 10; 16: 30; and Job 33: 6; at each there is a clue 

in the context, and an approximate translation is given, root in Psalms and Proverbs, and 

root -1, -\in 
Job. In Jer. 46: 20, however, the context gives no good clue to the meaning. 

47. There is a good deal of support for this in Hebrew mss. (Kennicott, 1776, pp. 156-157). 
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46: 22 1ý) Y)n)D nýrjp becomes r-'-. axi tjýr f< r<ý, sxv ffjýn: the translator has 

added a term to explain crj-. -\. o, and made the comparison explicit in a rendering 

which evokes the use of relýw in the translation of ý-i-p in 46: 20. 

47: 5 nv-ýN 'nniip -, mn becomes f<, r<-%A <(AcL-': * K\, m: root n-i-17 is apparently 

understood at, for instance, 16: 6 where it is translated with root-. -W (not, as Lee 

has, with the cognate), so the flattening of imagery here is not due to failure to 

understand the Hebrew. 

48: 12 irmvyi O)vs t)nn5v becomes 
, ýjre pi, a <ia, 

The imagery is flattened by the use of a drudge-word for root -mvy which may not 
have been understood. 

51: 6 ,t 05v)3 xin 5in) becomes cal , i-s acn cn:;.., ý, 

(ii) abandoning personification: 
46: 9 1ýýolnll omivn iýy becomes rez--"i a-, -t 
The Hebrew addresses the horses and chariots directly; in translation, the 

personification is abandoned. 

(iii) the frequent use of simile in place of metaphor: 
1: 18 

...... nvni nmn5i ýro -tvoyýi -ism l)Y5 orn Imm 

becomes f<. -vam-ý. vrr<a f<&sL.. aa,, re&. ta vrf< re-uncu VNý -1 -4 -, rew 
..... re-ýir< MI-n, 

A-!, 
f<z.. U. T f<icLz Urf<a 

4: 26 'n"tai ýnn.: ), i -wni becomes retmx--, v, ý, < -mt. r<ltmt., r<cna 

6: 8 n3vn Niý ý-iN -, i)3)3v-) jn5vN-p becomes 
-na-insr< reml. --i 

rXi 

6: 19 ...... onrivnn'rionri CM-5K --IY-1 N)20)D)N -, wn becomes f<-i, < <m 

"tre-5 U%r r< r<j C13 r<m3, - -13ý r<"m 
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11: 13 

becomes e. -Tacm. <aCD A-ý, = 

7tL)Lx ia re. -I Mý: b a-x. -r tx. ý. rea 

(ýL 50: 6 nrrnN lxs becomes reincu -< vý f< A 

50: 12 nnvi -rs -o-w on) n)-inN becomes e,,, 

rti 

51: 43 nnwin)s ý-w nnvýrrw rn becomes r----!, ir< u,, ý, < r<=oM m. *icw '6m 
rle&.. T_. Ta r<(AMtw 

(vi) The attitude to anthropomorphism 

Anthropomorphism present in the Hebrew is often preserved. Gelston (Gelston, 

1987, pp. 151-153) discusses the need for caution in attributing modifications to 

a dislike of anthropomorphism, and notes that in the Twelve Prophets changes of 

this kind are rare in comparison with their frequency in the Targums. Gelston 

also discusses the anthropopathisms in the concepts of God relenting and being 

angry (p. 152), and suggests that where, in both Joel 2: 13 and Jon 3: 10, root 

u,, ým is used to translate root on), this may be a response to the use in biblical 
48 Hebrew of on) in the sense of "comfort" as well as of "relent" 

48. Loewe (Loewe, 1952, pp. 262ff. ) discusses repentance rather than relenting, notes the 

surprisingly large number of words used in the Peshitta to render onj, and points out that the 

translator's apparent reluctance to speak of God as repenting indicates that he was not following 

LXX in this respect. 
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In Jeremiah, God's anger may cease in any of a number of ways, and it Is clear 
from the passages in which God says that he will not relent, as well as from 

those in which he contemplates doing so, that the concept of God relenting is not 

unthinkable. Roots used to translate on) where God is the subject include <a6%, 

výýn, Xz, and -, a-,; examples are shown below. 

4: 28 mnn) N5i )m -m-ri-t -)D 5Y becomes r<a6A, < r. -, X Mxznx 1-1 A-,, A 

18: 8 ny-in ýY)nyjnn becomes mj--A v,,, ýcnr< 
18: 10 nnivri ýy )nnrm becomes cruzo u,,, ý5mr< 

20: 16 on) Nýi nin) 1. on wN oviy: ) becomes r<la r<ýtn vN, ýmx r<ý-tao V,, ýr< 

VCrA 

26: 3 ny-rn 5N -, nnn) becomes r<&x-= , -, o re-\-zr<a 
26: 13 and 26: 19 ny-in ýN nin) onin becomes, <"-= 

42: 10 ny-rn 5N )nnm becomes r<&x.. n po r<1xr<a 

9: 9 God does not weep, though he may tell others to do so: there is some 

uncertainty as to whether God or Jeremiah speaks in orirnn-ý, v, though 

as God is the speaker in vv. 8 and 10 it is likely that he speaks too in v. 9. The 

translation leaves little doubt: re&m-. m cActax f<-t4 with the imperative 

alnn-x for the imperfect N'\! )x. 
This example well illustrates the mixture of motives which may operate at any 

point in a translation: as well as eliminating anthropomorphism here, the change 

increases the precision of the text. 

Nor does God plead: at 44: 4 NTF N)-ýN is translated simply with r6 . 

Other anthropornorphisms at which the translator sometimes appears to balk 

include physical features other than the heart: for instance, references to God's 

eyes may be paraphrased: 
7: 30 )))Y3 win -n-nn)-)n becomes ;. L= 

In other passages, however, such as 5: 3 nnnN5 Niýn 1,3-w-nin, the translation may 

be literal: re&a-t-mw -I-&. 1111ýý r--, tz*. There is a tendency to translate the sense 

"in my sight" with ==, and the physical sense. "eyes" literally; thus for instance 

in 18: 10 and 32: 30, contexts similar to 7: 30, is translated nma , whereas 
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in 32: 19 ninpo 1)))y becomeseL&s This is no more than a tendency, 

however: for instance in 27: 5 )m: i -iv) wxý -mnm is translated as M&M(T. L. 0 

. I': -, ts-xx: it is clear that renderings such as those in 7: 30 cannot be taken as 

examples of a consistent feature, but possibly as examples of the translator's 
freedom to use his initiative even in important matters such as this. Gelston 

(Gelston, 1987, pp. 151-152) notes the regular use of ýow as a reverential device 

in the Targum and its occasional use in the Peshitta. to the Twelve Prophets. 

A physical reference to God may be avoided, even if it includes no implication 
that God himself has a physical presence: 
15: 16 for the explicit MT o5: )Ni j)-in-t iNsn) the translation is u'ýLj. xOCLS &týj a 

, pa, < &x ,, a: the words of God are not found and eaten, they are kept and 
done. The obvious comparison with Ezekiel 3: 1-3 is interesting: here, the r5 
explicit Hebrew is accurately translated: 

51: )N NN)331-'IV)N TIN OIN-1-1 

i5»Dn-n 51D 

".. TINI-. 1 . Iýmn TIN )tow) 

.. n5»Dn flN 5Dfl �fl 5DNn D 

Acusr< 7n.. I-!: * r<XAM 

r<3cD 14: fatnl scnA. 
XQ.., 

Ife 

ýIII f<Cy) r<--A IL-nl a <a 

flýtnk ýý VNývi--A 
V)2-r., ) )02 )JIT11 re-. 

A. 
Aj rO-1X=, r Vrre Mwa= f<ama 

The difference may be that in the Ezekiel passage the detail of the imagery is 

essential to the sense, whereas in the verse from Jeremiah a small emendation 

sufficed. It is also possible , 
however, that in an unpointed text the improbable 

meaning "eat" at o5ýýNi was not identified; perhaps the translator understood root 

, t.: ) "to complete". 

On the other hand, God's emotional reactions and intellectual processes are 

usually acceptable: in 6: 21 God is vengeful: 0)5v): ))3 -IM DWI-5N in) )))-, I , 
accurately translated: r<&Xno(N% e-jcn re-ýX rej, < -, c, 2. r<m. 

God's soul presents no difficulty: 

5: 9,29 ', VD) op3mi Ný becomes..,, % 7azu&aK eA 

6: 8 Inn vx ypn-jo becomes :, -Ln . u& 

and 32: 41 becomes ,,, k mX--,, a -A ý-, 
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all precisely rendered, including the reference to God's heart in the last passage. tý 

God swears an oath both in Hebrew and in Syriac: for instance, 
11: 5 )jvnv) -iv-)N -. lvnv)-n becomes ýh, -! n-x re&, -. jcL-;, 3 
44: 26 ýrwn ))3v)3 )nvnm becomes <!:, i txý <-j, < 

and 49: 13 )nynv) -,: 2 -, --) 
becomes 

all exactly translated. 

These images may be violent, as at 
23: 29 where God's word, though not God himself, is described: rý 

y5v ýS. O) V)N: ) rin -, I: ) N15-, l 

and is essentially unchanged in translation to tý 
r<-Sr<--% i-Oýj rdlýUh Vrf<a r<.. t!: * i-'Mf< em--. 3 reicu V, ý re rem 
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(vii) Increased grammatical precision of the text in comparison 

with MT 

There are numerous examples in this group, for the inconsistencies in grammar 

which are readily tolerated in N4T are frequently eliminated In translation. Five 
49 

examples are found in the structured sample , suggesting an approximate rate of 
3% of sense units affected. Some examples are given below in canonical order, 
dealing first with number, then with person, and then with other variables. 

(i) Inconsistencies in number tolerated in W but corrected in the Peshitta 

1: 16 )1: 11Y, 1V)N 5y D-MN ýM: 111 

onrv ývyn5 iinnvi orinN o-n. tN5 rvpn 
becomes OM&ifým 'eml-a A-N, -A Wýx AA--Mf<a 

,, qcrj-i, re ax%ea r<jtsm-e re? r3Ar<N rcnmmn anawa Oaa--. Lx. -T 

NIT has a singular term at ony-i, but then goes on to list several ways In which Vý t> 
the Israelites have sinned; the translator corrects this inconsistency, giving a 0 

plural atqm&iý 

In 3: 10 nw-ý: o-o)i becomes ecaln., , 3cn i(%m ý* changing from the 

singular pronoun mv to the plural e-\cn: the pronoun refers back to the previous 

verse j: 1Nj1-31N qmm yiwn-m vnni, two processes which in the Peshitta 

require a plural pronoun though in NIT a singular pronoun is acceptable. (This is 

one of the few parts of 7al which are difficult to read. ) 

49. The five examples in the sample are 

3: 10; 8: 10; 15: 10 in which inconsistency in number is corrected in translation; 

42: 10 in which objective suffixes are made consistent; 

44: 10 in which inconsistency in person is corrected in translation 
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In 4: 14 the discrepancy between the singular verb and its plural subject in the NIT 

InN ninymn jnijin r5n )nn--ry is eliminated in the translation: &mreA 

fe&3"-m akiý. n ýýCL--Ll 

11: 2 God apparently addresses Jeremiah in the plural: nNin n)-on vin't-nN MY) 

........ i-nn) Y))N-ýN on-g-n; in translation, the first verb is given in the plural, but the 

second in the singular: r<. Tacnýx iýnr<a r<3m reý-, x.. o This 

inconsistency within the Syriac is particularly interesting, perhaps resulting from 

a temporary lapse of attention on the part of the translator (Lee gives both verbs 

in the singular). 

16: 6,7 

t: )-, i5 n-il? -) N5i -rwr Nýi on5 rov) N5i rnp, N5 31NV-, l ý-IN: l 0)51) Inni 
InN-5yj 1)3N-5y ominni vi.: ) t3mN ipv))-N5i nn-5y =35 ý: ix-ýy oný imEr, Nýi 

translated as: 

'aca-I. -S. 0.7miLl r6a r6 e-vm r<b. To. -Ta r<=ia-t ocýa-!;, 3-30 

, ýq 
01.11- ýý rýd 0 PXX-" reA 0 

r<&. --m 
A-!, r<Amr<m , grru rdo 

., p (T. ) 
ý% b2--. a r< 

I, aq a3:; m---, f< 
A--: 

ý. r<r<ý CLM.. -T r<wn, \FLI 
< 

ýý 'd a 

There are several problems here relevant to the present discussion: 

ort which may be a corruption of oný and has been so understood in the 

Peshitta; 

5: iN, which may be pointed as MT ý; N "the mourning" or as ý; Zý in the 

alternative "the mourner"; 

inn)ý, where the singular objective suffix does not agree with omN. 

ort: the choice of root ýe "to break bread" shows that oný was understood. 

The use of r<Xmr<m , with the preposition, suggests that 53N has been understood 

as in MT. The use of the plural forms in r<XMr<M , qcnýý prna; , ýjr< 

and qm:; m=re and kqm&? n=r<, picking up the previous phrases OcrA--ý p.. -mt-3 

and OaxVi. FLý, gives a consistent sense of plural potential mourners in a 

state of potential mourning and eliminates the disagreement in NIT of the singular 

suffix on =35 and the plural oniN. 
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32: 10 onnm -i-om 3n: w becomes &n&. a reiý, x &n&na: there is an underlying 

problem concerning the deeds, first evident at this point where the Syriac has the 

plural but the MT has a singular -lov. In NIT, two forms of the deeds 

are mentioned for the first time in v. II 

mpnn -IOV-31N r)-17NI 

-, I)Nnn olnnn-m 
)15)11-nNI 

as well as in v. 14 riýNn onovn-m nipý.... 

nin )t)n -iov nNi o)nnn nNi-m-n-m-Imn -ov nN 

v-in tn onmi 

The Peshitta has consistently understood two distinct documents: v. II reads 

and v. 14 has I<iýla 

7M&--)D klx r<jCD r<-tý, Xa ýM. &. -v F<IM F<tý, x 
r<tLL%. -r f<3 <--a. 

ýý 
< rfnm I r<a 

so the plural form at v. 10 is probably a manifestation of the preference for 

, grammatical consistency. 

39: 4 ....... iNs-n in-on nnnýnn -, v)x ý: )i nmn)-Iýn in), irrs owi -iv)x: ) 
mnyn I-r Ns)i mnnnn 1,: i -wvn 

The inconsistency in the number of the verbs is eliminated in translation: 

r<--A-M r<ýOx5 . 
ýJf< r<%. &i LNa 

....... cm-su a CLO 

r<&AM-s-T re-&J-Taf<=) am-a-la reicLx &-=,. v 

There is an additional point of interest here, the near-dupli cation of this passage at 

52: 7 where plural verbs are used consistently in NIT and in translation. There is 

also the interesting comparison with 2 Kings 25: 4, where there is yet another 0 
slightly different text: the verbs equivalent to the plural forms in the Jeremiah 

version of this story are absent, and the singular verb at Ns)i has a singular 
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: P: IV -PY-11-5y 15Y311 I)-5y lv)N C: pnonn In iyv) pi -. tt-n nnnýnri )v)3N-5: )i 

nawn Irr -rt"i 
In translation, plural verbs are supplied according to the required sense: cwi--!,. 

am-aa a, and followed by another plural at cLX , <a. 

46: 15 In the MT io-rn mim ý: ) "my N5 11-i): iN Inv) yrm , Irp: IN does not agree with 
the singular I= nor with my Ný ; in translation plurals are used, eliminating 

the discrepancy 50 

, ýý, < <ý AN, 
--n a.!, aD rda also a -\ --i ., r , cua&Awr< r<-in A-\,, m 

48: 12 NIT moves from third person singular to third person plural: wys iý-)nnývi 

Ontonlprn ItDl 1-, IYNI, with an inconsistency between it: n "its vessels" and 
onltm "theirjars"; the translation uses plural forms consistently: pcnX-, - txxrea 

,,, ý ,q Cn-. MV\a ,, ýD isal ýq 01.3 r<--m 0 
.ý f< 0 tm-l a r< 1.6, Lm 

51: 28 lnývmo nNI 
E-131ID-0-31N 

ý"M OM --Itv IV117 

becomes maAla: i OaA-nAa maireýa xnx MA-! S.. CL=4: 

in conformity with the first emendation, a change from the plural "kings" of MT 

to one in translation, the feminine possessive suffixes of NIT are changed to 

masculine forms so that they agree with that king, rather than with i3tvnn ý-IN as 

in MT. (For discussion of in5vmn see Ch 5, "Minuses". ) 

Yet in this aspect of technique the translator was not rigid in his approach: for 

instance, at 8: 10 where the MT has the sequence 
IIID N)33 ý11) IV 17 O-OP311, N) 001)V)) 

and the translation has 

r4d%j r<; --LI ...... %qcnmi ..... ...... %qM&X. CW ....... %PCr,; -v-3 

50. This rendering is of particular interest as it implies a Vortage with Inv) as in MT, rather 

than In v), a point extensively discussed by comentators (McKane, 1996, pp. 1127-1128). 
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Possessive suffixes have been added to the third and fourth ten-ns to bring them b 
into line with the first and second, but the final two terms have not been 

emended. This could be because of the awkwardness of adding suffixes to 
but even so, adding a suffix to would not have been difficult, 

and its absence suggests a flexible attitude on the part of the translator. 

(ii) Inconsistencies in person tolerated in A4T but corrected in the Peshitta 

3: 18 

pos ý"iNn rrn) ixnn ýx*) nn-ýv -, rnn)-nn 1: )5, ) o, n):, 
0: )13112N-31N )nýmn -im 

becomes 

, ý* r<: wnr< ocýmlja Ar<imýf< 13-N. F<xocný 
, 
ýJcu 

O(Ty; cn--. reA r<-%. ireA 

The NIT makes good sense, but the translator prefers the consistency of third 

person terms throughout to the impact made in the Hebrew by the change from 

third person to direct address, and therefore gives pcri; m--,, < for tD--))n)nx. C, 

6: 16,17 

ODVMý vl), In INNY)l lln-ID51 : ilull I'll III-)N 051Y 111: 13135 IýNVI IN-11 O)DII-59 11)3y 

15) Ný rowl 
-101V ý117ý MON D.: ))5Y 113I)XI)MI 

2)VO-t7) N5 I'VON)l 

The closing phrases 15) N5 rnw) and N5 rmwi incorporate a change from 

third person to first person; they become respectively 

and 

r< t=- r<ct 

It I. 
%nv rd O&J r< e in r<a 

still with a change of person, but now from second person to first. Both verses 

open with God's address to the people, and in translation, the closing phrases 

conform more closely with the opening injunctions. 
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MT varies from the word of God addressed to the Israelites in 6: 23 
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ji)N-m 1)5v rinn5n5 YmD Irv 

to the people's reply in 6: 24 
... Imp)Inn rms 1))-t) 1.0-1 IY)3y)-IIN 1)yr)v) 

reverting to address in 6: 25 ).: )5n-5N 1-1-ml -, i-t*v)-, l )NND-5N 

and then in 6: 26 to continue with address in *, -i)n my m 

but to end with Vty -MV11 N3) CINno ): ) 

as if this phrase too were spoken by the people. In the Hebrew, the change from 

the second person of v. 23 to the first of v. 24 reads well and is represented in the 

translation as r<&"a e-. iL., < . ý-to%r<a qmA--Mx ,, n. The change of 

person within v. 26 is awkward, however, and the preference in the Peshitta at 
this point is for grammar which is precise in the smaller scale, within the one 
verse: <izitm ý, 

A, 
, 
Ow-3 <. 

-\. x 
AN, -, o ... r<aD . -'&'< 6%im 

17: 1 t3: ))mri: 2w jivipýi miý niý-ý, v becomes r<&j to A--%. a Ocaml. -T reLCIA 

with consistent third person suffixes. 

22: 26,27 131inn Owl 

131y)) N5 "Iy3y) IDY) : ily)5 OW03-nN 0)? ýMo Oil ')V)N ý-IXJI-5yl 

becomes ...... 

changing from the third person terms of the Hebrew of v. 27 to accord with the 

second person of v. 26. 

44: 3 orm cr-, bNý, myý nixj)ý 3i: )ýý *))vy: )oi5 lvyivx ony-i nm 

0: ))TI: INI 031N 11)3-11 OIYT) Ný'IVN 

becomes CL-nwa CA I f<a 0a i-\i f<a a. -I n .vf 
&-VýM Culn. 

"ýM C'S. IL. rd.. -T . Lf< r<-I%. '< reznN'<A 
The change from third to second person at cni)mNi om makes reasonable sense, 

but is surprising, and is eliminated in translation. 
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44: 4,5 (OW: 011 Enty n5v)NI 
olly-In 21vý OnN-m lynv-) Nýl 
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becomes .... r<, L-ý "'0011-sl om, ýkal M. -LIO 

, 
o-"aijo , qcru. Tr< a-\, re-\, n cLA--, x <No 

The discrepancy between the opening of v. 4 in which God addresses the people 

and v. 5 in wl-lich he reflects on the behaviour of earlier generations is eliminated 

in the translation. 

44: 10 ýnppml)n"nm Nýl IN-1) NýInrl Own -ty)N: ), t Ný 

0: ))3113N )3051 0: ))305 )3131)-'IV-)N 

becomes a-: Am r<la .,, nA-s r<la r<la <Lnaýl c,,.. T&, e r6a 

a cicnX &icn... � 

The second person in the Hebrew at the end of the verse makes good sense but is 

nonetheless changed to third person in translation, smoothing out the text, 

perhaps at the expense of some of the impact. 

(iii) Inconsistencies in gender tolerated in A4T but corrected in the Peshitta 

51: 33 oot -Ilsp-m IN: ll VYY3 "nY n: )"rm T)y yin ýn-m: the suffixes are 

consistently feminine; in translation, as CDaLn'i. -T ým , ký'M: r r<ix re r< A= ON tm 
63-2L\VD 6ý, na AXn the suffix on the equivalent of -mwi-rrl, cnklix, is given 
in masculine form to agree with perhaps because this is closer in the 

sentence than is I. -, &t,; but to preserve good internal logic, the translator 

returns to a feminine suffix in translating tný as disý, o. 
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(viii) Improvements in the logical cohesion of the text in 

comparison with NIT: 

There are comparatively few examples of this characteristic, and none from 

within the sample. 

11: 7,8 tl-11)3 IY)OV-) MNý 

jiýv. )Y5 )mN *iy)N nmn-nnnn nn-5: )-m onty Nnm 03IN-31N Vi-I-N51 1, VY3Y) N51 

ývv X51 

becomes M---"3r<a 

r<-l CD An, &. &-, <a ... gcru -?, -< <Aa eAa 
r<Xa cNum-cx 

In a change which seems simply pedantic, the Hebrew sequence iynv Nýl 

i, vnv im x5i is rendered a-. --mx r<l a a-!, -Mx <A a. 

16: 13 the sequence of thought at the second -iv)N is awkward: 

onnN oni5N-m ow-on-mvi ony"t') N5 -lyjN ýINJJI-5y nNIII ý'INII 5Y)3 )31ývlll 
nnn t: ).: )5 jm-N5 -im mor 

A change to waw, perhaps primarily stylistic, also improves the sense: 

, 
CUA--Aa 06uf< rd. " <. -TcD NýIý. ILXV<a 

r<!:, WtN reAa re--\Xma r<m=. r<m r<lAim< r<&Ar<l 

36: 21 The W 1ý)on ýyn onnyi, orivn-ý-: ) becomes, with a more appropriate 

preposition, 7a. -m V--mox r<amia-t 

39: 8 The unsatisfactory sense of the second singular "house" in W n): i-. nNi 

VIN3 Oll . V-: )Il 10-1 . v. ) owln)3-nm l5nn is emended in . e&: iAa 

r<ia-Lm O: Maf< 

50: 37 The singular "chariot" in MT makes poor sense, and is given in the plural 
in translation: ilviv-5N 3-in becomes cn&am-n6-tý* -1---. a cri-rAi A-n,. <mi- 
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51: 21-23 Nff has a series of singular nouns: -, IV)NI Wx ...... 1: 011 : 2: ), l ....... 1: 0-11 VIV 
I-II'vi IIY^l -, tinni -nm IY)l 1171 

omvi nino rmsi -1: )N 
As expected, the translator works according to strict lozon-ic, and puts most into the 

plural: ...... rciu a r<i=L\ ......... . ecný=ý*ia r&--2--S-tn ...... 'ýqca. -=-n"ta 
Cy3i%-\Ci r<M? Ama r<iaxý 

<-I a. iL\ 03-I. -Lsa <tta< 

51: 52 55r) -pw rwiN-5: mi becomes cnhý,. o ýý r<-%-ir< calzma: for 55n 1? 3N), 

"the wounded shall groan", the translator gives cr,, X; -\,,, D "the slain will 0 
fall". The reason for the change seems to lie in the context: at vv. 47 and 49 root 

55n, "to pierce", means "to wound fatally". The dead cannot groan, so in a 

radical improvement p), N has to be translated as "fall". 
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(ix) the preservation of the word order of the source document 

The quantitative assessment based on the structured sample shows that although 

the total number of such changes in this long text is considerable, the prevalence 

is low: there are thirteen changes in word order in the sample 
51 (one, in 20: 10, is 

irrelevant here because it is related to the translation of difficult or obscure 

Hebrew, and is considered in detail in Chapter 6). 

The twelve which remain give an approximate rate of 6% of sense units affected. 

In a text of this length, such occasional examples mount up to a substantial total; 

nonetheless, in general, word order is far more likely to be preserved than to be 

changed. The importance of such changes as there are is difficult to assess: 

many may have been determined by the translator's sense of how his text would 

sound when read aloud; others may have been enforced by the differences in 

idiom and syntax between the two languages 52 
; but our appreciation of the idiom 

and syntax of the written Syriac of that time is incomplete. For instance, Joosten 

(Joosten, 1988, pp. 175-176) writing on the use of particles in the Old Testament 

Peshitta notes that research on the syntax of the text is still "in an embryonic 

stage". Nonetheless, and although emphasising that far-reaching conclusions 

cannot be based on a few examples, he believes that the use of the particles he 

studies is idiomatic, reflecting "the Syriac style of the oldest period known to 

us 

Goldenberg (Goldenberg, 1995, pp. 25-26) emphasises the difficulty of knowing 

51.2: 10; 3: 10; 6: 10; 7: 10; 13: 10; 16: 10; 20: 10; 22: 10; 26: 10; 33: 10; 36: 10; 39: 10; 45: 5 

52. There are also some particularly interesting differences between the order in 9al and 7al, 

discussed in Chapter 5, which suggest that Syriac idiom may have changed with the passage of 

time. Note, however, NOIdeke's footnote to para. 226 (N81deke, 1904) in which he points out 

differences in the positioning of the demonstrative pronoun in the custom of two almost 

contemporary Syriac writers. 
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"what kind of Syriac we learn from the Peshitta", a point taken up by Muraoka 

(Muraoka, 1995, p. 41) who notes specifically the difficulty of determining the 

extent of influence from Hebrew or Greek on the Syriac of the Peshitta. 

The work of modern students of Syriac is beginning to reveal rules of syntax 

which may explain some of these differences: the flexible syntax described by 

earlier grammarians may in reality have been less flexible than it seemed to them. 
For instance, N61deke discussing the syntax of demonstrative pronouns says of 
these when used as adjectives that "they stand sometimes before, sometimes 

after, the substantive .... The majority of the ancient authors (like Aphr. ) usually 

put the demonstrative first; others, however, prefer to place it after the 

substantive; but there is no consistent practice. " (N81deke, 1904, para. 226). 

This point, however, is argued by Avinery (Avinery, 1975, pp. 123-124) who, in 

an analysis of the Peshitta to the Pentateuch, shows a considerable preponderance 

of passages in which the demonstrative pronoun follows the substantive, and 

classifies those constructions in which it precedes the substantive. 
Similarly, the work of Avinery (Avinery, 1977, pp. 48-49) on the nominal clause 

in the Peshitta to the Pentateuch gives a detailed discussion of the role of contrast 

or emphasis on the construction of the nominal clause, and Muraoka (Muraoka, 

1975, p. 28) writing with the different fon-ns of the nominal clause specifically in 

mind, but not restricting the problem to that construction, finds Nbldeke's 
53 treatment inadequate 

53. This study is on the Old Syriac Gospels; here too Muraoka notes the difficulty resulting 

from inadequate understanding of the language of the time (these texts are judged by Burk-itt 

(Burkitt, 1904, pp. 69,78) to represent, where they differ from the Diatessaron, "the Greek text 

as read in Antioch about 200 A. D. "). Muraoka writes "Despite the abundance of literature... 

preserved in this language, the right sort of text is hard to come by": that is "early text 

reasonably free of heterogeneous, i. e. Greek, influence". 
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So it may be that, given that the word order of the Hebrew is preserved far more 

often than not, there were syntactical reasons to change the order at the passages 

where this was done 54, 
and the apparent inconsistencies may have good cause of 

which today's reader is unaware. 
Nevertheless some of these differences may in fact represent the translatoes free 

choice in the writing of a flexible language. Gelston notes that the cumulative 

significance of the stylistic and syntactical modifications is "a clear demonstration 

that the Peshitta is in no sense a slavish translation", suggesting in addition that 

the many inconsistencies in this respect may indicate that more than one translator 

may have been at work (Gelston, 1987, pp. 138-139); this point will be taken up 
below. Lane too notes that Syriac is more "flexible" than Hebrew, with a syntax 

which is more "biddable" (Lane, 1989, p. 473). 

The discussion which follows gives some examples of changed word order. It 

was clearly necessary to make some attempt to analyse these in the present 
discussion, but the number of examples has been restricted because the 

underlying themes are more suitable for study by a grammarian than in the t: ' 
, Present context. 

(i) Some, motivated by the drive for precision and accessibility, conform well to 

the character of the translation overall: in canonical order, 

. 54. In support of this is the observation made by Taylor that the word order in the Peshitta to 

Daniel is closer to that of MT in the Aramaic portions than in the Hebrew parts (Taylor, 1994, 

p. 308): presumably the Syriac grammar was closer to that of the Aramaic. In this connection, 

however, I remember a remark made to me orally by Dr. Michael Weitzman, and so far as I 

know not put in print by him, to the effect that the differences between the Peshitta to the 

Aramaic portions of the Hebrew Bible and the MT were no less than those between the Peshitta 

and the Hebrew portions of the Hebrew Bible. 
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2: 5 The sequence is unusual in MT: 51Y n 0: ))nnN imn-nn, and is made simpler 
in translation: dcL., c,.,, 

38: 25 The NIT word order, though perfectly intelligible, is awkward: 135 N)--mmn 
Van i*, ýN mi-jim in)m Nýi mn -tn: )n-5, N 15n-, 1-5N m: rt-nn, and becomes in 

translation , Lm r<=--. -A 6 , 
ýW 

VýýW reA. -f 

changing the word order to a clearer and more natural form. 

41: 3,4,5 The Nff is clear but awkward, giving yi) N5 vw as the closing Cý tý' ID 
phrase of v. 4, referring to the assassination of Gedalya by lshmael: 

v. 3 nN ov)-Ixsn) ')VN rr5n-m inN r-n-im orri-mn-5: ) nNi 

ýNynw -, i)or)5y)-, i )Y))N 

v. 4 

V. 5 0: )V)o (: ))V))N IN: 2)1 

The translator makes a comparatively major change, displacing YI) Xý vw from 

v. 4 to v. 3 so as to simplify the flow of sense, and for the sake of precision also 

changes "and no man knew" to "and no man had heard": 

v. 3 cL.. n, &x r<ý i r<-; v-W a re-. -a mt-lx!: ý,, 7tu, aa (1) (ý- r<. -l re-. -iv CL. a 

., Mv rd -xifen 
X-sý'u-reAA'a 

rei=\x -, 
Nr<a 

v. 4 

v. 5 70. -.. v tm f<-t -IN,. aý% 

Word order is not always changed, however, even when this would achieve 

clarity. In this respect too, the translator exercised discretion: there are 

numerous examples of passages at which a complex word order in the Hebrew is 

exactly preserved in translation. Possibly, the translator judged that at such 

passages the order contributed to the emphasis, and therefore wished to preserve 
it as exactly as he could. There are good examples in, for instance, 

12: 17 where in translating Vim Nl-nn )wn-nN )nvmi the unexpected word order 

. of the MT is precisely replicated: in--., m r<jcn ret: mý cn 

YI) Ný VPNI VItl)-31X n)Mt ))V)il 0)'13 NPI 
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In 25: 14 the awkward word order in 01: 1-1 CM) M311-0) 0: 1-113Y ): ) is replicated in 

the Syriac 55 
rer<; -%,. mD omý 

-! 
N, < r< C1.11 ý'k V. -I 

AIý 

As a final example of the preservation of a complex Hebrew word order, in 44: 14 

comparison of the component parts shows the preservation of the sequence as in 

NTT: 

-trývl v)5D Nýl 

-rn-i' fl)1N%)5 

Dv. J-m5 J'N. fl 

"flN w. '5i 

, <. -uima rdw. 15 
, PMN <am., reAa 

ow. 03 m mxvm ma-) -IY)N 

OV 31: 10 : 110 

C3)k)5f)-ON *,: ) l: llv)*, -N5 ý: ) 

reýTacm... -T roe-lizA 

,e 
igý '. T r< -%. 

i r<m 

f<. *taca. 7 re-!, ir<N 

,,, am-xa. Lm e i----LW 

reicu-., ., ý r<Ar-e , p-ancna r<l 

The translator adds qcaX for explicitness in the first line, and does not reproduce 

mO; otherwise he does not deviate from the word order of MT. 

In the majority of other examples, in the absence of a consistent system, it seems 

probable that the translator's decision may have depended on the sound of the 
56 

phrase when read aloud 

55. At this example, the sense of :i I'MY "to enslave, to work by means of others" (B. D. B. 

p. 713 gives "to work with, i. e. to use as subjects; McKane, 1986, p. 623 suggests "reduce them 

to slavery) is simplified in translation as making the sense clear even though 

preserving the word order. 

56.1 owe this suggestion to Dr. Robert Murray, who made it in the course of a recent 

discussion. 
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(ii) The position of pronouns 
The position of personal pronouns is frequently changed: for example, in 

18: 11 -, w-i ti-: )tv -isr -m-n becomes <&Y-., oný-. ý r<-ir< r<im r<cn, with the 

order of participle and enclitic personal pronoun reversed. 
Similarly, 33: 10 on): )N onN becomes 9ýu. < e in, <. 

There is a frequent change in word order in which a suffixed pronoun is moved 
to a position immediately after the verb; there are many examples, for instance 
1: 7,9,14; 3: 6,11; 11: 6,9; 13: 6; 14: 11; and 15: 1 where tx nin) mwn becomes 

, <ý t--" X (7al is difficult to read in the early verses of Chapter 3). 

In 2: 1,13: 3, and 16: 1 )5x nin, -crt rmi becomes cw, ý&--j \.., <cicria 

Similarly, in 13: 1 and 17: 19 tNnin) becomes I r<j-nm 

(iii) The position of adverbs 
The MT order in which the verb precedes its adverb may be reversed: Naldeke 

notes (Nbldeke, 1904, para. 326) that there is apparent flexibility "adverbial 

qualifications most frequently follow that leading member of the sentence, to 

which they specially belong ... but often too they precede it" and indeed there are 

variations: 
in 2: 10 -tN)3 ))3wini is translated as aX--Awre -=ý, a 

14: 9 wip) uý5, v Invi becomes t", e showing the opposite change, 
adverbial phrase 

so that an MT construction in which the precedes the verb is changed to 

give one in which the verb precedes the adverbial phrase. 

Yet in 2: 12 'tNn rrin rOwl becomes alxwa cL-, -a a, preserving the MT 

order. 
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(iv) Sequences including ý. -) 

These too are treated differently at different passages: 

in 3: 10 nw-ý: ): i is translated as em-In, eAm -Am reversing the order of ýD 

and -n N v; 

yet in 11: 6 iiýxrn on"tn-ý: ) becomes 
,. Am f<5a-\&-a qaAn, preserving the NIT 

order. 

(v) The word order within parallelism 

The approach to parallelism would give a useful insight into the translator's 

handling of word order, if the N4T included sufficient numbers of examples both 

using, and not using, chiasmus. Unfortunately for this discussion, parallelism 

is not a prominent feature of Jeremiah, and where it is used chiasmus is 

uncommon. Where chiasmus is found, it may be reproduced in translation, for 

instance in 
6: 25 1-rtni trfv)n )Nsn-ýN which is translated r, 8m. A 

,ý <N 

and 9: 5(6), where the MFF mw-ny-t i)Nn ivnnn oinw linn Imm is translated as 

cL= reA r<N-n,. j cc\,, ý= "6%a--, o, both examples preserving the 

structure of the Hebrew. 

In this respect too, there was no rigid rule: 

in 12: 13, for instance, nsp wszpi o)un iwii the chiasmus is eliminated in 

.ýa translation: r6, -!, a -t A 
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(x) The number of translators 

One important aspect of translation technique which has not yet been discussed Is 
the question of the number of translators: there is so little relevant evidence that 

there has been nothing of substance to say. It has been shown that the technique 

varies from passage to passage: this could be seen either as evidence of 
flexibility, or of inconsistency, in the work of one translator, or could be due to 

the differences between the techniques of different translators; however, as 
Gelston (Gelston, 1987, p. 157) points out, since a single translator may be 

inconsistent, caution is needed before assuming that the translation is the work of 

more than one man. Had more than one man been responsible, the most 

probable division of labour would presumably have been by parts of the scroll, 
and it might be possible to find differences between the technique in earlier 

compared with later chapters: the variations in the choice of lexical equivalents for 

important words which occur frequently, such as the Nun group discussed 

above, should then have been a fruitful area for study, but no clear distinction 

between the approach in different parts of the book is discernible; this contrasts 

with Holladay's observation refered to above (Holladay, 1976, pp. 38-39) that the 

choice of root to translate root niv in covenantal contexts "tempts one to think of 

a double source for the translation of Jeremiah": until chapter 3 1, root ma, ý is 

used, but from that point onwards root v, ý5m is almost always preferred. 
There is one factor which suggests that there is little difference between the 

translation technique in the first half of the book compared with the second: given 

that additional words are a prominent feature of the translation technique, it is 

possible that, if more than one translator were involved, there might be a 
difference in this respect. However, the two texts are closely similar: in the MT, 

the midpoint of the book occurs at 28: 11; in the Peshitta, 28: 11 is a little before 

the midpoint, but the difference is too small to constitute evidence that more than 

one hand was at work. 
Discussion of the literary quality of the different chapters would be out of place in 

the present study, but no careful reader could fail to notice this, and possibly to 

react to it: so the translator's work might have been different in the oracles to the 

nations from that in the oracles to the Israelites. Nor is literary quality the only 

factor which varies in different parts of the book: the extensive literature on the 
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source and genuineness of the different parts is outside the scope of the present 

discussion, but representative comments include those of, for instance, 

Nicholson (Nicholson, 1970, p. 26) who considers that there are some prose 

passages which cannot be attributed to Jeremiah, and Carroll (Carroll, 1986, 

p. 38) who describes the book as "a miscellaneous collection of discrete and 

disparate writings". 
Whatever may be the truth of the construction of the book, there is agreement that 

the style differs markedly in the different parts, and so a difference in translation 

technique might reflect one translator's varying reaction to the character of the 

text on which he was working. The fact that there is nonetheless so little 

evidence suggesting that the translation is the work of more than one man seems 

to support, rather convincingly, the opinion that it is indeed the work of one 

translator only. 
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The translation of rnlv as a discriminator between 

conservative and progressive approaches 

The translation was examined to see if -, 1*7'v) would form a discriminator between 

the conservative and progressive approaches to the Peshitta described by e> 
Weitzman (Weitzman, in press, pp. 167ff). 

Nine Syriac terms are used, in the Peshitta of the Hebrew Bible, in the translation 

of 

, &M. 164 9 

r<im.. T 54 2 

reim. -Um 9 CLO 2 

not translated 6 

total: 249 

The two terms rela... and eimx are, clearly, the only lexical equivalents used 

sufficiently frequently for further analysis to be productive; together, these two 

account for 218 of the total occurrences, 22 of which are in Jeremiah. 

The relevant passages were classified into three groups according to the kind of 
land apparently meant by nlv: 
(1) wild land, in neither private nor community ownership (total 48); 

(11) land which was in private or local community ownership (total 103); 

(Ili) uncertain (total 67). 

Analysis of groups (i) and (ii) shows a clear distinction (group (iii) was not 

included, as it seemed more likely to confuse results than to be helpful): 

in group (1), where -, i-t'v apparently means wild land, retnx is the term of choice, 

used in 30 (63%) of the 48 passages; in group (ii), where -, l-fv means owned 

land, the preferred lexical equivalent is eAn,, used in 100 of the 103 passages. 

A diffference in translation policy for -, r(v meaning wild land is evident between 

Weitzman's "conservative" group, that is Genesis, Judges, Samuel and Kings, 

where there is equal use of relaw and and his most "progressive" group, 

that is Ezekiel and the Twelve Prophets, where there is a strong preference for 
2 

retnx 

20 occurrences, of which half are translated with and half with eAa... 

2.12 occurrences, of which eleven are translated with 
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Jeremiah comes next to the most conservative group in Weitzman's classification. 

Unfortunately, there are only four passages in this book in which -, I-T'W means 

"wild land", all translated with f<, vm. -Y. 
Equivalents of -. rt'v meaning "owned land"on the other hand, show no real 

variation. With the exception of the three usages of <t=x in Judges, r6, a. is the 

invariable choice. 

These results suggest that although not ideal for the reasons given in the 

discussion in Chapter 2, is a useful discriminator additional to those which 

Weitzman uses. 

The 27 relevant passages in Jeremiah are: 

4: 17; 6: 12,25; 7: 20; 8: 10; 9: 2 1; 12: 4,9; 13: 27; 14: 5,18; 173; 18: 14; 26: 18; 

27: 6; 28: 14; 32: 7,8,9,15,25,43,44; 35: 9; 40: 7,13; 41: 8. 

Twenty-two of these are translated by either 6n. or r<imx: in canonical order, 

these are 
4: 17 2ý: IM 11ty P61 )'fy) )-Inv: ) 

M. I. - clam 

6: 12 I'm) O)V)l DI'fy) 

rq: fkao reM2W 

6: 25 -, lt*v-)-, l )Nsn-5N 

'ýýI I f<& r<1 r<. iaf<Ma re1a.. A r<1 

7: 20 nwrxn -. Itv)-. i ý'V-5yl 

f<--!, i rex f<i r<8 
11. a r': aL re A__! 

'. 

8: 10 Ov'11t Ormlrfv) 

9: 21(22) In-ID 

WAD.., ; _aýre 
A__. ý reAM vsý. f< 

12: 4 V311 TfV11-5: ) : ivyl 

12: 9=27: 6=28: 14 -n-fv-n jrn 

f<ýU: c. vx re&a.. " 
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14: 5 -, rt5l -. i-fy): l 

17: 3 

reimlLma r<i4ma 

26: 18 v)-inn Iry 

tm. -T&& r<xm. ý, ýCD5 
32: 7 )-fv nx 

32: 8 

32: 9 

'exa.. &-L= Ia 

32: 15 3INIII ý-IN: 2 DMIDI 311'rvI 0)M 13,17)) MY 

32: 25 

32: 43 ý-IN: I -611 VII 1131731 
f<., Tcn 'ýLmx%.. j 

32: 44 13,171 IV-: ): I Mly) 

U 
35: 9 

41: 8 

Of these 22 passages, 
four refer to land in group (1): 12: 9; 14: 5; 27: 6; 28: 14. All are translated with 

r<im., T - 

fifteen refer to land in group (ii): 4: 17; 6: 12=8: 10; 7: 20; 9: 21; 12: 4; 26: 18; 32: 7, 

8,9,15,25,43,44; 35: 9. Fourteen are translated with r6m., and one with 

r<tm., T - 

In three passages, it is impossible to be sure of the writer's intention; these are 

6: 25,17: 3 and 41: 8. 
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(All the references in Chapter 32 to the field which Jeremiah buys are translated 

with kln.., and this increases the number in this group; but this does not 

invalidate the conclusion of this analysis, for the translator, as has been shown, 

did not feel bound by any need to maintain an equivalence once chosen. ) 
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The book of Jeremiah contains a number of passages of which there are 
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duplicates either within that book or in other biblical books. Here, as in this 

analysis as a whole, the constraints of space have made it impossible to give 

every example which would illustrate the points made in the discussion which 
follows; those which have been selected were chosen with care to ensure that 

they are representative of the technique as a whole. The most important 

duplicates where both members of the pair are in Jeremiah are 
1.6: 12-15; 8: 10-12 

2.6: 22-24; 50: 41-43 

3.7: 31-33; 19: 5-7 

4.10: 12-16; 51: 15-19 

5.11: 20; 20: 12 

6.15: 13,14; 17: 3,4 

7.16: 14,15; 23: 7,8 

8.17: 1 Ob; 3 2: 19b 

9.19: 8; 49: 17 

10.21: 9; 38: 2 

11.23: 5,6; 33: 15,16 

12.23: 19-20; 30: 24-25 

13.30: 10,11; 46: 27,28 

14.39: 1-2; 52: 4-7 

15.49: 18; 50: 40 

16.49: 19-21; 50: 44-46 

Examples involving other books include 
1. Jeremiah 10: 25; Ps 79: 6 

2. Jeremiah chapters 39 and 52; 2 Kings chapters 24 and 25 

3. Jeremiah chapter 48; Numbers chapter 21 

4. Jeremiah chapter 48; Isaiah chapters 15 and 16 

5. Jeremiah chapter 49; Obadiah 

Analysis of the translation technique in these passages is complicated by the 

variability of the precision of duplication: in almost all these pairs of passages, 

there are some phrases in which the Hebrew of the two members of the pair 

differs slightly, and these are intimately mixed with others in which the Hebrew 

is identical. Where the Hebrew is identical the translation of the second 

occurrence of the passage is usually a copy of the first; but the translator In 
maintained his usual meticulous approach in his work on these duplicates so that 
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where the Hebrew is not quite identical the small differences are usually precisely 

represented in the translations. Sometimes, however, the application of the 

standard presentational style, for instance the customary striving for clarity or for 

grammatical agreement between all phrases in a passage, may result in identical 

translations of non-identical Hebrew phrases, and this may give a false 

impression that the translation of one has been influenced by that of the other. 
There are certain other positions which lead to a false impression that one 

translation has influenced the other: for instance, where the Hebrew of one 

passage is clearer than that of the other, the translator may decide to render, at 
both sites, the clearer Hebrew; this is not an example of the influence of one 

translation on the other, but of the translator's assessment of the different clarity 

of the two Vorlagen. Similarly, where both the Hebrew and the Syriac are 

identical the translator of the second has probably copied the translation of the 

first: this is of course evidence not of influence of one translation on the other, 

but simply of economy of effort. 
Although these passages constitute an obvious area in which to look for evidence 

of influence of one translation on another, both within Jeremiah and involving 

other biblical books too, little such evidence is found: there is indeed little to 

distinguish the relationship between the translations of the duplicate passages 

from that between any other passages of the Peshitta to Jeremiah. 

Such is the strength of the accumulated evidence that these passages were largely 

translated independently of one another that it forms the basis of suggestions 

concerning the wording of the Vorlagen in some instances to be discussed below. 

There is no doubt that a translation in one book of the Peshitta occasionally 

sometimes influenced the translator of another. Weitzman (Weitzman, 1997, 

pp. 393-396; and in press, p. 127) has given examples of passages 

where the translator of one book found in the Hebrew text of a given passage an 

association which led him to a passage in a different book, which the translation 

shows he consulted in the Peshitta. and not simply in the Hebrew I; 

Weitzman shows for instance that Genesis, Samuel, Psalms, Job, and Lamentations are 

linked by their understanding of ý), v "affliction" as "enslavement" in agreement with the 
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the latter point is of fundamental importance, for it distinguishes between those 

translations which may have been influenced by the Hebrew of other passages, 

of which examples will be given below, and those of even greater interest in the 

present discussion where the influence is from the translation itself. 

There are even some passages (Weitzman, in press, p-193) , where the 

translator "faced with a given Hebrew word found a verse in another book where 

that same word occurred but adopted instead the Syriac rendering of a different In 
word in that verse". 
Weitzman gives one unequivocal example from the translations of the long 

passage duplicated in Jeremiah and in 2 Kings, relating to the translations of two 

items in the temple, nn--)n in Jer 52: 17, and 3rn-: ) in Jer 52: 22. Thel-lebrewterm 

wro properly denotes a wheeled stand, of which the temple had ten, one for each 

of the ten lavers. The Hebrew ten-n mm properly indicates each of the capitals 

above the temple pillars. Each term is however understood in the Peshitta as 

"basin": nn= is translated by in 2Kings 25: 13,16, and by re-ýr< in Jer 

52: 17 (though not in Jer 52: 20, a difference which Weitzman explains); n-in: ) is 

translated in both books by Both equivalences can be traced to the 

Peshitta of the detailed account of the temple in I Kings 7. Here the translator 

thought that the nnm in I Kings 7: 27-37 was not a wheeled stand but a basin; 

and as to mm which until 7: 31 had been translated as e&mtn, denoting a 

"crowning slab", this understanding was unsuitable here and the n-in: ) too had to 

become an "basin". The sense "basin" continues to be used for 

both nn= and nnnD in P-Kings, including 2 Kings 25: 17, and its use for WI. Mo 

in the corresponding verse in Jeremiah, 52: 22, cannot be convincingly explained 

except as a borrowing from Kings This demonstration of dependence of P- 

Footnote from previous page contd. 

first occurrence of the verb -my (Piel) in Gen 15: 13 in the context of prediction of the Egyptian 

bondage where t-, r is appropriate. In another example, Exodus, other later sites in the 

Pentateuch, Ezekiel, Psalms, Ezra, and Chronicles are linked by their translation of itru "a free- 

will gift" by reaxi" "(gift) separated off"; Weitzman explains the development of sense here 

from the first occurrence of -mi-r), in E-Nod 35: 29. 
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Jeremiah suggests, though it does not prove, that the understanding of aiior- in P- 

Jer 52: 17 as reýeeis likely also to be dependent on P-2 Kings 25: 13. 

Walter (Walter, 1995, pp. 187-204) has suggested that there is evidence in the 

duplicate passages recounting the attack on Jerusalem in 2 Kings 25 and Jeremiah 

52 of influence from the translation of Jeremiah on P-Kings 2; 
a representative 

selection of examples from this paper is given below as a basis for discussion. 

Walter's examples show well the interdependence of the two books; they do not, 
however, establish beyond doubt the influence of one translation on the other, as 
distinct from the influence of the Hebrew of one book on the translation of the 

other. 

For 2 Kings 25: 4 ti)nnnn I)n vv j-rT n5tn, nn5n5nn )v)N ý: )i the translation reads 
&, 

=... T r<-s--tcý. 1 r<"-tOr<M W-. XXM r<&.. tn am-sa cwt. --, r<j&=iM 

, eia-x, and Walter suggests that the presence of the additional terms aa-a-sa cwt--ý, 

2. Weitzman's example instanced above shows influence from the translation of a book earlier 

in the canon on a later one, agreeing well with Beckwith's suggestion (Beckwith, 1985, p. 309) 

that the books were translated substantially in the order traditional among the Jews. Others of 

Weitzman's examples (Weitzman, in press, pp. 187-188) , 
for instance the understanding of 

'ings, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Daniel are less it5iv "siegeworks" which links Samuel, K 

easy to accommodate, for the passage on which the interpretation depends is in Jer 32: 34, 

canonically later than either Samuel or Isaiah. Similarly, the Pentateuch, Judges, Isaiah, and 

Proverbs are linked by the translation of root p-17n with forins derived from root-ax= "examine"; 

the key occurrence of the root, on which this understanding depends, is in Judges, later than the 

Pentateuch. Walter's suggestions of influence from P-Jeremiah on P-Kings would at first sight 

run contrary to Beckwith's suggestion; Beckwith notes, however, (p. 309) that "books which 

contained important testimony to Jesus and to Christianity ... would naturally tend to jump the 

queue", so in view of the importance of Kings and Jeremiah to Christianity discussed above, it 

is possible that work on these two books would have been given priority and treated more or 

less simultaneously, and influence of Jeremiah on Kings is plausible. 
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(and, presumably, 4u tn , -o too) in the translation indicates influence from Jer 

39: 4 Ei)nnnn In -iYv): i 1ýnn 1) 1'r -i)yn vo -, tt iNsn in-mn nnýn5nn )V)N 5: )1 which 
becomes r<ým r<&. in an-sin ant-%, 
re'tQ-r r<nAýX 

or Jer 52: 7 1) 5Y -iv-)N o)1innn In 'wv) 1-rT rtt-vwnn wyn inm) nnýnýnn wmN 5.: )1 

1ýwn which becomes r4L. to pa ansi a cwi-!, <, t 
. 'ý 

r<. iC1r<=. This passage is the strongest suggestion of 
influence from Jeremiah on Kings, and even here the gap in sense is so clear that 
it is possible that the translator simply went to the Hebrew of the appropriate 

verses in Jeremiah to improve the clarity of his text: this is not a conclusive 

example of influence of one translation on the other. 
Walter gives further examples which be himself regards as less conclusive. In 

2 Kings 25: 7 i)ný iuny) which becomes a)aa---N Walter 

suggests that the additional termsA--.. -T in this translation result from 

influence from the Jeremiah passages: 
Jer 39: 6 1)1)0 ... tin 15n vnv)n , translated as, cr)aa--, A ... r<--Aý .,, a 

and Jer 52: 1 Oi)ý)Y5 ... ti: a 15Y3 unv))) where the translation reads A--!, =. -i r<NX--M -,, a 
SC13 cuý-SA .... 

It is also possible, however, that the additions are in line with the general 

presentational style and have been made simply to increase the precision of the 

Kings text; in Chapter 2a number of examples were given showing additions of 
just this kind, specifying the identity of the subject even though there could have 

been no reasonable doubt on the point. 
There is a similar example in 2 Kings 25: 11 cmnu 3-1 I-rwii= -, t)n, which 

becomes Xmn , pir<-Xmaea r<kLo "i Ov , cuaj Aý., : Walter suggests that the 

mention of Babylon in P-2 Kings 25: 11 may come from Jer 39: 9: 1-rN-m2) jt)n 

5= wmu n'i, translated asA---L=LX , air< A. =ar<a r<iat -Mi Oiia--1-1 r<-=X, but as he 

himself notes it could also have been copied from 2 Kings 25: 13 maA-=a, <a ... 
X,, . 

This addition too would also, of course, fit well with the standard 

presentational style, achieving precision of expression. 
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There is a further example in 2 Kings 25: 3; Jer39: 2,52: 6. Walter suggests that 

the near identity of 2 Kings 25: 3 to Jer 39: 2 is surely significant, though he 

himself points out that the additional details of the year and the month could both 

have been supplied from Kings (2 Kings 25: 2b, 3,8 respectively). In MT, 

2 Kings 25: 3 reads ý-iwi oO oný nnn N5i 'iýy: i : iy-in -pin-n V-tn5 limn: 1, and is 

translated r<,. tm cT, = <. iL-= r<. m. n5 <--sL-,, \ kLxck 

f<acn <No <a-sLa This is close to NIT 

for Jer 39: 2 vrný -, iyvn: i )Y): i-vn v-rn3 )n), 17, ts5 nivi oi, ývv mvVY: 1, for which the 

translation is virtually identical to that of 2 Kings 25: 3 (except that it has not 

but r'ýimx), to the extent of giving, as in the translation of the Kings A 

verse, r----Y-ý rather than a translation of )yn-in v-rn. Walter notes that 

there is some mss. support for )Y))nn-n (Walter, 1995, p. 199) though this is found 

only in three Hebrew mss. of Jeremiah; )wnnn could also have been understood 
from 2 Kings 25: 8 -, wnnn w-mai. 
In summary, the additional details in P-Kings might have been the result of 
influence from P-Jeremiah, but could equally have been supplied from other 

verses in Kings; and r<, t. -= in P-Jer 39: 2 might result from the 
influence of P-Kings, but might possibly have been the date given in the Vorlage. 

This passage is not strong evidence of influence of one translation on the other, 

in either direction, for the translators may be responding not to their colleagues' 

renderings but to the Hebrew of the Vorlagen. 

Overall, Weitzman's and Walter's examples constitute some evidence, albeit 

limited, of influence of the translation of one duplicate passage on that of another; 
but they should be weighed against the considerable body of evidence to be 

presented below showing that the translations of the duplicate passages are 

largely independent of one another. 
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There is abundant evidence that the translator usually approached each member of 

a pair of duplicate passages independently of his work on the other. This 

evidence of independence falls into three principal categories: 
(i) precise rendering of passages of non-identical Hebrew; 

(ii) independent choice of lexical equivalents; 
(Ili) differing degrees of literalness. 

Constraints of space are such that the number of examples given has had to be 

restricted, but each duplicate was studied in detail in the preparation of this 

chapter, and great care has been taken to ensure that the examples selected are 

representative and do not give a biased picture. 

(i) precise rendering of passages of non-identical Hebrew 
0 

This is well illustrated by the pair of passages 6: 12-15; 8: 10-13. In 6: 12,13 

and 8: 10 the precise translation technique is seen: in translating 6: 12 wmm tim 

rm) wym m1w ormxý and 8: 10 ww-llt 01MI-fy) 0)-MNý O"OPM-nN InN 1: )5, 

meticulous translation has preserved in the Syriac the difference between, for 

instance, ni-N) in 6: 12 and on-mi-N) in 8: 10, giving reklm. in the former and 

,, qcnM. -cw in the latter. 

The next few lines, however, at first sight suggest that this approach has been 

abandoned so as to make the two texts similar: 8: 10 ýrn--ry) julm -,: ) becomes 

-tj Ocnicu'., 'nx 
Aý, m, the possessive suffixes giving an initial 

"PCD, b 1-1) 

impression that the translation was intended to bring this verse into line with 6: 13 

in which the Hebrew has o5)-T) -ty) mvilm )-: ) and which becomes, naturally, 

This is not, however, definite evidence of influence of one translation on the 

other: a simpler explanation lies in the application of the standard presentational 

style which seeks grammatical consistency. Here, the terms in 8: 10 are being 

made consistent with those earlier in that verse: OcwtcLs., and,, qcrx=tX donot 
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precisely translate jv-p and ýr), but they do conform with wrw and 

Similarly, in translating vs: i YNI: I t: ) and -vpv) ii'm )5: ) in both verses, the singular 

forms Yyi3 and -, i*wy are rendered in the plural in both passages, giving , qm1n, 

to agree with the more logically exact 9cnIn, The additional epithet 

is regularly used to qualify and there is no special significance in its 

addition to both passages in the translation of In: ) -tv) www. 

Further examples of the precise translation technique applied to each member of a 

pair include, for instance, in the pair of passages 6: 22-24; 50: 41-43, the 

translation of ý-iN-)mrm m) In 6: 22 as cn:; -sam ý-* Aa--u, with a third 

person singular verb, in comparison with 50: 41 ý*iN-)n: )'i)n iv) which is 

translated with a plural verb: af; -saw ,n ýýIaiu. 

Similarly, 6: 24 wnw-nx imov) is translated as,, qcn-,. -ý , showing two 

points of interest: first, vynv) is appropriately translated with a first person plural 

verb, in comparison with 50: 43 oynw-nx 5=-15)3 Yny) which is rendered 

meticulously as qca-s. =x e-ý Second, the application of the 

standard presentational style which seeks grammatical consistency is evident: 

ivnv in 6: 24 has been translated as Oux-%--n-m not to bring it into line with that terrn 

in 50: 43 but to make it agree with the plural subject of 6: 23 

inn-r Nýi rpnn) irtni nvl;, 

jrs. m Itynnn5n5 YmD Iny roi) o)vlv 5Y, lial) [: ))D 0511) 

In the pair 7: 31-33; 19: 5-7 5: )xn5 -nin ov-n n52) nn)-ni becomes 
, qmýxX-x ,ý acru a 

f<McLn, r,: t-, j <-im re-ý. -v , in comparison with 19: 7 5: )Nn5 On5w-nN )nml which 

is translated r<&NcLnr<--m -Výft, <a, preserving the differences in root and in 

grammatical form between the two verbs used in the Hebrew in nnnn and )nnn. 

11: 20 in comparison with 20: 12 provides a similar example: 17"ts vnv mx: is mml 

2ýi mt: ) Im becomes r<=Xa <6a-Xcu, t. = . e&xcw. -. t r<-L.. -i in 

comparison with 20: 12 3ýi nit: ) rnwi ip)-Ts Ina mNay, mn)i which is translated 

, e-, Aa r4c;. Scus <%. &, r<ox i fe-. týna. The different roots and 
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sequences in the Hebrew, voy) and iro in 11: 20 and Im and nx-) in 20: 12, are 

preserved in the Syriac. 

15: 14 -Tpin o: )tv )oxn -nn-r-j? v)N-)D and the near duplicate in 17: 4 are of great 

interest. Textual criticism has focussed on 15: 13-14 as a possible fragment of 0 
17: 1-4; the argument is outside the scope of the present discussion, but the 

translator's approach to these two verses is relevant and striking: it must have 

been as clear to him as to later readers that one passage was likely to be a 

corruption of the other, but nonetheless he translated each precisely: 15: 14 is 

rendered as xoe& %-\atm "in revcux ANtn , and 17: 4 onn-Tj? VN-, ýD 

, Tpin oýiy--ry )-oNn as xo, <& )aý e-mu.. x\-at= 9"mw< r<-tcu. -T Aý 

preserving the differences between nn-r-p and wty in 15: 14 and onn-T-12 and --ty 
o5w in 17: 4. 

The pair 17: 10 and 32: 19 provide a particularly clear example: in the first, NIT is 

n-rm wN5 m5i; in the second, the N4T is r. D-i-r: ) v))N5 nn5. The translations as 

cr. Aaiar< vNýr< r<t=NI --. cri. a and cAdiar< urr< r<t=-\N AMh. -T respectively, with 
the unusual use of rootAýu in the second, are so different that the variation must 
be intentional. 

In the translations of the difficult Hebrew of 49: 19 and 50: 44 there is a further 

example in which the application of the presentational style results in an 

unfounded impression of influence. i)-NriN nwrN in 49: 19, and cmrw nw-IN in 

50: 44, are both translated 
, cu, < -, haxi, < The plural pronoun is in keeping 

with the precise style in that it agrees with the (understood) sheep in the 

"sheepfold of Eitan", and in 49: 19 is presumably given for that purpose although 

it is not an accurate translation of the Hebrew. 

There are several points within the duplicate passages where phrases present in 

one member of the pair are absent from the other, and where the translation 

represents the difference. For instance, in 6: 22 and 50: 41, the latter includes the 

phrase o')3-i o-,: )5m, translated with <r<L\w the MT in 6: 22 lacks this 
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phrase, and so does the translation. 

There is a similar example in 7: 31 and its duplicate 19: 5, where the NIT N))3 -)VN 

oin-13, and its translation 7ocum t=x reLim. -T, present in the former, are absent 
from the latter. 

One further example of this particular point will be all that space allows: in the 

pair 16: 15 and 23: 8, om: wý )nn) -iv)N occurs in the first but not the second, and 

so does its translation, ocrLaimrel &=cn-, T. 

(Ii) independent choice of lexical equivalents 
The selection of lexical equivalents in some of these passages was discussed in 
detail in Chapter 2; a little repetition may be helpful here. The familiar "A- 

word" and "13-word" approach is seen in some pairs, for instance in 6: 24 and 

50: 43 where root is translated in the first passage by the cognate, which is the 

A-word, and in the second by rootIrt, the B-word. There is another example 

in the pair 10: 14 and 51: 17 where root -ipv is translated in the first passage by the 

cognate, which is the A-word here too, and in the second by rootA! ý,,: V, the B- 

word. 
Other passages were discussed in which this approach is varied, using in the first 

passage a synonym which may be so approximate, and so seldom selected, as 

hardly even to qualify as a B-word, amd reserving the A-word for the second 

passage of the pair. Examples given in Chapter 2 included n3rin in 10: 12 and 

51: 15; n-ri in 16: 15 and 23: 8; and nwv in 23: 19 and 31: 23: in each instance, the 

accepted equivalent is used in the second passage, and an unusual term given in 

the first. 

There is a further example in 49: 19 and 50: 44: in the translation of mi ))V=) m 

))-r)y) in 49: 19 as j.. -Ycr, _Qu cu-n ar< &a-na< -t. -\ cun, but of )rrwml mn: ) )n)-: ) in 

50: 44 as <t\, ýux aa_-m a, < &cua< -w\ a-L=, there is evidence that the translator 

reconsidered: in the first, he selects root iffmr "to witness", appropriate as an 

equivalent of root -Tw; by the time he reached the second, however, he has 

decided to make a change and selects root <tN,, "to assail". 

Clearly, these renderings show the translator treating each passage as an 
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independent exercise. Yet the picture is complex: in 23: 19 and 30: 23 the final 

phrase ýin) mm-i v)N-) ýy is translated as -, N, ý r<-n-. -zin A-! ý and <-Yi 1--ý 

... %6A r<-ý-. -xix respectively: the choice of root-. a-I in both is surely not 

coincidental but must indicate that the translator wished to repeat his first 

decision. 

(iii) differing degrees of literalness 

In some duplicate passages, there is a difference in the degree of literalness in the 

two translations; for instance, in 30: 10 -rnnn 1w is translated as crA f<acru r<la 

re-3 imn; in the second occurrence of that Hebrew in 46: 27, however, the 
translation as cr)A -vcn--*. -T : --* &. 1a is more literal. 

Yet in contrast, in 30: 11 = 46: 28 -, 15: ) ri'mN x5 becomes r<ý in the 
first, but -swr< rd in the second: the second translation is neater than the first 

though less literal. 

Influence of the translation of one passage on the other 
The examples presented above illustrate the independence of the translation of 

one member of a pair of that of the other member. There follow some examples 

of the opposite, of passages where some influence of one translation on the other 

seems probable. On balance, these are far fewer than those showing 
independence. 

This evidence falls into two principal categories: 
(i) the use by both translators of an unusual lexical equivalent; 

(ii) a similar understanding in both passages of an area of difficult Hebrew. 

(i) The use by both translators of an unusual lexical equivalent seems likely to be 

the result of influence of one translation on the other. One example was noted 

above, the rendering of root ýn in both 23: 19 and 30: 23 by root'-W - 
6: 14 and 8: 11 provide another example: 6: 14-, tpjm ý, v my -ovnx wo-m and the 
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almost identical 8: 11 t-p) 5y )ny -mv nN iý-in are both translated as 

-'T CD t=A. evm is not the expected lexical equivalent of n5pý. 

The sense is close, for to pay only superficial attention to a wound may be akin to 

despising the wounded, but, <., -, 
has a strong sense of active mockery. Taking 

all other comparable occurrences of root 5ý v, in the Niphal, there are four 

passages in which root i_,. is used (I Sam 18: 23; 2Sarn 6: 22; 2K 3: 18,20: 10); 

one in which rootAn is used (I K 16: 3 1); two in which root i-!, % is used (Isa 49: 6 

iL-: Li; Ezek 8: 17(18)); and one, in Pr 14: 6, where there is no precise translation. 

There is one other comparable occurrence of the root in Jeremiah, in 15: 10 where 

root eu, is used. So root-. v--, is a choice unique to these verses, and it seems 

that the second translation may be in this respect a copy of the first, as in 6: 23 

and 50: 42 below. 

In this latter pair, notwithstanding the mechanical difficulty of working with such 

widely separated parts of a long scroll, one translation does seem to have 

influenced the other. In each, the verse opens with Nin riv: ýN i-pnn) I-r): )) nw-17, 

v3m) Nýl (50: 42 has not Nin but nnn) and in each, the translation is 

v. -" , -!: * . -; a. This is by no means the only rendering which would have 

been acceptable, and is perhaps not even the most likely translation: roots-o%ju or 

. %. < would have been more probable choices for root pin. 

Yet here too, despite having copied where he felt justified in doing so, the 

translator continues to refer to the Hebrew afresh in his work on the second 

passage: in translating nnn5n5 v)N: ) ji-w later in these verses he gives 

6: 23, but <icu in 50: 42 (this is one of the numerous points at which Lee differs 

from 7al); the probable underlying thought process is discussed in more detail in 

Chapter 6, but two conclusions are clear: first, he thought about each passage 

individually; second, despite changing his mind, he did not return to 6: 23 to 

change his translation. 

A similar understanding at both translations of an area of difficult Hebrew is 

another manifestation of probable influence of one translation on the other. 
The pair 10: 13 and 51: 16 include the difficult phrase wnm o)n jiwn inn 51-p5. 

The translations too are identical, r<ýxa-\-tx rdn ým., and by no 
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means the only way in which the problem could have been approached: it seems 

certain that in rendering the second the translator decided to repeat his work on 

the first. In the same verses, ý'w )sj? n o)N*Y)) ztv)i in 10: 13 and o)N'V) 5PI 

ý-iN --ns-pn in 51: 16 are also identically rendered, cTL-sam ý* -am!: *: 

a simple decision to repeat the translation of the first occurrence of the phrase 

seems to have been made here too. 

Yet within the same passages, 5von wan in 10: 14 and 5von wan 

in 51: 17 are translated differently, with r<mcnx -X--, acýhcm= and -X--. O&Cam 

, <ý respectively; and oa nri-x5i is translated with,,. qcnM &. A eýia and &. Aa 

, <,, ai qcn-m respectively; careful reading shows repeatedly that the translator's 

approach is complex and variable. 

There is a further example at the difficult passage in 15: 13 which is duplicated in 

17: 3, of particular interest when compared with the evidence of independent 

translations in 15: 14 and 17: 4 discussed above. In 15: 13 13IN n5 1)misim 15)n 

Itin) ý-: ): ii 1)mvn 5-mi 'mm N5 becomes snýnc. A mX-na v,, ý -\a 

-\-\, n A&r< r<&, L-=A. Word order is changed in the translation, 

representing Itim 5.: ): 11 not in its position in the Hebrew but as the completion of 

the sequence jmnsim 1ý)n. 'mm Ný is not represented. 

In 17: 3 Itim 5: o nNvn: i Imn InN tiý jmnsw ý: ) 15m Prfyn 1-1-1-n becomes 

'PaAn, n (7111M )TI11 Is V, ý. ftNr. 6% r< r<& L--A S04ým h3A a kr,, ý 1-\ 
included in the translation of the previous verse). As in 15: 13, is 

represented in a changed word order, but with no translation of "5-: ): C in 5: )3 

1)51: 11. Imn is not represented. 
The similarities between these translations of passages of difficult Hebrew are so 

strong that some element of influence seems certain. -mn: i Ný in 15: 13 is rn 
difficult, possibly a corruption of -rm: k ansing from the wish to connect this 

term with the preceding InN 135 and to show that "Judah's treasures would be 

looted and no price paid for them" (McKane, 1986, p. 386). In 17: 3, though, 

Imon , perhaps a gloss on ittu-5m, would not have been difficult to translate. 

It reads awkwardly in the word sequence in the N4T, but the translator has already 

decided to change the order of other terms and could have coped with this too had 
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There is another example in 49: 19 and 50: 44; here, the Hebrew is particularly 
difficult and the translation by no means obvious, so the close similarity of the 

Syriac in the two passages strongly suggests that the translation of one influenced 

that of the other, and given the closeness of the two texts in the scroll refer ce 
from one to the other would have been fairly easy. 
49: 19 -, r5yn iw-ix In), N nn-5N I-T-mn jixm is almost identical to 

50: 44(43) ntyn osnN jn)N nn-5N IiNM , and the translations too 

are almost identical: cui.. n , ýa, < -sani, < AN,!, ma r<-LXCL-%. M 
in 49: 19, and in 50: 44 -nax-vf< r<t.. TA , inta.. 't r<. LzCu- 

Caln r<. 
In both, the figurative 1w) is understood and translated in the same way, 

probably correct but by no means the only translation which would have been 

acceptable. In the Hebrew, there is a grammatical incongruence of n-O 

(masculine) and ntvn (a traditional understanding that the suffix on CnA--. * Is 

feminine is suggested by the vocalisation in the Trinitarian Bible Society edition 

of the Peshitta (1954)). This persists in the masculine 
3 

r<-t.. -Y in the translation; 

this is an incongruence which would not usually be tolerated in the Peshitta, 

strongly supports the suggestion that there was some copying, and may be a 

point which the translator missed on both occasions when he worked on this 

passage. Alternatively, he may simply have abdicated his function at this point 

in this particularly difficult verse and decided to give a literal translation of the 

Hebrew ntro. jvx too is similarly understood in both passages, and translated 

in both as if it were a nomenpropri . um rather than "an abode of permanency" 

(B. D. B. ). 

Yet here again influence is not consistent: )-: ) is represented in 49: 19 only by waw, 

a reasonable decision as its sense is unclear; however by the time he came to 

work on 50: 44 the translator had evidently changed his mind, and gives x zD 

3. is almost always masculine, though it is usually feminine when used in the tenn -Y-i 

, ei, a "an archimandrite, abbot" (J. Payne Smith, 1903, p. 91). 
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2. Duplicate passages in which one member is in Jeremiah, and the other in 

another biblical book 

Independent translation of each passage 
As in the rendering of the duplicate passages within Jeremiah, study of those 

pairs of which one member is in a different biblical book gives abundant evidence 
that the translator usually approached each member of any given pair of passages 
independently of his work on the other. As in the discussion above concerning, 
the duplicates within Jeremiah, the evidence falls into the three principal 

categories: 
(i) precise rendering of passages of non-identical Hebrew; 

(ii) independent choice of lexical equivalents; 
(iii) difference in the degree of influence from LXX; 

not all categories of evidence, however, are represented by analysis of every pair 

of passages. 
Contrary evidence, suggesting the influence of one translation on the other 

member of the pair, also falls into the two categories seen above: 
(i) the use by both translators of an unusual lexical equivalent; 
(ii) a similar understanding in both passages of an area of difficult Hebrew. 

As in the above discussion, examples in these categories are far fewer than those 

showing independence. 

For ease of reference, rather than presenting first evidence showing independent 

translation drawn from study of each pair, and then giving such evidence as there 

is suggesting the contrary position of dependence, each pair of passages has been 
In e5 

presented separately. 
Here too, constraints of space are such that the number of examples given has 

had to be restricted, but as before great care has been taken to ensure that those 0 
which are given are representative. 
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(i) precise rendering of passages of non-identical Hebrew 

There is strong evidence in the translations of the oracles against Moab in chapter 

48 of Jeremiah 48 and chapter 15 of Isaiah that the translators worked 

independently of one another. 

Jeremiah 48: 5 

IM lllýlvl ): ): 1: 2 nin5ri-. 15m *,: ) 

,ý eýým r<-u: %. in2, mm 

Isaiah 15: 5b 

13 Ity) ): ): 12 n)M5-11 115M ): ) 

LJCt\T rnz'. i 

Cn- Nýnnmj 

WYN) 'I: IY) 311? YN ý)S 0II'lln III)= ).: ) 

13ýJiQAXT r-e&&L0V-=a 

., qmmkl 

rim -i: tv npvi mnin -n-t :) 
711ýltla r<"iaf<ma 

,q -t m,, r-et=A. -. T r<&-%ý 

)n n5v, -,: )3: t in Jeremiah and n tv) in Isaiah are translated to show the 

presence of i: i in the latter but not the former; onrin "rnmi and w)-in I-rt are 

translated appropri ately as 7%L" i ct,... -i and 7%3. jt"-i r<wvar<=a 

respectively. 

Similarly, Jer 48: 34 o5ip im) ý-w--ty becomes i, < 5mýX but 

Isa 15: 4 051-p Ygm is translated ecrAn -:, nkxj cýKaVl 

(ii) independent choice of lexical equivalents 

The choice of lexical equivalents suggests that the translations of Jer 48: 29 and 

Isaiah 16: 6 are independent: 2myo jim vyny) becomes in Jeremiah the imprecise 

re-i-n-iai but in Isaiah the more exact 

-wn in the next phrase in Jeremiah, and -tNn x) in Isaiah, are translated 
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-L\ , and., iný, N, < respectively, so that P-Jeremlah uses two roots, ---, i and,, ':!! %, 

where P-Isaiah uses one only. 

In the difficult next lines, Jer 48: 30 irm p Nýi mnv -mor oN) )3jyj) )ix is 

translated as now acri; x=-, as I Cý 
f reading 

root -t3y. Yet Isa 16: 6 P12 J: ) N5 13112YI inNn inix) becomes cn&cmin CD&CL.,,!!,,, 

r<j-n, cr) r<a(y) rd -a1:, aXr<a , closer to the sense of NIT. 

In Jer 48: 37 and Isa 15: 2 there is further strong evidence of independence: 

Jer 48: 37 -mv-o 1171 ýo) -nm1p vx-i to ): ) becomes 
, 9crL. An. Ta e i-CAnann t. -\ Oaxýý'-v 

with no equivalents of either "t)", root i--uv for n-ijp, and root--%--L\for 

ny-i); in Isa 15: 2, however, tmvr) 1171 5: ) nn-ijp rvwi 5: ): l becomes CDCLYi \-, -, a 

-X-na r<&aian translating both and using different roots, -. iLD and tn' 
v! ý, respectively. 

As a final example of independent translations, consider Jer 48: 31 and Isa 16: 7: 

Jer 48(LXX 31): 31 mor'vin 'rp )v))N ýN pym st: ) : imn5i 5*, 5, )N 2MY) 5V In 5V 

becomes a--. a re A-. % , -m cnX--, , <a--m -k-s.. a aXL r< -n r<cL-A ffAN, --" 

tý'J't Oncri-I M&, =L= WtM--, --T rtX. 1r< \, a. 

\9acru "and against the men who dwell in his house they will devise 

evil" seems to have entered the translation as an understanding of root W-In 

meaning "magic art" (B. D. B p. 361) in the phrase "against the men of his walls 

they will meditate on evil". -Ohr< A-. 
-% po "from every place" has no equivalent in 

4 MT and may be an addition for clarity, though it may reflect LXX iTexwroeEv . 

In contrast, Isa 16: 7 o,, x: )) IN ii-mirfvln 'P171 )VVNý ý)51') it: ) 2XV3ý2XV3 51)5Y) j: )5 

becomes r<iaxx <&, xr< cal, --, -1-., a -=f<a: ---j 
Al. 

-3 r<-1CnX-N, -M 

recri-i-a vsýre ', ýýCrIA% here, j*-in -i)p wmm has been understood as 

4. LXX is apparently based either on a different understanding of the word division, or on a "n" 

now absent from -rp, leading to a perception of root nnp in POýCFCXTE ý-ff' &v8pas KLpabcxS 

aýjxpoo- 
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"the foundations of the walls which are ruined", presumably based on an 

understanding of root vin in its sense "to plough", giving "ploughed" walls, that 
is a ploughed field where once there were houses: this evokes Jeremiah 26: 18 

VrInn 

(iii) evidence of difference in the degree of influence from LXX 

There is one passage suggesting that the translator of Jeremiah was more 00 
influenced by the LXX than was the translator of Isaiah: in Jer 48: 34 and Isa 15: 5: 

Jer 48: 34 n-, wýw ný)Y o)rin -tv wsn becomes 70, -3 1 ajA 

r4LSa(N% The process by which-wN, <. -r 
seems to have entered the text is discussed more fully in Chapter 6; for the present, 

the point to note is that it is absent from the translation of Isaiah 15: 5 in which 

rrv5v) n5w -ivs -tyrinro becomes r4tla& i.. n -, A reý-, Oxn, 

Influence of the translation of one passage on the other 

(i) the use by both translators of an unusual lexical equivalent: 

although Jer 48: 5 and Isaiah 15: 5 illustrate the independence of the two 

translations, the complex nature of the approach is shown in these examples too, 

for there is also one point in these lines which may illustrate influence. This 

inconsistency, which could equally well be described as flexibility, is hardly 

surprising in a work of this length. 

Jer 48: 5 

lyny) -13y)-JIVIYS YIN 011)"11r) 1,11M ): ) 

XL. Jic,. CT f<CN%&.!, Mma 

a 

Isaiah 15: 5 

rim -ov-nini crnin 1-rr )-: ) 
7DL, jt"7 r6Aarq-, =a 

The presence of px=-, -. i in Jeremiah as a translation of iynv , and in Isaiah as a 

translation of the difficult nyr is interesting, since it translates neither Hebrew 

word accurately. There are no exactly comparable passages elsewhere in the 
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HebrewBible. McKane (McKane, 1996, p. 1160) suggests that "mov) is Perhaps 

tolerable if it is to be regarded as the equivalent of a passive", and this seems to be 

the understanding in the Peshitta; on this basis, the translations fit the standard 

translation technique well: examples of the tendency to render figurative language tn' tý, tl 
with a clear, if pedestrian, equivalent, were shown in Chapter 2 and this could be 

one such. makes plain sense of the figurative Hebrew and 

corresponds precisely with in the previous line where ý=: i mn5ri n5yn 

)n -, ty) translates as , an= xn, &-. al. -i rean=M-M. This seems likely to be an 

example of influence, but it is not possible to determine the direction of that 

influence. 

One other similar example of possible influence is to be found in Jer 48: 30 and 

Isaiah 15: 6; *Y I. -) Ný irm in Jeremiah 48: 30 is translated as aam <A Cnannaea 

scr3c. 1-. - an. -u.. and the translation of Isaiah 16: 6, where the Hebrew has no 

equivalent of *, v 1: ) Ný, strongly resembles P-Jeremiah, with jcnaL-ý CW. TM 

, ma, ý*a_e . The implication of this example is that the influence was not from P- 

Isaiah on P-Jeremiah, but vice versa:: this suggestion would not fit with 
Beckwith's overall hypothesis concerning the order of translation, but would be 

compatible with the special circumstances noted in footnote (2) above. 

There is a possible example of influence in the choice of lexical equivalence in 

Jer48: 34 inm mynm5 Irim )Y) o) ).: ) which becomes pic, %, o 7at-a-3. -T 
Isa 15-6 wn-, ninm ji-im )n -,: ) is identically translated. 

This example must be considered for completeness, for the translation of root Onv 

by root a-\ "to be lacking" is unusual and used nowhere else in Jeremiah 5 or in 

5.2: 12,15; 4: 7,9,27; 5: 30; 6: 8; 8: 21; 9: 10; 10: 22,25; 12: 10,11; 18: 16; 19: 8; 25: 9,11, 

12,18,38; 29: 18,32: 43; 34: 22; 42: 18; 44: 6,12,22; 46: 19; 48: 9; 49: 2,13,17,20,33; 50: 3, 

13,23,45; 51: 26,29,37,41,43,62 
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equivalence as particularly appropriate in the context of a failing water course that 

it is an unconvincing example. 

b. Jeremiah and Kings 

These duplicate passages are very long, and at some points, where the early verses 

of Jer 39 also tell the story, there are not two but three texts to consider. Some of 
the most interesting and informative points have been selected for detailed 

discussion below; because of the constraints of space, it has been necessary to 

select certain points as illustrations of general features, rather than noting each one 
individually. 

In summary, there are many points which give evidence that one translation was 

not influenced by the other, and a small number which show the reverse. Where 

there is such influence, it seems usually to be from the Peshitta to Kings on the 

Peshitta to Jeremiah. 

The approach to this long duplication is, outstandingly, not rigid: where he wished 

to incorporate an element from the work on Kings, the translator of Jeremiah did 

so, but far more often he preserved the differences between the Hebrew of these 

passages. Where the Hebrew is identical in both, the translations are so close that 

one or other must be a copy: this, however, as was noted earlier, is economy of 

effort rather than influence of one translation on another. 

6.1: 7; 5: 9-, 6: 11; 13: 9; 17: 9; 24: 12; 33: 8; 49: 8,19; 42: 14; 52: 14; 54: 1,3; 59: 16; 61: 4; 62: 4; 

63: 5; 64: 9 
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(i) precise rendering of passages of non-identical Hebrew 

Jer 52: 9 m3r) j"iNn im5ni 53n 15n-5N )nN i5ri Iýn, 1-31N *Wl)l 

becomes Aunuy Mm-L\ 1,. -T r<_-A_tn &ml 
cna-aw, <a cnax. <. n. 

2 Kings 25: 6 is identical except that it has no equivalent of nw and the 
difference is preserved in the translation: ý22 Jýn-5N 13IN tWl 15MI-IIN *031)1 

nn53-i becomes &ImxX \, -.. T r<_-AX_-A &cA marurr<a 

In Jer 52: 25 Jýwn-no win t: ))v)N -mi: iv) becomes V UjkM. '? 
7a. -Lo aam: the seven men who "see the face of the king" are also described 

in the translation as "well-known". In 2 Kings 25: 19, there are five men rather 

than seven, and no additional terin enters in the course of translation: ov), N nVnni 

15nn-no win becomes r<nA_-, o 13. La aame uAmn e r<_x_ma - 

(ii) independent choice of lexical equivalents 
There is a suggestion in this analysis that the translator of Kings is more likely to 

select a cognate than is the translator of Jeremiah: this is evident in three of the 

examples which follow. 

In translating Jer 52: 15 5,2n 15n-5N i5o) iv)N otfwn-nm as : NcLl CLO i 
--,.. T ý CD a 

the translator has taken 5n) in its sense "to desert" (B. D. B. p. 657). 

In the virtually identical corresponding passage in 2 Kings 25: 1 Ithe translation is 

quite differently approached, Xnnn 7u- cA-san eAAia, understanding "to 

fall in violent death" (B. D. B. p. 657) and relying on imitation of the form of the 

Hebrew. 

In Jer 52: 22 nnv -n-imxn-5y o))n-ii -n: ): iw becomes re-L\r< aita r<&: L. *Ma 

with from root. Ta. "to fashion" translating "network"; in 

2 Kings 25: 17 r<hlm "lattice" is used: onn-n nxivi becomes rejAcna 
ti3C'1Cl. 
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In Jer 52: 25 nnnýnn )m 5Y -t*,; I? o nnn -iv-)N , root 'tin is translated with root4l-x: 

r<j&. An. -T ream -ý6: 
jx=-n am.. -v. In the virtually identical corresponding 

passage in 2 Kings 25: 19, however, the cognate is used: ream ex- .r 

r<j &M*to - 

In Jer 52: 32 and 2 Kings 25: 28 ninu inN -o'm is translated in Jeremiah as 

r<M. ax m-m-s. , but in Kings with the cognate: mm, Altma. 

(Iii) differing degrees of literalness 

In some passages, the translation in Kings is more literal than that in Jeremiah. 

There is an addition intended to increase precision, in Jer 52: 13 15nn v2 nNi 

which is translated r<. -Tacr,.. -. T wn-An the identical Hebrew in 2 Kings 25: 9 is 

simply translated: renAý 

In Jer 52: 31 and 2 Kings 25: 27 niv) y2vji t: ))v)5v-)3 nnn becomes in Jeremiah &-Ly-= 

-, ýxa but in Kings 7 
V.: ý &. Lrý. 

7. Jer 52: 4 and 2 Kings 25: 1 too have no representation of )-mi in the opening line: 

)D5D5 n'YY)nfl fl)VD 'fl' 

becomes m&ct. -Aml z&, rekutma, and is translated similarly in Kings, except that an ordinal is 

used there instead of the cardinal in Jeremiah. This omission is compatible with the translation 

policy in both books, so it does not constitute evidence of influence of either translation on the 

other: although in the oracular sections of Jeremiah the term is almost always translated, it is 

usually omitted in the narrative chapters. The term occurs 43 times within Jeremiah: 

in predominantly oracular chapters 

translated: 1: 3,4,11,13; 2: 1; 13: 3,8; 15: 16; 16: 1; 18: 5; 203; 24: 4; 28: 1,12; 29: 30; 32: 26; 

33: 1,19,23; 34: 12; 35: 12; 43: 8 (total 22); 

not translated: 13: 6; 26: 8; 35: 11; 43: 1 (total 4); 
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Strikingly, in Jer 52: 34 and 2 Kings 25: 30 iý wn) 'mn nn-)N inn-w 0 tn' 
becomes in Jeremiah, in a radical change perhaps indicating a guess, na cn-\. Q-xa t5 

,, -. ncn ; in Kings the more literal translation is given: e&a-t e ,, aA. -U,, n 

Cax &OCD r<-ncný&tn. 

In contrast, there are other passages in which the translation in Jeremiah is the 

more literal: 

In Jer 52: 5 and 2 Kings 25: 2 -i=n -ryn Nnm becomes in Jeremiah 4- to 

ar<=, with a more idiomatic rendering in Kings: r<&. im 

Similarly, in Jer 52: 22 and 2 Kings 25: 17, Kings is more idiomatically translated: 

)ivn nny5nýN: )) is rendered in Jeremiah re-st,,. < eAm vsý, <a , but in 

Kings 1--, 
-! b, < r<-Lnma. 

Footnote from previous page contd. 

in predominantly narrative chapters 

translated: 36: 1,9,27; 37: 6; 42: 7 (total 5); 

not translated: 36: 16,23; 37: 13; 39: 4; 41: 1,4,6,7,13; 42: 7; 52: 4,31 (total 12) 

Thus, it is translated in 22 of its 26 occurrences in predominantly oracular chapters, but in only 5 

of its 17 occurrences in predominantly narrative areas. Showing a similar approach, in the 

primarily narrative text of 2 Kings, taking the last 43 occurrences in the book to match the 43 in 

Jeremiah, it is translated in only 12: 

not translated: 5: 7,8; 6: 5,20,24,26,30; 7: 16; 8: 3,5,15,2 1; 9: 22; 10: 7,9,25; 12: 7,11 (10); 

13: 2 1; 14: 5; 17: 25; 18: 1,9; 19: 1,37; 20: 4; 22: 3,11; 25: 1,25,27 (total 3 1); 

translated: 6: 25; 7: 18,20; 113; 15: 5,12-, 17: 3,7,28,32; 19: 35; 24: 1 (total 12) 
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In Jer 52: 31 trrrr-jý)o I)Y1171) VNI-TIN )31: )5Y] mm ý= 15n I-r-in ý))N ? ým the 

translation is precise: air-im Uý. -Taj- AA 
rtOCfliT X23 

In contrast there is a helping addition in 2 Kings 25: 27: V\. -Tat-" An, < 7m.. tre 

rexacri. x crLxim r<&i-xm 
\,. 

-I 

Influence of the translation of one passage on the other 
(1) the use of an unusual lexical equivalent: 
in Jer 39: 1 there is a choice of lexical equivalent which at first sight strongly 

suggests influence from 2 Kings 25: 1. The point is the translation of root -ns in 

nty i-iyn as cn-\---. retxa: root retz is the usual equivalent in Kings, selected at all 
8 but one of the comparable passages , but is used nowhere else in Jeremiah to 

translate this root used in this sense; so the possibility of influence of the 

translation of the Kings passage on that of Jeremiah at this point seems clear. On 

the other hand, however, it is possible that the translator of Jeremiah, knowing his 

text so well, was influenced by the phrase ntv un-n in 52: 4, and worked on 39: 1 

so as to assimilate it to that later account of the same episode. 
There is another translation which strongly suggests influence from the Peshitta to 

Kings on P-Jeremiah, or vice versa, that of the diff icul t on)): 
in Jer 39: 10 -n-nn) ý-w: i wnnu n I'Twal: 13 -PNV)7I 71K)IM M15 I)N 'IY)N OtM OM IM 

wwn wm.: ) txi5 livi as -mi oi%ami -a--Ly ýox--. * aaA 6L. N. v Pon 

r<-L. 
Aq-Sa OCTIN -=cr. L. 0 re... Tacn...? r<-, -Ar<m r<-iuo; 

in Jer 52: 16 mwti wn-o5 omnv : ri Irwiin) -i)Nv-)-, i ý-iwn m5mi as reL-smn -:. ma 

r<-LUýCLSX0 f<! MILnA rqnwl -=IV 
0T ICL--u -CL-LZ ; 

8. Root r<ix is used in I Kings 16: 17,20: 1; in 2 Kings 6: 24,25,17: 5; 18: 9; 24: 11. In I Kings 

15: 27 root v\ý is used; in 2 Kings 16: 5 the translation is imprecise. 

In Jeremiah, root u\'-a is used in 21: 4,9; 32: 2; and 37: 5. 
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and in 2 Kings 25: 12 on))51 O)Mu-n -i)NV)-n ý'imn liý-tw as "-7*a 
F-tuAcLa-la r<_, v3`t_: A f<ýL"7 mlk OiICL=. I -amx 

ecn_ý_x 
9. These translations 

are of great interest: not so much for the choice of the same root in both Kings and CI zn 

Jeremiah, for clearly the term must mean something similar to ovn: ), so that a 

word for "work" of some kind is likely to be appropriate, and the frequently used 

root -. \-a would be likely to fit the context well. The point which strongly 

suggests that one translation influenced the other is the use of the same forrn of the 

root, in both books. depending on the pointing, could be either 

livineyards" or "vine-dressers"; the Nestorian text of the Trinitarian Bible Society 

(Trinitarian Bible Society, 1852) vocalises as in 2 Kings 25: 12 and Jer 

39: 10 (the pointing in Jer 52: 16 is illegible), suggesting that the traditional reading 

was "vineyards". r<_uAcuh , then, could have meant either a parallel term, which 

here would have been "fields", i. e. that which was to be tilled, or "work, labour". 

Both meanings are attested, though only infrequently; the former is found at, for 

instance, Prov. 31: 16 where inn*pninty) -. vow is translated as W-uAft-sm Ma 

m&. Lm %a, and the latter at, for instance, Neh 3: 5 where mrrm n-ny is translated as 

., PCn. A_-Ax W-UACI-S.. 

McKane (McKane, 1996, p. 979) says that the Peshitta here agrees with Targum in 

attaching the sense "fields" 10, though Targurn. I)mxn 1)51? n: i pn5n)o is a little free 

and it is difficult to be sure exactly what was the translator's understanding of each 

individual word The Targum does seem to agree well with McKane's 

9. The Leiden edition of Kings (Peshitta Institute, 1976) gives aLala, not in 2 

Kings 25: 12, noting that 6ph2 has t--ixAcLa. 

10. Costaz (Costaz, 1963) gives "fields" as a possible translation of re-i. AcLa; Payne Smith does 

not give "fields". 

11. Hayward (Hayward, 1987, p. 155) comments that the Targum here "makes what sense it can 

of a difficult word". 
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suggestion 0 (McKane, 1996, pp. 979-980) for the translation of NIT here as 
"allocating vineyards and fields for them to cultivate", taking ort Inn to mean CD 
"gave them the responsibility to cultivate" rather than "gave them ownership". In 

Qohelet 5: 8 T: iv) 1ý)o wn 5n ý-iN Innn which is translated in the Peshitta as 

-%Awn rdn.,, A r<--Aý am A-a-n r<j&taý , the sense "field" has been 

understood; Jastrow, however (Jastrow, 1992), cites this passage: -invoi ji-inn 

N: )5)3), Nn1: t*3 nn Irtnn-r I-r)yn Nnn N5i-: ) 5Y NY-iN nvnho nnv as support for his 

translation of ni)n5io as "work, tilling". 

In summary, there is clearly a strong possibility that one translation influenced the 

other in the choice of rei. Acuh ; the direction of influence is impossible to 
determine, but in view of the dependence of P-Jeremiah on P-Kings discussed 

12 
above it is reasonable to suppose that this is also the case in this example 

There is another inconclusive example of influence in the translation of Jer 52: 4 

and 2 Kings 25: 1 where in rendering : P: IV ij? )'T nty i): m both passages have CI-L'a 

, <ix. -m mA-ý, (2 Kings 25: 1 has The translation of -prt by 
Ao Is not consistent elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible: the term occurs only at 

four other passages, all in Ezekiel: 4: 2; 17: 17; 21: 27 (22); 26: 8. re=*GMA. 0 is 

given in Ezek 4: 2, but re-oa. -. t at the other passages, suggesting that it would be the 

more usual equivalent. 

(ii) Similar understanding in both passages of an area of difficult Hebrew 

There is one passage, Jer 39: 4 and 52: 7,2 Kings 25: 4, which seems at first sight 

to show that the translator of 2 Kings was influenced by P-Jeremiah; this is one of 

Walter's examples and was noted above in the discussion of the literature 

concerning duplicate passages. In translation the obvious gap has been filled, but 

not necessarily by recourse to the translation: the translator could easily have 

referred to the Hebrew Vorlage to find out what was missing. 

12. Weitzman says (Weitzman, in press, p. 200) that the similarity of these 

translations is "too close to be accidental". 
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There is a related example in the following verses: 

Jer 39: 5 inN inp)) )n-i) -nn-wn in)p'Ts-m Vvn onnnN o)'fY): )-5)n io-r-rn 

becomes am. i- r<x r<. m .1 5N 1CF)CLn't-Tr<0 'PCD4M rC;. MX--s. -. T r<lý. CLS. -Tia 

m-Lým imm&re caLw aA-na. The Hebrew has no equivalent of -VI-Maire MI.... CrA--Sa 

cn-, --, o; but the phrase does appear in both Jer 52: 8 and 2 Kings 25: 5 iso) 15)n-5n 

ityn. Influence from the one of the other two translations is possible, but here 

too the translator may have been influenced by the Hebrew Vorlage of those 

passages rather than by the Syriac translation, and even in the absence of Jer 52: 8 

the example would not constitute strong evidence of influence of the translation of 

2 Kings on that of Jeremiah. 

In Jer52: 17 and 2 Kings 25: 13 the almost identical Hebrew, respectively nNiN*wi 

n5xi onvon) 5: ) and itn onwn) nN Wvn becomes cnaNar<a \9cn-V. Uj cnx--,, axaxa 

Nmm and \,, ma-\-=ar<a . 9mY,. u alrLza. Both translations give an additional 

verb in maXmar<a. This is not conclusive evidence that one translation influenced 

the other, for the use of an additional verb to increase the precision of the 

translation has been seen in a number of examples shown in Chapter 2 and could 

well result from polygenesis. 

There is strong evidence of copying in, for instance, Jer 52: 8-10 and 2 Kings 

25: 5-7, and several other verses where both the Hebrew and the translations are 

identical. Identical Hebrew and identical Syriac does not constitute evidence of 

influence of one translation on the other, however, merely of reasonable economy 

of effort on the part of one or other translator. 

c. Jeremiah and Obadiah 

Independent translation of each passage V.:. 

(i) precise rendering of passages of non-identical Hebrew 

There is ample demonstration that the translations were independent of one 

another: differences between the content and order of the lines in the two MT 
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Jeremiah 49: 9 Obadiah 5 

15 IN: 1 onsn-ON 15 IN: l Ons: 1-ON 5 

U)ýAý a. ýftf< rna_ýVo UN4--- a&f< ,! <a 

----------- 15 IN3 

----------- 
311551Y IINV) N151-1 6 

r<icL_-_M aam V. nýv Id rei CL-%. = aaM n-2v rd 

-------------- MMM J)N 3 

----------- &. Oki 
115t3 0): 13) -ON Itt )IIIVJ-ON 2 

r<. AýM rciu_\ %, ýa r<A-\Xm f< %"b %-= a f< 

on ivnw-n O)l 1: 11)) N1511 4 

CL75. v vrr< QxM., , Pcn&m--* a-MA. -T reýxjlus. 

There is additional evidence of independence in the translations of other verses: in 

Jeremiah 49: 14 nin) mn mvny) nyinv) becomes ret. -t--m : ww re-=reý' 

and Obadiah I nin, nNn vwv -mvinv becomes 73. mo "'m , -, =V r<--Lý' : 

meticulous translation preserves the difference between mvnv and vynv). Later in 

the same verses Jeremiah 49: 14 nnn5n5 impi is translated m. ý .., a-nao 

, <ntaX; the difference from Obadiah I -nnn5n5-. i)5, v imp)i voi-p, translated as 

mf, trA cn. A--., ýmctw a a--n cw is preserved. cm. A--., -.,, in Jeremiah has no NIT 

equivalent, and is probably simply an example of an addition similar to those 

discussed in Chapter 2. 

In Jeremiah 49: 15 and Obadiah 2 o-rNa nn and -TNn nnx )iu respectively are 

appropriately translated with in Jeremiah and A,. 
-xa 

6u, < in Obadiah. 

13. The numbers against the lines of Obadiah show the MT order. 
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Im jnsý. on occurs and is translated in Jeremiah 49: 16, but does not occur 

in Obadiah and is not represented in the translation of Obadiah. 

Jeremiah 49: 14 includes nty iN3i in-pivi, but there is no equivalent in Obadiah 1; 

nor is there a translation in either book. On the other hand, a-, --m cr)=Am i--Mr<a 

r<-. -. -treA o&w and vsý-o 7Lý rci: ýmn, &-m 
,ý 

in Jeremiah 49: 16 have no 

equivalents in the Hebrew. It could be argued that both these discrepancies result 

from the influence of the Obadiah text on that in Jeremiah, if there were sufficient 

evidence of influence of one translation on the other to support the suggestion. In 

that argument, sl)ýY IN: n is: ipnn is not translated in Jeremiah simply because it is 

absent from Obadiah; and ý-iN ))'Trw )Y3 1252 v3N is represented in Jeremiah because 

it is present in Obadiah. This is possible, and it Is also possible that the translator 

worked on Jeremiah from his slightly imperfect memory of Obadiah; but it is also 

possible that the independence of these two translations is the true picture and that 

these apparent discrepancies really represent the Vorlagen, a point to be developed 

below and in the next chapter which deals with minuses in the Peshitta. 

(ii) independent choice of lexical equivalents 

Jeremiah 49: 16 and Obadiah 3 0vn )w: i -)).: )v INvin 1: 15 Irri almost identical in 

both (IN)wn is present in Jeremiah only), becomes respectively ur, -T Mimmmxa 

r<-tx. -r and r<. Lza---= tn-ý-T vsýýre VNý-' .7 micrimax 

using root retz in Jeremiah and tm-n. in Obadiah, and translating mnn with the 
tý' 

precise Ka, ý in Jeremiah and the figurative Ki-, cL-, - in Obadiah. 

Influence of the translation of one passage on the other 

(i) The choice of lexical equivalent: 
In Jer 49: 10 ! VY-IIN )3nivn ))N-): ) becomes &ýý týý <ire, and in 

Obadiah 6 *y ýv! )m I-, N becomes r---ýT<. Root 'vnn, in 
14 

comparable senses, is consistently translated with root rýý . 
On the other 

hand, ývn is translated variously, for instance with-4, \-\at Jer 13: 26, and with 
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three different roots In its four occurrences in Isaiah: Is 20: 4 and 52: 10 rdý,,, ; 
30: 14 47: 2 icoý,,. The choice of the same root, rtý, = "search into, inquire" 

to translate both I*vn "strip off, strip, make bare" andvon "search" suggests 
though it does not prove influence of Obadiah on Jeremiah: the translator of 
Jeremiah was uncertain as to the best rendering of root I*vn, and went to Obadiah 
for help, a somewhat similar process to that referred to by Weitzman in which the 

translator, puzzled by a given Hebrew word, found a verse in another book 

where that same word occurred, but adopted instead the Syriac rendering of not 
that word but of another in the same verse. 

3. Possible differences between the Vorlage and MT 

In view of the body of evidence suggesting that the translations of duplicate 

passages are largely independent of one another, it is possible to make some 

suggestions concerning the wording of the Vorlagem: the degree of consistency 

of the translation technique is such that major differences between MT and the 
Peshitta may well indicate differences between the Vorlage and MT. 

Some passages at which there are terms present in the Hebrew of one member of 

the pair but not in the other, but where the translations are identical, so that there 

is apparently an addition to the translation of one of the passages, have been 

discussed above. Such additions may show the use of the Hebrew of one 

passage to allow the translator to fill a gap in the sense of the other; they may also 

result from deliberate harmonisation: Chapter 2 included a number of examples 

showing how the translation of a given verse may have been adapted to bring it 

into line with that of another. 

14. There is one exception, in Psalm 64: 7, where the search for a synonym to render n5v *on', 

'w. onnt. onimn led to the use of-mmin one occurrence. There is another less relevant exception 

in Prov. 28: 12 (11) where the translation is imprecise. 
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Harmonisation cannot, however, explain the opposite picture, points at which the 

Hebrew has a phrase in both members of the pair but the phrase appears in only 

one of the passages in translation. 

For instance, take the oracle against Moab in Numbers 21 and Jer 48: the closest 0 
verses are Numbers 21: 28 and Jer 48: 45 

Jer 48: 45 Num 21: 28 

o-, v) n.: )n rny p3m 5sl 

inymn Ns) 
,ý po kn-sj r<icu.. -l Al, -m 

lin,, v jnnnxti 
pa <&. McnAa 

: Ixl)o 11N. 0 5: )Nni 
m&r<--i 

Acul&f<a 

pawnn-nNs) v)x-,: ) 
6%n-5.1 r<i cu . -f 

In)v nnilm 

: IN)n ly 115: )N 
t-SA &I-area 

There is no equivalent in the Hebrew of Numbers of Jer 48: 45a i-my pawn 5n 

om) mw, nor is the phrase translated into Syriac in Jeremiah. This is a complex 

probi em: McKan e (McKane, 1996, pp. 1196,1197) suggests that the om I ssi on of tl> 
this line from the Peshitta is simply a solution to the difficulty of translating it, 4=1 
and of course this is a possibility, though as will be shown in Chapter 6 that 

would be an unusual approach to the translation of a difficult passage. Another e) 
possible explanation for the lack of a Syriac translation of o)v) n-: )n rtnv linw) 53: 1 

in Jeremiah might be that the translator reached this part of Jeremiah, recognised 

the verse which he knew well from the Pentateuch, and reproduced the Syriac 

rendering from there, carelessly failing to check that the Hebrew of the two 

verses was exactly the same rather than approximately the same 15 
. 

15. This would be a somewhat similar process to that described by Greenberg for the 

translation of 2 Samuel 22 and the duplicate in Psalm 18. Here, the Peshitta in Samuel 

appears to have been translated from the Psalm, a sequence which could not be accommodated in 
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This might also explain the translation of lin)v Inn in Jeremiah as 
less appropriate than in Numbers where it translates In)v nri-17. Clearly 

cannot be coincidental; this is the only occurrence in the Pentateuch of 
to translate any word for city. McKane (McKane, 1996, pp. 1197-1198) argues 
that 1): In entered MT as a corruption Of 31): In , which was itself a variant of -nn-ji), 
citing evidence from 2QJer and three Hebrew mss., and that the translator has 

assimilated v. 45b to Num 21: 28. 

The translation in Jeremiah is not simply a copy of that in Numbers: for instance, 

the differences between : Wn ME) ýO-Xnl in Jeremiah and : iNvo 'rv nt)N in 

Numbers are preserved; so it is reasonable to suggest that these are independent 
translations and that, at the stage when P-Jeremiah was written, rooy 1): ivn 5N: i 
o)v) nx) was absent from the Vorlage and that this rather than influence from 

Numbers explains its absence from the Peshitta. 

Footnote from previous page contd. 

Beckwith's hypothesis (Beckwith, 1985, p. 309). The reconstruction suggested by Greenberg, 

and accepted by Weitzman, is that the translator working on 2 Samuel came to Chapter 22, 

recognised in it the psalm which he knew and loved, and preferred on the whole to work from 

the text of the psalm. When the translator of Psalms reached Psalm 18 he simply took, almost 

without emendment, the work of his colleague in 2 Samuel. Thus the translation of the psalm 

was used twice, and there never was a translation written for 2 Samuel 22. 
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The Causes of Minuses in the Peshitta to Jeremiah 

There is so much of interest to be learnt from an analysis of the minuses in the 

Peshitta of Jeremiah that the subject merits a chapter to itself, and was therefore 

not included in the analysis of translation technique which was presented in 
Chapter 2. 

In total, minuses in this text are fairly common: there are thirteen in the 186 sense 

units of the sample of tenth verses, an overall prevalence of approximately 7%. 

Minuses will be considered in the present chapter in three principal groups. 

(i) Minuses which are qpparentýy accidental 
The least interesting, since they throw no light on the translator's motives and t) 
attitudes, are those apparently due to error. Nonetheless, these will be discussed 

first because their prevalence gives useful background information against which 

to assess the other two groups. There are three minuses in this category in the 

sample, in 27: 10; 35: 10; 38: 10. 

(I i) Minuses apparently made deliberately 

Minuses apparently made deliberately by the translator are themselves divisible 

into two classes: 

a. those which conform to aspects of the translation technique presented in 

Chapter 2, for instance the drive for precision and clarity, or simply to conform 

to the translator's personal preference. There are four minuses in this category 

in the sampl e, in2: 10,14: 10; 16: 10,29: 10. 

b. those which were made deliberately in the translation of passages of 

particularly difficult Hebrew. There are two minuses in this category in the 

sample, in 5: 10 and 20: 10. 

(iii) Minuses which throw light on the wording of the Vorlage 

Minuses which throw light on the wording of the Vorlage are the most interesting 

of the three groups. These examples in this group do not prove that the Peshitta 
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gives a unique insight into the history of MT, an insight not obtainable from 

study of any other witness, for the strongest evidence to be presented below is 

based on a combination of data from both the Peshitta and LXX. Nonetheless, 

they do show clearly the contribution which Peshitta study may make to this area 

of textual criticism. There are four minuses in this category in the sample, in 

27: 10; 34: 10; 41: 10; 52: 10. 

The value of the Qumran evidence 

There are few firm points on which to base discussion of the causes of minuses, 

and the fragments found at Qumran, in Caves 2 and 4, form one such point: the 

evidence they provide is indirect rather than direct, but nonetheless strong. The 

Qumran material affords "a vertical cross-section view of the transmission of the 

Bible text" (Talmon, 1964, pp. 98-99) and the insight into the textual history of 

the book of Jeremiah gained from study of these fragments makes not only a 

quantitative but a qualitative contribution to the strength of the present argument 

concerning the insight given by minuses into the wording of the Vorlage. 

The importance of these fragments in this context lies in their demonstration that, 

at the time when the documents were deposited, at least two forms of the book of 

Jeremiah were extant. The literature is extensive; publications by Cross, Tov, 

Janzen, Bogaert, and Soderlund (references are set out below at appropriate 

points) cover the points which are relevant for present purposes, namely the 

dating of the manuscripts, their relation to one another in terms of transmission, 

and the aims of their editors. 
There are four manuscripts or collections of fragments which are relevant here, 

ab 
three from Cave 4 and one from Cave 2. These are 4QJer , 4QJer , 4QJerc, and 

2QJer. These have been dated, on the basis of comparison of variants. 

palaeographic evidence, and in some instances carbon dating, as follows: 

4QJer a to the third century B. C. E. (Cross, 1975 (ii), pp. 156-157); 

4QJer b (Cross, 1975 (iii), p. 308) to the Hasmonean period; 
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4QJerc (Cross, 1975 (iii), p. 308), to a date no earlier than the end of the first 

century B. C. E.; 

2QJer (M. Baillet et al., 1962, p. 62) to the first century C. E. 

The documents represent: 
a2 4QJer (Ulrich et al., 1997, p. 145 7: 1-2,15-19,28-9: 2; 9: 7-15; 10: 9-14 , 

23; 

11: 3-6,19-20; 12: 3-7,13- 16,17-13: 7; 13: 22?, 27; 14: 4-7; 15: 1-2; 17: 8-26; 

18: 15-19: 1; 20: 14-18; 2 1: 1?; 22: 3 -16; 26: 10?. 

4QJer b (Ulrich et al., 1997, p. 171 3 ): 9: 22-10: 21, which has minuses at some 
points discussed below. 

4QJerc(Ul rich et al., 1997, p. 1774) : 4: 5,13 -16; 8: 1-3,21-9: 5; 10: 12-13; 19: 8- 

9; 20: 2-5,7-9,13-15; 21: 7- 10; 22: 4-6,10-17,17-28 5; 25: 7-8,15-17,24-26; 

26: 10-13; 27: 1-3,13-15; 30: 6-9,17-31: 4; 31: 4? -14,19-26; 33:?; 33: 16-20 

4QJer d (Ulrich et al., 1997, p. 203): 43: 2-10 

4QJer e (Ulrich et at., 1997, p. 206): 50: 4-6 

1. Janzen (Janzen, 1973, pp. 173-181) gives a slightly different list: 7: 29-9: 2 (most of this 

section is missing); 9: 7-14; 10: 9-14; 11: 3-6; 12: 3-6; 12: 13-16; 12: 17-13: 7; 14: 4-7; 15: 1-2; 

17: 8-26; 18: 15-19: 1; 22: 4-16. 

2. this is of particular interest because it relates to the difference between this text and that of 

b 4QJer 

3. Janzen (Janzen, 1973, p. 173), gives a slightly different list: 9: 22-10: 18; 43: 3-9; 50: 4-6; the 

difference here is due to the controversy concerning the attribution of 4QJer b, d, and e to the 

same or different hands. Tov (Tov, 1989, P. 19 1) has argued on the basis of the handwriting 

and other scribal habits that three different hands are represented and that the siglum 4QJer b 
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2QJer (Baillet, 1962, pp. 63ff): mainly fragments only of passages from chapters 

42-44; 46-49, i. e. 42: 7-11; 43: 8-11; 44: 1-3,12-14; 46: 27-47: 7; 48: 7,25-39. 

4QJer a and 4QJerc, and 2QJer, correspond to the the book of Jeremiah as it 

appears in MT; 4QJer b is closer to the form of the book in LXX; the two 

principal differences between these forms of Jeremiah, that is length and 

structure, are both detectable on study of the Qumran fragments. The most 

striking feature of 4QJer b is the absence from the fragment of any equivalent of 
MT-Jeremiah 10: 6-8,10, verses which are also absent from LXX-Jeremiah, and 
in the order of these verses which is 1-5a, 9,5b, 11-12, resembling that in LXX 

rather than that in NIT. In chapter 43 too, the shorter text of LY'X is reflected: 
for instance, in verses 4,5, and 6 attributes of proper nouns and other phrases 

which are given in NIT are lacking from the fragment : minuses from NIT which 

the Qumran fragments share with LXX are: 43(LXX 50): 4,5 n-i-j-) 1a; 43(LXX 

50): 5 ov )n-T) -iv)N mwn 5: ))3; 43(LXX 50): 6 wn: iv : i-1, IOV 13 (Tov, 1985 (i), 

p. 213 nn. 9,10). 

In contrast, accepting published reconstructions, other fragments closely 

resemble MT. For instance, using the reconstruction of Baillet et al. of material 

from Cave 2 (Baillet et al., 1962, p. 63), in 42(LXX 49): 9 the fragment reads: 

1))05 jj)3: )')Pj)nn 5)Dit P5N )MN V33in5v wN 5N-fv) nni5N nim -iriN : the terms from 

nnýN to are present in MT but are absent from LXX. There is also evidence 

here that the NIT order of chapters is that of 2QJer: chapter 47 follows chapter 46 

in 2QJer (here p-65), though in LXX the sequence is different, representing 

Footnotes from previous page contd. 

should be reserved for one only, the others being called 4QJer d 
and 4QJere; similarly, Ulrich et 

al. believe that 4QJer d and e are distinguishable from 4QJer b (pp. 203,206). There is some 

persisting disagreement on this point, not relevant here. 

4. Tov (Tov, 1981, p146) lists only: fragments only of chapters 8; 19-22; 25-27; 30-33 

5. The apparent repetition of v. 17 is due to there being different parts of the verse in different 

parts of the mss. 
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chapter 47 following immediately after chapter 51 6 
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These differences between LXX-Jeremiah and MT-Jererniah have of course long 

been known. In 1862 Graf (Graf, 1862, p. xliii) published a detailed analysis of 

the differences between the LXX and MT texts of Jeremiah which combine to 

produce the difference in length: he found that LXX-Jeremiah is shorter than MT- 

Jeremiah by one-eighth, approximately 2700 words, this considerable difference 
7 being made up mostly of individual words and phrases , though there are some 

slightly longer passages. 

The difference in order of the chapters in LXX-Jeremiah and MT-Jeremiah has 

been much discussed, and it is generally agreed that the order in LX? ( is likely to 

be the original. Tov (Tov, 1985 (i), p. 217 n. 23) notes two verses in support of 

this argument: first, 25: 13 5D nN nty )n-i3-r -IVN rn-r 5D nN Nnin ý-Iwn ýY'MIN: 1111 

nin -iom ýinorn , and argues that this makes sense only if the oracles against the 

nations follow immediately. This is a fair point, though perhaps not quite so 

unarguable as Tov implies, for there is reasonable sense in the MT sequence in 

which this verse is immediately followed by o'): )5w o): r) om nnji o) o3 rny ): ) 

onn) -, l*Y)Y)O: )l 05y! ): ) 0-. 15 )TIY35vi otin, and then by the verses concerning the v): ) t: - 

v, fl. 

6. Careful comparison of 2QJer and MT and LXX, however, shows that the relationship is 

complex. For instance, in 47(LXX 29): 4 (see Chiesa, here pp. 267,268) MT reads 

represented also in the Peshitta ammaz-A. 2QJer, in contrast, reads )n-crii, represented also in 

LXX Kall 6(pavL(: 2). It is not impossible that the first person form in 2QJer and LXX is the 

original, such is the tolerance of NTF for grammatical inconsistency between various parts of the 

one verse, but in this context: ): ) -iv -r, * 5: ) JYPS51 IN5 31)1-: 05 O*MW5.0 5: ) 3IN '1110 N3-il OJIM 5Y 

......... o)nv5D nN nin-, -T-ty) it is more probable that the MT form is the ofiginal. The implication 

is that the first person form was present in the Vorlage used for L-XX, and represents a variant in 

common with 2QJer. 

7. For instance, Graf notes (pp. xliii, xliv) that the phrase ni-m-oNj occurs in 64 more passages 

in MT than in LXX, that the divine titles includenix3s 56 more times in MT than in LXX, 

and that Nebuchadrezzar is named 36 times in Ng but is referred to by title only in LXX in 23 

of these passages. 
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Tov also points out that 25: 15 nnnn VI: ) nN n-17 )5N 5wiv) )-, 15N )nN -, I: ) 

on)5N 1-n)N n5v-)). ))N -lv. )N 0)))-, l 5: ) nN )nNnn)j7v-n))-T)n nXin, which follows 

these oracles in LXX, forms a suitable conclusion to that collection; this too is a 

reasonable suggestion, though it could well be argued that the whole of 25: 8-38 

would form a good introduction to the foreign oracles, rather than a conclusion. 
Much of the literature on these two forms of Jeremiah is concerned with their 

relationship, that is whether the short form represents an abbreviation of a longer zn 

Vorlage by the writer of LXX, or the longer form represents an expansion of a 

short Vorlage in the process of development of MT. There is a good deal of 

evidence suggesting that the translator of LXX was in general unlikely to zný 
abbreviate to any significant extentý, but in the light of the Qumran findings the 

focus must in any case be moved earlier in history, to the stage of development of 

the two families of the Hebrew book rather than the time of the first translation 

8. For instance, there is close agreement between the short text of LXX, particularly with 

respect to proper nouns, and MT of 2 Kings 24- 25, in contrast to the differences between LXX 

and MT for Jeremiah 52, the parallel chapter. MT-2 Kings 25: 18 provides an example: 

m-m Irm) and -. i)vn InD in-, jos are fully translated: 7-apa tav kpga T6V Trp(2)Tov and 

lo(poviav ViO'V Ti)S 8EVTEPCý)GEWS; but in MT-Jeremiah 52: 24 the same Hebrew phrases are 

translated without giving the proper names: T6V IEp4a T6V Trp(ý)Tov and T6V iEpga TO'V 

F)EVTEPE60VTa. 

The impression is strengthened by comparison of LXX with the Qumran fragments, where the 

clear impression is that the translator was unlikely to have made many omissions. For 

instance, in 43(LXX 50): 6,7 reproduced in Tov (E. Tov, ibid., here p. 326) 

nNi op)nN In int-i) nN I-T-mw n[)]-, l -IV)N V. 0in 5D nNI 15nril n1m nNI ID-il nNI D)V)-. i nNI Orlmn nN 

I 
vn -)[N INT)IIM-1313 11-0 nNII N)3311 NIV3, I) 

,, 
onn min, 5ijin iynv) N5 ": ) onsn N 

the translation is close: TOýIS BVVCCTOýIS Kall T&S yuva! KaS Kalt T& XOM& Kal T&S 

8vyaTýpaS TOO pacYtX9c, 3S Kall T&S 4)VX&S, FXS KaTgkm NapovCapbav pET& 

roBomou uloO AXtKaP, Kal lEpEptaV T6V TrPO(P&TIV Kal BapovX vi6v NrjpI'OV, Kal 

EtuýMocyav ELS ATyvTrTov, 6TI 06K ýKoucyw TýS q)CJVfiS KVPI'OV, Kall doXeo(JaV Els 

Ta(pvaS. 
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into Greek. The evidence that there were the two Hebrew forms of Jeremiah 

together in the Qumran collection at the very least strongly suggests that LXX 

was made from a short Vorlage, and not by a translator abbreviating a longer 

Vorlage such as that represented by MT. McKane (McKane, 1986, p. 217) says 

"There can be no doubt that in Sept. we encounter the Hebrew text at an earlier 

point in its history than we do in NIT, and that NIT has been reached by a process 

of piecemeal aggregation". 
However, the general principles raised in discussion of the probability that a 

scholar working with a biblical ms. would abbreviate or expand his Vorlage 

remain relevant, even though the scholarly activity concerned is likely to be that 

of a scribe or editor working in the line of transmission of the Hebrew before the 

time of the translation, for there are still three possibilities: 

(i) there was an original short form of the book which was translated into Greek; 

also, one or more mss. of this form were expanded to fon-n a longer document 

which was the basis of MT; 

(ii) there was an original long form which was the basis of MT, one ms. of 

which was abbreviated by editors to form the Vorlage of LXX; 

(iii) there were two unrelated documents, one longer and one shorter, from the IM 
first. 

The third possibility seems unlikely, for the reader of LXX and NIT is in no 

doubt that these are different forms of the same book; the differences are many, 

Footnote from previous page contd. 

Here, the names of the fathers of Gedaliah and Baruch are given in the Qumran document and 

translated into Greek, with no omissions. Comparison of MT with LXX at first sight 

suggests that LXX has omitted details elsewhere: LXX represents simply ynnw, leaving the 

office unstated, whereas MT at this point has o)n39-: i-i I-TN-mm; and LXX represents simplý 

oj? )nN I: i in-, 5-T) whereas MT at this point has Inv I: i op-)nN I: i intn. In both respects, 

however, LXX exactly represents the Qumran fragment. 

There is thus no good evidence, in those few points at which comparison is possible, 

suggesting that the translator into Greek readily omitted terms from his Vorlage. 
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but in essence unimportant and of detail ordy. The expansion is literary rather 
than thematic, largely rhetorical elaboration, though Bogaert (Bogaert, 1994, 

p. 403) suggests that whereas the original form of the book may have been "La 

Vie et les Paroles de Mren-ýe selon Baruch", in the development of the longer text 

the emphasis was shifted away from the role of Baruch towards the MT 

presentation of Jeremiah as the author of the book as a whole rather than of the 

oracles alone. 
Decision as to which of the other two possibilities is the more likely depends on 

comparison of the acceptability of expansion or of abbreviation as components of 
translation technique of a biblical text. A decision to omit any part of a text from 

a translation would be expected to be more difficult than a decision to add to the 

text: there is a psychological gulf between attempting to improve a translation, ID 
particularly a biblical translation, by making restricted additions, and deciding 

that any word of the original is superfluous and should be excised. Majority 

opinion indeed agrees with the first possibility, that there was an original short 
form of the book which was translated into Greek and of which one or more 

mss. were also expanded to form a longer document which was the basis of MT. 

This school of thought is well represented by Janzen (Janzen, 1973); a major 

proponent of the second possibility is Soderlund (Soderlund, 1985 ). These 

discussions focus on the work of the translator, rather than on the earlier stage 

which the Qumran evidence shows to be the important time, but the principles are 

nonetheless relevant to the present discussion. Janzen believes that LXX 

represents a translation which was largely accurate, argues (p. 9) that texts are 

more likely to grow than to contract in transmission despite the frequency of 
haplography, and shows that LXX does not usually condense (n. 32, 

pp. 190,191). He gives in support of his general 'argument (n. 35, pp. 191- 192) 

examples of secondary expansion from textual criticism of, for instance, the 

Iliad, the Gilgamesh Epic, and Egyptian mortuary texts. 

Soderlund, on the other hand, argues that it is unwise to generalise from the 
b "three small fragments" (p. 196) which make up 4QJer , that each point must be 
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taken on its merits, and gives in support of his belief that LXX represents a 

contracted ins. some instances of "condensation" from the Gilgamesh Epic, 

classical texts, and possibly from the Ras Sharnra literature (pp. 200-202). 

The balance of the evidence, showing that the short Hebrew form of the book, 

with the components arranged as in LXX, was present in the Qumran collection, 

strongly suggests that the Janzen school of thought is correct: N4T developed by 

gradual expansion of a shorter ms. with a different emphasis. The importance of 

this conclusion in the context of minuses in the Peshitta of Jeremiah is the light it 

throws on the value of retroversion in the attempt to establish the Vorlage. 

In general, it is impossible to rely on retroversion as a method of reconstructing a 

Vorlage with certainty, for all the factors on which conclusions are based are 

interdependent: textual criticism of the NIT may be supported by study of the 

Versions; use of the Versions in textual criticism must be founded on an 

appreciation of the techniques favoured by their translators; and understanding of 

these translation techniques must be based on comparison of the Versions with 

MT. The translator's technique and corruption during transmission may both 

operate, the first deliberately and the second accidentally, to result in a Version 

which differs not only from NIT but from the Vorlage. 

There are of course numerous published discussions of the difficulty of using 

retroversion in this way; for example, Driver (Driver, 1913, p. xxxviii) and 

Aejmelaeus (Aejmelaeus, 1987, p. 60) combine textual criticism of N4T with 

analysis of the translation technique and proceed to an assessment of the probable 

integrity of the translation. Goshen-Gottstein (Goshen-Gottstein, 1963, 

pp. 130-158, particularly pp. 133-134) discusses some of the dangers of 

retroversion, pointing out (p. 133) the hazards of subjectivity and the difficulty of 

avoiding this trap. 

The arguments in the literature concerning the use of retroversion from LXX in 

establishing the form of the Vorlage are of course largely applicable to 

retroversion from the Peshitta. Weitzman (Weitzman, 1994, pp. 52-54) shows 

that even where the agreement of two Versions on any individual point seems at tý 
first sight to give substantial evidence as to the wording of the Vorlage, such 

correspondence may also result from influence of one translation on the other, or 
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the independent reflection of common exegetical tradition, showing polygenesis 

rather than textual connection. Polygenesis may also operate to give two similar 
but independent Versions if, faced with a passage of particularly difficult 

Hebrew, translators into Greek and Syriac both decided to omit the same word or 

even phrase, deciding that by doing so they could reach reasonable sense without 
moving too far away from the Hebrew. Similarly, both translators, dealing with 

a passage of repetitive Hebrew, might have decided to abridge their translation, 
for the sake of clarity or of literary impact. 

Despite these inevitable difficulties in interpretation, since the evidence suggests 
that N4T developed gradually by expansion of an earlier shorter form, 

retroversion at passages where both the Peshitta and LXX have minuses, 

particularly where textual criticism suggests some complexity in the Hebrew, 

may plausibly indicate areas where the gradual expansion of the original short 
form had not reached the NIT stage at the time when the Peshitta. was written. 
Three principal types of mss. are postulated here: LXX represents a development 

of the original short form of the book; the Peshitta shows a longer, still proto-N4T 

stage; and N4T has been further expanded from the stage represented by the 
Peshitta. The suggestion is supported by the nature of NIT at the points where 

some, though not all, of the minuses common to LXX and the Peshitta occur. A 

substantial proportion are found at areas of NIT where the Hebrew is complex, 

and where the complexity is of a nature which could be due to processes liable to 

occur during transmission, for instance secondary textual expansion, the 

incorporation of doublets, or dittography. Albrektson (Albrektson, 1978, pp. 

59ff) points out that, rather than representing the result of deliberate unification of 

a text, and including those variants which were judged to be superior, the NIT 

may simply represent one text which, as a result of extraneous events, happened 

to be the sole survivor of a number of editions: accepting this argument, it is one 

of those editions which the Peshitta seems to represent 
9. 

9. The principal argument against this suggestion, based on the accepted understanding of the 

relative dates of the establishment of MT and the translation into Syriac, was discussed in 

Chapter I- 
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There are of course other possible explanations of minuses at which the Peshitta 

and LXX agree against MT: one is polygenesis at passages where the term in 

question is unclear or apparently superfluous, to be discussed below. The 

possible influence of LXX on the translator, or on the revisers, of the Peshitta 

presents a more difficult problem: it could be argued that in passages at which the 
Peshitta and LXX agree against NIT they do so not because these two Versions 

were made from Vorlagen which were similar at those points but because the 
Peshitta was sometimes written, and sometimes revised, so as to correspond with 
LXX. Those working on the Peshitta might well have found the style of the 
Lucianic revision, in particular, one which they wished to emulate; for instance, 
the Peshitta and the Lucianic revision have in common the tendency to explicate 
detail, and the latter was made early enough to have influenced the early editors, 

even if not the translators (Barth6lemy, 1963, pp. 126-127). 

This is a possibility which cannot be disproved, but against it is the 

preponderance of passages at which the Peshitta differs from LXX and agrees 

with NIT, showing clearly that there was no systematic attempt to bring the Syriac 

Version into line with the Greek. 

Janzen's work is valuable here, although his interest was in LXX only and he 

hardly refers to the Peshitta, for study of the Peshitta translation of the double 

readings which Janzen identifies shows clearly that this is the work of a translator 

who did not lightly omit terms present in his Vorlage. Janzen (Janzen, 1967; 

1973) has identified more than forty double readings. The term "double 

reading" is taken here as in Janzen's definition (Janzen 1967, p. 434): readings 

which combine variants from two or more manuscripts" arising from "more or 
less systematic collation of divergent text traditions", or from "ad hoc comparison 

of manuscripts, or scribal memory of an alternative reading", or through 

misreading (Janzen, 1967, e. g. p. 437 n. 12); Janzen suggests that where double 

readings do not occur purely accidentally, the motive behind their development is 

often the concern to ensure that the correct reading of the passages is not lost to 

the text tradition. Talmon too discusses the development of variants (Talmon, 
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1964, p. 100) either from the incorporation into the main text of marginal or 

intralinear corrections or annotations, or from the scribe's deliberate effort to 

preserve each of two textual traditions. 

Janzen's examples include for instance 1: 15 1310Y Tn: )5)3)o ninown N-lip )))-, I ): ) 

which has apparently arisen through the deliberate conflation of two variants; 
2: 17,18 M-IN)o 1-11ý 15 nn nnvl which seems to result from a 

corrupt dittography; 

and graphic difficulties such as that in 23: 27 mv) )nv nN n)Dvný onvnn where v 

and Y) seem to have been confused. 
In most of Janzen's examples, LXX represents one component of the doublet 

only, but the Peshitta represents both, giving a valuable insight into the attitude of 

the translator. A translator anxious to defend the originality of his Vorlage , and 

having in mind the critical reader who might find grounds for suspicion in 

apparently purposeless repetitions suggesting the possibility of underlying 

deliberate conflations or scribal error, might make omissions to avoid such 

controversy, particularly if he did not regard himself as bound by the constraints 

of working with a letter-perfect text. Nevertheless, when translating double 
10 

readings the translator into Syriac gave both components , although his careful 

10. One further point of great interest raised by comparison of LXX and Peshitta at these 

points is a possible difference between the representation of doublets occurring in the oracles 

against the nations and that in other parts of the book: in the foreign oracles, there are some 

instances where LXX represents one component of a doublet and the Peshitta represents the 

other, rather than giving both components as is usual. The comparative scarcity of such 

examples in the book as a whole, together with the presence of three in chapters 41-44, 

suggests a difference between the transmission history of the oracles against the nations and the 

other parts of the book: possibly, whereas the expansion of the oracles against the Israelites and 

the narrative chapters had progressed to a stage at which both components were included by the 

time the Peshitta. was written, the expansion of the oracles against the nations was at an earlier 

stage. Those writing the Peshitta. had a pre-amalgamation ms. to work from. This suggestion 

would be compatible with the theory that the oracles against the nations circulated separately 

from the rest of the book at some stage (see for instance Janzen 1973 p. 115), but is made only 

tentatively since the supporting evidence is scant. 
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reading of the Hebrew must often have led him to suspect the presence of 

secondary expansion of the text, and a glance at LXX would in many cases have 

strengthened his suspicion that the Vorlage showed signs of corruption. This 

translator, however, evidently valued literalness above such concerns, a 

particularly interesting finding in the light of the discussion in Chapter 2 which 
showed that when he judged it was appropriate to break the constraints of 

quantitative literalism he was ready to do so: indeed, in the Peshitta to Qohelet the 

translator not only breaks these constraints but does so sometimes by including 

more than one way of rendering an underlying Hebrew phrase (Lane, 1979, 

pp. 487-489) 1 1. 

Against such a background, any minuses are of great interest. As in the earlier eý 
chapters, the most interesting examples are discussed in detail here, but because 

of the restrictions on space, some of the less informative minuses could not be 

considered individually. 

The analysis depends heavily on comparison with LXX, although of course the 

many factors involved produce a complex picture and the evidence is rarely 

conclusive. Such is the importance here of comparison with LXX that examples 

will be subdivided according to their relation with that text: 

those where LXX, in those passages where the texts are sufficiently close 
for comparison to be possible, agrees with Nff against the Peshitta: it does 

not have a minus but represents all the relevant terms of NTF; 

those where LXX agrees with the Peshitta. against Nff, but the improvement 

in clarity resulting from the minus is so obvious that the two translators 

could well have made the same decision independently of one another, 

through polygenesis; 

11. Lane notes the alternative possibility, that these doublets resulted from later attempts to 

assimilate the text to other Hebrew interpretations, but argues in favour of the suggestion above 

(Lane, 1979,487-489). 
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those where LXX agrees with the Peshitta against MT, and the minus is of a 
kind compatible with its having occurred during the transmission of the text; 

and those where the texts of LXX and MT differ so much that comparison 

with LXX to determine whether the latter agrees with NIT or with the 
Peshitta is impossible. 

(i) Minuses which are apparently accidental 
Minuses have been considered accidental if: 

a. they do not seem to have been introduced in conformity with the 

translation technique, that is they do not improve the clarity or precision of 
the text, or the grammatical cohesion, nor do they seem to have been 
intended to harmonise one verse with another; 
b. in those passages where comparison is possible, the lacking term is 

present in LXX; 

c. there is no textual difficulty in NIT suggesting that there may have been 

textual corruption. 

There is a particular problem raised by minuses which seem to be due to 

haplography: although haplography may occur simply when the eye is distracted 

by two words which look similar, it also occurs where the text includes a major 

repetitive component. Some of the latter passages may have resulted from 

scribal error in the transmission of the Hebrew. In these cases, where there has 

been dittography in the Hebrew text at a stage later than the translation of the 

Peshitta, the minus is "apparent" with reference to the Vorlage, but "true" with 

reference to MT. There is an unavoidable subjective element in classification 

here: so far as possible, examples of simple haplography have been attributed to 

error and are discussed in the present section, but those occurring at points where 

there is reason to postulate that there was textual corruption during transmission 

of the Hebrew are discussed in (iii) Minuses which throw light on the wording of tl 
the Vorlage. 
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In a section dealing with accidental omissions trivial examples only would be 

expected, and most of those which follow are indeed minor. 
7: 16 n-v)wi-5w n5nin nn D'tY: i Nwi-5m nin oyn-tyn 550M-5N -IMX1 
becomes r<-%-2A r8a r<. --=cý reAa r<jcn -1-%, r<Xv, ý r6 ýur<a 
but pý TrPOOEýfXOV ...... Pý exýfov 

....... Pý EOXOV ...... Pý 7POCAOTIS. 

In the Hebrew, and LXX, four terms are used to proscribe three activities: 
Jeremiah is not to pray for this people, nor to cry to God on their behalf, nor to 

pray for them, and not to intercede with God for their sake. In translation, 
how ever, neither -nn nor-, ton is representedývith one reference only to prayer. 
Not only is this an important and striking verse, but it is closely similar to 11: 14 

where there are also two references to prayer: -5m nin oyn-tyn 55-ojin-5N m1w 

. 15ni oin my: i N*vn, and all terms are translated: rm, -s. A A. 6% r 6u, <a <A em -. ý- ,e <X 

, -e&c, S_, a r<(ýcu%-= Oca-X-s. f<Xa, andKa't Cfýl Pý TrPOCYEýJXOV TrEP11 ToiJ- Xaog 
TOýYTOV Kalt pi exýfov TrEp't aýJTCZW ýV BEýCTEL Kal TrpoaEvXý. 

The minus seems particularly likely to be due to error when considered in the 

light of the increased emphasis on prayer which seems to be a feature of the 

Peshitta. to Jeremiah, discussed in earlier chapters; a deliberate omission here 

would be inconsistent with that policy. 

18: 7,9 31): 25 tl: )5)3)3 5VI M 5Y TIIN W11 ......... vin)5 rn-: )ýnn 5yi )n 5y -c-rx yn 

becomes A-!,. t--Are ! ea .......... reý% anAn X sa A-& t--M re r<. -\, x , -A 

r<j-n!;, A re&aAXzz rdtmý, but TTgpaS XaXýcyw .......... Kal 79pas AaXýaw in 

LXX. The first "Yn", in v. 7, is translated in the Peshitta, but not the second 
12 

in v. 9 
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19: 9 'ýV)3 InNI C31P33 'ýY): i nN wnýomn becomes <tam OA, < 1,, n, <a 

with no representation of the second 
LXX, however, has ......... CF&PKaS T6V vl6v aýJT6V Kall T&S CY&PKaS -r6v 
OvyaTýpcov aým: Z)v. 

22: 6 jln5n VNI )5-nm -ry5) becomes 
-y-i a&jr< 

with no equivalent of )5. LXX, however, has FaXaab oýj pot, &PXý ToO Atp&vov. 

24: 1 oývrm -nvwn-nm w-inn-. m -n-ti'm ), *-nm n-n-m-15n orl-n-m-p nN 
becomes 7rA-xiare , -A r<, -vmare-xO rexacnx 70-n aý im 

with no representation of )'ýW , possibly having been lost by haplography 

with -n-n-m-15n. LXX, however, has .......... 
Kal TOýJS &PXOVTaS 

..... 

25: 4 ynvý mm nN Nýi onvow N5i ....... r-my 5: ) nN o.: ))5N nin) n5n 

becomes r<la ........... OCOX-n. ý-ýftcA retit-M i.. Lra 

s. mx--, A with no representation of onynv) N5i. 
LXX, however, haS Kalt OýJK EiCYTjKo6aaTE Kalt oýj TrpocyýaXun ............. 

27(LXX 34: 13): 16-mn) ^inN -. i: ) OW1 5: ) 5N) 5N) 

becomes r<. ttm in, < rea-aco re-im r<m-s. ml-nla fe-sftnla, with no representation 

of -inN5 )jnn-t. LXX has a slightly different form, but does not have this minus: 
Kall TOIS LEPEiJ-CYIV ýX&Xqcya Xgyc, )v. 

34(LXX 41): 2 nin) -mNnD r5N n, ))3N) ...... l-'r-lins 5N Jýn ... nin) 'InN -, I: ) 
becomes r. -,. t--m r<i-, sw ....... r<ýQ .1 SA 

im'<0 AI.... 
r<ýinn tnr< r<a-, sm, with 

no representation of itx nwNi. LXX, however, has ......... KCCI ýp6s aýrTc; ) ........ 

12. The "crossed equivalent" here is noted in Chapter 2. 
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35(LXX 42): 10 V: IN )Is ^, Y)N 5: )DY). Vjl vnv))l becomes 
-\--, %! týa vz, ýa 

,, ", < ,i iL: 3 with no representation of the initial -: ) 
in 5: ): ). LXX, 

however, has ........ KaT& Tr&VTa, & ýVETELXa-ro ýp7tv 

38(LXX 45): 22 5: 1: 1 15n ), ýY)-ýN nixsin 31): 13 IINV) -IVN E))V)ll-5: ) 1131111 

becomes r<j-=, vai ýKal pn-sa re. -Taox..., r<. -sýx ei., 
A--Ln. -. T re--, ýx, with no representation of -m-m. LXX, however, has Kcc't iboij 

42(LXX 49): 2 The epithet in N): i)-. i lnm-i) is not represented in the Peshitta. 

though it is present in LXXIEPEpiav T6V Trp0q)ýTýnV. Deliberate 

omission of an epithet is inconsistent with the translation technique seen in 

Chapter 2. 

42(LXX 49): 2 ; n-vin vvn irm)) *,: ) mlol MINY)ol 5: ) *TY3 IN15N -ollil) 5N 13'TY: l 55-Wl-ill 

becomes r<r<%, w ý, * AýXn 
, ýýr<x Aýý uNaA, < re-. tn 7n. mo , Aý <AS , with no 

representation of nNin 3VINWI 5.: ) Im. LXX, however, has ITEPIL Td3V 

KaTaXot'-rrCADV T06TWV 

42(LXX 49): 5 jrbN min) jnýw ^iy)N 1: 11115.: ).: ) N5 ON )nN3) MON IY5 1): 1 11111) )111, 

nvy) 1: ) v5, N becomes u,,, r< r, 6, < r<týtx ret--m ým r<aCrIj 

, 
&al v\ýAv< r., - t--m tj\ý-tx .. -T with no representation of 5: ). 

LXX, however, has ....... Ei Pý KaT& IT&VTa T6V X6YOV 
........... 

48(LXX31): 20 : txv3"trv).: ) priN2 becomes cALr<a 

-jr<n-m tm&&f<. T Aýý with no representation of rm-n. 

LXX, however, has 6MXuýOV Kall KgKpaýov, &v&yyEtXov ýv Apvcov 

48(LXX 31)36-nnn) o)5)5n: ) *Yrin-vp )mx-5tN )n5i nar o)55n: ) : INIn5): 15 p ýy 

becomes AI-w r<iun, nrecum I-, A <-scn with no equivalent of 

*W-In-V-112 ')V3N-5N ): 151 nnn), probably as a result of eyeskip from -. 1nn-) t: )-, 55n.: ) to 

'Inn) 0., 5)5n: ). LXX, however, has8t& TOifTO Kap8iapOV TOO MCA)ap 6CYITEP 

aýjXo'j poppýOOVCR, Kap8fa pou ý-rr' 6v()pcý)novs KLp Abas 
........... 
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48(LXX 31): 37 i* o))nn 5, vi n-t-r) o'), T) 5: ) 5. vny-i) 1, I)i 5nnn-ip WN-1 5: ) ,: ) 

becomes re&maAn pcr,.., t. r< e cril-n, -1-.. a v-s- vh4' Oal.: i-oma e t-Ch=!: * Ocn,. x-., t 

, <abD ýý 1-.. a with no representation of either the first or the second "5: )". This 

seems unlikely to be error, but is classified here because there is no apparent 

reason why the difference would have been introduced deliberately, and it is not 

represented in LXX which has -rracraV MpaXýv ýv -rraV-rL T61TCt) ýVP118ýCFOVTat, Kall 

TraS TrC: )YC, )V ýVpTjftYETat 
........ 

48: 25-39 is discussed by Baillet et al. (Baillet et al., 1962, p. 66) who give the 

following reconstruction of verse 37: ýi.: ) 5y] [YI-I)II 117[11 ý[I.: )b -nn-111p [VNI-I 5).: ) N): ) 

In) [o-nmn ýYi 3irtin on). Unfortunately, both the relevant occurrences of "51: )" 

are largely in the reconstructed sections, though of course the presence of the 

lamedh of the second implies that the remaining letters were also there in the 

ofiginal text. 

49 (LXX 29: 19): 18 o-tv becomes vs, ýre 

,, eiwm-,. Aa j3a. -t=X recrA, <, with no representation of though LXX gives 

(ýýMTEP KaTECYTP&q)TI 2: 68opa Ka,, r6poppa Kal al Tr&POIKot axýTfiS. Comparison 

with the duplicate at5O: 40is helpful: 

becomes r<ýTAr< e3r< r<'t CLn-!. V"ý r<a ýD a. xw cr"ý r<. 

is not the invariable equivalent of rn)nv, for in 49: 10 rnm iy-ii -T-tv 

rnv becomes cna=ýýLxa m'&&wea % -t-tm&r<a: nonetheless, haplography of 

"Gomorrah" with a putative,. m., to-n-N. in 49: 18 seems likely: this would 

of course be a scribal error, not attributable to the translator, and must have 

occurred at an early stage in transmission since all extant mss. are identical in this 

respect. 

49 (LXX 30: 6): 28(27) 522 15Y3 itywirDim wN lisr) -li"175 

becomes <ý A-ý, ox ias., --T 
lsa -t. mo with no 

representation of 5: 13. LXX, however, has 
...... 

NapovXoBovocrop pacytXEiIS 

BaPuXCo, vos- 
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49 (LXX 30: 8): 30 -rmo i-T) im becomes a. -u a cLoi---,, with no representation of 

-tNy). LXX, however, has (PEýIYETE Mav, pa66vaTE 

50(LXX 27): 21 Imns -lv. )x ý0: ) n*Y). vi becomes ,a 
with no representation of ý: ). LXX, however, has Kalt TrO(El KaTa TreXVTa, 6aa 

ýwrgUoPaL' cyot. 

50(LXX27): 24 

n)-i)-nn becomes ýft--ao re-. i-n A--Loaýx r<la -ar<a I mm 

with no representation of Tý\vom On msw. LXX, however, has EýJP96TJS Kalt 

AN(Perls- 

51(LXX 28): 29 3wr IýXyj nny)5 5: in ý, w nN t: ))w5 becomes lnmx cLt. -, A 

with no representation of nnO. LXX, however, has TOO OEivat 

TýV yfiv BaPuXcbvoS EiS 6(pavLOP6V Kal Pý KaTOIKELcrOaL aýjýv. 

51(LXX 28): 35 oýv)ri) -iyjNn 5. v ji')s n3wwmi 5xi 5y 1-INVI)vnn 

becomes x1mia, < 

with no representation of irs jiny)) 'inxp. LXX, however, has ýP6 KaTO[Koocya 

2: lcjv. 

51 (LXX 28): 38 mvv) orio.: o rm) becomes e&aý i'< with no 

representation of rrn). LXX, however, has dva6S X90VTESýýTly9peyloav 

..... 

51(LXX 28): 41 Vnnn jvvn-r: )ý) 1), N becomes 13 
f<&ýýif< 

with no representation ofvonm. LXX, however, has TrCý)S ý&XCA) Kal 

ýOTJPEýIOTJ 

13. The Athbash code for Babylon in lww was recognised, as at 25: 26, and the biblical 

antecedents of Parthia identified with the Babylonians (Weitzman, 1996, p-607). 
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51(LXX 28): 63 n-io lin 5N m: )5v-nI IaN r5ywipn becomes crl--, -taý, n 

mamma, with no representation of lin: a final and most striking example, 
for omission of any part of this instruction, so short and so full of impact, is 

surprising to say the least. LXX, however, has Kal ýiyEtS CIýJT6 EiS PýCYOV TOO 

Bq)PeXTOV. 

In the following examples, the texts of LXX and NIT differ so much that 

comparison with LXX to detern-une whether the latter agrees with MT or with the 

Peshitta is impossible. 

10: 9 describes the manufacture of idols: 

I^m rrn w-in -, iy)y)o nim nom N3r wn-riTin wil)-in qv: ) 
(: )5--) O)n: )n-. I*V)Y): ) owl: 15 ywlm n5.: )Jl 

Whether o5D refers to the idols themselves, or to their clothing, is unclear; the 

terrn has no equivalent in the translation: 

r<ýo 

r<--Ya! n. aT r<ictni , pcn-za-=A r<jaýorea r<klwý 

27(LXX 34): 7 omn 5: ) inN rnvi becomes ajA re: n5" aaja. A-s,. sa with no 

representation of t). 

38: 10 wwrn in-, n-rm nty-ni becomes <. -ni, 
6 mn-cm< : as in 42(LXX 49): 2 

noted above, the epithet is not represented in the Peshitta 'e-mir<; deliberate 

omission of an epithet would be inconsistent with the translation technique 

described in Chapter 2. 
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39: 3 I)JIII TAM I: iy), )) 53: 1-15Y3 )'ýY) 5: ) IN: Pl 

)n-: i-l -INN * 5n) v)-IV-3-) onv, ýV) ýv 5r) 

n)-)Nv 5DI 

becomes a=(ý-a r<-, Am. -v rea=-iai pmX-, s aawea 

, ýýa - -, i i T, mam. 02= -mi 7CL"Wima AVJ 

lmý:? r<-Imiai 

There is no equivalent in the translation of n-)-iNv) in the last phrase of the verse, 

so that 5: i: 2-15n )'* , all the remainder of the princes of the king of 
Babylon, becomes re--Am-w r<imvni paAna, all the princes of the king of 
Babylon. The effect is that the end of the verse is virtually a repetition of the 

beginning. The sense of the Hebrew is partially lost, and the list of names 

seems pointless. 

(ii) Minuses which were apparently made deliberately 

Nfinuses apparently made deliberately by the translator are themselves divisible 

into two classes: 

a. minuses which conform to aspects of the translation technique presented 

in Chapter 2; 

b. those which were made deliberately in the translation of passages of 

particularly difficult Hebrew: discussion of these passages will be reserved 

for Chapter 6. 

a. minuses which confon-n to aspects of the translation technique presented in 

Chapter 2 

In most examples in this group, the term not represented in the Peshitta has an 

uncertain meaning in Nff, and seems to have been omitted in the interests of 

clarity. In a smaller number, the minus may have been made so as to harmonise 

two verses with one another; there are also some where the minus probably 

results from the difference in idiom between Hebrew and Syriac. Some of these 

terms may have entered the text as a result of textual corruption during 
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transmission, but the evidence for this is not strong and there is no convincing 

reason to argue that any of these minuses is attributable to a difference between 
4D 

MT and the Vorlage: 

First, examples where LXX, in those passages where the texts are sufficiently 

close for comparison to be possible, agrees with W against the Peshitta: it does 

not have a minus but represents all the relevant terms of MT. 

2: 9 0,: )IIN : P-IN -ry ID5 becomes i! nr< r<-Icr) A\'-M 

re. -t-n , though btaTooTo 9Tt ......... in LXX. There is no equivalent in the 

Peshitta of -tv, possibly because its sense is unclear; it appears to refer back to 

some earlier discussion, but as this is unidentifiable in the context the translator 

may have decided that the translation would be clearer without it. 

2: 10 .... t: ))). n: ) ))N rav ).: ) becomes 
.... r<ML\., X ai-,,, though 8t6Tt 

819METE ......... 
in LXX. )D seems to have no real meaning in this context, since 

what follows in the Nff is in no sense a reason for what has preceded; in an 

otherwise exact Syriac translation, there is no equivalent of this term 14. 

10: 2 jm5n ýN omn p-r 5ýt becomes though 

KaT& T&S (5801ýS .............. in LXX with no equivalent In the Peshitta of ýN , the 

meaning of which is uncertain 
15 

14. However, it has been pointed out to me by Dr. Robert Murray, in discussion, that ): ) is so 

essentially idiomatic that the translator could well decide not to render it. 

15. The understanding of the second *, in the unusual construction i-r)35n 5N, is discussed by 

Driver (Driver, (1937/8), p. 106. 
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16: 10 nin oo -mn -, --) nnni becomes <icy) r<m-,, A r<Q. A ý<a, though LXX has 

Kall 9cr-rat 8-rav &vayyELXTjS TCP Xa(ý) TOýJTcp. There is no equivalent in the 

Peshitta of -wrn, a recurring feature of this translator's technique discussed in 

greater detail in Chapter 3. 

29(LXX 36): 10 -w Y) o), v: iv) ý: n5 nx5n )-, )5 )-: ) becomes 

ýLý, though "OTav PAXT. 1 -rrXTjpoOcy()at 
....... in LXX with no equivalent in the 

Peshitta of ).: ), which has no clear function in NIT; but see footnote (14) above. 

31 (LXX 38): 21 )m5n Irr n5m5 jn5 -, nv becomes re& V4 re-. i a rd n, ý a), 

and 86S KCXpbfav CYOU EiS TOýIS Cý)POV'S. 086V ýV ýTTOPEMTJS eXjTOCYTP6((PTj-rj... in LXX, 

with no equivalent in the Peshitta of I-r, and n5vn explained in r406% 
"the straight way". (LXX differs from N4T in other details at this point. ) 

3 I(LXX 38): 40 In'tip 5n) -Tv mmwn 5n jwrni on)E)n ý: )i, becomes caX-aa 

relwA reý, -oxs. r<ný, o a r& " m-M e. -Lx. -v r<M-nAct-s., though Kal IT6(VTES 

cxacxpr)pc. 3() in LXX, with no equivalent in the Peshitta of nvnwn 5: n; apparently 

the translator preferred to omit this difficult term rather than to attempt to translate 

it either in its Ktib form or in the Qere nirnvn . 
(LXX differs from MT in other 

details at this point. ) 

38(LXX 45): 2 )m 55w5 wo) i5rin)-mrm) 5N Nsnn) becomes aoil. -? tma 

my--, j miax-na f<ýu &aA, but 
.......... Kall ýýaETat in LXX. The minus in 

the Peshitta may have been intended to harmonise this verse with 21: 9 which is 

closely similar: ý50 vo) tnvni -, i-, n,, o: ))5, v ons-n 5Y 5.0)) but 

lacks the final )m (though note that LXX in 21: 9 also closes withKa't ýýCYETai. ) 

44(LXX 51): 27 rmnv5 N5irnwi5 on)5Ni't-py) becomes retir< -=cnt== -uý r<-Ir< 

r<", LXX, however, has 8Tt i8oýj ýy6 ýypýyopa ý-rr' aýfTOýIS TOO 

KaKCZ)Gat aýfTOýIS Kal OýM &ya6c2)aai. 

-, j: jju5 N5i is not represented in the Peshitta, so that "Behold, I am watching over 

them for evil and not for good" becomes "for I bring evil speedily upon them". 
tn 
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Possibly, there is an underlying evocation of the words of the first vision, in 

1: 12, where Jeremiah sees the -ripy) ýpjn and God says irivO rn-r-5y ))N -T-pV: in 

this verse, the Syriac translation of the Hebrew pun on root -rpy) is 
-mcn-knem.. -t -X-N, -A 

cnx, -, -ý Ii. r<., re, seen again in 44: 27. 

46(LXX 26): 21 jn^vo tw: ) irritin nri: ýv o) becomes vsf< m-*t-\r< 
though Kal oi PL(JeCOT6i a&TfiS ýv aýjý in LXX. 

49(LXX 29: 20): 19 nyrix nv)rN ): ) ...... Ity) becomes <. ire v,, ýr< rem 

, ýý, < --sax-tre ...... though 6TI Taxlý kbic; )ýw aýjToOs &-rr' aýrTfiS in 

LXX. There is no equivalent of ).: ), which does not naturally fit at this point in 

the NIT where in any case p would be expected (McKane, 1996, p. 1226); and 

see footnote (14) above. 
This verse is also discussed in Chapter 6. 

Second, LXX agrees with the Peshitta. against NIT, and the agreement between tl 
the two Versions may well be the result of polygenesis 

2: 30 vnvm nriND on'in il5: )N In-il)5 N5 IMIY3 0: ))): l JnN 
)n)Dii Nwý 

becomes <nt. &X-, sre aX--w rd r<&a. -. Tt--ma &-un 

f<AX--., m feir< with no equivalent in the translation of the possessive 

suffix on oxrin. LXX here is similar to the Peshitta., giving PaxaLpa, but since 

the sense of the suffix is unclear the similarity of the two Versions here may well 

be due to polygenesis. 

14: 10 iJvn N5 orntri n5 i2nN 1: ) becomes kl qmýýi -svnX a--M. -t "ýjm 

an, =., and 'Hy&TrTjaaV KIVE71V Tr68aS aýJT(2)V Kalt OýK ý(PE(cyawro in LXX, with no 

equivalent of p. As in 2: 10 above, the term not represented in the translation has 
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no clear sense in its context: P here implies a comparison, but there is no 
16 

comparison in the text 

15: 8 o))3) 5inn il=5N )5 my becomes rc! Xu ý* \4D, and 

ýTrXTj%v8qaav xýpat in LXX with no representation of )5. 

Comparison with the similar construction in 4: 12 )5 Nn) n5m N5n nn 

is interesting; here, the similar sense "comes at my bidding" (McKane, 1986, 

p. 340) is translated. 1 r<&r<& eAm ý, o and TrvEijpa TrXTjpC: )OEWS 

fjýEi pot in LXX in a precise rendering in which it is not clear whether or not the 

translator understood the sense of the Hebrew. The absence of a translation of -, 5 

in 15: 8 suggests that neither translator understood the exact significance of the 

term and that both avoided word-for-word translations here because the sense 

would have been obscure. 

51(LXX 28): 43 v)N-5: ) In3nw-N5 yw invi I)s ý'IN IY30 71), ly P-11 

becomes -, ýu reA r<&---v5a r<&mt&j rqt--ýir< vNýr< r<=*M caicw 'bm 

with no equivalent of the second ý, iN, making,, ai. agree with Cr. L., tCLO and 

eliminating the grammatical clash between the second ý-IN and Inn. 

The second ý, iN is lacking from LXX too: OýJ KaTOIKýOEI ýv aýfý oýjbfis , oiý8i pý 

KaTaXýian ýv aýfTý vi6s avep6TTov 
, but the details of the translation in the Greek 

also suggest that the term was present in the Vorlage and that the translation was 

adapted to correct the grammar (see McKane, 1996, p. 1332). 

16. Here too, Dr. Robert Murray has pointed out to me in the course of discussion that the 

function of p here may be essentially idiomatic, and that in consequence the translator saw no 

need to render it. 
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comparison with LXX to determine whether the latter agrees with MT or with the 

Peshitta is impossible. 

23: 8 nnn ý-wo ýN-iv va Y-n m N): i-, i -imi n5y-n -iv-)N becomes <&, in .. A... T 

vn Ar<iLca., < v-a is omitted from P, possibly, for 

consistency with the many other uses of 5Nýv n): i which do not include this term 

in, for instance, 3: 20; 10: 1; 11: 17. 

23: 38 -nin) -Inx -, lD ): )5 rmn KY)n ON) 

'll-'r Nvn nul nx 0: ), InN ly) 

nin) Kv)o i-)nxn Ný -inN5 o-: ))5N n5vmi 

becomes r<ýt-., o t--mr< r<, -nm ,! ea 
r<ja) 

with no equivalents in the Peshitta of of either the second or third ? ýV)n 

or of 'wN5. The translation gives a clearer sense than that of the complex 

repetitive Hebrew. 

29(LXX 36): 24,25 

-inx5mNnm5n3n i-mmy) 5m 

31IN3-N 1-1111) -93N -II.: ) 

, I)ON5 5wiw )-, 15N 

nn5vnm -iy)N v 

5N (: ), ), IDV ll: )YJV3 

OýM-P: l 'IV-)N 

llýV)W 1: 1 OPIDS 5NI 

'inN5 n- 5-: ) 5m 

i--Ar< r--A-mw r<ýýa 

tmf< r<-Laco 

r<.. T <Cra r< 

im-la 

rem--., cnx-al re& vý4! < =a-y-= 

7L\-Xiar<=. -T 

r<a cws r<ýý im a 
r<j aln's a 

The consequence corresponding to -wx Iv) is lacking from the MT in this 0 
passage: McKane, 1996, pp. 731-733 points out that it is postponed to P5 in v. 

32. The minus at this point in the Peshitta could therefore be attributed to the 

drive for grammatical cohesion. 
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-. i_: ))oYn is difficult: McKane argues for its deletion on the grounds that the 

supposition of oracular form is mistaken and that nýv here refers to the simple 

sending of a letter, not to the mission of a prophet. The corresponding term in 

the Peshitta, representing as it does inv3 does suggest that some idea of "in the 

name of... " was present in the Vorlage, for it would not have been necessary to 

add it to the passage to make sense: this is not conclusive evidence, however, as 

the term could have been an addition for the sake of clarity. The reason for the 

difference between the third person terms in the Peshitta. and the second person 

terms in NIT is unclear. McKane notes that the text following -IvN IV-, is "an 

indication of the destination of a letter and an attempt to transform a third-person 

account into a prophetic oracle which was not carried through" and in the light of 
his understanding it is possible that the less intense third person of the Peshitta 

fits the original intention better. 

39: 11 )-tNjj): j) t):, )jj)y3-j)-5, v ý, 23-15)3 iswmri) w) becomes 

Oj'C"-'X -X, with no equivalent of 't): 2, possibly (see 

McKane, 1996, p. 980) to make it clear that Nebuzaradan himself, rather than a 

subordinate, was to be responsible for the supervision of Jeremiah. 

(iii) Minuses which throw light on the wording of the Vorlage 

This group is itself divisible into three categories, according to the strength of the 

evidence: 
Category A 

In this category, the evidence is strongest: 

textual criticism of N4T identifies problems of a kind which may be particularly 

likely to occur during the development of a text, for instance possible 

secondary expansions, doublets, or dittography; 

these textual problems are absent from both LXX and the Peshitta. 

This amounts to strong suggestive evidence that the problems were absent from 

the Vorlagen and entered MT during the process of development of that 
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docurneint. These are "true" minuses with respect to N4T, but "apparent" with 

respect to the Vorlagen; the Hebrew which seems to be lacking from the 

translations is in fact a post-Vorlage development. 

Category B 
The evidence is not so strong as for category A: 

there is no convincing evidence of textual corruption in MT; 

there are, however, a number of minuses where the Peshitta = LXX against MT, 
in passages where there is no self-evident reason to suppose that the translation 

presented any difficulty which would have prompted the translators to move 

away from their Vorlagen. 

Category C 
Here too, the evidence is weaker than in category A: 

there is convincing evidence of textual corruption in MT which is not 

represented in the Peshitta; 

however, there is no support in LXX, not because the text which defines the 

minus in the Peshitta is present in LXX, but because the latter lacks the exactly 

corresponding passages. 

Categoiy A 

Possible secondary textual expansions 

5: 27,28(28) Yi )-in't rnv o) invy wy) i-)-, vv)) itrr) ): )-5, v becomes r<im 
w-L.... T 

-1--. nimso ai&-sa ctmtý and 8tý( -roO-ro ýpEyaViveTloav Kalt ýTrXoýjýcyav. 

Kal TTap9Pr)aaV KPiCYIV in LXX. Neither P nor LXX give equivalents of ww 

invv. This is a difficult phrase, but it seems unlikely that both translators found 

it too difficult even to attempt, and it seems possible that inw ww is a secondary 
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elaboration 
17 

of I-I)V)Y. )l 15-r). 
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8: 3 ov) onin'Tin 'lv)N OI*iNY)3,13nqjMi-ýO: i becomes 
', ýjr< &i. ". -, <&a--tCNjr< k-', 

, poM, and in LXX ýv iTav-Ct -r6Trc, ), ov' ý&v ýý6cjco aýjToijs ýKET. Neither Version 

gives any equivalent of o)-iNv3n at this point, its second occurrence in the verse. 

This repetition of o-nNmn should probably be deleted: it breaks into a word- 

string which, though with some variations, is well attested within Jeremiah 

(16: 15; 23: 3,8; 24: 9; 29: 14,18; 32: 37; 40: 12; 43: 5; 46: 28). 

15: 5 .... Itv -,: ) becomes -nDcLj cLt--*, and -ris CpEiGETat i-rrl ao(; neither 

Version represents the opening ): ), which may well be a redactional link (see 

McKane, 1986, p. 337). 

18: 8 15 nývY5, )3nvn mN row'i-n-5y ýnnnn ity )3n: rt -iy)N inynn Ninn i)n av)j 

becomes xm-ý-ýN r<&xý, m-i-n vN, ýmr< m&Y-., ý* am a&, a 

ml, and in LXX Kal ýTrtcrrpaqý T6 96voS ýKETVO 676 T(2)V KaK(2)V CXýJT(2)V, Kal 
PETaVOýCYCJ I'TEPIL T(: Z)V KaK(ý)V, C1)V AOY1CY&Pr)V TOO Trotficral aýJT61S. 
Neither version represents r5v )3nn nv)N . The MT text is awkward: "iny-l" in 

iny, w Ninn mn nvi must mean "its wrongdoing", but to make sense as the 

antecedent of -iy)N in itv )3rot wN the meaning "doom" is required: God has not 

pronounced that wrongdoing, he has pronounced retribution. If r5y )3n: i-r wN is 

seen as a secondary and dubious expansion and considered no further, the verse 

reads perfectly clearly. 
(MT is defensible if the solution adopted in NEB is accepted, taking "mrn" rather 

than "iny-i " as the antecedent of ww "But if the nation which I have threatened 

turns back from its wicked ways, then I shall think better of the evil I had in mind 

to bring on it". This understanding depends on a complicated sequence of the 

phrases in MT. ) 

17. EXiTTavO-qaav r: o-rF-aTW()TjcYav precedes v. 28 in a Luciani c ms. noted by Ziegler 

(Ziegler, 1957, p. 176). 
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23: 20-, 1)): 3 mi inwn becomes cam and voýaouatv a&Ta. The form 

in this verse, with the repetition of the root, is not a standard idiom. Neither P 

nor LXX has an equivalent of n))ýi; and note that 30: 24, the duplicate passage, 

has no equivalent term (see Chapter 3). 

24: 3 -rxn nnu nnvn o-, )Nn -inNi becomes 
-4 ý4 r<j, <& &i=, <a 

with only the first "o))Nn" represented. LXX, too, has Kal ETTra 2: OKa; T& 

XPIj=eI ...... The second "o))xn" may be a secondary expansion, adding to the 

clarity and to the balance of the Hebrew 18 
. 

25(LXX 32: 4): 18 nin becomes r<m--nMa 

r<-, ý*cL. A and in LXX ýpýpc')CYIV Kalt EiS &Pa-rOV Kai EiS 

O-UPIYP6V -. t5p5i 
, represented neither in P nor in LXX, may well be a 

secondary supplementation on the model of, for instance, 44: 22 nnv5 nn-ln5 

rt5p5i ; ', 155p occurs in similar contexts in this and a number of other verses, 

though nowhere else in the exact sequence in MT 25: 18. 

29(LXX 36): 12,13,14 

)]IN OnN-11,71 O-Jatwýa 
EntN )nvny)l )5N 03155.0nni 

, ýý5&cl Kalt TrpomiýýaOOE Trp6s PE, 

Kall ElcyaKoýjaopaL XýP(ý)V; 

03INSM )TIN E)T)V-)7ji: 11 ------- Kal ýKýTJTýcyaTg PE, Kal EýJPýCFET9 PE, 

0.: ): 2: 15 5-: 0 ))V)'1131 ): ) 
,, 
ý CrAn, ,, -m -UCLSm(ý -VIO 8TI CIJTýGET9 PF 

ýV 8XT] Kap8iq ýIPCý)V, 

'll-'r ON) 0: )ý )mswl f<ýi--m IL"Mf< S-UCLU=Lxýh Kalt ýTmpavoýjpat ýjýtv 

18. The Lucianic revision has: YOKa, 0'-UKa -r& Xprjo-T& ....... resembling MT, but since the 

addition conforms to the style of that revision this is not conclusive evidence that the tenn was 

present in the Vortagen of LXX and the Peshitta and was accidentally omitted from both. 
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This is a particularly interesting verse, with minuses attributable to more than one 

cause: 

on_Dýni , which is represented in neither Version, seems to obstruct the flow of 
the sense, and could well be a late gloss pre-supposing exile and dispersion, 

referring to making pilgrimage to Jerusalem. 

The absence of any translation of mmw from the Peshitta at first sight 
blurs the picture, since it cannot be explained in the same way: but there is a 
translation in 9al which evidently dropped from the text during later inner-Syriac 

corruption at this point. 

onNsm ým onvini : this minus could perhaps be deliberate, for the verse is 

repetitive; but this is by no means a standard approach to the translation of 

repetitive Hebrew. Haplography with 'nin) om o. )5 )nNmn isjust possible, but 

unlikely, and the reason for this minus remains unknown. 

34(LXX 40: 17 iny'i5 ww rnN5 wN -wr wip5tN onyny)-N5 onN becomes 

mi--ý t=%, <tnzA reA , qýur<, and in LXX OýFK ýKoxýaa-rg 

POV TOO KaXguat 6((PECYIV gKaa-ros -rTp6s -r6v iTMIcytov aýrroo. 

))nN5 is represented neither in P nor in LXX. Haplography, with a jump from 

Y)) NI to V))N 
2 

in iny-i5 ww rnN5 v)-)N is just possible but unlikely. It could only 

explain the omission from both the Syriac and the Greek if there were 

dependence of the first on the second, and the general picture of the translation 

technique makes this unlikely at this area of reasonably clear Hebrew. A 

secondary expansion seems the more likely explanation, and is supported by the 

resemblance between this verse without rnN5 and verse 15, iny-iý m -ri-r wip5. 

35(LXX 42): 17 111111) 5N N*P: ln )33111 5N'I'V)) MKIN )115N '1117111) MN -, 1: ) 1: )5 

becomes simply <xacrx. <j,, < em, with no equivalent of the terms 

from "IDY' to LXX has bia -roDTo o, ýTws ETI-rrE Kxýptos '18oýi ýy6 (p9pco ý-rCt 

louba, with no equivalent of nn5N 31IN32 The minus which both 

Versions have in common, 5N^ýY)) )-, 15N niN: is ri5zN, is probably a secondary 

expansion; nurinN -, i: ) may be similarly explained, but is an expansion which 

entered the Vorlage used for LXX only, not that available to the Peshitta 
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translators. 

36(LXX 43): 28 

, Iýmn-ýy rn -IV)N 

-oc"In- 

I Katypayov ---- 

-rr6cv-raS -ro, ý5 X6yovS 

L!, CICICY3 &sf<. l TOýfs 6VTaS ýTrl TOO 

Xap-rfou 

The pluses in MT in comparison with LXX may be secondary, ntv and o-nwin 

having entered the text in an attempt to improve clarity, after the translation into 
Greek, so that they were already present at the time of translation into Syriac. 

mm-in , in contrast, was added to the Hebrew too late to get into either LXX or 

the Peshitta. 

43(LXX 50): 5 irnor 3irwy)-t) nN otmn)-*-ýoi mip-p pm, nitri 

. rnn) ý, iNn -mý ov-in-n -iv-)N on)-n-5m inw-, im 
becomes simply 

r<. Tacný 
&LM. -I ý%O aiLL&xr<. 'v r<nILX crA-ala rt! lýsj mi -uicin im LucL. Am. -To 

perhaps representing instead 

........ nrm)-ýo m ot)nn *,, ýY)-ýoi mp-jn pm, nilri, and with 

no equivalent of -m5 ov-m-n im omn-5m ....... giving <. -Yacný 6%, for ý-iN 

fl-fl;,,. 

LXX has Kall gXaPEV IwavaV Kal Tr61VTES 011 ýYEp6VES 7ýS BUV6(PEC, )S Tr&VTas -roýis 

KaTaXothTov5 lov8a ToýiS 6cTrocr-rp94)aVTa5 KaTOIKETIV ýV Tý yý, with no equivalent of 

ow in : IV) oN is represented here, by TOýfS -ri ........ 
ýD)O , or of -ntin) 

19. (Note that ie --IV 

6(TrOOTp9ycxv-ras. ) 

-, rnn) yixa -mý is the next problem, and there is no simple solution. LXX 

represents ý-iN2 -11)5, which is confirmed in 4QJer b, but not-n-rin) which is not, 

19. Possibly, ow-in-Tj wN wwn ýDn is a secondary addition, developing "all the remnant of 

Judah": McKanc (McKane, 1996, p. 1053) points out that it redefines that phrase. 
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so the latter may be a late addition, too late for it to enter LXX, and the whole 

phrase may have entered the MT line of transmission too late to be seen by the 

Peshitta translator. 

AJ(LXX 50: 19 -, nywt o))i.: ) n5 iiýwy r-r" 
becomes rei&ai crA emns, and ý, rrotýaapEv aýmý XavCovaS, with no equivalent 
in either Version of naswný , perhaps a secondary elaboration in W. 

48(LXX 31): 27 

IINS)03 4x-, 
6Lxf< re-ýLl El ýV KXOITdTS CYOU E6p96Tj, 

ti _p1-1 '1)-'D 

'T'Tl)lln r<=im 
&. 

0cD 8-ri hToX9pr: tS aýJT6v 

The verse, with the rhetorical question about evokes 31: 20 where a 

question is asked about o)-m ; possibly ny wIDIN -01 )T)3 ): ) in the earlier 

verse prompted a secondary addition of n irn"t )-rn-): ) to the later context. 

51(LXX 28): 28-, m)v ý-: ) nNirmnino nN omnty iv-t-li? 

ln5vnn IINI 
The N4T phrase in5wnn nNi at the end of the verse is represented in neither 

the Syriac nor the Greek. It may be a secondary addition, from IK9: 19. 

51(LXX 28): 33 it ny , iN: tl uv)3'TIY oiDntoi nY yw 52: imi 
becomes ca--, ý, o r<LN, =a A, \-o : uý, crAn, -t., -T pi r<ixf< V,, ýr< 

\ýý MM 

and ...... 
9TI PIKP6V Kali fj 

ýEl 6 61PTIr6s 
aýjTfis, with no equivalent in either Version 

of the second nv which could be a secondary expansion of the text to harmonise 

with 50: 16 = 5='vom. The NIT is difficult here; if 31, V is omitted the MT 

must be emended to x3i , agreeing with the masculine -vsp, from nNal agreeing 

with the (usually) feminine nv. There are other problems with gender in this 

verse, however: i: ))-rtn , not n: )n-ri, would agree with I-n which is masculine. 

McKane (McKane, 1996, pp. 1322,1323) suggests that there is a confusion of 

genders between 533 and I-n which may be continued with n5 at the end of the 

verse, represented in both translations. 
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Possible doublets 

In the passages shown below, LYX represents one putative doublet, and the 

Peshitta the other, suggesting that the Vorlagen from which these two Versions 

were made were still distinct from one another at the time of writing of the 

Peshitta, though they were later merged to some extent. 

7: 27,28 

The whole of 7: 28a is absent from P, whereas L-XX has an ornission from 7: 27: 

OiltN i--"r<(ýCl Kall ýPELS aýJTCýS 

re--QNýý ýý VACD T6V X6yOV TOOTOV 

1)5N lynv N51 V"ý CL-5, ý r<N a ----- 

n-)-, 15N mywi 

M-11-111 ----- TOOTO T6 90VOS, 

OýJK ýKOVCYE 

----- TYIS (PC, )VTIS KVPIOV 

-ivin inpý N5i ----- 0ý18E ý89ýCXTO 

Tral8ELav; 

ci.. i-n, CD 6W. -L= r< ýýAtTrEV ý ITiUTLS 

ýK cYT6pa-roS 
aýJTC2)V 

Vv. 27 and 28 (as far as win) may therefore be variants, one preserved in the 

Peshitta and the other in LXX. 
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22: 30 

f<jcn r<i-=-\x lcnam&cus 

-, -y reA cn&lmclým 

..... I<IL=L\%. Cn-. S., t A IK!: 13 

rp6cyov -r6v av8pa 

TOOTOV ýKKýPVKTOV 

avepcolTov, 8TL Oýj 

aýjýTIBý ýK 

(Y-rrEppaTOS aVTOV 

(The expansion of )-irw to -&-t <% ta--A is in accordance with the Syriac 

idiom. ) 

n5s) N5 ).: ) is not represented in the Peshitta. LXX has no equivalent of -Ný -im 

rwn n5s) . 

31(LXX38): 15 in)N 5m isin the Peshitta 

, ýýjr< &-Ax AN, --, o inr<ým&nnX r<ým, reAa mýs= A-S. Aý. i 

and in LXX PaXTIX &Tr0KXatop9vrj 0ý]K ýeEXE Traxkfao-Oat ýTrl -rcýts vi6its a, ýTfis, ott 

OýJK Eiatv. The first P): 1 5, v is a minus in LXX, and the second is a minus in P. 

One or other may have been a gloss. 

41(LXX48): 14 1.: )5)1 rivn becomes 

...... a, ý, <a e, -srn ý; a I-, =,,, < mX--ý answa. For the three verbs 

close in meaning, namely invn, tivn, and i: tni , the translation has only two, 

representing I: IV)i and then either )05)1 or rivi. 

LXX has a much shorter text, giving only one term, &VýGTPEyav. There may be 

initially adjacent doublets represented here in NIT by I: lv) and either nt") or 1: 1W)l , 

these doublets having become separated by nosnn ... own 5: ) which entered the text 

as an expansion specifying the subject of the verb rather than requiring the reader 

to refer back to the previous verse. 
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AAtLXX 51): 3 

-t: IY5 -IU, 75 r<--Ilbam Mama -rropr: V69VTES OVpiaV 

onnN ontN5 f<3, tx< r<CrA i; 6 6ECýS ýTýPOIS 

-T: iy5 is represented neither in the Peshitta nor in LXX. It seems likely to be 

secondary in W, though whether a doublet or a reinforcement of wpý is 

uncertain. 

44(LXX 51): 9 

0ý))M: lx Illyl-nN cr3-= r<.. f I<kx-m 

fl-nfl, 'D5D flW1-fl rTOcoT r&IT rYC 

Pv)) Tllv-l nNi 0 aiL. 3ux r<6LV-. --n a 

0: )Ily-l 3INI 

T6ý)V KaK(2)V T(2)V -rraTgPC, )V 

ýJp(zw 

KCXI T(ý)V KC(K(: Z)V T(: Z)V 

PcxcyiXgczv louba 

Kal T(2)V KC(K(2)V T(2)V 

expX6VTC, )V ý]P(2)V 

0: )7v-)) Mn Ml ----- Kal T(:! )V KaK(: 2)V T(2)V 

yvvalKC2)V ýJPCý)V 

rv) nwi 3w and o: )-, v) ny-i nNi may be doublets, of which one entered the 

Peshitta and the other LXX. The picture is complicated by the omission from 

both the Peshitta. and LXX of o. )ny-i nNi . This phrase has historical reference 

and does not comfortably fit the context, so the translators might have been 

motivated by the drive for clear sense to omit it. More probably, it could be a 

secondary expansion. The evidence is confusing, though, for o.: ))v)j ny-inm is 

equally inappropriate in the context and may have been deliberately left out of the 

Peshitta; its inclusion in LXX might be to act as an equivalent to ))V-)3, rendered in 

LXX as &pX6v-rc, )v ýipcbv. 

44(LXX 51): 12 
5: ) Inill 'ei-7n. -v recsir<= ýýScuxua 

Too &TroXioat 

Tr&VTaS TOOS 

KaTaXOlTrOVS TOýIS ýV 

AiyýMTCP, 
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In3l) ývn : I-in: i 15f)) r<j&amma r<-L-OLnmO r<miAA! 3 P&n-! ýPLICI Kal ITECYO&VTai; ýv 

II popq)aig Kal ýv XLp(; ) 

----- kXE(YOVCYIV 676 

PIKPOO 

Kalt koS pEy6cXov 

inn) nv-rn : nnn ---- --- 

As at 44: 9 above, the picture is complicated. MW : IY-I: il : nnn may well be a 
doublet of mn-) ny-n) : nn: i, but the omission from the Peshitta of any equivalent 

of ju-ilm, which is represented in the Greek, cannot be explained in the 

same way. McKane says of this area of the text (McKane, 1996, p. 1073) "There 

is little doubt that the text of MT at vv. I 1- 12 is grossly overloaded and that the 

verses have been laboriously and indiscriminately expanded": it may not be 

possible to disentangle the exact course of events which have produced the 

present N4T form. 

44(LXX51): 14 NIT ov) mv)5 niv5, to return to dwell there, becomes simply 

,, ýoM vNvn--, A, and in LXX 
....... ý-rn=pgyat ýKETL, each translation lacking one verb. 

niv)5 and miO may be doublets, or naO may be a corrupt dittography of : ny)5. 

MM aA AN, -M 51(LXX 28): 56 tTiy) tm-5y rity N2 ): ) becomes re, *6 -. m A\, <1 <.., 

and 6Tt T)X6EV ýITý BaPvXc2)vaTaXatTrcopf'a- Neither P nor LXX render "I'5y; 

possibly, a conflate text, ntv a doublet of 5: 12-5, v. 

52: 34 

IMINI 
-mon nn-IN r<OcD ncu CrIX. CLXLI Kal ý OýIVTaýtS aýJTIý) ý8180TO 816 

-rraVT6S 

The MT may be a conflate text, the doublets being inn-w and -rnn nn-w. 
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Possible dittography 

8: 21 )M^Tijý mown )ny n3 "ow 5v becomes 

and ý-rrlt OVVTPt'PPaTt 8vya-rp6s Xaoo POV ýGKOT68TJV, with no equivalent in either 
Version of)n-i: iwn, probably an imperfect dittography of )nv M -aw, or perhaps a 

secondary expansion of )n-rrj?. 

38(LXX 45): 28 

maL. a Kall WIGICMV lr: pEptas 

. rlunm -Ism rel-wre 
k-m. 7 re&i. 7m ýV Tý CX6Xý TfiS 

(puNaKfiS 

gcos Xp6vou oV 

CAMEXýpq)OTI 

IEPOV(: Yccxprl 

Dittography is a possible explanation of the repetition in NIT. ( There is an 

alternative, that the repeated phrase was misplaced from a more appropriate site 

closer to 39: 2. ) (This example is also mentioned by Weitzman in a discussion of 

certain agreements between LY-X and the Peshitta which imply that the two 

shared a Hebrew Vorlage different from NIT (Weitzman, in press, Chapter 3, 

p-83). ) 

41(LXX 48): 7 -nnn lin 5N-n))nj In 5Nv)ov)) (: )UnY)*, l -i)wol 11315N 

becomes 
, ýjf< -! *ir<a r<ý-Au im S. smz, < , ýaf< - r<&Aal a-\'ý -xn'a 

, with no representation of the second "jin", which seems unnecessary, 

and is also a minus in LXX. Perhaps the second lin entered the text after LXX 

and P were made, by dittography of the first. 

48(LXX 31): 8 v5nn N5 -i)vi -rv-5D-5N -t-tv Nnn becomes A-!, <%a r4, <-ia 

,e -tan ecnXA, and in LXX Kal ijýEl 6NEePOS ý- I 17acrav -rr6Xtv, o* Ph <Xa re 

cycaefj. Both Versions have texts which omit the repetition of "-rv". Loss by 

haplography seems unlikely, since for this to explain the absence from both 
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Syriac and Greek dependence of the Synac on the Greek would need to be 

postulated in the translation of a text which presents no particular difficulty, an 

unlikely position. 

50(LXX 27): 21 onrm o-innin-in becomes,, aj, < mai,, a r<mj, t,!, ( ar< 

and ýKbiKTJCTOV, OxatpCX, Kalt 6(peivicov. Neither the Syriac nor the Greek 

represent the difficult onrm, which may be a dittography either of o-inn) , or of 

on-nnn itself subsequently corrupted to mnn). and k8(KTIcYav suggest 

that a punctuation different from that in MrF was understood by both translators: 

the previous phrase -npo ): iv)) 5xi nty, *, v has been taken to end not at -t),?! D but at 

): iv), giving : nn rather than nv) as the object of -n-po . 

Category B 

Here, there is no convincing evidence of textual corruption in NTF; there are, 
however, a number of minuses where the Peshitta agrees with LXX against Nff, Cý 
in passages where there is no reason to suppose that the translation presented any 
difficulty which would have prompted the translators to move away from their 

Vorlagen. 

Possible secondary expansions 
9: 16(LXX: 17) mnvjpoý wipi i)3rinn becomes <&. Ar<X ala 

and KaXgcFaTE TeXS epTivo6cyas. Neither Version represents ininn, possibly a 

secondary expansion to harmonise with 2: 10 innnni in5y). 

13: 7 nnv i-mm -iv)N orpnn In -mwn nN mjpm becomes in, ,n <i. -1CLMX CD&='M1a 

cn&t-=ý,: T, and Kalt 9XaPOV T6 TrEpiýcopa k TOO T6Trov, 01ý KaTgKpvya aCIT6 9KET 

with no representation of ov in either Version. The minus seems unlikely to be 

deliberate, for it achieves nothing: although the sense is perfectly clear without 

ov) , the term is not unclear or confusing* 
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22: 11 For NIT i): ix iwyw nnn 15)n nTin) 15n inw-W-1: 1 o5w, neither the Syriac 

nor the Greek render rn-nn) 15n. There is some uncertainty as to whether Shallum 

was Jehoahaz, Josiah's immediate successor, or one of Josiah's other sons who 

became king in due course, but there is no uncertainty in describing Josiah as 

-n-n-. 1) 15n, and therefore no evident reason for not translating the phrase. 
Possibly, this phrase is a secondary expansion. 

28(LXX 35): 5,6 N)wn wn'i, v3Nn ........ --, )))n 5N -nNn becomes 

T<ýM i r< i2voi f<a ....... -m-tr< i-mr<a, and in LXX Kal 

Et-rrF-v IEpEpfaS TTp6S Avaviav .......... Ka'I ELrrEV IEpF-P(as 

Possibly, the epithets entered NTF in stages; none were present in the Vorlage of 

LXX, but the first two were present in the Vorlage of the Peshitta. (The addition 

of is in keeping with the translation technique described in Chapter 2. ) 

52: 10 nn5n-m uny) trin) o)i becomes 
-mi.. r<. -Tacn, -T r<, t, <. pcrA-nXn 

Mmxm, and in LXX Kal IT&VTas Toijs &PXOVTas lov8a gcryaýEv ýv AEPXa8a. 

Neither Version has any equivalent of o); nor is the term present in 39: 6 

ýon 15n uny) -, rnn), ý-in, suggesting the possibility that it was a late addition to the 

text of MT. 

Category C 
Here, there is convincing evidence of textual corruption in MT which is not 
represented in P; however, there is no support in LXX, which lacks exactly 

matching passages at these points. 

Possible secondary expansions 
32: 30 ). nN D)VY: )n IN )n ..... . 9,111 OýVy IN 111111) ))21 ýN*) )n I)JI 

becomes ýLmx AN, = ....... . X-M. -T -tý , '<. -Tacn. ýLma ; iM aacon 

,X eL\-t= with no representation of either IN. 
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Possible doublet 

30: 13 
JI)i yr )-, x .NI-. v 

ýý. 
-fx &. 

-N a 

, Ilmý Int. 1 s In 

Jý J)N ztyn --- 

There is no equivalent in the Peshitta of 1ý 1,, N ; tyn. At the closely similar 

46: 11, where the identical Hebrew phrase appears, the translator resorts to 

paraphrase: ,. \ r<am r,: ýi r<3ixcuýa; clearly, he found the Hebrew difficult. If 

paraphrase was possible at 46: 11, it could also have been used, as a last resort, at 
30: 13, so there may be some other reason for the omission. Textual criticism 

suggests that the terms may be doublets, or that mmo-i glosses the more obscure 

n5yri; the translator may have given both 30: 13 and 46: 11 as they were in his 

Vorlage, 30: 13 still in its pre-corruption form and 46: 11 already incorporating the 

additional wording. 
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The evidence that translations from one part of the Peshitta may influence another 
part discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, though sparse, may suggest that the 
translators worked to some extent as colleagues rather than as separate 
individuals, feeling that they were members of a "Peshitta School". The ease 
with which the translations of the duplicate passages fit into the different books 

supports this impression, suggesting that there was an overall translation policy 
to be observed by the members of that School Once the translating generations 
were history this feeling of membership of a group could have died out; but it 

seems more probable that those who worked on the Peshitta after that initial stage 
would have been conscious of the tradition and felt that they had a duty to 

perpetuate it: they would have felt responsible for the character of the text. If 

they came across passages where, for instance, the level of clarity or grammatical 

consistency fell below the required standard they would have been capable of 

emending the text to "improve" it, and may have felt that they had a duty to do 

so, even though realising that in this way they would take their text further away 
from the Vorlage: accessibility and intelligibility were more important than fidelity 

to the original Hebrew. Indeed, despite the long period of time between the 

translation of the Vorlage and the writing of 7al, it is reasonable to suppose that 

the editors would still have felt themselves to be part of the Peshitta School 

tradition: there would surely have been a continuous consciousness in eastern 

religious circles that this text, rooted in Judaism and spanning the early centuries 

of Christianity, was of the greatest importance. 

1. It is also possible that the consistency of style in the different books of the Peshitta is due 

not to a number of translators confon-ning to an overall "house style", but to there having been 

only one translator: this possibility will be discussed in Chapter 7. For the present, the 

discussion will be based on the acceptance of the majority view, that is that there were a number 

of translators. 
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The editors of the Peshitta mss. can indeed be shown to have had aims similar to 

those of the translators: certain characteristics of translation technique, analysed 

and discussed in Chapter 2, are clearly evident in the work of the editors too. 
The policy which had originally deterinined "translation technique" thus came, in 

the hands of the editors, to determine "revision technique". 
The variants which show these editorial aims will be discussed in this chapter. 
The decision to discuss variants as a whole rather than piecemeal during the 

analysis of individual verses in earlier chapters was made for two reasons: first, 

the overall picture of the work of the editors is clearer if the examples are 

presented in this way, and second, if the variants are presented individually, they 
2 disrupt the train of thought 

In this discussion, 9al is taken as the representative of an earlier stage of 

transmission: its many unique agreements with MT, particularly in Kings and 
Jeremiah (Weitzman, 1988, p. 226) have sometimes been ascribed to revision 

after MT itself, LXX, or the minor Greek versions, but Weitzman argues that "a 

MS can preserve the original text uniquely if fed by a source not available to the 

rest" (p. 227) and shows that revision does not explain all these agreements, 

though he accepts that it may account for a small number. For instance, certain 

surprising lexical equivalents can be convincingly shown to represent the 

peculiarities of the original translator (pp. 229-236); in some other passages, the 

majority reading can only be explained as a corruption of the reading of 9al 

(pp. 237-238); and there are also some passages (pp. 238,239) where 9al shows 

"a unique agreement with W and a stark disagreement with NIT in such close 

proximity as virtually to exclude the possibility of revision". 
The reasons for taking 7al as the representative of later mss. were discussed in 

Chapter 2. The present chapter is based on a comparison of these two mss., 

9a I and 7a 1, with one another and with N4T; it has been made possible by the 

generosity of Dr. Konrad Jenner and Dr. Donald Walter, who have allowed me 

to use Dr. Walter's collations of variants in the mss. of Jeremiah in advance of 

the publication of the Peshitta text of Jeremiah edited by the Peshitta Institute. 

2. As a result, some passages are discussed both in this and in other chapters. 
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There are of the order of 300 differences 3 between 9al and 7al; as in earlier 
pages, the most interesting examples will be discussed in this chapter, but a small 
number which add nothing further to the discussion have had to be excluded 
because of constraints on space. 
These differences fall into two principal groups: 
(i) those which show features in common between the work of the editors and the 

work of the translators; 

(ii) those which seem to represent developments in the Syriac language with the 

passage of time. 

(i) Features in common between the work of the editors and the work of the 
translators 

These may be classified under the following headings: 

a. freedom in the selection of lexical equivalents; 
b. harmonisation of one verse with another, either in the same book or in another 
book; 

c. additions to increase clarity or precision, and the use of additional epithets; 
d. correction of grammatical inconsistency or logical imprecision. 

Some of these differences between mss. may of course have occurred as a result 

of corruption during transmission, but their sheer number and the readiness with 

which they can be classified into the categories of translation technique presented 
in Chapter 2 suggest strongly that they are not simply the result of error of some 
kind but represent deliberate editorial emendment of the text: since, however, 

these editors had no personal contact with the Hebrew Vorlage the emendments 

cannot be described as manifestations of "translation technique", but should be 

seen as the work of the editors concerned to preserve and indeed strengthen the 

"presentational style" of the material. 

3. There are many more which are trivial, for instance the presence or absence of waw, or are 

likely to result from accident, such as the presence or absence of seyame. 
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The presence of such features in the work of editors is well known: for instance, 

papers presented by Brock, Koster, and Dirksen to the Peshitta 

Symposium held in Leiden in 1985 and published in the series of Monographs of 

the Peshitta Institute show clearly their presence in the sequence of mss. of 
Isaiah, Exodus, and Judges. 

Brock (Brock, 1988, p. 54) shows that editorial additions sometimes increase the 

precision of the text: 

Isa 48: 14 &. r< ] om 5phl 6h5 8al * 9alVam) =H (Brock uses the term "H- 

reading" to refer to variants which are closer to the Hebrew). Thus MT onn )n 

n5x-nN -tnn is, in the reading which is almost certain to be the original, 

,, Am but the editors added a term: eAm <cLt*. -. T ,ý&.., < 

Similarly, lsa65: l2&. to. -v] 5phl (vid)7al =H: here, N4T 

was originally translated <Aa &, tnx A-. ý-, but was made more precise in 

the revised fon-n: eAa X, 

Some add emphasis, as at Isa 65: 4 in the new reading summing up the 

wrongdoing of the people: 

, <ý ý=N 
... <ixnA ] om 5ph I 6h5 9d2 913 1 Od IIIdI 12a I 12d2> = H; the 

revised form has: reeiml q t! ýýjx r<x. -Lo ore-! ýo r<wa-m-i 

The evidence presented by Koster (Koster, 1988, pp. 122,110-111) also 

suggests a movement from the earlier "fairly literal" type of text to the gradually 

expanding text, diverging more and more from the Hebrew original, of the later 

mss. Koster cites, for instance, 

Exod 14: 12 . sam] om. 5b1 and N4T; thus ovisn: i 1)5N i3-i: rl -iy)N 'trtin m N5n 

is translated as Vý team r<. Im r<am r<l; 

andExod32: 31r*rAr< r<ýtn: * a-s--: Ln1om. 5bI andMT, where mn)5Nnvn: w)i 

-vwiis translated as <mA, < r<ýt:, * cLs. ý re-. t-n 61CA r<Xa--M 

Dirksen (Dirksen, 1988, pp. 132-138,144) cites a number of readings which 

occur in at least two of the ancient mss. of the Peshitta to Judges which show a 
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tendency to increasing precision: for instance, Judges 3: 25 where MT reads -m-m 
m ns-iN ým on)rm, and where 6h7 and 8alhave 

&'-Ma r<-%. ir<. 

As a final example from the many which these authors give, there is evidence of 
harmonisation in for instance Judges 11: 3 where MT reads O)p)-i o)v)N and 6h7 

and 8al. have rcij, <, the additional ten-n evoking the e-IL. -tw 

, <%L-sa of 9: 4. 

Similar editorial work is clearly evident in Jeremiah; examples to be given below 

show that both 7al and 9a I include some such features, and that although some 

are common to both others are unique to one or the other. The date of entry of 
those which are common to both remains unknown: such passages could be the 

work of the original translator, or of editors working at any time before the 

division of the two lines of transmission represented by 7al and 9al. Those 

which are exclusive to one ms. or the other show that these features of translation 

technique were seen by later editors as of such value that they continued to be 

added: the presentational style of the Peshitta, its "house style", was so important 

that it justified the emendation of the text away from the original Hebrew, for 

these later editors must have realised that this would be the effect of their work; 

on the whole, though, the work of the editors was restrained, a point shown 

particularly well in the restricted introduction of harmonisation: this aspect of 

translation technique could of course be used to such an extent that it would 

become tedious, but has not. Barnes (Barnes, 1901, p. 197) discussing the 

influence of LXX on the Peshitta, points out that whereas the translators must 

have known that their Hebrew understanding was good, the transcribers were 

ignorant of Hebrew and therefore susceptible to influence from the Greek; their 

consciousness of the difference between their skills and those of predecessors, as 

well as the less intense concentration on the words or phrases of the work 

immediately in hand required of a scribe in contrast to that required of a 

translator, may have made harmonisation a more frequent component of the work 

of the revisers than of the translators. 
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The presence in each of these two mss. of differences from NIT which are unique 

to one or the other confirms the suggestion that the two mss. belonged to 

different lines of transmission, a process explained by Weitzman (Weitzman, 

1988, pp. 244-245) and discussed by Brock in a comparison with the history of 

the Septuagint (Brock, 1988, p. 79). 7al is not a revised edition of 9al; rather, 
both mss. represent revised editions of the original translation. Brock 

compares the textual character of 9a 1 (and of 5ph 1) with that of the "Lucianic" 

mss. in the LXX tradition, arguing that separation from the mainstream was 

probably early, about 100 C. E. in the case of the latter, and that although 9al 

preserves many early or original readings, it is not free of secondary features. 

Analysis of the variants shows the truth of this in 9al-Jeremiah too, although as 
the examples below suggest there are many more passages in which 9al agrees 

4 
with MT against 7al than there are where 7al agrees with Nff against 9al 

a. Freedom in the selection of lexical equivalents 

In some contexts, even without access to the Hebrew, it is possible to see that the 

original choice of lexical equivalent is not the only possible choice; an editor who 

valued his own opinion as to the best choice of lexical equivalent sufficiently 

highly to risk diverging further from the Hebrew of the Vorlage, and was 

therefore prepared to overrule his predecessor's choice, could and evidently did 

make changes in this respect. Some examples follow. 

4. It is appreciated that it is unfortunately impossible for the reader to check that this statement 

is accurate until the publication of the Peshitta. text of Jeremiah and its related critical apparatus, 

which is not expected (personal communication from Dr. K. Jenner) before 2000/2001. The 

only way to provide full information for the reader at this stage would be to reproduce all the 

collations so kindly provided by Dr. Walter and Dr. Jenner, clearly impossible before their 

publication. 
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Editorial policy seems sometimes to have been intended to impose consistency 

with the choice of lexical equivalent elsewhere. For instance, in 3: 2 5'V 1))1Y )? ýV) 

t: )-, Dv becomes ga.. -t. -t. A mýir< in 9al, but in 7al the more usual choice 

appears: A-! ý This is a particularly interesting variant: 

elsewhere in Jeremiah o)Dv-) (or occurs in 3: 21; 4: 11; 7: 29; 12: 12; 14: 6. It 

is consistently translated with r<X--nz, both in 9al and in 7al, with the single 

exception of this passage. The translator may have judged from the context that 

the more general term otuA was more appropriate here, and it is true that the 

nuance of the Hebrew o)Dv is not the same here as in its other occurrences in 
Jeremiah 5. Perhaps it was the translation of on5 mv) o)-: )-i-r 5Y , 

later in the same 

verse, with OcrA &m&. 
-X--, -which suggested that r<A-. ---Lx would have 

been suitable here, and which influenced the editors to make this change, clearly 

implying a parallel between o)-ov) and o)D-rt- 

In 5: 14 1). m )-o-r Im becomes in 9al Ann re-3, < -=CY1. , but in 7althe 

phrase is: "a-sm . 5aý&s r<-ir< -=cný. 
The equivalent for the divine word in the 

Peshitta. is unstable, but the choice in 7al is the more usual (Weitzman, 1996, 

p. 590). 

5.3: 21 Vnv)j 0)*'! )V 5y 5117 

4: 11 '1310: 3 o)). ov ns nri 

7: 29 nrp o, -ov 5, v -, Nv) 

12: 12 -wrrn mov 5: ) 5y 

14: 6 o)Dvi 5y rriv mwioi 

Gelston, 1971, here pp. 518-521, notes the idea of "height" which has been associated with 

o))ovi in Isaiah 41: 18 where LXX has 6p9c, 3v, and with Jer 3: 2 probably because of the 

association with I-, ))y , Nv) , argues that this has no philological justification, that philologically 

"sand-dune" or "track" are equally acceptable, and that the evidence of the Versions and the 

contexts tip the balance in favour of "track" as the best understanding of mov. 
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In 8: 3 ov) o-, jimn -iy)N is translated in 9al as , ýjr< &.. xxx but In 7al as 

, paM , ýr< &i. mmx . 
Both Syriac roots have appropriate meanings, <.. t-v "to 0 

expel" and ix= in Pael as here "to scatter abroad"; root mi is used frequently in 
Jeremiah (see Chapter 2, n. 25), and the equivalent used in 7al. is the usual 

choice; root r<. -" is used nowhere else in this context in P-Jeremiah. 

As a final example of the possible imposition of consistency in editorial policy, in 

10: 22 1103 ý-wo ýrn vwi becomes reim. -u"m r<--ýa, in 9al, but <-, i <, a, 
re-s. -tr< in 7al. Trouble usually comes from the north in Jeremýiah 6, 

and 

the reviser has substituted the more usual lexical equivalent. There is a similar 

example in 20: 5 where -rv is translated with f<"x--M in 9al but with <&, to in 

7al. The editor's choice in 7al brings the verse into line with almost all the 

other translations of 'ry in Jererniah. With only two exceptions, in 19: 15 7 
and 

51: 3 1, the choice is r<&. to: the preference in Jeremiah for the more conservative 

term is discussed by Weitzman (Weitzman, 1996, p-609). It is just possible 

6. Childs, 1959, p. 190 discusses the dating of "enemy from the North" passages in the Hebrew 

Bible, and the authorship of these passages in Jeremiah. Childs suggests, on the basis of the 

vocabulary, that 4: 24; 8: 16; 10: 22 are distinct from other pre-exilic "enemy from the North" 

passages in Jeremiah, but the translation in the Peshitta does not indicate that any different 

nuance was evident to the translator or known in any tradition of which he was aware, for it is 

only in 10: 22 that the less usual term is used in the Peshitta. 

7. In 19: 15, the choice of is doubtless a response to the context, with its implied 

comparison of the major and the minor settlements: nriv 5: ) 5vi nxl-. l 5N ): in )33-n- The 

reason is less clear in 51: 3 1, though it may be that the translator judged that the description of 

the city "n-Nion ... 3-1ý53" implied a considerable size which he felt should be acknowledged. 
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that the 7al choice may be the original, deliberately changed by the editor in the 
9a I line to express the might of the city, the re&3 -t-n of 
Lamentations 1: 1; though Weitzman points out that even in Lamentations, as in 

Jeremiah, r<&. to is the favoured term in the translation of -i)y (Weitzman, in 

press, In other passages, the revised choice seems to have been 

motivated by the desire for precision; for example, in 18: 3 'isim n)3 'tIN is 

translated in 9al as ret. -s &. =I &-nna, but as <ts &---A &&wa in 7al; root 
&w is appropriate in the context. 

In 11: 7 -ryrni c): )v)-. i .......... . mvntwn becomes in 9al 
........ &-imm a: vaina= 

6%mcawa, but in 7a I &i. -Lza &=. -to ........ &. Yc- a. wrijax-m- Both equivalents have 

appropriate meanings, . Tff= "to witness" and txx here "to send to say". 

Elsewhere in Jeremiah, root mv "to bear witness" is at 6: 10; 29: 23; 32: 10,12, 

25,44; 42: 5,19; 44: 23. In these passages, the sense "to witness" is clear, and 

root xcraw is consistently used. The editor apparently judged that root txx fitted 

the context better at 11: 7. 

Similarly, in 11: 8 *-V N51 3Wý95 IIIIIN 'IY)N JINI-, l )-): I-t ý: ) ]IN 0., 1)5, V N): INI the 

translation is precise in 9al &-to T rtLs co A--i 
,a caA--, &. N. r<a 

aný , <In xmsnal but the verbs are changed in the translation in 7al &. &. r<a 

CL, -, = ., Aa &-t. -T enco An, There is nothing 

to choose between the two variants for precision; they seem simply to represent 

different opinions. 

On the other hand, in 10: 8 iýv: m riýu) nriNni is translated in 9al 

, ýýaajxua 
but 

ýýaa=a qx-,, <i r<. %. ýr<a in 7al. The two meanings of root -iy: i 

are (B. D. B., 1951, pp. 128,129) "to burn, consume" and "to be brutish"; both 

variants are closer to the first meaning. The revised choice is imprecise, perhaps 

because the editor felt that the sense was poor but hesitated to make a more 
8 

sweeping change 

8. There is also a possibility that corruption explains the difference, an original in 9al 

and 7a I being mistakenly copied as (Weitzman, 1988, p. 238). 
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In 13: 22 there is a particularly interesting example in the translation of Iny. : 1-1: 1 

Iny is translated as -Acu- (ýr<%qamm in 9al, but as '.. ýcw 6%re%, a-a= in 7al. Root 

jiv occurs frequently in Jeremiah, and the lexical equivalents used to translate it 

were discussed in Chapter 2: r<Acu- is not an unusual choice, and there are no 

other passages in which the editor has changed this equivalent; there is no 

explanation apparent in the context (for instance, the equivalent selected is not 
dictated by the frequent parallelism with Nun) so the decision here seems to be 

purely dictated by free choice. 

The final examples show a freedom in the choice of lexical equivalent which 

tends towards another feature of translation technique discussed in Chapter 2, the 

characteristic approach to figurative language. Sometimes, the decoded image .1 ry 

in the more precise phrase reduces the impact of the text: in 23: 26 IXW CPN2M 2ý: i 

-i-pwn is precisely translated in 9al ...... pcnX, but not in 7al cn--m cuam 

...... rdLjx; and similarly, in 33: 17 w)N -rrr5 becomes x. a., A xt r<1 

, <t=Ným 9al but, <-tm -La. mX ms , reA in 7al. 

b. Harmonisation of one verse with another 

First, examples where 9al agrees with MT against 7al: 

within Jeremiah, 18: 71): Nitll ýMý vm)5 is translated tn-s--. %X 

ax, aznla in 9al, but has an additional term in 7al cLsal--'Aa -t&m--, Aa ia-s. ý 

axma--, Aa. Harmonisation in 7a I with other verses which include some or all of 

the series of infinitives which first appears in 1: 10 vi-i,, 151 '1)3N, 151 ýInj5l YM15 

yiv)5i m): 25 is a possible explanation. 

There are similar examples which involve ten-ns from the recurring " xwi ...... : i'in eý 
-i: i-r ........ : 

MT in 21: 7 has all three terms, though not in the standard order: it has 

the sequence 3. v'i ... In 9al the translation is precise, 
but in 7al the order has been changed to the more usual 

r<Aan ... t,.,. 
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In 44: 27 the NIT has an incomplete form of the sequence, : on .... : nn; here too 9al 

gives a precise translation, e_Ls <=-t., but the translation in 7al introduces the 

third term: ...... <'-t. - 
In 34: 17 there is a particularly interesting position: MT gives the components of 
the sequence in a non-standard order, ny-i ...... . In-T .... : nn, but both 9al and 7al give 
the terms in the usual order, r<Aan ... r<-i-a This raises the possibility 
that the change was introduced into the Urtext, antedating the division in the line 

of transmission which separated 9al from 7al; it is also of course possible that 

the 9al editors and the 7al editors both, independently, introduced this 

modification. 

24: 6 nNin ywn ý, v becomes re-im re---, ir<N in 9al, but renm re-4rd in 7al, 

possibly to han-nonise with NIT nin oilmn In in the preceding verse, which is 

translated r<-3cn rei&, < ý; o. 

26: 11 nNin ýN Nw -,: ) is translated precisely in 9al: f<. Tm r<&. im I-,. 

but has additions in 7al cT,., tcL---, " -X-!, a <. -Tco r<&. tn =Ar<. -T harmonising 

with e. g. 4: 4 o5vn) ): iv-, i nn-m v), N 

32: 35 mn 1: 1 N)): l '1VN 5Y3il mmi is translated in 9a I im. -Y reA.. u-mm rtA--, ý 

ýacucn; in 7al there is an addition: jocucy) t=.. -T &ým r6. ýý , 
harmonising with e. g. 7: 31 oin 13 N))3 'iv-)N nnnn 

33: 15 y%3 njp-ry) vown -, i*y), v) is translated in 9al f<&ammia r<-L.. -v -r,, to 
In 7al, however, there are additions: r<. i-. v xýssa -\-A&uua r<chctnn.. ý Výý a 

f<&cLa... v%a, harmonising with 23: 5 np-w mm-n'm 5'): ývm 15n 15m 

ý-IN: l 
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36: 7 nwin i-: n-m wN invi is translated in 9al cO-.. ia, < ý* , 'ýQ-%Sma 
In 7al, however, there is a substantial addition: f<&x, = aiuia, < t=ý' %ýa-, 5cylj 

f<&Xý= clisn' PcrlA--m r<. -kn rd-V-1a 

harmonising with 26: 13 tD.: ))5y -n-r -im ny-rn 5N nin) onn, translated as: 

in f<.., f<kx. -, po f<ý t-m ... , &6u a (Lee has not r&, u a but vs, ýcmj a, but 

7a I has rd-, u a). 

51: 44-nýw 5n: 2 min m is translated in 9al \ýaý -a, <a but in 7al 

as \gX-%. J rduai \--... T mr<ý, vax -sr<a, 
harmonising with 51: 58 n2n^111 5: 1: 1 311nn; 

the process of harmonisation to a later verse is discussed in Chapter 2 with 

reference to the two verses 7: 6 and 22: 3, in which also the former seems to have 

been harmonised to the latter. 

There is one example of harmonisation with a text from outside Jeremiah (noted 

in Weitzman, 1988, p. 242): 

33: 7-, 1)v), Nn.: ) is translated in 9al simply as 13-.. xo Pwi vl, ý f<; in 7al it becomes 

-t V, ý f< ýqý -=r4f<a 7a... xD usý r<, harmonising with Ezek 36: 11 

O.: ))ny)N, IY3 )TOVIIII 0-: ))31V3"tjX: ) which becomes pox vsý, < 

Examples where 7a I agrees with NTr against 9a I are few, and there is only one 

which is fairly convincing, in 50: 28 where is translated exactly in 7al but in 

9al has an additional term: perhaps intended to harmonise with, 

for example, Psalm 5: 8 jvtp ýDnn 5x ninnm 

c. Additions to increase clarity or precision 

First, examples where 9a I agrees with Nff against 7a I: 

15: 4-, iv)n ýý)n is translated as A-Nto in 9al, but has an additional term in 

7a I: rnu--mm -mcL- 
Al, -A 
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Similarly, in 18: 3 -iswn nn -r-w is translated r<tws N&wa in 9al, but has 

an addition in 7a 1: re-. mgý, M scsý, < r<i... s &. 
--A 

ý&w a 

23: 10 ý-wn nNýyj c))DN)n is translated precisely in 9al &A!: *, §%, < 
but with an additional term in 7al: r<--ýi, < ,j 

25: 33 vinpý ... invw-i-mv, similarly is translated precisely in 9al. as 

, pimo&3 but has two additional tenns in 7a I: 

tnt?, u .. crLot) ... �QXIJ 

29: 21 tn-m is translated 
, ýjr< in 9al, but has an additional term in 7al: 

r<m tum , ýj r< 4, CU a 

30: 14 ImNon vosy is translated precisely in 9al a-ux-s. but given an 

additional force in 7al r<N. -T aA-Y--t- 

32: 5 im vqpD -rY is translated precisely in 9al. cnl r<jr< mo-sx 
, but is 

more ominous in 7a 1: crA r<j r< . -t- -T <nmx.! ý 

32: 7 mlim is translated in 9al, but information is added in 7al: 

36: 5 1)n"is translated "im in 9al, but has an additional term giving ancestry in 

7al: f<. -t-, im t"im 

36: 25 -ný)wn m 1-ýv )nti5 is translated cr:,. -mcu r<Ix in 9al, but in 7al 

has an additional term: <. VCL. Lm <MN. ýas cn.. -mcu re-X.. -f 

36: 31 mov N5i is translated n-s--ax r, 6.., in 9al, but in 7al. has an additional terfn: 
An, 

eA. -T 
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39: 5 irn) m2w: 3 is translated a.,.. iLr<. -T rek--, ý in 9al, but in 7al has an 

addition: cn-, --" tm=&r< ml.... aAna 
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39: 8 ism o5mi) nvon nNi is translated oto---, joý-tar<x r<icvAa in 9al, but in 

7a I has an addition: a to--!, -m 7LIxia, <x <ickrAa 

Second, examples where 7al agrees with Nff against 9al: once again, these are 
few. 

13: 2 -mwn is qualified in 9al <-t. -tcLw but not in 7al. r<-v. -tcw. 

41: 10 crp)m In rnt-r) is expanded in 9al ! ý: m i---, ýaa. -,. ý im r<. A. -L\but not in 7al 

-t 

In Chapter 2, additions to the text of the Peshitta against NIT which increased 

clarity of precision were classified into subgroups: those which specify the 

subject or object, those which make explicit the identity of the speaker or 

addressee, and additional verbs. The same groupings are given here, for ease of 

comparison with Chapter 2. 

The additional term specifies the subject or the object: 

First, 9al agrees with MT against 7al 

31: 18 -imm )3mv) is translated in 9al but expanded in 7al: 

41: 16 rn)5t) nN is similar, 4, ox in 9al but with the subject specified 

in 7al Aýý 

Second, 7al agrees with N4T against 9al 

38: 13 im )ý, vn is expanded in 9al mamwrea, but not in 7al maxmrnea. 
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The additions make explicit the identity of the speaker or the addressee: 
9al agrees with MT against 7al 

26: 1 nin -n-vi -, rn becomes r<-im re-ý-&-a ream in 9al, but 7al specifies the 

addressee: r<, ýir< -I-, - r<, (, ) <acn 

46: 27 : ipw rmy N-rn 5N becomes man-%, -kxv& 
d in 9a I, but 7a I 

specifies the speaker: re, tz-o i: vor< 6 

49: 3 Inn) wiv r)"n: ) is similar, r<. -wna< oocum-iaio c*a-i--, *cua in 9al, but 

r<ý i--A t,, -j r< re-t - . -, f< cD cLL=, iaia ma'i-mc"a in 7al. 

49: 8 m-rpo ny too has ca.,. -mcuax r<. Lm, in 9al, but re-.. Lm i! m, < cmmocub. 'T 

in 7al. 

7a I agrees with MT against 9al 

1: 13 nwi nnN -nn becomes rg. ý-vf< 6ur< r<%.. in 9al, though 7al has only 

&J r<u. 

The addition is in the form of a verb: 
9al agrees with MT against 7al 

eý 
1: 15 wip )))-, i is exactly translated in 9al re-3 re reima, but has an additional verb 

in 7a I r<j r< r<im a re-, r< imz-m. 

6: 16 : nun Jrr ni )N similarly is v<-t-sx r<. -va, < r<. T-. r< in 9al, but <. iLr< a%.. a 

ret. na r<-. i a r< in 7a I. 

17: 23 wN nN wn Nýi becomes cu-nctr< r,!! Aa in 9al, but in-"-tf< <Aa 

in 7al. 

18: 11 N) niv) becomes amaak in 9al, but aa--A, <a cL=a& in 7al 9 

9. c. =o&, however, is unusual, and a-Lý, <a may represent a gloss. 
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21: 7 -iNN-i-on) -rn becomes -t in 9al, but <.. t,, <= 
7al. 
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27: 6 )-r3, v 5an 15n becomes,. -t,, in 9al, but 

cra-, aAaj a\-, --v r<-%I= in 7a 1. 

28: 14 15 )nm -, i-r*v),, i n*, n becomes caX &mcn. r<tmxx r<&a-., in 9a I, but r<&cx.. 

cruAa!:, A col &mcm. in 7al. 

30: 10 'rim )w pxm upw is translated precisely in 9al r6a &n,. xja r<X-T-In 

fen -tcnn caX f<acru, but in 7a I there is an additional term: &n, -x-3 a r6Lzj a 

r<j icn--m crA r<acn-i f,: Aa uA%ýua. There is no passage in Jeremiah which is 

close to the expanded form. There is, though, a duplicate at 46: 27, where the 

editor does not add the extra term: some inconsistency would however be 

expected in such a long work as this. 

46: 15 InnN Inv) Yrn becomes .,, - '. -, aa-&wr< r<a--" AN, -" in 9a 1, but A--A 

cAaj a. an -, -. ,, a-s., &wr< re-, --m 
in 7a 1. 

48: 41 nnyn -, iy)N becomes 46ure in 9al, but xAr<---A reA=., nox r<&6uf< 

in 7al. 

7al agrees with MT against 9al 

5: 9,29-m: ) -im nn is expanded in 9al tom, r<m-,. ma, but in 7al is 

Simply r<-LnM.. 'T 

38: 8 wN5 15)3-n 5N is expanded in 9al to i!: *, < , but in 7al is 

Simply -tto, <a. 

51: 1 5n3 5Y -ryn )3) nis expanded in 9a I to r<A, < -nal:: 
Ma r<j, <Aýx-A r<CF3 

x,,, but in 7al is simply-I== -X-!. <-,, < Aan <cn . 
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The addition may be in theform of an epithet 

First, 9a I agrees with N4T against 7a I 
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A number of examples involve the divine title: 

N4T 9al 7al 

113; 13: 12; 25: 15; 45: 2 
5N, *) )-, 15N nin., A., <ILQQr<. T r<&Ar< <Cnxre r<-IML. f<ýin 

Aý 
r<tmý r<. f 

Aý 
r<tca. <. -I <cnl, < r<ý tn r<&A f< T<., 

&Xý. 
ree. t--, o 

Aý 
r<AM. re. -T 

13: 9 111 I-M re- in r<CnA re M-.. U <ý i: m 

A. f<imý f<.., 
25: 28,32 

i-n r<CnA, < rej M. 
-. re- mn 

Aý 
reim. re. -T 

32: 18 

5N-, l r<031r< rd=i r<GA, < 

rex. j.., Ta <im-L\. Cl 

32: 28 r<cnl,. < r<ý in 

33: 11 MIT) f<ý f<-, &Lu 

34: 17 r<CrA r< r<ý in 
N r<tal. r<.. T 

51: 1 r<cnx f< r<ý tn 

Sometimes, other phrases are involved: 

21: 3 In) -p -t 3 

26: 710; 33: 1; 37: 21 

VMT 
46: 17 

10. Lee omits re---u 
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Second, 7al agrees with MT against 9al: 

28: 5 WWII 11MI) 
29: 20 11111) -0, r <Al... 

30: 2 5wiw rm5N-nirm 

37: 14 r<ýý r<ýM ire 

d. Grammatical inconsistency or logical imprecision 
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rq-, 

Translator and editors alike must have felt the urge to write good Syriac and to 

correct such elements in their texts, but needed to balance this desire against the 

desire for fidelity; in translation and editing, unlike free composition, a policy is 

needed in this respect. 

9al agrees with NIT against 7al 

N4'r 9al 7al 

2: 27 11 -DY)Vl-, Il ...... wrr5) . 1. a"a ........ O&xL VýGat-sa ........ 'e 
avt-L 

In NIT, there is a grammatical inconsistency between the plural subjects and nmý) 
OITW: 131 O-OP)PI: )l 011)* oll): )ý)o -IIY)ll 

0))D Nýl 9'1, V )5N 130 ): ) ))TI15) nN 13N51 ilTIN nN ý0 0)'1)3N 

nnlp II)ON) onV-1 nym 

though of course with sensitive reading there is perfectly good sense in the 

Hebrew as it stands. 7al &mL is in line with the reading tradition, for the Qere 

at ))m5) is wi-T5): it may therefore represent a modification according to that 

tradition, though the uncertainty of the attitude of the translator to the Qere forms 

was discussed above. The singular suffix in 9al A. -LL tallies with the Ktib, and 

the singular suffix in 9a I -, -a tsa may represent a deliberate modification to 

make the two terms consistent with one another, the action of an editor who did 

not know, or chose not to follow, the Qere custom. 

11. Lee has . "aL 
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4: 20 mvri) vri )5-nN rrrv) oNno is translated in 9al as ýL-'ý ajv, 6,, e X. 
, -. 

Ana a, with a plural verb and nouns to correspond exactly with MT. In 
7a 1, however, the form is A--u a o--smn % tm, ýr< Ix ý*, with a more 
logical singular verb and noun in "o-Nm-n , 

8: 1 MT nNi owwrn mnyv m 0)3-nnn PInSV PNI P-iV MnSY PNI -. I-W. P MnSV 

o5vrr nv)i) mnsv raises a number of points of interest. First, there is the 

discrepancy between "his princes", and the preceding plural "n-rin) 

second, the further change from the possessive form in , wýv-) , to the plain 

plurals in "w)-nnn" and "ownri"; and third, the translation of the Hebrew 

construct "oýwr) nvr". 

9al translates r<jcnix r<--Ai-\a , qcn,. L="ta't. T enacn--T r<nA-U*. -v 

7A-Xiclre. -T r<-n-tý,, p <,: iLj. -T rf--Av\a: the first discrepancy is eliminated 

by using a plural suffix on the plain plurals persist in " re-jcn]ý, " 

and "r-taj "; and the construct is translated with the emphatic form of the noun. 

7al Omý: icr, --,.. T rnm-i-\p r<--oV\a rema(M--T r<--Aýnx r<--"v\ 

7A-X-tar<. -T Cr1ý4CL-A--.. 'T r<-, "v\a also eliminates the discrepancy between 

and the preceding plural "n-n-m ): )5)Y' by using a plural form in 

llocn. amiai" , and gives possessive suffixes on "Ocn.: imn, " and but 

translates the construct by using an anticipatory suffix (translation of the 

construct will be discussed below). 

16: 12 MT has in5 mriv rinx vx ...... o: rnnm nýY)O ony-in om, with 

an apparent mismatch of the second person plural addressee with the third person 

singular possessive suffix in n5. The mismatch is tolerated in 9al, but not in 
12 7al which has not cm--A but., pý 

12. Lee has 
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27: 1 Oipnn) is translated )3. - a-x m&a-, A--m 
-xtm in 9al, but in 

7alhas been corrected: f<. mx.. x mcýa-n,. ý The editor of 7al has corrected 
13 the mistake which had been transferred from the Vorlage to his Syriac text 

31: 9 14 MT, perfectly acceptably, has a singular term in parallel with a plural, 
oý,, 3iN mnnirn iN: i) 9al is similar: ONr<-] 

with a singular followed by a plural; 7al, however, gives a singular form, and a 
different root, for the second term, r&j-,. Ama. 

13. The chronology in MT is confused in the opening verses of chapter 27, for the episodes 

recounted in this chapter and the next evidently took place after Jersualem surrendered to 

Nebuchadrezzar in 597B. C. E.: in 27: 6 God says -T-,: 1 ni! i-IN-ii 5D nN nn) , DJN nnyl 

)-t: iy 5: 1: 1 15n; and in Chapter 28, at a date introduced in 28: 1 as the same year, "N-nin mv)Y', the 

king's name is given as Zedekiah, and Hananiah promises that God will ensure the prompt 

return of the booty taken from the temple on the occasion of that surrender. In 27: 3 there is 

additional evidence that the time is that of Zedek-Jah's reign rather than of Jehoiakim's: the 

participants in the conference of 594/3 (Bright, 1980, p. 329) are listed. 

14.7al agrees with LXX at this example, but polygenesis is possible. 
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(ii) Features which seem to represent developments in the Syriac language with 
the passage of time 
Some differences between 9a I and 7a I may represent not the work of editors 
wishing to strengthen the presentational style but rather their response to the 
development of Syriac itself with the passage of time. 

a. Transposition: 

First, examples where 9al agrees with Nff against 7al 

In for instance 1: 4,11; 16: 1; 25: 3 )5N nin) -i: a-T is translated exactly in 9al: 

. 1-,, cn--mNýn , but with a transposition in 7al: camý, ýs . 1,. 

25: 11 min is translated exactly in 9al r<. -tCT3 mXCL. S but with a 
transposition in 7alcrAn, r<. -im r<-!, -tr<. 

49: 3 15) n5in t). -j5)3 is translated exactly in 9a IAi r<A r<&, mxm 73aAXý*but with a 
transposition in 7al 

Second, 7al agrees with NIT against 9al Z=1 
50: 23 5: 1: 1 nnv5 has a transposition in 9al <m=*6% \, -, but is precisely 

translated in 7a I <m--m6A 

There are a number of transpositions involving changing the order of roots; given 
the prevalence of "crossed equivalents" discussed in Chapter 2, it is not often 

possible to decide whether such transpositions are accidental, the result of 

corruption, or deliberate. Examples include: 

13: 14 on-iN ........ vinN ..... 
5iy)nN which is translated in 9al as ..... 7wt, < 

ma.. <, with transposition of the second and third terms; in 7al the order is 

different but still transposed: max< ...... ..... 13.1-W. 
In both mss. the position of the cognate of root on-i in the sequence is different 

from that in MT. 
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There are similar examples in 18: 14 where onp orn o-, n is translated in 9a I as 

, einin <ý, tncu but in 7al as r<Yi. --., cu <iato cLn; 

in 22: 17 where the pair of terms -nyn)o ..... -pvy is translated in 9al as 
but in 7al as ...... <, a 

and in 49: 13 where : rn5 nnn5 is translated in 9al as r<m-va.. Aa <. "", but in 7a I A 

asr<.. LuuAc, <mici. -A 

b. Translation of the Hebrew construct 
The findings below result from an analysis of the methods by which the Hebrew 

construct is translated in P-Jeremiah. The sample used for analysis was made up 
of the first five constructs in each chapter, together with a further five from verse 
10 onwards: this ensured that the sample was not dominated by the accounts of 
names and ancestry which are so often included in the early verses of a chapter. 
This would have given a total of 520, but the deficit of terms for analysis (not 

counting nirm-oxj) in the short chapter 45 reduced the total to 515. 
The translation is, on the whole, as expected (Nbldeke, 1904, pp. 161- 168, 

15 particularly pp. 161-163; Muraoka, 1987, pp. 16-17,41,49-51) 

15. Of the three methods of expression, i. e. (i) the construct, (ii) the emphatic state plus 

dalath , and (iii) the use of an anticipatory suffix plus dalaffli 
, the most common is (ii), used to 

render 299 (58%) of the Hebrew constructs in this text. The remaining 42% are divided about 

equally, half translated by a construct, and half with an anticipatory possessive suffix. There is 

the expected difference between the translational approach to pure genitives and to other terms in 

the Hebrew construct: there are 113 pure genitives in the sample, of which 55 (49%) are 

translated with an anticipatory possessive suffix; where this approach is not used, most are 

translated with the construct state; of terms which are not pure genitives, however, 

approximately 70% are put into the emphatic state. This large sample also showed an 
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The point which is relevant here is that there seems to have been a development 

from the use of the emphatic state followed by dalath to the use of an anticipatory 

possessive suffix during the period between the idiom appropriate at the time of 
the ancestor of 9al, and that of 7al: where the construct is represented differently 
in 9al and 7al the usual position is that 9al has the emphatic state but 7al has an 
anticipatory possessive suffix. Examples include, for instance: 

Mr 9al 7al 

6: 14 ))3Y '13V -ýtnx r<t=& &t=x 
mt=& 

7: 15 0-noN 'V-11 
7ný ýUhr<x r<..! A 1 13. IL-%r<. '? CU-%. 'V 1 

8: 11 )YJY -M -OW kkm. -T ret=& MiM& 
8: 21 ))O. V M ): IV) 6kt=. -. T r<iM& MILM& 

8: 22 )w nn n.: nN MM. 'T r<&CLýWr< &tm.. -T M&QýWr< 

13: 8 -MIP r<ý&-S f<ýA-=.. -V Mml! ý4. &S 

39: 9 own m) r<--stan Gin"Un 

51: 44 ý= noin Xý=T r<ltcLx '.. -T M. -'t CLX 

o5n-r, -, nw-n -n-tin) wN : this phrase, and small vanations of it, occurs frequently in 

Jeremiah; relevant examples are in 4: 3,4; 11: 2,6,9,12; 17: 25; 18: 11; 19: 3; 

32: 32; 35: 13,17; 36: 3 1; 44: 6,9,17,21. 

Footnote from previous page contd. 

unanticipated difference: whether a pure genitive is translated with an anticipatory possessive 

suffix or as a construct is not random. "Son of... " constructions, or similar constructions 

involving house, children, or daughter, which make up 31% of all pure genitives in this 

sample, are translated 

using the construct; constructions including "... of the Lord" which make up 28% of the pure 

genitives in this sample, are translated using an anticipatory possessive suffix. 
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The usual translation in 7al is : rLVz-taf<x f<. -raCF3--t using the 
two standard Syriac constructions, the emphatic state followed by dalxh, and the 

anticipatory possessive suffix followed by dalath, in turn. In the examples 
shown below, however, 9al has reia--m-sAn: the emphatic state followed by 
da"h is used in both parts of the phrase: 
4: 3 o5Y)n)5i-. rn-n) v))N5 is translated as 7A-%iar<. -r r<ia--%--. Aa r<. -. Tacm.. -v in 
9albut 7A-ziar<. -r cyiia-t:, ý, a r<. tamý.. -T r<t=, \N in 7al. 

The following examples are all handled similarly: 
4: 4 o5vrr) *)nwn n"nsr v))N: ýaý. tar<x r<ia-- a <.. tac .r r<j rl. in 9al, but 

iAxiaf<., v cn. *icL-*-,. %. a r<. Tacnx f<i--, \-in 7al 

11: 9 o5wrl., )3v): Il 'sll)ll) WN3: xLlxiar<. -. T r<iw-%-%-=a r<. -incrj-., v rft=%, m in 9al, but 

7ilz ia r<. -T cný -, v ci--m-s-m a r<. -Y a cru. x in 7a I 

35: 13 oýwrr -nvti ; rn-m v, Ný: 7mlxiarex remacn-m in 9albut 

)A-mint<x cTj-icL-m-%Aa r<. -raca.. -T rei--Lý, in 7al. 

35: 17 t)5V)l')) ): IV)I) 5-: ) 5NI ol'Tljl*) 5N : 7A-xiar<. T r<icun-%. 9caXn, A--ý, a r<--Tacný in 

9albut 7mýiar<. -r , gcrA-n, -X--.. a <. -raff. L. A-,.. in 7al. 

-, a 7CL A eicu 36: 31 ortir) wN 5N) nv% <-, u, < =a-,. in 9albut 

f<. -Tacnýx 7iX-xi-nr<. -T in 7al. 

44: 6 o5vii, Pisroi srnir ny3 <o-a-rma e-. --vanm in 9al but 

cmýo-hy---, a r<. -tacn,. -T in 7al. 

There is some inconsistency, to be expected in a work of this length, in which the 

opposite pattern is seen, with an anticipatory possessive suffix in 9al but the 
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emphatic state in 7al: for example, 
29: 21 -iswrrnm 'rn i 

S-3 M. -AGM-1'r cr3. ILr<= TC%i Tr 

35: 18 n-m-m, nisn -. ILICL..? CTIj. lLoCL% ý-tja.. -. T fe-J. -Mcus 

39: 8 o5wrr ninn 7tA-Xia, <. -T coiazA 7A-v i are. -T <in-, l 
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Translation technique at passages which the translator failed to 
understand 

The analysis of translation technique at passages of relatively clear Hebrew 

which was presented in Chapter 2 showed that the sense of NIT is almost always 
literally rendered. Despite the care taken in this respect, there are some passages 
at which the meaning of the Peshitta differs from that of the Hebrew. Some of 
these, in which the difference was introduced deliberately, in a conscious effort 
to change the emphasis of a passage, were discussed in Chapter 2. Others, in 
which the difference was not deliberately introduced but which seems to have 

entered the text at points where the translator was working to the best of his 

ability, with no lack of concentration, but still failed to translate correctly because 

the Hebrew was obscure will be discussed in the present chapter. There is a 

subjective element in the classification, but this is inevitable; the decision as to 

which process has led to a change in sense in the course of translation at any 

individual example can only be made on the balance of probabilities. 
The structured sample contains four examples of changes in sense occurring 
during the translation of difficult Hebrew; if this prevalence is truly representative 

of the whole book, the figure indicates that there would be approximately one 
hundred examples in the full text of Jeremiah. This suggests that the total of 106 

examples presented below should be adequate to give a comprehensive overall 

view, though here as in earlier chapters the constraints of space have precluded 

any attempt to include every single example. 
The evidence presented in this chapter will show that, even when confronted by a 

passage of obscure Hebrew, the presentation of the meaning of that Hebrew was 

the translator's primary aim, giving strong support to the findings discussed in 

1. As noted in the discussion of "maximalist" or "minimalist" approaches to translation 

technique in Chapter 1, differences between the NIT and the Peshitta which result from error, or 

from corruption during transmission of either the Hebrew or the Syriac, are not relevant in a 

discussion of translation technique and will not be included here, 
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Chapter 2. Since the translator was unable to give an accurate translation of the 

meaning of the Hebrew at these difficult areas, he had perforce to give some 

substitute, but at most of these areas he restricted any freedom in his approach to 

the precise area of the problem, rendering the immediate context with his 

customary care to replicate the sense of NIT, and not taking the difficulty of the 
Hebrew as a justification for veering any further than was inevitable from his 

source document: the approach is well documented in the published work, for 

instance Albrektson (Albrektson, 1963, p. 21 1) who noted that at a difficult 

passage the translator "endeavours ... to produce a clear and plausible meaning", 
loyal as far as possible to the original but giving precedence to "clarity and 

coherence". Gelston (Gelston, 1987, p. 1-58) discussing an example of Hebrew 

which the translator found difficult, writes that the translator tried to be as faithful 

as possible "while making certain modifications in order to secure a Tendering 

which was intelligible". 

These passages of obscure Hebrew would have given an excellent opportunity 
for the translator to impose on his work any agenda he wished to pursue, 
introducing nuance or even frank change in meaning of the kind discussed by 

Drijvers (Drijvers, 1994, pp. 140-141) but he took this opportunity only rarely. 

In the pursuit of his main aim, to represent the sense of the Hebrew, he resisted 

any temptation he may have felt to use the text for his own ends; in this respect 

there is an interesting comparison with the work of the translator of Chronicles, 

who as Weitzman describes may have taken the opportunity provided by the poor 

state of the Vorlage (Weitzman, in press, p. 208) to improvise or to 

guess at the Hebrew along lines which may reveal his own attitudes (see footnote 

(2), Chapter 2. 

The presentational style too is evident here as in the translation of the clearer 

passages: for instance, certain emendations seem to have been governed by the 

pursuit of precision, internal consistency, or the desire to tighten internal logic; at 

a small number of passages, this may lead to an extension of a change in sense 

beyond the precise area of difficulty into the immediate context, but even at such 

points these associated changes are limited in scope. 
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The approaches which are adopted in the translation of these passages of obscure 
Hebrew are of five principal kinds. In the 106 passages, the approaches are: 
(i) possible influence from LXX: the Peshitta and LY-X agree against MT, or in 
selecting a particular meaning when other sense would be possible, in a total of 
43 (41%); of these 46, influence from LY-X is probable or possible in 29, but 

polygenesis is at least equally probable in 14; 

(11) guesswork, based usually on etymology, accounts for 43 (41 
(iii) guidance from other passages of the Hebrew Bible is probable in 9 (8%); 
(iv) mimicking the sound of the Hebrew occurs in six (5%); 
(v) in five (5%) the translation is atornistic, perhaps to be considered as examples 
of the translator abandoning his function. 

In this classification, as in deciding which passages should be discussed in this 

chapter, there is an element of subjectivity: there is a small number of cases 
where there is conclusive evidence in favour of one approach or another, but in 
many the same result could have been reached by more than one route. 
These translations of areas of difficult text raise some points of general interest. 
First, the translator allowed his own J udgment a good deal of play: he would 
often, apparently, adopt one approach to one term in a difficult phrase, and 

another at other problem areas within the same immediate context. This may not 
have been deliberate, of course, for in a text of this length total consistency 
throughout would be extremely difficult to achieve; it is inevitable that the 

translator would change his approach from time to time during the course of his 

work. 
Second, there is evidence in the translations of these passages which, as in the 

examples of harmonisation of one verse with another discussed in Chapter 2, 

shows that not only could the translation of a passage from earlier in Jeremiah, or 
from a book earlier in the (Hebrew) canon and therefore probably translated 

earlier (Beckwith, 1985, p. 309), influence the translation of a later verse, but 

vice versa: the translation of a later passage within Jeremiah or the canon could 

influence the translation of an earlier one. As in the section on harmonisation, 

the former group is larger than the latter. Influence of an earlier translation on a 
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problem encountered later is easy to explain, the translator remembering his own 

solution and using it again. Influence of a later translation on a difficult passage 

earlier in the book may have two explanations, either that the translator returned 

to earlier passages in the light of subsequent reading and reworded them, or that 

he had such an excellent knowledge of the Hebrew Bible as a whole, as well as 

of the book which was his personal responsibility, before he began his work, 
that he could readily call to mind relevant passages. The first explanation seems 

unlikely to be true: in section (ii) below "unsupported guesswork" some evidence 

is presented suggesting that the translator of Jeremiah was unwilling to return to 

make corrections; Weitzman gives other examples which show that going back to 

impose consistency was not seen as essential (Weitzman, 1996, p. 610). 

The second explanation, that the translator had an excellent knowledge of the 
Hebrew Bible as a whole, as well as of the whole of Jeremiah, seems more 

probable: the particular importance of this book has been discussed in earlier 

chapters, and its translation would have been entrusted only to an expert. A 

term or phrase met early in the text would readily evoke similar passages to come 
later, and he would have had a thorough knowledge not only of the earlier books 

but also of those which were later in the canon. It is also possible that all those 

engaged in the work at any one time would meet to discuss their problems and 

progress, whether formally or infon-nally: so a scholar would have been able to 

draw on his colleagues' knowledge as well as on his own. 

The problems in the Hebrew text themselves fall into two groups: first, there are 

those where the problem is in a single term or terins, for instance the 

identification of an unfamiliar root, or the meaning of a root in an unfamiliar 

context, or the identification of the root where more than one would be possible 

in an unpointed text. This group is by far the larger, accounting for about four 
6 In e) 

fifths of the total. Second, there are those where although each individual term 

can be accurately translated, the grammar or syntax of the Hebrew is such that the 

sense of the complete phrase is obscure. In translating problems in the Hebrew 

of the first kind, restricted to a single term or terms, any of the first four 

approaches is employed, and the difference between the Hebrew and the Syriac is 

almost always confined to the precise area of difficulty. 
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The approach to problems in the Hebrew in the second group is different. 
Confronted by problems of this kind, to which sometimes no convincing solution 
is available even today, the translator sometimes resorted to a freer approach. At 

some, where a difficult phrase evoked another simpler passage of the Hebrew 
Bible, the latter is used in the solution of the problem; others are translated 

atornistically: these examples account for all five passages translated in this way. 

(i) taking guidance from LXX: 

There are numerous passages of difficult Hebrew at which the Peshitta and LXX 

agree against NIT, or agree in selecting one of a number of possible meanings of 
MT; this alone, however, does not prove dependence of the one translation on the 

other. Weitzman (Weitzman, 1994, pp. 52-55) discusses the various possible 

explanations, other than dependence, for parallels of two Versions against MT: 

the most frequent is polygenesis, the two translators working independently of 

one another and reaching the same decision as to the rendering of choice; other 
parallels may indicate that the Vorlagen differed from the MT; and in other cases, 
the two Versions may independently reflect common exegetical tradition. 
Weitzman (Weitzman, 1994, pp. 55-57) then sets out the two types of critical 

passage in which influence from LXX on the Peshitta. seems certain: in one, the 
Syriac seems to have been the result of consulting but misunderstanding LXX; in 
the other, the Syriac can only be explained by supposing that the translator 

amalgamated elements from both LXX and the Hebrew. 

Examples are given below in three groups: 

a. those at which there is strong evidence of influence of LXX on the translation 

in the Peshitta; 

b. those at which either such influence, or polygenesis, may have operated to 

give the agreement of LXX and the Peshitta against MT; 

c. those at which polygenesis is so plausible an explanation that there is no good 

reason to invoke influence of the one translation on the other. 
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Many of these passages forin good examples of the difficulty of identifying the tý ZD 
route by which the agreement between these two Versions was reached, for it is 

usually impossible to be sure whether influence or polygenesis operated in any 

given case. 

a. passages at which there is strong evidence of influence of LXX on the 

translation in the Peshitta 

There are some points at which influence from LXX on the Peshitta is clearly 

evident, though incontrovertible evidence of such influence is rare (Weitzman, 

1994, pp. 55-60) within Jeremiah. Even where this influence is manifest, it is, 

as some of the following examples will show, sporadic. Within the Peshitta as a 

whole, Barnes characterises the LXX influence as "sporadic", affecting 

occasional words only, and not a general influence introducing a characteristic 

except in Psalms (Barnes, 1901, p. 197). Weitzman takes the argument further, 

suggesting that even on one point in the Psalms, namely the introduction of a C) t: l 
dread of anthropomorphism, Barnes may have exaggerated the influence of 
LXX: Weitzman argues that "it seems rather that the biblical text contains certain 

anthropomorphic expressions to which all the translators were equally sensitive, 

and that these expressions happen to be especially frequent in the Psalter 

(Weitzman, 1992, p. 59). Mulder (Mulder, 1985, p. 46) suggests that LXX 

perhaps "served as a critical commentary, only such interpretations being 

accepted as, in the judgment of the Syriac translators, best expressed the meaning 

of the oriainal". V. 5 
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This small group is illustrated here by four passages, given below in canonical 
order: 5: 26; 48(LXX 31): 34; 49(LXX 30: 13): 19; and 50(LXX 27): 7. 
5: 26 is an example of LY-X influence which belongs in Weitzman's second group 
in which the translator amalaamated elements from both LXX and the Hebrew. tý, 

CPYVI MM IN-NY3)-ýD 

i^t: )5) t))Y))N ]I-, nv)o t: ). )V)117, ) JV-).: ) -IIV-)) 
is translated: r<Lý, - AN, " 

r<Jur< am OCUM , P. TLA&J. -V r<%, 4, W tr, ýr< re-; As CI-M'Dr<n 
The rendering of this difficult Hebrew is based partly on influence from LXX 

and partly on pursuit of the standard presentational style, achieving clarity by 

omitting difficult terms. 

First, the effect of influence from LXX which has 8TI EýJP98TJcyav iV T(; ) Xa(ý) pov 
&CTEPETS, Kalt Traytbas go-maav 8taq)eETPal &v8paS Kall OUVEXappdvocav : the two 
factors in common with the Peshitta. which strongly suggest influence are: 
(a) the similarity of ga-maav and a--nnr<a as equivalents of in, sn; 
(b) the lack of an equivalent of -nv)). -nw, in a singular form, is difficult to 

account for if its subject is the o), vvn, particularly in view of the plural verbs 

which follow. Both translators omitted it. 

The drive towards clarity is probably responsible for the remaining emendations: 
P-Jeremiah omits vnvn, and understands lw-: ) as if derived not from root 1: )v 
"to decrease, abate" 

2 but from root IJV-), "to hedge in", rendering lv-): ) as v,, ýr< 

r<n, ý. The word order has been changed, bringing am. -nrea to the beginning of 

the phrase, preceding whereas in the MT the order is i: i)sn wwp% 

The combination of approaches, partly taking guidance from LXX and partly 

pursuing the standard presentational style, is not rare and will be seen in a 

number of examples. As in his work on passages of relatively clear Hebrew 

discussed in earlier chapters, it is evident that the translator felt free to use his 

own initiative at times: as at 5: 26, he would, within one verse or even within one 

2. root 1M- is not attested as meaning "crouch", a sense reached only by extrapolation from the 

attested meanings "decrease, abate" (B. D. B. p. 1013b). 
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phrase, accept guidance from LXX on one point but not on another. This seems 

to be deliberate selectivity: the translator is confident in his own judgment and zn 

prepared to act independently. This sporadic use of LXX, alongside a Hebrew 

text as the main soure, is credible: it is discussed by Weitzman (Weitzman, in 

press, p. 79) who gives as an analogy the Vulgate. 

48(LXX 31): 34 belongs in Weitzman's first group: the LXX has been consulted 

but not understood. nvýy) ný)Y mrin -ty vsn is translated as "n 

, <Ma6% -MAr<.. T rta: u-a 7a. -sia.. A. At this example the obscurity 

has not been clarified by the use of LXX. The problem is at -n)Ov) n5v: the 

transmission process underlying this translation is discussed in detail by 

Weitzman (Weitzman, in press, p. 75): an early transliteration of n5w 

mv)5v) as AyEXa 2aXaata has been corruptedtO EIS EXicyav ; the translator found 

this or a similar reading in his text of LXX, &i-r6 Zoyop kos Wpcovmp Kal AYEXCI- 

2aXacyta, and took it as a city. Welding of the Greek and the Hebrew is evident, 

but has not helped the translator who might have arrived at a closer rendering if 
IM 

he had ignored LXX (see also the discussion of this verse in Chapter 3). 

49(LXX 29: 20): 19 jim rm becomes,, &r<. -v r<iL.. L\; N4T and translation at 50(LXX 

27): 44 are similar. 
The point of difficulty is at ImN, whose significance here is obscure. 

The interest lies in the comparison with 5: 15 where In-, N -m is translated as 

reý n cT3; root is a drudge-word in Jeremiah, discussed in Chapter 2, and is 

the usual rendering of )n-, N in the Hebrew Bible. The translation in chapters 49 

and 50 seems to have been influenced by LXX -r6Trov A Leav: a good example of 

sporadic influence. 

50(LXX 27): 7-, n,. r5 iNon -wN nnn om) N5 becomes aN,,,,. xt Is. 
,, ýf< -oa--LIU r<1 

, e, iml, and LXX is similar: Mý &VCZPEv aýITOýJS, &VO' C' )v ýpaPTOV -r(; ) KVPiCP. 

The particular interest here is that the similarity between P and LXX against MT 

seems to have been based on error: it is so unlikely that both translators made the 

identical error that there is virtually certain influence of LXX on the Peshitta. 
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Both translations are based on a perception of root N*v) "to forgive" 

(B. D. B. p. 671 a) in ffvx), rather than root owN "to be guilty". Either 

understanding makes reasonable sense in the difficult context, following shortly 

after rinN onris) o-mNsm-t) : there is no reason to suppose that NIT ovN) 

represents a corruption of an original form based on root N*V)) which was present 
in both Vorlagen. The originality of NIT is further supported by the probable 

play on 2: 3 ))Ov-)N) r5Dx-t), accurately translated with,, ý=ý. 6u Ocn.. A-tua< -1-%. 
Root ov? q also occurs in 51(LXX 28): 5 in Ovem nx5n oy-iN ).: ), which is 

reasonably rendered with r<lcu- &. A--m&r< om-ý--vr<. T A-N, -a ; so it is probable that 

the error in 50(LXX 27): 7 results from the influence of a misreading in LY-X. 

b. passages at which either influencefrom LXY on the Peshitta, orpolygenesis, 

may have operated to give the agreement of LXX and the Peshitta against Aff 

Far more often there is no proof by which to distinguish between the effect of 

influence and the result of polygenesis, so that the decision whether to attribute 

agreement of these two Versions with one another to influence or to polygenesis 

must be made on the balance of probabilities. There are two principal factors 

which weigh in favour of influence rather than polygenesis: first, the quantity of 

possible examples of influence amounts to peripheral evidence against viewing all 

these instances as independent responses to the Hebrew: see for instance Frankl 

(Frankl, 1872, pp. 444-456,497-509), Gelston (Gelston, 1987, pp. 162-171), 

and Weitzman (Weitzman, in press, p. 70). 

Second, the occasional evidence from the translations of passages of clear 

Hebrew that the translator may have referred to a Greek ms. rather frequently, 

even when not needing help in solving a problem, selecting solutions which he 

particularly liked and psychologically ready to be influenced. There is an 

example of this ready acceptance of guidance from LXX in, for instance, 

51 (LXX 28): 43 where otN-I: i Is m 'i2y)-N5i wx-5D Ion nw-N5 ý-iN is translated 

similarly in both Versions: 
-x-, t= ecnm da t=\'emm m6u r<1 and oýj 

II KaTOIKýCYEI ýv axýTý OýJBE EL%OýJbi Pý KaTaXýtaq ýv aýrrfi vi6s &Ap&rrov. 
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Both the Syriac and LXX introduce a synonym into the parallelism, rendering 
both roots, : iv-)) and -)ny, with terms for dwelling. Both lose the Hebrew eý 
standard parallelism, seen for instance at Jer 2: 6 oTN nv))-N5i WN m -i3y-N5 ý-IN3 

ow and rendered precisely into both the Syriac and the Greek: 

tm& %, I r< im --A. r<X a tm%. CrIM im-lý r&. -T r<-%. -t I<= 

and ýv yý, ýv OýJ 8t68EVOEV Ev avTT %V Kalt OýJ K I OýJ aTCPKTICYEv av6pw7mS gKET. 

There is no apparent reason other than influence from LXX on the Peshitta to 

explain this agreement against MT, and this readiness on the part of the translator 

of the Peshitta. to be guided by LXX is an important background consideration in 

the decision between this effect and polygenesis. 

Nonetheless, the evidence that influence from LXX was apparently resisted at 

some passages is sufficient to show that such influence must never be assumed to In 
have operated: each passage must be taken on its merits. There is a particularly 

interesting example of sporadic independence of LXX at the duplicate passages 

6: 23 and 5O(LXX 27): 42, where in translating -nnn5)o5 wND li-vv at 6: 23 the 

Peshitta gives r<: ntal ret-ma-\ Here, the choice of the term 

, -t.. 3-\is clearly a careful translation, giving a more precise sense than that of 

w)N in MT, and obviously independent of LXX which has iTapaT&ýETal cbS ITOP 

eis Tr6XEPOV Trp6s ag; yet at the second occurrence of the passage, where MT is 

identical, the Peshitta has r--, =, Laý r<-tcu v,, ýf< corresponding to LXX 

co=Ep TrOP EIS Tr6XEPOV TrP6S 09- 

The Hebrew atnnn5n5 v-))N: ) 11-1. v is discussed by Emerton (Emerton, 1972, 

p. I 10) who suggests that the agreement of the Peshitta with LXX at 50(LXX 

27): 42 probably represents an assimilation to the text of the Syro-Hexaplar, 

though this is perhaps not an entirely satisfactory explanation because, as 

Emerton points out, the Syro-Hexaplar has r<icu at both passages. 

Certainly nnn5n5 Y)LN: ) is surprising, but it is difficult to explain LXX unless this 

really was the wording in the Vorlage and was accurately rendered in both 

chapters by LXX, was rejected by the translator of the Peshitta at the first 

encounter where the translator judged that nnn5n5 vw-) was more probable, 

despite the term having been accepted in LXX, but who at the second encounter 

decided to render the Vorlage and agreed with LXX. 
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This much larger second group, at which influence from LXX could well be 

argued, but polygenesis may alternatively have been responsible, is illustrated 

here by the following passages: 
2: 23,25,31,34; 3: 22; 4: 11; 5: 10,28; 6: 29; 9: 9(10); 

10: 18; 17: 9; 18: 12; 19: 4; 

30(LXX 37): 13,2 1; 31 (LXX 38): 12; 32(LXX 39)2 1; 38 (LXX 45): 19; 

48(LXX 31): 2,27; 

50(LXX 27): 26,27,42. 

51 (LXX 28): 43 

2: 23 -, r: )'rr m-Mn n5j? -, ri: o becomes r<&. iar< Ncnn-s. ý --, 
Inm the points 

of interest are the understanding of and -ný-17, where the interpretation of the 

second has influenced the first. 

n5p: The translator understood -nýj? to derive from ýip rather than ý51?, and was 
then forced to make a further guess, without etymological basis, at -.. rixi , simply 
to fit that context. These guesses are reasonable in the context; there are other 

passages, for instance Isa 60: 6 Inn nxi, where root -1: ): i is correctly translated: 

r<t--., cLm; but there the context makes the meaning clear. LXX is similar to 

the Peshitta: 6yi qxový axýýs C: )X6XUýE; influence is a reasonable possibility, but 

in favour of polygenesis is the lack of agreement in person: the 3rd fem. sing. 

form of -, ro: t is reproduced in LXX but not in the Peshitta which has a 2nd fem. 
3 

sing. form 

3. McKane (McKane, 1972, p. 76) says in his discussion of possible dependence of the Peshitta 

on LXX in this passage: "Pesh. has less right to be regarded as a translation of the Hebrew than 

LXV: this assessment might lead the reader to a rather too ready assumption of dependence in 

general, and McKane says later (p. 80) that the Peshitta to chapters 1- 14 is faithful to MT, and 

accurate. He suggests that the resort to other versions by the Peshitta in this passage is a 

consequence of the difficulty which the Syriac translator experienced with parts of the Hebrew 

text. Of nD*n, McKane (McKane, 1972, p. 77) says "Neither version has dealt faithfufly with 

nD*n, and the renderings are more concerned with a moralising application of the simile than 

with the elucidation of the simile itself (hence "ways" as "behaviour" rather than "tracks"). " 
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2: 25 o-ra Nt yw) )-inxiii and 18: 12 15) i))nnymn )-InN-)-: ) vNI) I-InN): 

the point of difficulty at both is the derivation of m3. At both verses the Syriac 

translator has understood root m "to be strong" rather than V)N) "to despair", 

giving respectively A-\V--m re,, 6 MAr< At! Mr<a and 

-Xir<-j -t&=a \ýucn ai--mr<a. LXX has respectively ý 8ý E'11TEV 
'Av8ptoOpat; 8TI ýyaTrýKEt &XXOTPiOVS Kal 6TH'aw aUTC-A)V E'TrOPE6ETo and Kall 

Errrav 'Av8ptOýJ[AE8a, 8TI &TTiCYG) T(ýZ)v aTrocrrpoycav ripcov 1TOPEvG6PEea . 
The 

sequence of thought is Y)NI) > V))N > &v8ptoopat >A-. Are. The choice of verb 

alone would suggest but not prove the possibility of influence; the likelihood of 

influence having operated is strengthened by the agreement in tense, and in 

person too in 18: 12; McKane sees influence from LXX here (McKane, 1972, 

pp. 79-80). 

2: 3 1 -m5nNn ý-iN becomes <&m t. r<--%. i r< and ý Yfi KEXE p0cop9wl; influence from 

LXX seems more likely than polygenesis, though there are other possibilities 
here: -t and , might have been transposed by a translator working under pressure, 

or tired, who intended to write deep darkness; equally, the transposition 

n-4ht have been the responsibility of a scribe working at a stage early enough for 

the transposition to enter all extant mss. 

2: 34 myn) wr wsw o) becomes r<nx -ar<a 

re-", r<&i-sjx (7al is difficult to read here). 

For the rendering of I-, o: ) , 
LXX gives Kall 9V TaTs XEPCYi cou Eýjpýffijaav d(PaTa 

yvxcov aecýwv, so both translations represent j). o.: ): i rather than I)Dxxi; however, 

the symbolism of "blood on your hands" is so much more obvious than the 

metaphor in NIT that polygenesis is possible and influence cannot be assumed. 

LXX also indicates a Vorlage without mnnN; the term is rendered in the Peshitta, 

but this difference between these Versions would not argue against influence of 

the one on the other at j1D).: ): i. 
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3: 22 15 iinN inn becomes trý-. Y w rem, translating the first person plural 

pronoun rather than the verb. LXX has C; t'BE ýPELS ia6PEO& cyot: both translators 

found here the plain i3TN, "us" 
. 

Root NnN presents no difficulty at other 

passages, so there is a strong possibility that the understanding in the Peshitta is 

influenced by that in LXX. 

4: 11 This passage shows well the sporadic influence of LXX which was 
discussed above; although this influence apparently operates at one point, at 

another within the verse the translator confidently rejected such guidance, using 
his own judgment to maintain his standard presentational style which attached 

importance to internal consistency and usually preferred simplicity in figurative 

language. -on5 Nti 3wit Nt )ny--rin 1-it i: 2"tn: i o))nv ns m-) becomes vlsf< 

r<la r<1 &imx cn. ta, < r<t=. M=.. -T rd; -n-X=. T r<&"ý, 

The points of difficulty are in nN ni-i and -i3n5 Niýi. 
(i) nN rin: at this point, influence from LXX seems probable, for elements from 

both Hebrew and LXX seem to have been welded together inextricably. 
The N4T imagery is complex: from root nnN, to be dazzling, the association is 

with heat as for instance at Isa 18: 4 nN on and Ps 68: 7 nmn-N, so that the Hebrew 

in Jeremiah seems to mean "a scorching wind". The Peshitta, however, has 

, <&, -4 r<. ai, "a wind of error", and LXX similarly has TIvEii-pa TrXavýcFECOS ýv 

Tý ýPI)PCt), (586S TfiS 8vyaTP6S TOO XaoO pou : the element of "error" seems 

4 
probably to come from the Greek 

There is an additional factor in support of the suggestion that influence from 

4. Holladay (Holladay, 1976, pp. 29,33) suggests that the concept of the wind in the desert is 

relatively unconventional, though that of "the way of the daughter of my people" is frequently 

found, and suggests the following structure and vocalisation: 

movi nN nr 

, ýny n: l III 'I: I'T)33 

with zaqeph qaton moved from -ixtnn where it is placed in Nff. 
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LXX decided the choice of Although there are other passages at which 

root nns occurs where the sense in the translations is unchanged from that of NIT 

(for instance at Isa 18: 4 -v-N-p OM 5U 39D ns On: ) where the context makes 

the meaning clear, so the agreement on r<--.; ocw vs, ý re and C; )S q)(2)S KaOpaTOS 

pEarlpPpias is not remarkable) there are two others where the Peshitta and LXX 

agree strikingly against the sense of MT. The first is at Psalm 68(LXX 67)7 (6) 

nnms iny) orniv IN which is given as r<iamn and 6potfws 

ToOS -rrapaTr1KpaiVOVTaS TOýJS Ka-rOIKOOVTas EV Ta(pots. The second is at Isa 32: 4 

ninN 'in"r5 'innn o-, )5y pv-)5i, which is translated aXltný mm-t&au r<%,, A. T 

rtf! mý and Kalt ai yXc2)c5aat a! 4)EWýOUCCU TaXýj pa8ýCYOVTat XaXE-tv E'tprlvrlv. 
The immediate inference is that the Syriac translators turned to LXX for guidance 

at Jer 4: 11, Psalm 68: 7 (67: 6), and Isa 32: 4, for whereas agreement at any one of 

the three might have been independent of influence, though it is hard to see that 

that could have been so at Isa 32: 4, it seems unlikely that all three cases can be 

explained by polygenesis. 
There are two other possible factors which might have operated to give the same 

rendering in the Syriac as in the Greek: first, the concept of a "wind of error" 

could well have been idiomatic both in Syriac and in Greek, and both translators 

independently arrived at equivalent expressions. Second, it is just possible that 

the "wind of error" entered the text to create a nuance of deception referring back 

to v. 10 -, Irl oo nNY)"n Nvn 1: )N nin) )rtx. This rather than influence from LXX 

might explain the choice of <&. ý, both translators independently having made 

the same decision 5 

In the next word, however, the translation is independent of LXX: "re)L: L---. Lz" is a 

5. In his (unpublished) Ph. D. thesis, Weitzman (1974, p. C. 21) shows how by a process known 

by logicians as the Fallacy of the Ambiguous Middle, 23: 27 )nv) -))oy-nN n): )wt o', 3vinn "Will 

they (continue to) think to cause my people to forget my name... " becomes instead 

. m, j ný "who seek to mislead my people in my name". Underlying the process is 

the difference in the range of meanings of the two roots nov and both can mean "to 

forget", but only the Syriac root van mean "to go astray". Thus n,,: )v-,, i "cause to forget" > 

, \,,, < "cause to forget" > 4r< "mislead". 
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frequent rendering in the Peshitta of " see footnote 3, Chapter 5. 

(ii) -in; t Nti: at this point, the predominant factor is the presentational style, 

manifest in a move towards internal consistency. i: itNi5inn15N)5,1'notto 

winnow and not to cleanse", is rendered An"-nA r<la r<ix--nN reA, "not to 

winnow and not to gather in". 
LXX 686S Tfis OvyaTP65 TOO XaoOPOV OýJK E[S Ka6ap6v o08' Eis a'ytov 
Elsewhere, root -1-1: 1 occurs within Jeremiah at 51: 11, wsn; i rcin where the 

context Is confused and it is not precisely rendered into Syriac. Outside 

Jeremiah it is found at, for instance, Isa 49: 2,52: 11, and at 2 Sam 22: 27, and at 

each it is translated appropriately with root re-ý- "to choose, select". These 

different translations of a root in different books of the Bible does not necessarily 

show that the translators were unaware of one another's work, and the present 

example gives a good illustration of the complexity of the problem: the decision 

to render -on with A-m.,, " here may reflect a preference for simplicity in figurative 

language: rather than being unaware of a colleague's choice, the translator here 

had a different primary motivation. In the parallel component of the phrase, the 

translator had selected the cognate r<-t. -v to translate root -, ra; having made this 

decision, he may have preferred consistency of imagery, perhaps also influenced 

by the occasional Hebrew use of -i: i for com, as at Jer 23: 28, to accurate 

representation of the Hebrew. Certainly LXX 686sTýs evyaTPO'S TOOXaoo pov, 

OýJK E'IS Ka6ap6v, oU8 dis a'yiov was not an influence at this point 
6,7 

. 

5: 10 ývyn-ýN ntn inny)i rirsinvm i5y 

-i, n nin'5 N'15 ' n'nw. " n'n 

becomes scý re-I aian-z-a cn. --ta-rm anw 
"A 

- my3Dr<&-y ctoom-Y LAV--7j 

6. The combination of elements from the Hebrew and the Greek in this verse is reminiscent of 

the examples given by Joosten (1995, pp. 64,65) from the Peshitta to Proverbs, examples 

which Joosten describes as "a versional patchwork". 

7. Weitzman notes the "intertwining" of elements from Hebrew and Greek in this verse 

(Weitzman, in press, P-73). 
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The points of difficulty are the understanding of Nt, of 7,11nivu), and of n)nny). 

(i) nnn nint Niý )-: ) "mniviv) rovn: the mood change in the N4T from 1'vjqn-ýN 15-)l 

to nmwvi i-mn is eliminated by the change from "remove" in the Hebrew to 

"spare" in the Syriac, and the negative N15 is not translated. Although this is not 

an uncommon spelling of the negative in Jeremiah, it seems possible that the 

translator understood it as lamedh plus an objective suffix, "his". This 

interpretation required him to reverse the meaning of rmn, and he did so 

economically. The similarity to the solution in LXX6(V&PrITE ý-ni TOýfS 

TrpopaXc: )vaS aý/TfiS KCCIL KaTa0K&yaTE, CnJVTAEtav 8ý pý -rrOLTýýTE; ýJTTOXITrEcy6E 

T& ý17OCYTrIpLyPaTC1 CXýJTfiS, -5-rl TOO KVPiOV EiCY(V is striking in two respects: first, 

there is the understanding of rrmwv), and second, the absence of the negative. 

(ii) rimriv): there are, though, a number of points to consider before assuming 

that this similarity proves influence of LXX on the Peshitta. The first is the 

translation of -irlinyn , 
for which B. D. B. p. 1004 gives "probably a row of 

olives or vines"; the link with -nv), "wall" is clear, and this is the sense taken in 

thePeshitta. This fits well with another feature of translation technique in the 

Peshitta, the tendency to clarify figurative language: given a choice between "vine 

rows" and "walls", when the subject is the destruction of Jerusalem, it is 

predictable that the translator would select the second. Having made this choice, 

another aspect of translation technique may have operated to determine the 

translation of the next part of the verse: the translator liked consistency of 

imagery, and having selected building rather than agriculture he would be likely 

to maintain that theme; so it is not surprising to find that-n-, mv) is translated as 

mýiýDr, 6Lx, "foundations". God's city is to be preserved, but the Israelites are not 

to be saved. This understanding is also compatible with the absence of the 

negative: the idea that the foundations are to be spared fits better with 

than would "tendrils". 

That this is a deliberate change in meaning, rather than the result of failure to 

understand the term, is shown by the accurate translation of 1)PY)1V) in 48: 32 as 

At Isaiah 18: 5 mn *1-, v-, i mymri-nm is also accurately rendered, 

-&=Lxn; where the agricultural theme is clear from the context, and 

compatible with the translation technique, the term is precisely represented. The 
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interest lies particularly in comparison of the Syriac with LXX, for it is apparent 

thatjust as these differences between W and the Peshitta can be attributed to the 

standard translation technique, they can also be explained as due to the influence 

of LXX: TrpopcxxCzvas is a building metaphor, rather than an agricultural one, 

even though its sense is not exactly the same as cru-ictz; similarly, 

ýnma-rrjpfypaTa is close to though not the same; and at 48 (LXX 31): 32 

and at Isaiah 18: 5 LXX has KXNaT& and KXTIPaTt'bas respectively. 

The number of points of agreement between the Peshitta and LXX in this verse 
do suggest influence, but do not amount to proof. 

5: 28 131-N5 jýI 9-1-), 121 1,12y M 

ints)i om Ir 
loom) X5 u0mol 

becomes Cu. t r<l r<-"... T a 

_5i('A 
r<l rttM(ý-. 'T 

cu., f r<l r<x:; -M. 
T ro-l".. Ta 

The difficulty is atv)-)-m-r i-tiv. Neither the Peshitta nor LXXKa't -rrap9PTjaav 
Kpi(JIV, OýJK gKpivaV KPI'CJLV 6pq)aVOO KC(I KPI'CYLV XýpaS OýJK ýKpfvoaav represent 

wi-rrrt; both give at that point an equivalent of IYT, in and KPkYlV. 

6: 29 viov onvNn n-on -in) is translated r<imr<a . 9cy)-tcu , ý* rexLs--m xv\. ý the 

points of interest are the derivation of -in) and the difference between the Ktib 

onmo and the Qere on Y)Nn. 

-im : there are two possible derivations of -1ol, roots 'im "to snort", and -nn "to be 

hot, scorched"; LXX gives ýýAME qWOTITýP &Tr6Trvp6s, iýAME p6xtpos, so 

both translators have understood the second, perhaps the less obvious: both 

translations imply that the bellows have been rendered useless by the fire. In 

other respects, though, the two translations differ: in the Ktib which the Peshitta 

follows there is one verb only with two objects, i. e. root. -T-L\"to strip" applying 

to both the bellows and the lead. LXX represents the Qere, on VNn; this 

inconsistency, between the similar understanding of -im and the different 
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representation of onv)Nn does not constitute evidence against influence at the 
former. 

9: 9 nin ): ): 2 N'Y)N onnn-ýY becomes re&ýXn'<a alan-y r<i4 A--.,. The 

problem lies in the identity of the speaker at this opening phrase of the verse. 
Vv. 6,8, and 10 must be, and v. 7 is probably, spoken by God; v. 9, however, 

could be an isolated exhortation spoken by Jeremiah himself. Indeed, if N4T 

N'vN is original, Jeremiah must be speaking. LXX, though, has given an 
imperative, words which could be those of either God or Jeremiah: 'ETý T& 6PTJ 

X&PETE KOTrET6V; the Syriac is similar. 

The simplest explanation is that the change was made to achieve precision, and 
the similarity to LXX is attributable to polygenesis. Direct influence from LXX, 
however, cannot be ruled out. 

10: 18 3INT'll OYTI VIN-11 

INS)3) Ivn5 0-, 15 

becomes <.. T(Ti r<. -icn cný, ta--a--, A <-3, < Ani-sn <cn 

3-u CLLL. 'i-Y-j Ll S. 1-3 CLA--Ij. -f 

In this example one difference in sense introduced towards the end of the difficult 

passage has apparently involved the translator in other changes to preserve the 

internal consistency which characterises the presentational style. In the sequence 

of verbal roots in NIT are v5p "to sling, hurl forth"; -ris "to bind", here in the 

Hiphil "to cause distress to"; and nyn , spelt as N-Nn "to drain out, to squeeze". 
In the Syriac, the sequence isAcu, here in the Parel "to entangle, confuse"; r<-!, -=, 
"to seek"; and " to find. It seems that the translator read root NN)o rather 

than nsn, a reasonable understanding in view of the spelling, and then, in pursuit 

of consistency, made a radical decision to translate the earlier two verbs so as to 

conform to this imagery. Influence from LXX 8Trcos EýjpE8fi ý TrXiyyý c5ov is also 

possible, initiating the train of thought. 
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17: 9 vvi) )n Nin mi ý.: )n nýn : ipy becomes a-Ln am re-ýr<1n6 po f<--A v,, -, 
m1, and and PaBETa ý Kap8ia Trapa IT&vTa, Kali 6V6PWTTOS EUTI, Kal TIS yvcA)cYETaL 

aýJT6V 

The points of difficulty are at the understanding of niin and of m; the Syriac 

differs from the MT at both. Root used here for : ipv, is a drudge-word in 

Jeremiah (Chapter 2). It seems unsatisfactory here: there is no etymological 
justification for understanding it to mean "deceit"; its use gives only poor 

parallelism with the next phrase, im) ))o, to which the translator gives the plain 

meaning, and it fits poorly into the context of the next verse, Im ný "ipn -m-n) ))N 

mto, where once again the plain meaning is given: t. =a r<--A eý r<- iz, <j, < 
Elsewhere, the Syriac translator has no difficulty with : Itpy in its 

various meanings, and_X_n, _j, which he selects at, for instance, Jer 9: 3(4) r)N-5: ) )D 

npr 2ipv -translated asA--,.. j A-Nn 
_. x< Anav and Ps 41: 10(9) 

..... ))015y) W)N-0) 

npv tv 5)nn translated as A-., - \,, &r< 
-%, <x f<i=: ý,, _! hf< would have 

been appropriate here too. 

Nor has he given the same sense as that in LXX, where Pa8r: Ta ý Kapbta is 

apparently exegetical, and this is another example of sporadic influence from 

LXX, for in the next phrase his policy again changes and the two Versions are 

similar: both translators have understood not "sic1dy", that is in this context 

corrupt, but "man", with Kal 6V8PCA: )Tr6S ýaTt in LXX. The possibility of 

influence from LXX here is supported by other passages in which LXX and the 

Peshitta have similar understanding: elsewhere, the form vn; ý occurs in Jeremiah 

in 15: 18 and 17: 16 (and in 30: 12 which is similar to 15: 18 but unhelpful in the 

present discussion because LXX differs too much from NIT in that verse). 

In 15: 18 the context makes the general sense clear, but does not require the 

particular understanding shown in both LXX and the Peshitta: 

15: 18-mom mni ns) )3N: ) mn ivo5 translated as &aixna mr<n, r<am r<l--, A 

r<,, m, and ý -rrXT1yi) POV 07EPE& 

In 17: 16 the context gives less guidance: )mNnn N5 w)N om is translated as 

eA r<. 3u-tm. -. T m_naýx and Kal ýpgpav &V8P6TrOV 0ý]K ý-rueOpTlcya. 
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19: 4 
..... . 11--i IDI-ilmil-IIN ron Inv -wx Ir becomes <4, <A )cnct-! h4a -ICL. CL. --LM: T \, 

...... <jcn. The point of interest here is the lexical equivalent selected to translate 

root -i: )). The sense is slightly different here from that at other occurrences, for 

instance Jeremiah 2: 21,5: 19, and 8: 19, in each of which it is translated with the 

cognate in the Peshitta. and with a standard lexical equivalent in LXX: 
in 2: 21 the difficult nri: )ý ymn n1v )5 n: ). orm 1w is rendered . 1-.. 

, <&, tncu , e&-2L\ v, ý. r< &-Tt--Aa and Tr(; Z)s ý07P&(PT15 EiS ITLKPfav, ý 6P-TTEXOS 
&Uo-rpfa, 

in 5: 19,1: )) ), n5N rrvm )mN onniv wND the Peshitta gives 

, q&. Xna, and LXX has 'Av6' c'A)v ý60VXEOCYCXTE 6ECýS 6CAXOTP(015; 

and in 8: 19 '1: )) )5niti becomes r<&--iLncu and paT(XLOIS OTPLOLS. &XX 

Both translators had a regular equivalent of root -o), though neither used these in 
19: 4 where LXX has &VO' CIOV ýYKaTgX[Tr6v PE Kalt &TrTjXXOTPICOaaV T6V 'r6TrOV 

T&DTOV: both may have reacted similarly to the nuance of the context, 
independently deciding not to use their regular lexical equivalent; alternatively, 

the translator may have been prompted by the nuance to seek guidance from 

LXX. 

30(LXX 37): 13 Jý J)N -, 15, vn nlNn 'illn5 1))"t 1-t-I)N becomes .,, -T &, A a 

. n, ý a -nttsim : root r<wre must be intended as the equivalent of root NO-1, 

despite its different place in the word order, and this is confirmed by the similar 

translation at 46: 11 at which 15 I-, N -nývn nwn )mnn Nivý becomes r<a., < 

-irn5 or-, 15yjl then ,. 
A ream r<A r<3tTcL--, a re&aýwre Here, either 

seems to have no equivalent; comparison with 46: 11 suggests thatn5vn is 

represented and that it is -nwý which is not rendered. Thereseems 

to have been partial influence from LXX Ets &XyTip6v iaTPEýJffijS, 
c&)q)gX Eta Oýx go-ri 

aot : here, -mn5 is represented at 6cXyYjp6v, an interpretation not adopted in the 

Peshitta, but cý)#XEt& for n5wi seems likely to explain the choice of root tu-, "to 

help". 
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30(LXX 37): 21 In tN v-)))l r-m-il-nil ..... von 1-Irm-m-ni 

1111P-ON) )5N 31W5 III-Mill )n 

t, N jivb n5-nx : 2-iy is understood similarly by both translators: 

, 
&CLX 

miAucl Mclýmimr<cl 
... ocnaýn Pa. -Llx--m r<aalaa 

r--, t--m i--. m r< 
ä% CL% 02-M\ Al'n 
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and 45TI TIS ýCYTIV OV'TOS, F)S 98WKE TýV Kapbiav aýfTOO &TrocyTpgyaL iTp6s ýIE 
8 

The understanding of : ny in the Peshitta and in LXX is close, and is not an 
obvious interpretation of this difficult passage; influence from LXX anoa-rpgyat 

is a strong possibility. 

31 (LXX 38): 12 -riv nmwt in)vr-xýi becomes cw a& qawcu <In, and 
in LXX Kal 06 TrELV6CC5OVCYIV 9TI 

. 

Root nwr appears in the Hebrew Bible only in Lev 26: 16; Deut 28: 65; Jer3l: 11 

and 31: 25; Ps 88: 10 (9); Job 41: 14, and at all passages except that in Job 
9 

is 

rendered similarly in LXX and the Peshitta, with two principal interpretations. 

Thus, the renderings in Deut 28: 65 where vm pnwt becomes r<x-avr r<--3. ax, 

using the cognate root-nn. -, "to pine away", andTTIKOPýVTIVyvxýv in LXX; 

in Lev 26: 16 wo) m)-rY3 becomes 
--n-m-n , and -rýv yvXýv ýJP(2)V ýKTýKouuav; 

and in Ps 88 (LXX 87): 10(9) where PnNT ))-, y becomes &=. -t -, - sa and in LXX 

oi 6q)OaXpof pov ýcyNvqaav, show one interpretation given consistently in both 

the translations. 

The translators of Jererniah seem to have perceived a different nuance: in using 

root.. otw at 3 I(LXX 38: 12): l 1, "to be lacking" the Syriac is close to LXXKaI oýj 

TrELV6[CTOUCFIV ETI ; similarly, in 3 I(LXX 38): 25 nawt mry ym 

)m5n becomes &A-mw r<-3L%-3 A--sa OýMx 

&cLý, rather than &cL%, is the form in 7al.. 

9. In Job 41: 14 tmawr ýi-m is translated closely in the Peshitta: r&1,,, mamma, but 

less precisely in LXX: gpTrpO(: Y6Ev aýJTOO TpgXEI &TrcoNEta. 
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introducing a rather more pedestrian imagery with the parallel of thirst and hunger 

which resembles LXX 8Tt ýpg6ucyaTraaav yvXýv 8iyC)cYaV Kai -rTacyav yuxýv 
-rrEtvd: )aav ývg-rrXqcra. The similarity between the two Versions at each of these 

points suggests that the translation may have been consistently influenced by 

LXX. 

32(LXX 39: 21-22): 21 EPIsn ý-Ixn ýNI'W-31N lyjy-nN NNII) 

5rr) wnyni -, mu) ))nmm npin 'mn wnomi nnN2 
becomes 

'ei t:, O. T r<-. -ir< , ý* A., <tmr< &CL 7. -! Nr<a 

r<mi r<a---a r<zni r<&! h-ocý r<. -ur<na r<&i--'Ox&=a re&6cýr<=: the 

point of difficulty was the derivation of N-nn. 

LXX has Kalt ý-yaYES T6V Xa6v cyov ICYPCCTIX k yfiS AiyýJTFTOV ýV OTIPEI'015 Kal ýv 

-rýPaGt Kal ýV XELPIL KpaTata Kal iv PpaXiovt ýJYTIX(; ) Kal ýv 6p6pact pEy&Xots: as 
in the Peshitta, the passage has been translated as if the Hebrew were a 

vision, derived from root rnwi, rather than Nj))3, fear, derived from root N-1). 

This agreement might well be due to polygenesis, were it not that a similar 

agreement is found in the translations of the similar passages of Deuteronomy. 

In Dt 4: 34 -nnn5n: 21 nv)3: 1 

(: ))5-t) wwllml -mlu) YI-11: 11 npin ral 

despite the indication given by the Hebrew which parallels OWIM with nyinýn, 

suggesting "fear" rather than "vision" as an underlying theme, the Syriac has 

r<=-to-ma r<&; b&r<MLI re-jalml-m 

r<miai r<j*hul=a r<--Pj't r<-Ii.. Lma f<&OýDoft r<. Iýr<mo 

and LXX has ýv Tr6LpacYjj(; ) Kal 
ýV OTIPEIOLS Kal ýv -r9paCY1 Kal ýv Troxgpcp 

Kalt 
ýV XEIP11 KpaTa[ýX Kalt ýv PPaX1'OV1 ýJYTIX(; ) Kalt ýv 6p6cpaut pEy&xots. 

In Dt 11: 25 the Hebrew text similarly gives a clue to the derivation, with a 

parallel of o: rrn-o and wwwo in o-: ))-n* -. wn) In) onmim o-: rrno. 

Here the translators both follow that lead: --- izm A&j ia 

CTA---, ': %r< and ý716ýCYEt KýJPIOS 6 GE6S ýjp(Z)v ýTft -up6aw-rrov 
760TIS TfiS YfiS. 

At Dt 26: 8, which is particularly close to Jer 32: 21, with no precise parallelism 

for ý-r) N-in : wnolml niniNni 51) N-10: 2i --rivi vrini npin 'mt, the translations are 
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once again similar: remi <a w=a r<--*-t r<x. '<M 

r<('%*tt;, j. -T&ma, andKat ýV XELPI Kpa-raL(ý Kall ýV PpaXýow aýrroO -r(; ý ýJ4)TIX(: ý Kal ýv 

6pexpaCYL PEY&NOLS Kal ýv arIPE101S Kal 9v -rýpacyt. 

(At Dt 34: 12 there is too much difference between the Hebrew and the Greek for 

the comparison to be useful. ) 

These additional agreements suggest influence in Deuteronomy rather than 

polygenesis, and support that explanation in Jeremiah too. There is, however, 

an additional possibility: since these passages from Deuteronomy precede 
Jeremiah in the canon, and had therefore probably already been translated 
(Beckwith, 1985, p. 309) the translator of Jeremiah was probably familiar with 
them in the Peshitta text too, and it may have been the latter which influenced his 
decision in his work on Jeremiah. 

This example shows well the need to be certain, if postulating influence of one 
translation on another, that there is no possibility that the influence is from the 

source text itself, rather than from the translation. 

38 (LXX 45): 19 n-t5vnn) o-t)n )nN )im-Io becomes 
-un-ml-vi rtnx: v 

, pcY), iL., <,: the point of difficulty is at the understanding of root 5ý0. 

LXX gives pý 860f PE E15 XEIPas aýMZW Kal KaTaPCOKýCYOVTaý pov: both 

translators have selected the nuance of "mock", not the most obvious 

interpretation of root 55, v in this context. Polygenesis is possible, but influence of 

LXX on the translator is a real possibility: the treatment of the defeated was such 

that the king might be expected to fear a fate far more cruel than mockery. 

Elsewhere, root is used in some other passages (Nu 22: 29; 1 Sam 6: 6, 

31: 4); but so are roots (Lam 1: 22 and 3: 51(48)), -tms (Ex 10: 2; Ps 

141(140): 4, Lam. 2: 20); and tu, (Judges 19: 25), so this was by no means an 

automatic choice. 

48(LXX 31): 2 )n'tn jn'tn-m becomes 
,,. DaLx& j< -o&xn , a-r<: W-rn is obscure; 

both LXX, which gives -rraOcytv Tra6cmTaL, and the translator, have identified it 

not as a place-name but as an auxiliary of ))3Tn. Both have taken root On't in the 

sense "to be silent" rather than "to be destroyed". 
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48(LXX 31): 27 -rnmn ri jn: rr becomes r<mio cn-m-!, &, am mm, -ta, with 

no rendering of In: rt )-Tn-)D, and reading root 'rn rather than -r-D. In both respects 

this resembles LXX 8Tt ýi-roMPELS aýjT6v. 

The significance of "to wag the head" is uncertain; the context, with Niý om 

ýN'ýv)-, Jý nrn prývn at the opening of the verse, suggests that the sense may be 

similar to that at Ps 22: 8, where Y)N-i w))) is paralleled with )5 nV5) and -, 1! *: 1 rmf)) 

and is translated a. x.. -,, <a using the cognate of root -t-D. At Jer 18: 16 

im-in rn becomes cav-. iL, n, and LXX has Kall KiVýCY IC L ThV KETaxhv 

aCrr(2)v: the agreement of the Syriac and LXX at both passages suggests influence 

from the latter. 

The similarity of LXX and the Peshitta in the minus at j)-o-r )-rn-): ) suggests that 

the phrase may have been absent from the Vorlage: not all minuses have this 

significance, but this has the characteristics of one which may (Chapter 4). 

50(LXX 27): 26 becomes vNýr< Mareý: the points of 
difficulty are at niýv and omw. 
(i) ni5v: LXX gives ýPEVVýOaTE CXýJTýV 6)s aTrýXaLov: both Versions have 

understood ntv as "search it", by no means the obvious interpretation of root 

5ýv, usually "to lift or cast up". The train of thought is probably from tossing a 

heap of grain into the air in the process of searching for hidden valuables, but the 

expression of this as simply "to search" in both seems unlikely to be due to 

polygenesis. 

(ii) ov3-w-im): in wmwin.: ) , on the other hand, the two translations differ, the 

Syriac based on o-im, root wv, but the Greek aTrýXatov based 

on nvn, root -nv. Nonetheless, although the understanding differs, both 

suggest onyw in the Vorlage. The point of interest is that although neither 

translation is attractive, the Syriac "search it like a thing which has been stripped" 

making rather poor sense and the Greek "search it as a cave" an unconvincing 

simile, the two differ from one another: what seems to have happened is that the 

Syriac translator was defeated by rnl5v in this context and took guidance from 
ID 

LXX; having done so, he then felt that he could do better than LXX in the 

translation of wnv-m (or the form in the Vorlage). 
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50(LXX 27): 27 nnu5 rr-i)-nno-5D ri-in becomes cnýir<5 OcaX--, a CDCLMiCW 

reAl,, aA , ýý6LY-j: whatevern)-)o means, root -r)) is not idiomatic for the 

preparation for slaughter; if the term is a figure for "the great", "the mighty" root 
-T-r, would be appropriate for humiliation. This suggests that the understanding 

in the Peshitta and in LXX 6vaýr1p6waTE Tr&VTaS TOIbS KapTroýiS aýJTfiS, Ka'I 

KaTapýTcocyaV EIS acpayýv , 
both guessing at nZip rather than -mjq, "its fruit" 

rather than "its bulls" is wrong; it is possible that a mistaken understanding in 
LXX influenced the Peshitta. 

c. passages at which polygenesis is so plausible an explanation that there is no 

good reason to invoke influence of the one translation on the other 

In the third group there are those passages at which the agreement of LXX and 
the Peshitta against NIT can so plausibly be attributed to polygenesis that there is 

no strong reason to consider influence. It is difficult to decide where best to en 
discuss these passages, for agreements due to polygenesis should not be given in 

the same section as those due to influence: they should be included in other 

sections of the discussion, for instance "unsupported guesswork". If that is 

done, however, it is necessary to note the similarity to LXX in the discussion of 

each example, even if only to say that despite this similarity there is no reason to 

ascribe the agreement of the two Versions against NIT to influence of the one on 

the other. This would be repetitive, and it seems better to give the examples at 
this point in the chapter, but to note at each the factor which most probably led to 

the translators' decision: if polygenesis seems to have operated, it may follow 

from a variety of causes. For instance, the two translators may have made the 

same guess; their translation techniques, independently of one another, may have 

involved a common approach to the Hebrew; they may both have detected a 

particular nuance; and they may have had in common a traditional understanding 

of a difficult phrase. 
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This is also a large group, illustrated here by the following examples: 
3: 23; 4: 16; 

11: 12 and 14,16; 13: 16; 14: 4; 15: 18; 17: 11,13; 

20: 9; 22: 20; 23: 10; 

49(LXX 30: 13): 19; 50(LXX 27): 29. 

Divided into groups to show the factors which may have prompted the approach 
taken: 

the two translators may have made the same guess: 
3: 23; 4: 16; 11: 16; 23: 10; 49(LXX 30: 13): 19; 50(LXX 27): 29; 

their translation techniques, independently of one another, may have involved a 
common approach: 3: 23; 11: 12 and 14; 14: 4; 17: 11,13; 20: 9; 22: 20; 

the two translators may both have detected a particular nuance: 15: 18; 

the two translators may have had in common a traditional understanding: 13: 16. 

3: 23 unn linn nwmn -iipwý 1: )N becomes r<-LxcL, -a &. f<iýILX 

and in LXX 6VTCOS EiS 4)EO80S ýcyav ot 
POVVdt 

Kal ý 8OVaPLS T(: Z)V 6P9WV TI 

The points of difficulty are the sense of the initial mem in nwmn and the 

understanding of Ivon , root nwn. 

(i) nv3m: neither translation represents the difficult mem in nvnm This might 

well have been a deliberate omission; as a solution to the obscurity of this phrase 

it is restrained and economical. Polygenesis, both translators independently 

seeking a clear rendering, is possible. 

(ii) jvxi : the translatioDis based on the construct 11nQ rather than the absolute 

pan, an interpretation which is compatible with the unvocalised text; LXX is 

similar, based on the construct rather than the absolute. Working from an 

unpointed text, polygenesis is clearly possible, both translators independently 

making the same, probably wrong, guess. 

4: 16 prnnn ý'wo t: ))N: i ons) becomes r<&M'. i p* . &r< <(n; the 

problem is the derivation of ons): roots -ns, to besiege, and -is), to watch or 
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guard, are both possible, and the context gives no help in choosing between 

them. 
Both the Pesbitta and LXX ý: vo-rpoq)al gpxov-raL ýK'YfiS paKp6eEv have 

understood the sense of " crowds", which could have beeDreached from either 

root. Either influence, or polygenesis following the same guess made by both 
10 translators, are possible 

11: 12,14 

At v. 12 Nrr has onw) nn ort irym-N5 vvirm, and at v. 14 oN-),,? nv: i ynw ))))N 

ovwi "tn )5N. These become, respectively, r<_, _mvn , wre f<A -at-ana 
and pcn&Y_. m ýntm I eto.: T r<_L=%m r--jr< snný 4'. n : the 

problem is with 'Tn in v. 14. The solution, to translate as if the Vorlage had nV3 

here as in v. 12, is similar in LXX: v. 12 pý cy6covatv aýFTOý/S ýV KaLp(: ý Tdw 

KaK(ý)v aýJTCZW, and v. 14 O'T1 06K ElcyaKOOCYOPM ýV T(; ) Kaip(; ), (ý) ý1TLKaXO0VTa( pE, 

ýV KaLPC; ) KaK6CYEws aýMZ)V. Influence from LXX is possible, but so is 

polygenesis, both translators pursuing greater clarity. Inner-Hebrew corruption 

is also possible, from an original 031, Y*1 M: i )5N ON)ýP Ilyn to the form in NIT: 

(Kennicott, 1776, p. 107). 

11: 16 nty V)N n)-Nn n5n -, lýlnn ýipý becomes reicu cwa--3-i r<&=i r<Mý -\. T eAal 

cy), -X-s., and in LXXEiS (PGOVýV TrEPITOpfiS aýfTfiS PEY61KTI ý OXLYIS ýTfl CY9 

10. Rabin (Rabin, 1966, pp. 45-46) has suggested that both the translators understood a 

derivation from a root tqr, "to chirp, murmur, mumble, grunt, sing, praise", describing the 

noise of the approaching crowd, which has a Syriac cognate i but is not found in biblical 

Hebrew; both translators then moved from the noise of the crowd to the crowd itself. In 

support of this suggestion, the understanding would fit well into the context of the next phrase 

Against it, however, is the complex thought process implied, and that 

if the Syriac translator believed that he recognised a Hebrew term with a Syriac cognate he 

might well have opted for that cognate in his translation. 
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The problem is the derivation of -, tinn: possible roots are 55n "to speak" and 51n 

"to circumcise". The solution resembles that in LXX, so influence from the 
Greek is possible but so is polygenesis, both translators having made the same 

guess. 
13: 16 mYj5s5-. m'w -nx5 ompi 1w tntn Owni becomes r6x-s-n 

r<--. ICLXM SMQ.. -I - -, Ia r<-tCDa-Lx re-ýCLM-n ret4 A--,. 
NýLMMU 

and in LXX, with the same etymological understanding of mn5s, 

-I- Kal 'rrP6 TOO -rrpOCYK6ycxt -rr68aS 6pc2w ýTr' 6pr) CYKOTEIV& Kal &vaPEVEITE ELS (PCA3S Ka IL 

kEt OIKI& Oav&Tou 
...... 

The passage is discussed by Barr (Barr, 1979, p. 302) who notes how 

widespread could be the segmentation of a Hebrew form into two Hebrew words 
taken as if they were compounded. (The term nin5s also occurs within Jeremiah 

at 2: 6, but the phrase in which it appears is a minus in LXX. ) 

The similarity of LXX and the Peshitta could result from influence of the former 

on the latter, but a traditional understanding held in common by the two týl 
translators is possible. 

14: 4 wo ý-iNn ov)) -mn-N5 ): ) n3in nntwn iinyn becomes L%, ý 

re, t, ir< a(ýai= retln r<am r-8 re-!,. ir<. T. The problem is the derivation of -11: 2y: 
the translator has apparently understood root -riv, though because the distinction 

between "on your account" and "because of your actions" is easy to blur, it is 

impossible to be sure. Influence from LXX Kal -ra F'-PYCX TTIS YfiS ýXMEV, 6TL 

OýJK 'V ýJET65; ý uXxMTjcYav yF-copydi ...... 
is possible, but polygenesis is plausible 

too, both translators taking the same simplifying approach. zn 

There are further differences: neithern-nn nor ý-iNn have equivalents in the 

translation, an example of a minus common to both Versions which may shed 
light on the wording of the Vorlage. 

In 15: 18 for the Hebrew "unceasing", in ns) )3ND -m-n rm5, the Peshitta. has 

"severe": mr<. n, f<am re-, ý, and the nuance in LXX is similar: ý -rrXqyý 
pOV aTEPE&. 

The two translators could have responded independently to the nuance of 
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"overpowering" in the underlying Aramaic sense of root nN) "to be pre-eminent". 
Influence of LXX on the Peshitta is also possible. There is a third possibility, 
the use of x_ý_ as a drudge-word. 

f 
17: 11 vomn Nýi -iv-), v N51 -')^t Nlij? is C111pult; the metaphor of the partridge 

gathering the chicks which she has not hatched is explained in the translation with 

a preliminary and to link the two clauses: ,. 
Lr<A r<tox rdý,,. v,, ýr< 

kAx <-v&cLý re-ina -tL r<lx. The translator has given <to as a 

rather free rendering of -wt "to gather together as a brood", and rý ý- as the 

equivalent of wi-jp , taking the latter not as a participle but as a noun. LXX too 

renders wip as a noun, but differs from the Peshitta in giving a double renderin tn 9 
of the verb: ý(PC: 3VTjCYEV -rrgpbtý auvýyayEv Et OýJK 9TEKE; ITOtCZV TrxOoTov aýjTog oýf 

[JET& KP[OECOS. Influence of LXX on the Peshitta in the understanding of a noun 

in wi-p is possible but polygenesis is equally likely, the two translators 

independently pursuing clarity. 

17: 13 : IM" ý'ixnrnvý, which becomes 
ýýmausau rexat:: Ma, is obscure: 

the problem centres on the first person suffix at niv), which makes sense only if 

God is the speaker, fitting ill in the context of the opening of the verse ýx, *) -ni-jim 

iyn) J)nrv-ý: ) nin) in which God must be the addressee. The Qere is -, -I)vI, 

perhaps equivalent to onmi (McKane, 1986, p. 407) and this is the 

understanding in the Peshitta "and the rebellious ones will be written in the earth 

(presurnably= dust)", reading root -riv rather than -nv. LXXissimilar: Z!, 

&q>EOTTjK6TES ýTCI TfiS YfiS YPCXq)ýTC. OCYCXV; influence is possible, but so is 

11. The translation of the verb in LXX has given rise to discussion: McKane (McKane, 1986, 

p. 399) refers to the double rendering (which he comments is also found in the Peshitta, but this 

seems uncertain) and says that the text makes poor sense; he notes that Ziegler (Ziegler, 1957, 

p. 235) deletes ý(pcý3vTjaEv . The manuscript tradition indicated by Ziegler is complex. 
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polygenesis, both translators having independently made the same decision to 

achieve better sense. 

In 20: 9 )nnsvn -isy vwn v-)N: ) ): iý: l nnm, -, nn-NY: i -isv probably describes the 

restraint of containment of nin)--i: rr , referring back to v. 8, within the unyielding 

substance of the bones, as a parallel to the fire in the heart but not as a 
synonymous parallel; in the translation, however, we have vsýf< b-, -ý <amc, 

x <icu. NIT "it is in my heart like a burning fire, imprisoned 

in my bones" in which "it" is "nin)-in-r" and this rather than the fire is referred to 

in mnvn -isy becomes in translation "it is in my heart like a burning fire kindling 

in my bones". There is no exact equivalent of -isy, which has been loosely 

translated with root---.,. "to be kindled, set on fire, bum fiercely"; the translator 
has apparently understood -iv, despite its masculine form, to be connected with 

Y)N, although the latter is usually fermnine, rather than taking it to refer back to 

the masculine nin)-in't. This may be correct, for where two adjectives follow a 
feminine noun the first may be feminine (here mvn) and the second masculine 

(Gesenius, 1903, p. 350). LXX is similar to the Syriac, reading Kal iygVETO CbS 

T[OP Ka16PEVOV (PX9YOV ýv T6-ts 6a-rgots pou, but in view of the elliptical nature of 
NIT polygenesis is possible, both translators ain-ling independently at clarity, and 

both having independently made the same assumption concerning the terrn 

qualified by 'isv. 

22: 20 w-cm 1ýi-jp -nn jw=n has been translated as if it read 0) -invn: 
re--11A , 

VO b-CL---ir<a 1--ý 3ý. ý, tr< LXX has understood similarly: 

Kai EIS Thv Bacav 86S TýV q)CJVýV CYOV Kalt p6incyov EiS T6 -rrgpav TfiS 6aX&cjcTrjS I' 

but here too polygenesis is possible, both translators independently trying to 

clarify the text. 

23: 10 ý, wn n5: 2N n5x ))on becomes If n5N is read as 

"these" it may be taken to refer to the O)Dmn of the previous phrase, tnwn -,: ) 

ý-wn nNý)o; this makes sense, taking adultery as a metaphor for apostasy. But it 

is also possible to understand n5N as "oath". LXX: 8TI &Tr6 Trpo(: TcbTrov 

-ro6-TC, )V ýTrgVOTJUEV ý yý resembles the Peshitta, so it is possible that there was 
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Greek influence on the Syriac; however, n5N and-. i5x are indistinguishable in an 

unpointed text, so both translators independently may have made the same guess. 

49(LXX 29: 20): 19 -rpON oltN ̂ 11M)w becomes -tnn2, r< ffLA--, - rn. a., -\, n, the 

translator evidently having taken the sense "young man" rather than "to choose"; 
LXX 

Kal -ro, ýS vEavio-Kovs ýTr' CXýJTýV ýTFLCYrýCYCXTE is based on a similar 

understanding which is reasonable in the context: both translators could well have 

independently made the same reasonable guess. 0 

50(LXX 27): 29 nwp 1-: )TT-ý0 O'n-I becomes Xnn 1--ý 

, <&xnm V-s-m-n 
An, rer,: s-\w, and -rrapayyEiXaTE ýTTI BaPuX(: Z)va TroXX6-ts, 

TravT11 ýVTEiVOVTI T6ýov: both translators apparently understood not 5; ýz but 5Y, and 

o-, -; i-I 
"many" rather than mj-i "archers". At the first point, the interpretation 

seems only sensible in the context, and there is no need to consider influence of 

LXX on the Peshitta; at the second, either is acceptable, nw-, j) being either 

a parallel or an explication depending on which has been understood, and both 

translators could well have independently made the same reasonable guess. 6 

(ii) guesswork, based usually on etymology, occasionally on the context, and in 

one example apparently unsupported: this is a large group, represented here by 

forty-three examples. 

2: 19,2 1; 3: 6,8,11,12,14,22; 5: 6; 6: 6,28; 8: 5,6; 

10: 5,8; 11: 15; 12: 6,14; 13: 14,27; 14: 7,9; 15: 11-12; 17: 16; 

20: 3,10; 23: 14; 

31: 21(22); 33(LXX 40): 6; 37(LXX 44): 12; 39: 10; 

40(LXX 47): 5; 47(LXX 29): 5; 48(LXX 31): 1,18,28; 49(LXX 30): 4; 

50: (LXX 27)17; 51 (LXX 28): 1,3,20,27,3 5 
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2: 19 

This verse leads into the discussion of root 21Y). Here, the results of study 

suggest that the Hebrew root had developed a meaning which may not have been 

embodied by the Syriac cognate. There is an interesting comparison in 20: 3, 

discussed below, where root : i2v illustrates the reverse position, having, 

evidently developed in Syriac a meaning not found in the Hebrew cognate: in 

both these pairs, there is a "core" meaning common to both, and a further 

development of meaning has occurred in one language only; a related position in 

roots mv and r---ý was noted above in the discussion of 4: 11. 

Root : nv 
The translation of the derived forms of this root illustrates an important problem, 

the impossibility of being sure that the modem reader correctly understands 

terms which the translator uses, a point discussed in Chapter 1. 

Translation of root : i1y) is usually straightforward, but where some of the derived 

forrns are concerned there may have been some difficulty. These forms are 

those which have a negative meaning: some are translated with root na-N%, but 

others are not, and there is sufficient variation in the translations to cause doubt 

as to whether the translator understood this negative sense. 

Root 21Y) is used, within Jeremiah, both to mean to turn back to God, as for 

instance at 3: 7 -, j: jy)-N5j : Ilvn )5N n5N-5-: )-m nnývy rm, or to turn away from 

God, as for instance at 8: 4 which plays on the ambiguity in : nv) Nýi niv-m. 
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The derived terms listed below, with the terms used in translation also shown, 

consistentl y have a negative sense in MT: 

MT p 

2: 19 1)3113v))3 
. -, cý a---L. ýh 

3: 6,8,11, 12 nnvn <& i 
3: 14,22 

3: 22 

5: 6 

8: 5 

14: 7 V\ý CL--4 

31: 22 11: 1: 1)v-)[111 
49: 4 112: 1)VI-11] 

In books other than Jeremiah: 

Hosea 14: 5 oinivo 

Mic 2: 4 331y) 

Isaiah 57: 17 : miv) 

Ezekiel 37: 23 

tDIT)31: iv)ln 
,a CD 

Pr 1: 32 n3lv))O 

Sprey (Sprey, 1957, pp. 408-410) argues, from Jeremiah 2: 19,3: 22, and 8: 5, 

and Hosea 14: 5, that <&a-=LA% , which usually means return or repentance 12,13, 

12. Weitzman suggests that the translation of -rvn by may have been deliberate, in order 

to avoid confusion with the Syriac near-homonym (when pronounced with a hard Y') 

"shame" (Weitzman, 1988, p. 240), a point also noted by Koster (Koster, 1993, p. 247). 

13. Lane, discussing the translation of -tvn in Lev 20: 17, notes that "loving-kindness" would be 

inappropriate as a translation, and that the Peshitta has he suggests two possibilities, 

either that there is another Hebrew root -tvn, or that the sense "shame" too is derivable from a 

basic meaning "liability" (Lane, 1994, pp. 105-106). 
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can also have the same meaning as the Hebrew, recantation or backsliding, 

because otherwise its use here would be inappropriate, and that the ambiguity 

reflects the basic meaning of the root, "to turn". Payne Smith (Payne Smith, 

1879, col. 4401) who refers to 2: 19; 3: 14,22; 31: 22) who gives "defectus" as the 

meaning of rrivn in 2: 19 and 3: 22, and "apostatans" for 33m in 3: 14,22 and 
31: 21(22) evidently had the same understanding. 
However, the translation of the other occurrences of these derived terms, which 
are today understood to have only negative meanings, does suggest that the 

translator may have been uncertain of this point. His translations fall into four 

groups: 
(i) paraphrase; 

(11) reading root 3v rather than root : nv; 
(Ili) translation with root a&; 
(Iv) an etymological solution. 
In Chapter 2 it was shown that this translator did not restrict himself to. a one-to- 

one system of lexical equivalents, so it possible that he would have taken this 

variable approach to these translations even had he been in no doubt as to the 

negative sense; the variation is however so wide, as will be shown in detail 

below, that it does seem possible that he felt a general uncertainty. 

(i) Paraphrase: 5: 6,14: 7 

In 5: 6 the negative sense of on-mriv)n is clear, from the parallel with YWO; 

however, the translator does not commit himself to using root -=aýh and relying 

on the reader to understand this negative sense, but instead adds a negative of 

which the Hebrew has no equivalent so that he can use the root with a positive 

meaning. MT o-mmawn in-NY o-mmD in-i -,: ) becomes 
, acriL=cw A-N, = 

In 14: 7 the change is even more marked, from root-=a& to root-=4, and from a 
first person plural suffix on i3mmy)n to a second person singular suffix on 

(It is possible that v\ýa=4 results here from corruption of 

&cL,,. &; if this is so, the change in person of the suffix would have been 11ý 
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deliberate, to accommodate this error (as Sprey argues)). 

nNun Jý VIMIM) IY3V) IYY35 ii'm-nin) In ny becomes ý; cnl,. ,ý 
crýý CI=L4 'cl) r<rej*4, W-. T -\ýý 

(^ýP= 
A-Nv-n 

-WCLU f<ý i-ýM 
ýM 

a -TO3-W 

Paraphrase is unusual in P-Jeremiah, so its use in these two examples is striking. 

(il) Reading root: aw : 3: 6,8,11, and 12 

3: 6 ....... in) vn-ý: )-ýy N)-, l *, 1: )5-, 1 5N, **, nnwn becomes M, r< 
70't. T A4 A-al 

'M 

3: 8 5wývonniym -mom becomes Aýretnar<. -r 
3: 11 14 

ortri) ji"nan 5N, *) invy) onvo) -np-Ts becomes f-eMcc*-, - cnx-Sa &. o. -Ti 

r<. -T, na. L. cAu re&t" , -* 
Aýr<iw-r<--T 

3: 12 5N-fv)) "n3y)n rnw becomes A. r<t=., <. -T r<Ma=--,. ma& 

(iii) Translation with root ncA: 2: 19; 3: 14,22; 31: 21(22); 49: 4 

In each of these verses, the translation is to some extent ambiguous. In 2: 19 

there is a possibility, given too in the commentary ascribed to Ephrem (Sancti 

Ephraem Syri, Editio Romana 1740, p. 101) 15, that the IIMM! )m is a return to 

God, accompanied by painful feelings of guilt. 

In In.: )in 1)nnymi Iny-i 1, iv)n , the obvious interpretation is that Israel will be 

punished for both the parallel terms, Iny-i and I)-nrivn, her wickedness and her 

apostasy. However, whereas root -iv) in the Piel means "to discipline, chasten, 

or chastise", root n.: )), "to reprove" may put rather more emphasis on pointing out 

the error rather than of punishment for that error. The translation is 

in which root .,, in Pael-W=n, "to blame, reprove" 

would fit this interpretation well. 

14. In 3: 11 7al is difficult to read, and in 3: 12 it is virtually illegible. 

15. Burkitt strongly criticised this edition, describing it as "confusing and misleading" and 

noting that "the readings of the MSS are sometimes arbitrarily changed without any warning" 

(Burkitt, 1901, p. 4). 
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In 3: 14, if i: iiy) and )nýy: i are read in a perfect sense, the verse could be saying 

that because the o)nniv) onn have returned to God, he has already looked on 
them with favour; the sense of -,: ), though, is difficult if this is the understanding. 
11). N ODIIN )IIN3111 

..... 
0: 0 )31ýY2 ): ))N )D .... Onmv) Oýn i: iiv becomes r<,: i= mna(ý 

, FL. M5A 'FLý&ý&. rea ....... P-nm &-=ý5 r<-Ir<. -f ...... r<--: a 6% 

In 3: 22, although only an undesirable quality would be the object of ewe, it is 

possible that the intended sense of the Hebrew was "I will heal you in your 

repentant state", and that this is reproduced in the Syriac. -n-nN crnniv 1: 3)): 1 inv 

to: mniv)n becomes 
, ý&a=. & f<wea <.:; & CL-, a& . This is the 

interpretation in the commentary ascribed to Ephrem on Hosea 14: 5 

o: ))n: nv)3 No-)N , translated , pm&am. a% r<wr< (Sancti Ephraem Syri, Editio 

Romana 1740, p. 248). 

In 31 (LY-X 38): 22 the translator may have been influenced by the preceding 

ppnnnn, "turn hither and thither, vacillate" in n: own nxi Inpnnnn ). nrj--Tv 

which he translates with root-\X-s "divide": <MM 

r<&---LA . He renders onmvn n3n as r<&cxmcý f<&tn: this would be compatible 

with an understanding of nnivi as a fickle repentance, rather than a settled 

backsliding, once again leaving open the intended meaning of root-. -, a&. 4: 1 tý 

In 49(LXX 30: 20): 4 re&="-: nw may be a corruption of but there is no 

evidence in extant mss. to support this. There is the additional complication in 

this verse that zrmwn TMil is here spoken of a heathen nation; the LXX 

translation as eVyeXTEP iTapicxS rather than the usual OVY&TT)p ýTiPCOP9VTImay 

also indicate a perception of difficulty. 31: 1, n becomes <&ý. e6okm 

(iv) Resorting to an etymological rendering: 8: 5. 

In 05VI'l) 11,1 OV-PI 1: 121V VIM) 

ns) -10M 
nvý i3xn n)n-im ipnnn 

the word-play emphasises the ambiguity of the Hebrew root. The translation has 
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internal contradictions: in the first phrases the people repent, but in the closing 

phrases they refuse to do so: 7LN-Xiare-ý r<im r<-vlý ýft 

r<&aaý r<b%c, -mA% 

-=&ms 
CLMS <A a r<lax= aAmm. 

The translator has reproduced the word-play, perhaps understanding it fully, but 

possibly opting for an etymological translation as a means of concealing his t> In 
uncertainty, an approach rather similar to that in the small group of atomistic 
translations discussed below. 

Passages outside Jeremiah provide no further evidence that was 

understood to have a negative sense, and one: 
m='%-: r C'eA. 1romz mkýý 

6'N'Cect 

Isaiah 57: 17 iýiý 1-rm nnv 1ýn, translated aswhich seems to be a guess based zn 
on the immediate context, probably influenced by LXXKa't ýTrOPEýJffij ='YV6S b 

-raTS 686-ts a&roO, may well suggest that nnw was seen as painful repentance 

rather than as perverseness. 

Hosea 14: 5 onnim NnN , which is translated r<-Wre resembles Jer 

3: 22. 

Ezekiel 37: 23 on', mwin ýon onN movini is translated correctly: 

, Pal. &ýM Caln, 
Other translations leave the translator's understanding in doubt: 

Pr 1: 32 orrin mno mim ).: ) becomes 

oire, giving no clue as to the precise interpretation of mim. 

Micah 2: 4 -p5n) inty) nnlvý, translated with root ý, &Xh" v,,, ýmnx &ýXa 

r<&. a-xm , similarly gives no evidence that the "renegade" sense of nniwý was 

understood. 

On balance, it is possible that the negative sense of these derived terms was CD 
perceived, but none of the translations is sufficiently precise to demonstrate this 

beyond doubt. The variation in the approach suggests, at the least, that the 

translator was sometimes uncertain of the sense. This is also the opinion of 
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Weitzman (Weitzman, 1974, pp. C: 26-C: 32) who argues that, because there are 0 
undoubtedly some passages of the Peshitta which do make rather poor sense, it 

must be accepted that this may be true of the verses which Sprey discusses (2: 19; 

3: 22; 8: 5; Hosea 14: 5), and that the negative meaning which would be inferred 
from these should not be added to lexica simply on this basis 16 

. 

2: 21 nn-: )) Imn rim t n-: )xw 1w becomes tz: na X-s. 

r&ýttxu r<&--L\. 
The problem lies in the syntax of MT: every word of the Hebrew can be 

accurately translated but the total sense remains obscure. The principal 
difficulties are at t and rnv. 
The translator has given a reasonable sense to t, taking root Ion to mean "to turn 

against" and rendering t mon) as A--n, &nýacn&f<. At rim, he has apparently 

incorporated the initial n at Imn (the n would theoretically be found at both 1-0) 

and at nri.: )), or at neither, so this is not unreasonable) giving a hypothetical form 

, rniv, guessed at root -riv "to be rebellious" which forins a good parallel with 

root 1.0ii in the sense he has ascribed to the latter, and translated appropriately 

with root -rtn. He has then clarified the passage by adding an initial waw at 

followed by which is so often a feature of the presentational style 

(Chapter 2), turning metaphor into simile. Given the considerable difficulty of 

the passage, he has arrived at a sense and structure as close to MT as possible, en 
making only such changes as were needed to give clear Syriac. 

6: 6 n55v o5Y)rv)-5, v becomes <j r<m--, jAxiar< cL. L=--sr< 

, t5v is almost everywhere understood in the Peshitta (2 Sam 20: 15; 2K 19: 32 

Isa 37: 33; Ezek 4: 2,17: 17,26: 8; Dan 11: 15) to mean "ambush, to lie in wait" 

and translated using root The reason maybe prior familiarity with Jer 

32: 24 (Weitzman, 1996, p. 605) which was understood to state that the n)551v 

16. Holladay (Holladay, 1958, pp. 48-50) discusses the translations in the Versions of nouns and 

adjectives derived from root: 3iv. He lists the interpretations but does not discuss the point 

discussed above. 
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were about to enter the city: 711Dý5 TVil w: i Tit5m n3n. Given that this was the 

understanding, a precise translation of root jov "to pour, pour out" would have 

been inappropriate, and the translator substituted root,, ý, = in aa-!:, ýr< as well as at 

r<j rinn-. 1 - 
From this to the sense of "marauder" as at the single exception, Jer 33: 4, is also 
plain; at that passage, the Peshitta gives 

6: 28 orniv riv oý: ) becomes t-, m 0-n-liv nv has been 
17 

understood as if written orn)v ), ýv , for which there is some ms. support 
(Kennicott, 1776, p. 99). 

8: 6 1)3n5Y3: 1 JUIV vlv: ) onwvn 2v -, to becomes 

The interest here is in the uncertainty as to the 
18 

meaning of root 31V) in this context , and of the root of the term onisvi. 

(i) root mv: The translation of 3v with gives no clear sense of the change of 

direction which is implied by the wordplay in the Hebrew of the preceding 

passages: in v. 4 3w*)-N5i 3)w-ox, and in v. 5 3iv)5 mn nnmn i-ilrinn. 

17. The rendering is similar to that of Targum Irrin ji-nnn: ri 5: ) , 
but this does not amount to 

evidence either of influence from the latter or even of a common tradition, since the more usual 

lexical equivalent for -* in the Peshi tta is rea=iai , as for instance at 8: 1 irýv) mnyy-nm which 

becomes Ocr3--L=, iai. v So re-imiai, rather than -ýý. z, would have been closer to the 

Targum and therefore to be expected if either influence or a tradition in common had operated. 

18. Driver, however, argues (Driver, 1937-8, p. 105) that niv) here is from a root distinct from 

the usual : 2iv and means to wander at random, and gives the LXX TpýXcov in support. 
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(ii) OnIS-1n: 
Barr (Barr, 1968, p. 243, n. 1) suggests that the translator understood oms-In as 
from root ns-i "to be pleased with, accept" rather than the usually accepted 
derivation from ýn "to run". There is so much overlap between the meanings of en 
these two possible roots, in the present context, that it is difficult to be certain 
what the translator intended. 

10: 5 rin) N5i nnrn ny), im nam) is translated . 0"--mý* r<la ,. a. % rAD-: 1 vs, ý, < 
There are two principal problems here: the opening simile is itself obscure, and 

there is more than one possible understanding, of the translation. -in'n , 
from a 

root meaning "to be erect, stiff", occurs only here and in Judg. 4: 5 n2w) N)m 

, nin mn-nnn, where it is taken to mean "palm-tree" and is translated ma 

r<Xan &ý. A &am r<iam. -t. At Jer 10: 5, in the context of an attack on 

idolatry, "palm tree" seems unlikely, for this would imply a comparison of idols 

with living trees of obvious value. The most probable other meaning is "post"; 

P-Jeremiah, however, selected "palm-tree": rdLo. -Y is used only to mean "palm 

trees", and is the standard lexical equivalent. This at least gives a reasonable 

sense in the context of the next phrase rin'r, N5i; but fits poorly with nVilm. nqpn 

may be derived from root xv)-p, in which case it means "a cucumber field" as in 

Isa 1: 8 impm nitm), or from root nvp "to be hard" giving a possible meaning r) In 
"hammered work". The translator seems to have understood the second 

derivation: at any rate, he has worked along lines different from those in the 

passage from Isaiah where the "cucumber field" sense is clear and the Peshitta 

has kA, t, %. "a lodge in a cucumber garden". The clue may be 

the understanding of the derivation of nv-pn: if this was understood to be from 

rootnmp, to be hard, giving a possible meaning "hammered work", the translator 

may have meant to portray an artificial palm tree, as much use as a post stuck into 

the ground, yielding little shade and no fruit, and with the connotation of metal In C: 1 
work to link it with the image of expensively fashioned idols. 

tn 
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10: 8 Nin v oton wvo )ýV-: ))) rw3) nr)N2) becomes, in 7al 

r<, Qaý0-1 r6A"-T-T re-Oýtw , ýBCI. Qua. 
The lexical equivalents are: root xn, < for root -iy: i ; root 

-! 5cLQD for root ýv.: ). 

If associated with root ým "to be or become stupid" as here, root -1V: 1 must surely 

mean "to be brutish" rather than "to consume"; at Ps 49: 11(10), for instance, 
)13N) -1ya) ý"MTnll 

the same association is translated with eamr<x r<. Lý, f , Lma r6--sw r<x-r< 
using root im. "to be wanting". Possibly, the surprising choice at 10: 8 results 
from the drive for clarity: mn ýN otnn im is so difficult that the translator has 

allowed himself a limited paraphrase, making otwn -min the grammatical subject 

of *v: m rin) , and by association with the idea of wood, translating ), 1Y: 1) as 
"bum" rather than as "brutish"; the preference for consistency then in its turn 
dictated the choice of some sin-fflar mean=ing for iýv: ))) . 

11: 15 ýN )., mwi *,.: ) JtYn I-12Y) 

becomes &j_, Li..: T AN, 
--, o Oin - rfz: Ycw iA=a 

The translator has preserved the Hebrew as far as he could, translating precisely 

as far as ): )nyi. He renders ): ), the sense of which in NIT is obscure, in this 

attempt at accuracy and clarity; at n5yn ix, however, he resorts to a limited 

paraphrase. There may have been a subconscious association of the sound of i5y 

"to exult", and that of root m, "to be strong", which resulted in the use of root 

though this is a drudge-word in Jeremiah (Chapter 2, Table 8) and could 

therefore have been a deliberate rather than a subconscious choice. If this is the 

underlying process, iN is not rendered; alternatively, root represents 1N and 

n5vn has no equivalent in the translation. 

12: 6 N5n I-, -m wip becomes r<X--A tr\ý&= atnr< 

Comparison with 4: 5 is interesting: at the latter, iN5)o wip is translated r<_1an ain zn 

, t, vt, understanding root x5n in the sense, "to be full"; but at 12: 6 "word" has 

been preferred. The difference is probably due to the contexts: at 12: 6, the MT 

continues by pointing a contrast between N5n )j-, -nN wil? and the deceitful 

behaviour of the enemies: 311310 115N o3 Inxn-5N, which is translated so 
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as to give a precise comparison, in accordance with the presentational style: 

rd, whereas at 4: 5 there is no such 

element in the context which relates purely to the giving of the warning. C, 

12: 14 wyvn becomes pGA--j -1-%. , with a reasonable 
guess at root ny, ) "to pasture", used figuratively of a ruler, rather than root yY-I in 
y-i "bad, evil". 

13: 14,51: 20 

These two verses form good illustrations of two general points, first that two or 

more possible motives for a given change in meaning may exist at many 

passages, and that any decision as to which of the possible motives operated has 

inevitably some subjective element. Doubtless, subconsciously, more than one 

could operate at once. 
Second, these examples show the translator's reluctance to return to an earlier 

area of text and make a correction in the light of a later passage. 
The problem centres on the same root, ý93, in both examples. 
At 13: 14 vnN-5N wN wnsmi becomes cna.. ý (ýcA ! aj,. e ixmrea 
"I will dash them one against the other"ýs translated with root imm, "to scatter", 

giving "I will scatter them, one away from the other". Since root ý03 may mean 

either "to shatter" or "to be scattered" this interpretation is possible in theory, but 

the preposition in rwýN is only compatible with "to shatter", implying 

movement towards another body, rather than "to scatter", implying dispersion 

away from another body. 

At 51: 20 oinn5n )5: ) t oim-ý. on becomes f<mtax f<if<--, a .1 a=4 
"You are my hammer and my weapon of war" (reading nnnýn is chan2ed in 

translation to "Prepare for me weapons of war". This seems to be a guess at the 

meaning of ý-on; yet in the series of objects to be destroyed listed later in this 

verse and in vv. 21-23 the Piel perfect -, mm occurs repeatedly and is translated 

with root tm=, to scatter, for instance in ixre . 
In these later verses 

the translator understood either root ým "to shatter" or "to be scattered", or took 

this root as a variant of ý)o "to scatter"; in any case, he must surely have realised 
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the relationship of )nYD) and ýEm: but he did not go back and revise his work, 

even when the correct translation became clear so soon. 
The related term in Prov 25: 18 1m) ým : nm ý)Dn is correctly understood in the 

rendering rtLi-j-z reir<! ý, a r<--A. =, n but was evidently not used for 

reference here. 

(There is also a similar term at Ezek 9: 2 I'm 1Sf)n)5: ) vw which becomes 

M. -L. r<m mi-a-i" '. jFen -r<G-) 
There is another possible explanation of the translation at 13: 14, namely influence 

from LXX t<alt btaGKOP-rrtcý) aýfTOOS. At 51(LXX 28): 20, however, the translator 
has acted independently of LXX which has biaGKOPTT(ýEtS CY6 POI CYKEOTI TroXgpov. 

It is also possible that the understanding at 13: 14 was motivated by the general 

preoccupation with exile in the Peshitta to Jeremiah which is discussed in Chapter 

2, pp. If this is so, and the translator took an opportunity to add a new meaning 

to the text, he did so subtly and economically, selecting from the Hebrew 

alternatives the sense he needed. 

13: 27 -tv)nn)-inx)vnvn Ný o5wri) 15)IN becomes 
, -ax&& r<l. -. T p1mial< --A a 

&n, <A In the difficult phrase -ty )nn rim the translator has 

evidently interpreted )nn , -m similarly to )nn -tv at, for instance, 4: 14 and 4: 21 in 

his translation as, &nr<j incorporating the sense of -tv. The addition of 

gives precision, making it clear that the return to God is equated with 

purity, giving to form a parallel with 

14: 9 on't) -, rnn nyi5 becomes <t,, = f<i-n-\ <am& r<1 
For root mr " to astonish, astound" which occurs in the Hebrew Bible at this 

point only, the Syriac translator seems to have made a reasonable guess based 

only on the context. 
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15: 11,12 

The Hebrew and Syriac are aligned below to facilitate comparison: 0 

3IV5 

-11-13 31y: 11 r<&xm. -T r<Am Im 1<1ý a r<., t r<IM vm 

ýro Y-). '-'l rqeA % ta u'r f< r<y-o.. -f 

Imn ýro 

31Y)MI r<xw ur r<a 
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Here the translator has been forced by the pervading obscurity to introduce rather 

more diffuse change than is his wont. 

priv is the first problem: there are a number of variants in different mss 
(Kennicott, 1776, p. 112), including the Ktib Inriv, the Qere Inriv), and also 

allowing the possibility (McKane, 1986, pp. 347-348) of 13i)-INV. The translator 
has read the Qere, In)w, and understood it as a Piel of root -. rIV "to set free", "to 

forgive"; he has then made sense of this understanding by reversing the sense of 

the first Ný-oN by translating only the negative, losing the reassurance of the 

Hebrew. He has then achieved reasonable sense overall by treating the second 

N5-m as a contrast to the first, and translating it simply with reA, <; and rather 

than read the verse as either God or Jeremiah recounting past events, he uses 
imperfects to enforce the threatening mood. He moves into paraphrase by 

bringing the reference to the north from v. 12 into v. II (although the enemy 

customarily comes from the north in Jeremiah, as for instance at 6: 22,10: 22, this 

is too marked a change to be classified simply as harmonisation of passages); 

verse 12 too is paraphrased, and treated as a description of the enemy threatened 

in verse 11. 

Although these emendments involve few terms, they produce marked changes in 
In 

the sense of the passage, changes which exceed those which the translator V. > 0 
usually introduced and which he doubtless felt were justified by the overall 

difficulty of the two verses. 
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It is interesting that, even while making his way through this difficult passage, 
the translator has energy to spare to reverse the order of the equivalents of ny: i 

. ny ny3i nyn in his rendenng as 

17: 16 Innx -. v-vo ). nNN-Ný )w becomes výý kx--, rd r<j r<a, 
understanding root vy-i rather than root nvi at nýnn, and rendering as if MT were 

At ). nsN, root ýIN, "to make haste", the translator gives root-xcua, here "to 
forsake", giving an overall sense "I did not forsake you in evil (times)", 

paraphrasing, a rarely used resort in P-Jeremiah, and changing the word order. 

20: 3 This is the second example ( the first is at 2: 19 above) of roots with 

imperfect correspondence of meaning in Hebrew and Syriac. In this case, as in 

root discussed above with reference to 4: 11, the development is in the 
Syriac, not in the Hebrew. The root concerned here is n2v: the development in 

Syriac which did not occur in Hebrew is from root im. to f<ia. %. "one who 

wanders about, a beggar" (Weitzman, 1996, p. 593). 

At 20: 3 : r, ýivn -iwo-oN 1D Invnin) -nnvf) Ný is translated as icu&%-ch <am r<1 

f<iax. a <A, < v, ý" fet-nn r<iw: Pashhur's new name in Hebrew is to be 

"terror on every side"; in the Peshitta, his new name is "a sojourner and a 
beggar", changing the sense, probably unintentionally, in two ways: the root of 

-mn was taken to be I -in (B. D. B. ) "to sojourn" rather than III -m "to dread", and 

the Syriac development of the sense of root im. is given. 
The phrase n): wn -mn occurs also at 6: 25,20: 10,46: 5, and 49: 29, used not as 

Pashhur's name but in reference to current events; at these passages, it is 

differently translated, brought into the syntax of the context. 

Translations are: 
6: 25 : i)nvn ^n))o n*)N5 nin 1, imi Pitvii )Nsn-ýX, which becomes 'd 

tpo 
FLN1, r<CA r<1 r<. Aar<-Ma r6, G... 

X 

20: 10 n, )nm -mn o): ii n3, t )Pynv) ).: ) becomes r<rcL\wx K-, i 

'im" 4PO %C- VI 
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46: 5 3): ivn -im Inn N51 IV) VIM) 131D) Minn)) -mN 0))V) omn nwn)nw) yrin 

nrr-ox) becomes OcrL. -i=A-\p om-t&mml k-na-5ma 'etm&kn N'a3m... 1 &. u. -I A-ý, 
--M 

,, qCr2-. *i. uj 003A aacn Výýtax Aý, n r<xa CL13iLla Cl.... 00&re 

49: 29 : i): iv)3 -nm onty wilm ..... inp) o)Nsi ontnN becomes 

Ocnýix-&-) po OCM, \-!, Oluua ....... 
The remaining understanding of root -m has evidently been seen at these other 

passages, 11 -m "to stir up strife, to quarrel", giving the sense of assembling with 
hostile intent (McKane, 1986, p. 461). The choice of lexical equivalent in the 
last passage is particularly interesting: having preferred roots U\ýý or ,,, until 

now, at this point the cognate is used in a form with a sense close to the Hebrew 

of 11 -m: "a stirrer up of strife". 

20: 10 

The two texts of this difficult verse are aligned here to facilitate comparison: 
13)3"l IITT )MM) 

)y5s )-vow )ntv) V-)IIN 5.: ) %ýaCn-M-AM sl , "ADa 0CM-MCUIM bý', FJITM or<Vf 

nnn) tIN 'cl3ar<a.. 

Imn vinp3 rimpi i=: i 

(: inm -mn was discussed above, at 20: 3. ) 

There are changes in word order as well as in sense in this unusually complex 

rendering. OmX-, s ei--*f<a is not, despite its position in the translation, the 

equivalent of vrnn rnvn: it is an addition in keeping with the presentational style, 

intended to increase the precision. The true equivalent of rmn rmn is 

paraphrased at ý mar<cLu. The equivalent of tim) tm is at, ý im". 

The paraphrase at the translation of -, y5s )-mv-) -, n5v VmN 5-: ), as -, Ax. V. Are-z. jr 

, qm-, \m X vLwa Oainaam expressing in plain terms "yet hating me in their 0 
hearts" the hypocrisy of Jeremiah's associates who simulate friendship, involves 
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a degree of deviation from the Hebrew which is most unusual in P-Jeremiah. 

Either the sense "to stumble" or "to limp" of root y5s may have been understood 

at *, y5N: either would give the sense that those who apparently befriend the 

prophet are in fact waiting for his downfall. Alternatively, the sense "side" may 
have been perceived: this understanding would imply that those who express 
good-will as they observe the prophet may in reality be spying on him, and 
hoping that he will encounter trouble. ,, qca=In I -Lma fits either understanding CI 
well. 
These changes, more extensive than those which the translator usually 
introduced, were doubtless felt to be justified by the overall difficulty of the 

verse. 

23: 14 wwin 1-v ipini is translated Ocm, -nai ý* 
"they grasp the hands of their friends", as if o)m were derived from root in 

its meaning "to associate with", rather than from root yvi, evil. 
The form o)ým occurs in a closely similar phrase at Job 8: 20 jp-, in)-Nýi, 

where the translation is precise: rqn-xým-mx re. m. r<m , LLX. < r<la 
Within Jeremiah mnn derived from root m also occurs at 20: 13, and elsewhere 

at I sa 1: 4; 14: 20; 3 1: 2; and at Ps 22: 17; 26: 5; 27: 2; 37: 9; 64: 3 (2); 92: 12(l 1); 

94: 16; and 119(118): 115. At each of these passages, the Syriac translator has 

correctly understood the root and rendered with some form derived from roots 

--Yr<m or. Xcu, (though the rendering of Ps. 92: 11 is rather imprecise). 

my-in or some similar form derived from root -mwi in its meaning "to associate 

with" occur elsewhere in Jeremiah at 3: 20 and 9: 3(4), and outside Jeremiah at 

Gen 26: 26,31: 49; Jud 14: 11,20,15: 2,6; 2 Sam 3: 8; Pr 12: 26,19: 4,7; Job 

6: 14; and Ecc 4: 4. Some of the contexts, for instance Jer 3: 20, dictate the sense, 

but even at those where this is not so the Syriac translator has correctly 

understood the root and rendered with some form derived from roots jcw-v, 

,,, (as in e. g. i., or <-<. 

The failure in 23: 14 to distinguish between these roots is, therefore isolated; it is 

not, however, without reasonable foundation in the context, and is compatible 

with the consonantal text. 
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33(LXX 40): 6 No-imrnnN-. t-nýyn becomes r<vý, ý crA e-,, < -Cman <d, 

reý: the understanding of rn: nN in the underlying sense of the root as the 

adjective -n.: ), 1N "long" is surprising, particularly in view of the initial waw at 

NO-931. The term occurs elsewhere in Jeremiah: 

in 8: 22 in )ny-. no n: )-ix nn5y N5 Yroo which becomes &alsD eA <Iz* 

Mm. -. T ma%cLwr<, translating with root reADw; 

similarly, in 30: 17 15-n: )-w-n5YN ): ) becomes r<&a-. wr< nA - re 

so the translation in 33: 6, following two renderings based on n? i-lýý "healing" is 

unexpected and difficult to explain; simple error seems unlikely. 

n.: )*iN in the same sense occurs also in Isa 58: 8, a difficult passage to translate in 

that the context gives no clue to the meaning of this term, and is translated with 

tt\ýan.. -T ; neither of the other two occurrences in MT, in 2Ch 24: 13 and Ne 4: 1 

is precisely represented in the Peshitta, so these are unhelpful here and the choice 

remains difficult to understand. 

37: 12 OWI JIM OV)3 plýný becomes tm, 13, 

There are two problems: the meaning of 125n5, and of ovn. 

-175n5 may be a Hiphil infinitive construct of root -p5n, to divide, pointed 

thus "to receive a portion", or perhaps a Qal infinitive construct of -p5n, to be 

smooth, pointed giving "slipping away". The latter seems to make better 

sense in the combination with own, but is an unusual use of the root; there is no 

other accepted use of this root, as an infinitive construct, in this sense. If the 

former is understood here, it requires the sense "to receive a portion there among 

the people". The translator seems to have taken this sense, supplied an object 
for the verb so as to maintain the customary precise style, and taken oym 

to mean ow. This presents no problem: the wide range of meanings of -P in 

biblical Hebrew all express the idea of separation (B. D. B. p. 577), but within 

this range there are usages where the essence of the idea is distinction rather than 
19 

separation, with the emphasis on the locative rather than the ablative . B. D. B. 

19.1 owe this understanding of ovo to Dr. Robert Murray, who pointed out to me that the 

locative sense for -p is well documented and discussed some of the examples with me. 
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note, for instance, that nlyi... -nin means "on this side ... on that side; that for 

instance o-tvjn as in Gen 13: 11 O'ti? n m5 Yv)i means that Lotjourneyed towards, 

not from, the east; and that Isaiah 57: 9 pn-w -ty I-n)y )nývm means "you sent 
your messengers far away". Similarly, in Psalm 91: 7 jm)n -min-n IýN 1"tsn 5f), 
the sense is not "fi-om your side, ... from your right hand" but rather "a your 
side, ... on your right hand". 

39: 10 01: wl tno-o wt Inn becomes I<LIIA CLSa r4e.!, 01-1 a 
This translation is discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 

40: 5 

Cal tzm r<a 

jow-13 op)nN-13 -r5n-5N M), 21y)) 

5D-3 1'j7fl 1VN 

1-1_nfl, '1y 

oyll 11313 13IN : IVI 

7a, Lýý i-M r<-X. u\ &Ctx 
-M& 

au r< -xr<--, ,! < 

m't, ' "rET aco 

rex a cnýx f<ý'i amm 

The opening phrase is difficult. In the previous verse, Nebuzaradan is speaking, 1=ý 
explaining to Jeremiah that he is free to choose whether or not to accompany him 

to Babylon. There is no indication in the MT that the identity of the speaker 

changes at .... . naw. A reasonable understanding seems to be to assume 

that Nebuzaradan continues to speak, and to take root aw in : nv, to mean "to give 

an answer", and in nawi to mean "return". This would give "Then, before he had 

replied, (Nebuzaradan said) return to Gedalya .... and dwell with him... " The 

translation has: "If you stay (here), remain with Gedalya .... in the midst of the 

people ...... . reading root nw) at both nv) and ronvi, rendering the first with root 0 

-mcus 
"to stay" and the second with root , ý, "to dwell". Ný invi seems to have 

defeated the translator, and been imprecisely rendered with cr2 -em, <a, which fits 

well with the drive for clarity. The change in word order, putting r<m--- a-\,, = 

earlier in the sentence than own jin: i, serves the same purpose. 

Considering the difficulty of the Hebrew, the approach is restrained. 
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47(LXX 29): 5 my-5N nmrp -, wn 

Imy jt-pm -, Inr). T) 
'n-min )nn-ry 

becomes r<ir<-, -X r<&Cu, -A 
,, PCrIM&. M atU&Xr<. 'T ACL--, 

a OXQlr< (ýt=&&r< 
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There are three principal points of interest in this rendering: 

, <&cwtm , "slaughter" rather than "baldness" is inaccurate, and surprising in view 
of the accurate translations given in similar contexts at 16: 6 where On5 n-I-p) N5i 
becomes 

, aauu rfla and at 48: 37 where nn-ijp vN-i-5: ) )-: ) becomes 

-i. There may be an attempt to give a closer parallel to root 

in-t (B. D. B. p. 198b), here in the Niphal "to be cut off, destroyed, ruined". 
Tar, gum too has a more general rendering of the term, giving Nniv-ii-o, possibly 

with the same aim. 
(ii) orpny nviNy) The sense of N4T is uncertain, and the translator gives a 

paraphrase in qmm&_m t. &xr<. T In,. The interest of this lies in its difference 

from LXX Oi KaT&Xomot EvaKIP, which represents 01m nriNv ; this has some 

bearing on (iii) below: 

(iii) )-rwin )nn-ry 
Both LXX and the Peshitta. lack this phrase. Their agreement against Nff in this 

respect suggests either that LXX is based on (inaccurate) eye-skip, from -, nn-ry In 
in this verse to -n3N--rv in the next, and the Syriac was influenced by the LXX; or 

that the phrase was absent from the Vorlagen. This example would fit into the 

group "Minuses which throw light on the wording of the Vorlage" discussed in 

Chapter 4. 

48(LXX 3 1): l nnrn : iývwn nv,: rl becomes im=&rea caj-xcun, &cnm: it is 

uncertain whether : i)*V)o is a place name; the translation takes it instead as a 

common noun, rendering with the drudge-word r<. LxcLn, which in fact fits the 
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context well, understanding root 3)*v as "to be (inaccessibly) high" and therefore 
20 

a stronghold 

48(LXX 31): 18 Nrisn )nv, becomes mýta , giving "disgrace" rather than 

the Hebrew "thirst". The most probable explanation, not entirely satisfactory, 

seems to be that the translator mistakenly read nNs: i "in filth", and rather than 

using the cognate gave as a euphemism. 

48(LXX 31): 28 31no-'Drmyn becomes and nno-19 is not represented. 
The translator has made a good guess at ri: m, reading, the plural construct of -1: 1ý 

here "side", and interpreting as "ledge"; he faltered at nno-)D, and opted for clarity 

of expression. There is a metaphorical use of the term for instance, 

rdml--, r<. mya %. (J. Payne Smith, 1990) equating re-wx\with worldly 

haughtiness which may have influenced the translation, fitting so well in the 

context of the next verse in particular: 
12ý 0-11 1311N)l IIIN)l 1112) 'tNn OIN) : INV3-11N) I)Y)3v) 

50(LXX27): 17 tin 15n my Irinwitin becomes .: fja)a 

iU. -L-, CL., i Cn-L---, 3: the sense "strength" rather than "bone" has been 

taken at msv, and expanded in a paraphrase to give cn-um 

51: 1 n)nv)n nr ))3p : 15 ): jv-))-5Ni 5nn-5yryn is translated -I-. - r<sr< _L=m <w 

r<,,, ja ,,. <, a this is a further illustration of the 

translator's reluctance to return to correct earlier renderings. The Athbash code 

for o,,, fy): ) in , qp : 15 nv)-5m has been missed, and the term understood as a 

20. Inner-Syriac corruption is possible, though there is no confirmatory evidence in extant mss: 

for the MT nnn, the translation has root tim in root t=& would however be a more 

probable equivalent of root nm, so there may have been a corruption of im&ýý to 
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parallel to n)nym nn rather than to Babylon itself. In later verses, for instance v. 
24 and v. 35 1: 2v)-5N "n't) ........ tm-5y )'iNv) )vnn 

o)-fvj: ), the association of Babylon and the Chaldaeans is made clear; but although 
the translator must surely have decoded the tenn in the light of these parallels he 
does not return to v. 1 and emend his translation. He preserves his paraphrase, a 
good guess in the context, using root <ý in the Pael as at for instance Ex 10: 1 

21 
ca--A I have hardened his (Pharaoh's) heart 

51: 3 Iny)-p pin J-11, J-rt)-ýN 
1p- 5)fl, - 

becomes r<&xam r<. LX. -V r<llu r8 

r<-j &min m. L. ty -&A-xj r<la 
The most obvious problem here is the second occurrence of 1-i-T), which possibly 

results from dittography. It is extremely difficult to translate in this context, is a 

minus in many Hebrew manuscripts (Kennicott, 1776, p. 165), LXX and the 

Peshitta (see also Chapter 4), and is to be omitted in the Qere. 

This is not the only problem in this verse, however: the MT vocalises 5N and 5m 

as 5?. q and 5; ý), similarly difficult to translate. The Syriac translator, not having to 

consider the vocalisation, has understood negative injunctions and translated 

these terms with r6 and r<ln respectively. This effectively reverses the force of 

the injunction, so that rather than enthusing the warriors he was urging them 

neither to shoot nor to protect themselves with their armour. Further emendation 

was inevitable, and was achieved econon-&ally, inserting a term, r&X. 3, root . 1z 

"to cease", in the first phrase -e&znm , -, o wAxa r6 "He shall not cease who 
bends the bow" and changing from root ; tv in n5wi in the second phrase to root 

-. xz, in the context "to strip off". 

21. Other Athbash ciphers appear at 25: 26 and 51: 41. The latter two also refer to Babylon, 

using lv)v as a cipher for Chaldea. - at 25: 26 the Peshitta has m---atzr< Arsaces, and at 51: 41 

the Arsacid city: the biblical antecedents of Parthia are thus identified with the 

Babylonians rather than with the benign Persians (Weitzman, 1996, p. 607). 
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51: 27 -ivou rn)ýv i-rpo becomes r<j. x=f< ca---Xý a--van-, h- 

-ivf)u occurs in biblical Hebrew only here and at Nah 3: 17(16). The ten-n means 

a military official of high rank, but has been misunderstood and translated by an 

abstract term. 

(At Nahum 3: 17(16) root-maLt, is used, in 

51: 35 5=i-5y rwvi )v)3n becomes a.. m&zr< Im, xý_wa Aim 22 

This is an unusually loose translation, which includes some modification 

extending beyond -m_), the single difficult term. The second part of the verse, 

o), t*v): ) *): iy))-ýN *)n"n "my blood shall be upon the Chaldaeans", could have given a 

substantial clue to the meaning of the first, indicating the sense "blood-revenge, 

vendetta" for -iNv in this context, and clarifying the grammar of )vnn. The clue 

seems not to have helped; the translation of root -ixv) with root w-W "gain", which 

has no etymological support, in turn led to the paraphrase of root vnn with the 

drudge-word vm (for details of the use of this drudge-word in Jeremiah see 

Chapter 2, Table 9). Lastly, , root r<--,. x "to lead away captive" has no 

equivalent in the Hebrew, and is an addition for clarity given to make sense of the 

translation. 

22.7a I gives not but -mkxre, writing the term as a singular without a final waW, but 

writing the yodh as an inten-nediate, rather than a final, form. 
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(iii) accepting influence from another part of the Hebrew Bible 

In all but one of these examples the influence is from biblical books other than 

Jeremiah. The passages discussed below are, in order: 

2: 24 where the probable influence is from Jeremiah; 

3: 14 where the probable influence is from Isaiah; 

5: 16 where the probable influence is from Psalms; 

5: 24 where the probable influence is from Proverbs, and verses of Leviticus and 

Deuteronomy may also have been in the translator's mind; 

7: 24 where the probable influence is from Psalms; 

8: 18 where the probable influence is from Job; 

17: 6 where the probable influence is from Job, and a verse of Isaiah may also 

have been in the translator's mind; 

48: 9 where the probable influence is from Isaiah, and a verse of Ezekiel may also 

have been in the translator's mind; 

51: 13 where the probable influence is from Isaiah. 

This gives a total of nine. A further three verses, 4: 3,5: 6, and 15: 9, are 

discussed for interest: in these examples the Peshitta may seem at first sight to C) 

have been influenced by other passages of the Hebrew Bible, but on further 

study this seems to be unlikely. 

The suspected influence isfi-om anotherpart ofJeremiah:: 

2: 24 nrinv))n nn)Nn nrnoNv Iwo) mx2, i: rtn -Tn5n-lo becomes U%'ýf< 

mxh - -aL 
&n -T: the 

- -1 p. ým T- f<iLmam 

translator has apparently been influenced by 14: 6 nn i-oNv t: ))f)v-5y rny m-101 

win: ) translated as f<ia-iý vs, ýr< f<ýi cmw <I-. ýz I-, - a-!:, Io Confused 

by the similarity of the two passages, the translator has failed to recognise the 

hapax legomenon nn)Nn (root n3x) in the first. He saw the two parts, "t)35-n-lo 

nr noNv no) nwn ^i: rm and rnn)v )n timn, as if they were parallels, each with a 

different species of animal as the subject, as in the comparison of the wild asses 

and the jackals at 14: 6, rather than understanding the second part of 2: 24a as an Cý 
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expansion of the first. Taking the sense "jackal" for-mmmn, he clanfies the 
figurative language by a standard approach, adding v,,,, < to both parts of the 

phrase and so turning metaphor into simile. 
The apparent direction of the influence, from a later verse to an earlier, is the 

point of particular interest and was discussed above. 
The translator may also have been influenced by a tradition in common with that 

of the Targum, which derivesrimn from in, and gives wn-i) "jackal" at 2: 24: 

Nnri N)nv nw. 03 nw-o N: )ý-nn mntnn --nrrm wriv: ) (McKane, 1972, 

pp. 77-78; Weitzman, 1996, p. 603). 

Judges 14: 4 might have given a clue to the correct understanding of n), Nn: t! l Cý C, 

WnODY) V17: 03-Mil N"ll 11,11"Y3 :) VP N5 InNI P: INI 

Here, the Hebrew is closely translated: 

r<ýýUL\-% r"o % -gäu. «i rn re- i--m rn e, --mý KA Cn--nr<o CO CL-jr<a 

equating -mxn, here "opportunity, ground for quarrel" with "vengeance"; but the IM t5 
link of "opportunity" with "favourable time" was evidently obscure in the context 

of Jeremiah 2: 24, and the close similarity to 14: 6 prevailed in deciding the 

approach. 

The suspected influence isftom another book of the Hebrew Bible. 

3: 14 and 3 I(LXX 38): 31(32) are an interesting pair, two closely similar Hebrew 

phrases rendered differently by a translator who evidently felt free to use his own 

judgment: at 3: 14 the translation seems to have been influenced by a text from 

Isaiah, but at the similar 31 (LXX 38): 3 1(32) the influence is apparently from 

LXX. 

3: 14 ma )n5y: i )D)N onaw) wn i3iy) becomes r<=ý& re;. -im ama& 

<j r<. 7 r<. i--m i--Ar< (the translation of onniv 0133 was discussed 

above). 

Cý _T 
re-, r kingly between this The rendering of oxi )n5Y: i as -ex differs stn 

verse and 31(LXX 38): 31(32) )n), 1: 1-31N iml-1wN, which is 

translated paim &ýmn r<-3, < -a, <a Aý. -T aýýn Nýums 
At 3: 14 
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there is only one reasonable understanding of 3 -, n5, v3: following the imperative at 

131Y), an instruction to the faithless Israelites to return to God, it must mean "I 

again take responsibility for you". At 3 1(LXX 38): 31(32), however, 3 m5y: l 

could be read in more than one way, depending on the sense of the waw in 
.: ))Ni; 

this could point a contrast, "they broke my covenant, yet nevertheless I care for 

them", "they broke my covenant, although I had taken care of them" or preface 

an expansion of the sense of the preceding phrase "they broke my covenant, and 

so I am now antagonistic to them". Since the general theme of this passage is 

not recrimination but forgiveness, God promising the new covenant to replace the 

old, broken, covenant, "they broke my covenant, yet nevertheless I care for 

them" seems to be the most appropriate interpretation. 

The difference between the translations at these two verses is the point of interest. 

At 3: 14, although the general sense must be an expression of God's forgiveness, 

translation of :i m5yn with root r<m, "to delight in" is by no means the obvious 

first choice; the rendering probably reflects influence from Isa 62: 4 

, I)MV -rlY -93N)-N5 IN-IN51 MMY 'TIY 15 '1)3N)-N5 

5y2n ININI 1: 1 nin) 

which establishes a parallel between roots 5y: i and ý. on, and which is an 

appropriate comparison, with its emphasis on the change from God's displeasure 

to his favour. n5iy: 2 js-)Nýi na-)Yon N-i-17) 1ý ): ) is translated o. -m. reAr< 
forming in the Syriac a parallel between roots r<7. and-\. -%-, 

corresponding to that in the Hebrew. 

At 31(LXX 38): 31(32) a different approach is evident, and this in itself is 

interesting, for the link with Isaiah seen at 3: 14 could have been maintained here: 

at Isa 61: 8 Nff has orn5 nroN o5w mmi, so the theme of covenant is nearby and 

would have been even more appropriate to chapter 31 with its theme of the new 

covenant. Had the translator wished, he could therefore have taken the sense 

"they broke my covenant, yet nevertheless I care for them". Instead he takes an 

opposite view, giving,, qm= &-mm, "I despised you", and comes close to LXX 

which has Kal ýycb ýpAqaa aý/T(Z)V. In view of the good reasons for 
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interpreting rather as at 3: 14, the similarity to LXX suggests influence rather than 

polygenesis. 

5: 16 mm inovx becomes eL &--A <t=. o v, ýr< the reason for the 

change was not that the ten-n -, om was obscure: at for instance Isa 22: 6 and 49: 2 

it is translated with re-oilo "quiver"; and at La 3: 13 inm! )N ))n becomes 

arrows". The difficulty was presumably the complex nature of the image, 

which it would have been impossible to clarify without introducing considerable 

change to the passage, and recourse to Ps 5: 10 O)I-n nin-o -op which is translated 

ea; &s <, i=o u,,,, <a solved the problem. The psalms would of 

course have been familiar: there is evidence suggesting that they were recited 
daily (Kohler, 1897, p. 196). The similarity between the sounds of <&i%, ýý,, and 

rei, eý,, may also be relevant, perhaps leading to a subconscious link of "throat" 

and "arrow" in the translator's mind, and thus to his choice of the Psalm for help 

at this point. 

5: 24 -ry-p n)-17, n jý*V becomes, ý iý, J rea&aa f-6AX----a , 
understanding riýoV as my: iv, "plenty" and rendering with "harvest" 

this reading is similar to that expressed in LXX, but there is no real reason to 

postulate influence from the Greek here, since the interpretation is so reasonable 

in the difficult context. To make a clear, though manufactured, meaning, n1pn 

is omitted 
23 

; the omission could have been justified on the grounds that the word 

23. It is just possible that the translator omitted ni-lon because he perceived it to be a secondary 

element derived from the passages at Deut 16: 9-12 ....... 15--I. Ovn ny2w 701y2w 

fl5? 'r1 O'pflfl-fl? ' fl' fl1DW1 

(and perhaps Lev 23: 10-17 c3: ))ni-T5 o5w n-17n 

31Y*)3v)il n3V-)il llInYM 'T)J ...... nyrnn nimv) y3vj 

though this is less close) where it is applied to the festal period of seven weeks; if this is so, 

however, it does not tally with the reading of root Y: i'v rather than root Y: iv, and the additional 

terrn would be expected following rather than preceding 
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order of MT ni-pn TiM makes poor sense. 
The addition of "winter", which has no equivalent in NIT, may have been 

influenced by Proverbs 20: 4 where winter and harvest are opposed 
24 

: 
I)NI -I)SI73 5xv, V), Inl-N5 5sy q'inn 
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7: 24 The text is complicated by the presence of a possible doublet, msyn and 
m-1-1w, in Y-1-. 1 o: 15 nn-wn msynn i_: )5'n. The syntax, as it stands, is difficult: the 
juxtaposition of ni. Nvnn and with the same preposition at both, makes 

poor sense. Janzen (Janzen, 1967, pp. 435-436) explains the difficult syntax as 
due to conflation of the variants nnw: i/msynn. Both terms are represented in the 

translation: <xm , pcr. L--A o:; _=, -w&na i&n CIA ,, < r'ýAr<, making clear 
sense by a small change, introducing the second part with waw and repeating the 

preposition. 
It is interesting, and emphasises the over-riding tendency towards an accurate 

translation, that the translator does not delete msyn: had he been predominantly 
influenced by the tendency to harmonise passages with one another which is 

75 discussed in Chapter 2, pp. 69; lie would perhaps have solved this problem by 

excluding this term from his rendering, for 3: 17 ýnn o35 nnw vinx 'Tiy 

would have been fresh in his mind, and he would have known of, although he 

had not yet reached, the closely similar passages at 9: 13; 11: 8; 13: 10; 16: 12; 

18: 12; and 23: 17; he would also have been familiar with Deut 29: 18 ný -nn'wn 
15N. 

The decision to retain the possible doublet may show influence from Ps 81: 13 

(12)25: there, the two terms appear in the two parts of the verse ni-i)-ivn inn5vm 

ormnivinn n5) o25 and are appropriately translated in the Peshitta: 

r---ý ýTm 

24. Frankl suggests that the translation was based on a corrupt text (Franki, 1872, p. 545). 

25.9al has a rendering which is closer to that of the Psalm, perhaps suggesting evolution in 

language between the time of the original translation and that of the editors: i&= is 

given as and o-m. i&nn as 
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8: 18 n-t ): 25 )5, v 1w, tv )v)tan, translated as A--., <a..., -AO Aa-1-M &-\M, is a 

particularly difficult passage, discussed here because there is a possibility that the 
Peshitta results from influence from Job. )mtnn and the first )5Y are the two 

principal problems. 

lmtnn: if the sense "to gleam, smile", root )5: 1, is understood at ). nntnn the 

meaning is obscure. The Syriac "I am wom out with my distress and my heart 
is sick within me" seems to be based on a paraphrase of In) )5Y mn)tin which 
may owe something to the Syriac translation of Job 9: 27. 

Here, Job 9: 27 intnm )3o rimlyN )n)*v in: )WN )-m-oN becomes Xu- 

O'< .31 -oa--, Xf< j< with a translation of ))o mnyN 

mt: mi "I will leave off my complaint and look cheerful" based on root-ocLs.. 
The translator of Job seems to have linked the sense of the final phrase of the 

verse with the sadness of the following verse, rather than with the immediately 

preceding phrase; this understanding has resulted in the presence in the 

translation of root-ocus., and this is seen in Jer 8: 18. The choice of root-OCLI, to 

translate Iv,, "sorrow", is appropriate, for it has the sense of "to be out of heart" 

(Payne Smith, 1901, col-2838) and of "sadness" (J. Payne Smith, 1990, p. 406) 

as well as of the less specific "distress". 

There is an alternative explanation, that the Peshitta is an imprecise rendering of 

the form -m)) ton which is seen in some Hebrew mss (Kennicott, 1776, p. 102). 

LXX, which has Kal 8ýýOVTat ýjpaS. exvitaTa pe-r' 68ýJVTIS Kapbt'aS ýjp(: 2)v 

&Tropovpýwjs , supports such a writing, with root n5: i leading to exviaTa, 

incurable. Root n5a, "to be worn out", has been understood, and translated with 

the cognate, which has the same meaning, root , 8m. This explanation leaves the 

second terin )v) , root nn) "without cure", imprecisely translated, though the 

sense may be implicit in the paraphrase: if the heart is sick the affliction is 

26 deadly 

26. The remaining three occurrences of root )5: 1, in Job 10: 20 and the similar Ps 39: 14, and 

Amos 5: 9, are interesting in that at these passages too the Peshitta is based on paraphrase, 

indicating the difficulty of translation, but are of no direct relevance to Jer 8: 18. 
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The understanding of the first tY is uncertain; the Peshitta is compatible with 
Driver's suggestion (Driver, 1937-1938, p. 105) that it should be read as )5v, 
derived from root n5y, rather than with the N4T pointing )ý, Y; given the imprecise 
translation, however, it is impossible to be sure. 

17: 6 crwn ovi-in j.: w is translated re-ilhum r<i. 3u a: the Peshitta 

understanding is probably based on root ')-in not in the sense "hot, parched" but 

"hole, ravine". There are comparable phrases in Isaiah 2: 19 -iov m5nn and at 

Job 30: 6 wo: )) -iov rin 1: )v5 otn) translated using the cognate of root ý5n in 

r<iss. -v re-ý-&. and <i-,, , --Ah.. respectively; Job 30: 6 is sufficiently close to 

Jer 17: 6 for it to be reasonable to postulate that the translation in Job influenced 

that in Jeremiah. 

., c,, 48: 9 xsn Ns) ).: ) nmn5 becomes r<=t. Aln re-l-\-- 

for the derivation of ý)N, the translator has understood not wing, which makes 

immediate sense in the context, but "crown, garland" which does not 
27 

. 
Possibly, he understood a sense of irony here, and perceived for instance an echo 

of Isa 28: 1 in-mn ). ns 5w ý)si crrioN ri-: w nw) 3ruy ))-, i , or Ezekiel 7: 10 rirn 

Irrin mo nunn ýs -, riosn nNs) nNn -wn orn. At the first, the 5: 1) ý)s becomes 

, <i-ýý and at the second nown ýs becomes reAcw 
_, 
Am. 

Footnote from previous page contd. In Am 5: 9 nj-5. v -fv ))ýnnn too he resorts to paraphrase, 

giving 1. -ý r<X1. 

In Ps 39: 14(13) the tr. is based on Job 10: 20: VY)3 ')3)On 37)w, which becomes Ln . 130ts 

A-1a re-ýr<a; and the similar Ps 39: 14(13) iW53NI -, mnvvjn becomes .- a-uh 

-.. j&&TeO 

27. McKane (McKane, 1996, pp. 1163-1165) says of Nsn xN3 that both forms would be expected 

to be from the same root, though the MT does not support this: an emendation to Nsn Ns-, 

would solve this problem, giving a possible sense "she will surely go out", that is, into exile. 
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51: 13 lys: i nnN Ism, N2 "Your end has come, the thread of your life is cut" is a 
difficult phrase which has been inaccurately translated in 

"Your end has come, and your wound is severe". 
Isp N: i is straightforward, but 1. vn nnN is a difficult phrase. The meaning 

seems to be "Your measure (i. e. the length of your life) is cut off"; the imagery is 
close to that of Isa 38: 12 ws: a) n5ln ))n nN: ) )3rop , but less clearly expressed; it 

also evokes, though less strongly28, Job 7: 6 riN-)m 151-7 )n). 
Root nnN is used nowhere else in the Hebrew Bible to mean "full measurement, 
limit"; the parallelism with Is-p gives some help in interpretation, but the imagery 
is not clarified by the wider context, for the images of danger and destruction in 

this chapter are so varied, with no one metaphor used consistently. The Syriac 

translator seems to have (i) translatedlyn first, taking the general sense of root 

vs: i "to cut off", and stretching this to mean "wound", not a usage found in the 
Hebrew Bible; (ii) then returned to deal with nnN, using the drudge-word 

(Chapter 2, Table 8). In this way he has reached . nAcuen 
"Your end has come, and your wound is severe ....... 
"Your end has come, the full measure of your unjust gain", would have been an 

alternative and would have fitted well in the context of the preceding phrase 
31Y)NIN 313-1 0'): 1') 0))3-ýY )n): )Y) 

but has not been chosen by the translator, strengthening the possibility of t: ' 
influence from the imagery of the other passages noted above. 

Footnote from previous page contd. If, however, Nyn Nsi is associated with the sense of root 

nsi "to fall into ruins", the sense of the Peshitta re-=t. mt,. m. -v is close, and would conform well 

with McKane's argument that the understanding of the hapax legomenon as "wing" is 

unjustified, and that the suggestion that it represents "salt" (a philological explanation derived 

from the Akkadian) is preferable, implying that Moab's fate is to be a saline wilderness. 

28. Weitzman (Weitzman, 1997, p. 395) suggests that the translator of Job may have sought 

help here from the Peshitta of Isaiah. 
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For completeness, and to illustrate further the subjective nature of the 

classifications used here, some passages are given below which at first sight 

suggest the influence of other areas of the Hebrew Bible on the Peshitta of 
Jeremiah, but which on further consideration are not evidence of this effect. 
First, an example which suggests that the translators of Jeremiah and of the 

Twelve Prophets shared an idiom. 

5: 6 nl: rw nNi is translated as w-r-n-v Elsewhere, the Syriac translator 

renders n: ny with appropriate roots ( within Jeremiah, either r6tmt. at 2: 6, or 

%n at 17: 6,39: 4, and 52: 7). At 5: 6, however, he translates as if the root were 

: ruv "evening" rather than nny in the sense underlying "steppe", probably 

influenced b the closely similar passages at Hab 1: 8 and Zeph 3: 3, where the y tý 
Peshitta has, as at 5: 6, This understanding is appropriate at Zeph 

3: 3, where nv is paralleled with -ipn, but less so at Hab 1: 8 where the context 

suggests wild country. 
In the canonical order of the Peshitta, these two books precede Jeremiah, and 

were therefore likely to have been already translated and thus available for 

reference; but this is such a simple phrase that it seems unlikely that the translator 

would have looked elsewhere for guidance, and it is more probable, particularly 

in view of the reading at Hab 1: 8, that the translation as indicates 

that both translators had a common idiom. 

Second, two passages in which the similarity of understanding at Jeremiah and 
C) 

the Twelve Prophets and the Pentateuch respectively is probably due to shared 

error rather than to influence. 

4: 3 ow-p-5x viin-5N) v) o: )5 n)) becomes -1-.. r<%ýýx 0--A aiaijr< 

r<--h CL., A 

Root -i-, ) as a verb is nowhere recognised by the Syriac translators when it occurs C, 
in the Hebrew Bible: 

(i) in Ho 10: 12 -1)) o: )5 i-v) is translated in exactly the same way as in Jer 4: 3. 

(ii) in Prov 13: 23 the difficult vown Nti nnm wi o-vN-im is 
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inaccurately rendered ammar< r<6%rCL\w r<LLX r<i--mcu%. OcTA r<-... reA. x 

re, I&CL. 1, 

(Ili) Prov 21: 4 -nNun tryyn -i) is rendered as if the root were -m: 

1-6L4- 
(iv) Num 21: 30 in"t-tY invon -mN mm is a corrupt passage (Gray, 1986, 

p. 304) but is of interest here, for the rendering as re-M. 1-S. . T*= r< <6anmcl 

tý suggests that the root in this suffixed form was recognised. 
In Jer 4: 3 the translation with root -ra, "to aive lierlit" breaks the locical 

connection with the next phrase, o)Nip-5N iy-iln-5m. There are three possible 

explanations for this choice: 

a. despite the evidence from Num 21: 30 that root -m was recognised at least once, 

the use of root -n) here may be the result of simple error; 

b. the changed meaning may have been a deliberate choice made so as to link this 

translation with 4: 4b )nnn vN: ) NNn-jo, where r<icu is a simile for God's anger. C) 

The translator may have judged that this link was intended by the 'uxtaposition in 4D j 

NIT; 

c. influence from Hosea 10: 12. 

On balance, however, the rendering in Jer 4: 3 seems more likely to have 

influenced that in Hosea than the other way round. The evidence is far from 

conclusive, but has two strands: first, the possible decision to evoke 4: 4b is 

inapplicable to Hosea in which the "Fire" simile does not appear; second, LXX 

differs from the Peshitta in Jeremýiah, with NEc; )cya-rE gaVTCýiS VE6PaTa, and could 

not therefore have been an influence, but is quite close to it in Hosea: cpw-ricyaTE 

ýaVT611S T<ý)S yvc.; xFF-ws. Both these points suggest rather that the rendering 

inJerernýiah is independent, and that the direction of influence is more probably 

from Jeremiah to Hosea than the other way round. 

Weitzman (Weitzman, in press, p. 308) refers to this passage. 

15: 9, iv). O) ', Ir)o) n-tý) n55)ON becomes mwtn, &. --a r<A--. Lx &. -a. Mre 

Evidently the Hebrew phrase evoked Numbers 5: 27 where mm ninsi 

is accurately rendered a: the evocation must have been subconscious, 

triggered by a complex process: root noi evoked the cognate root .. %, which in 
Cltý 
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turn evoked the phrase in Numbers 5: 27; next, in error, cawta was given as an 
inappropriate equivalent of nw-o). This example is discussed by Weitzman 

(Weitzman, 1995, p. 243). 

(iv) mimicking the sound of the Hebrew word in the Syriac term selected 
There is a small number of particularly difficult passages at which the translator 
has resorted to paraphrase, and there are other passages at which he has given an 
atomistic rendering; in the latter perhaps feeling that where the sense of the tý' 
Hebrew completely eluded him, the best of the range of unsatisfactory 

approaches available was to replicate the obscurity and hope that his readers 
would succeed in understanding the passage where he had failed. 

This is a small group, illustrated here by six examples, 2: 6,12,20; 38: 11; 46: 18; 

47: 2. Three examples in chapter 2 is a high proportion of the total, and may 

simply be due to chance, or may indicate that the translator's policy changed as 
he worked beyond the beginning of the book. C, 

" C, -., \-4, "'L ,5 (<Ai flýý 
2: 6 Mn5SI WN ý-iNn nrnw -nnY ý-iNn becomes A f<&. (T, -xa r<&mtu f<& fr. --=: root 

niv, here "pitted", is translated with root r*rLy "to be void, waste" although its 

true meaning was known and used in 18: 20)vD)5-nmv and 18: 22 

))*t.: )55 nn)v (at the latter, the Qere is nniv ) and is precisely translated with root 

rvj-\ in rýý cL\,.. a an d j: uý f< rm a-\ a -I\VM 
respectively. Its use here seems to be due to the similarity of the sounds of nniv) 

and r<aLcnx. 
The use of root re. 7. "to be desolate, lonely" to render the Hebrew -. i)N "to be 

parched" here and in Jer 50: 12 and 51: 43 is surprising: the usual equivalent, seen 

in for instance Is 41: 18,53: 2; Ez 19: 13; Ho 2: 5 (3); Joel 2: 20; Ps 63: 2,78: 17, 

105: 41 and 107: 35 is r&. m_,, root <m,, "to thirst, to be dry", closer to the sense 

of the Hebrew. Possibly, this choice is a manifestation of the translation 

technique, the translator using two terms which are virtually synonyms of one 

another, giving close consistency of the second part of the problematic passage rý t: - 

with the first. 
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2: 12 tN)3 in-in i-imbecomes -=-N, al. -va a 

'WY) here has the specific connotation of the hair standing up in horror. No precise rp 
Syriac equivalent was available, but the meaning is well conveyed by root 

which may have been selected because it has the additional advantage of a similar 

sound (with a guttural ayin). 

2: 20 n3i ny-N 31N jv-i ý, v-ý: ) nnn becomes r<. 4 ýu r< sm 'X. r< _X_ný 
&... Aa 

r-_'. _1 qu-* a 

The root concerned, rnvN, is nowhere in the Hebrew Bible accurately translated 

into Syriac: it occurs elsewhere only in Jeremiah, in 48: 12 i-ny-Ni o)YN t--, nn5vi, 

where the drudge-word tm is used: ,ý f< 0 %--u a f<i, 6 %m i., Lxr<a; 
in Isaiah in 51: 14ý13) nnon5 ny. N -inn , which is translated r<acn mmim-nn 

CLI.. ---2; 

and (possibly) at Isa 63: 1 im : ro nyN, which becomes crA. -... v 

At 2: 20 "under every green tree you sprawl in fornication (to fomicate)" becomes 

"under every green tree you wander and fornicate": uncertain of the true meaning, 

the translator may have been influenced subconsciously by the similar sounds of 

mys and nvv and rendered the latter. A conscious decision is also possible, had 

he been aware of the true etymological correspondence between the Hebrew S eý 
and the Syriac-ý, of which there is an example at 46: 14 where n)jiji is rendered 

(Weitzman, in press, p.. 37'. ). 

38: 11 In -iswn nnn-5N j5n-n-n): i Nmn rr)n mvmn-m 15n--r: iy nilri 

mnýu itai ninmn )tn own nT,? )i 
The t: ))n5n n5ni nnnvrn )ts become reAma r<-Am 

root re, " partially echoing the sound of the Hebrew though giving poor sense. 

46: 18 Nial t: r3 in-iD: n or)nn ii3n: ) ). -j becomes r<, i4x r<im& v,, ý r< 

, em. a-\= rd--mi-a, equating 'itin with root tm&. Franki (Frankl, 1872, 

P. 502) mentions this example. 
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47: 2 pos)o oty om-wn becomes r<n. -LX_s. r<-,, < r<&, -m r<m 
29 

. 
The change from "waters" to "young soldiers" was not made in response to an 

imagery which the translator found intrinsically unacceptable. The same 

metaphor is maintained, in the MT, into the following phrase: juiv ýn)5 wni 

and precisely rendered into Syriac: _sv\. -r r<L\.. u v,, ý, < pacn-io. 
Similarly, it is used earlier in Jeremiah in 8: 6 nnn5nn quiv vim, "like a horse 

plunging into battle", linking more directly the ideas of fighting and overflowing 

waters, translated r<mtn. m\, ax r<.. =c= and also in Isa 8: 8 and 28: 17 

where root juv "to overflow" is used of Assyria; at these two passages too the 

translation is precise, with root _! Nvý,, 
There are three possible explanations of the difference between the NFF and the 

Syriac at 47: 2: first, the resemblance between the sounds of oty and is 

so close that it led to a process of Syromanie, and <-3, < <&,: -n was added, to 

give precision in accordance with the presentational style; :1 
second, t: )5ý was seen as the sense of oty: the perception is plausible and the 

terrn is used in I Sam 17: 56 where 05Ytl 713IN 5NY) becomes 6u, < -Xr<-x 

r. --jcD aj-" tn, but this explanation leaves ovo unaccounted for. 

The third possibility is that the metaphor was originally present in the Syriac, in a 

precise translation of the MT, but was lost by a process of inner-Syriac 

corruption which changed an original waters are coming, to 

Frankl (Frankl, 1872, p. 546) mentions this example. 

(v) resorting to an atomistic translation 

This approach, giving no clearer sense in the Syriac than that in the Hebrew, is a 

rare resort in P-Jeremiah: it is illustrated here by five examples, 3: 5; 6: 11; 21: 13; 

50: 5; 51: 9. 

29. The seyame on <ý in 7al is uncertain. 
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3: 5 ns)5 -inw-oN o5iy5 -iwn becomes iý, Au or< tN-, Jýu 

in an atomistic translation "Will it be kept for ever? or will it be kept for ever? ". 

In NIT, the variation in vocabulary makes sense of the repetition; in translation, 

the repetition seems meaningless. This repetition is not constrained by a poverty 

of vocabulary in the Syriac, for within Jeremiah root -invv is twice translated by 

root icni(in 9: 3 (4) nown iny-vo v-))x which is rendered cDi---. 

and at 17: 21 o: mivon rown, which becomes,, ý-n, -ý aicn., Tjf<. 

6: 11 51D-, l )n. )N5) )m5n nin') nnn nNi 

........... ýIMI ý51y-ýy I. OV) 

om) Nýn-ONJ J-pi 

There are several problems in this verse, due not to any obscurity in individual 

roots but to the difficult construction. 
(1) the translator has read the opening terrn not as 3w but as 3w; this is an 

acceptable understanding of the consonantal text, and would conform with the 
:D 

two verbal forms ending, in yodh which follow if these are read as 2nd sing. fem. 

perfects and not as Ist person 
30 

. 
The translation is: '&. r<XO 

. -T ax r<a 'I. -a r< 

'<&nhý r<x-\v ja..! ý fe-=Wa 

Possibly, the decision not to translate nzýi was influenced by the previous verse, 

in which Jeremiah complains that no-one will listen to him, opening with )n-5, v 

-. rcrm: taking nNi as a pronoun may have seemed to the translator to provide a 
C, 

neat answer to that question. 

30. Franki (Franki, 1872, p. 501, discusses this translation as an illustration of a point at 

which the translator has in his mind his own language, overpowering his target language: he 

suggests that it is because the translator was subconsciously thinking of the Syriac forms that 

he read second person feminine forms here. The suggestion is supported by the similarity of 

the forms, both the Hebrew construction here, and the Syriac feminine singular imperative 

ending in vodh ; Frank] does not, however, discuss the more fundamental interest of this 

translation, its atomistic nature. 
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(ii) The translator has understood punctuation different from that of MT, taking 

t": )n in the sense "to measure" rather than as "to contain", and linking it with the 

following term rather than the preceding in "measure and pour out" rather than 4n 

"you are weary of containing". He arrives at a sequence of two imperatives, 

addressed to Jerusalem, the identity represented by in an atomistic 

approach to 5): )-, 1 and joy) which results in poor sense. 
(iii) tim) x5n-oy 1,171 : MT until this point links contrasting groups, in ýinn ý5w 

ornn3 -riv 5yi and in nvN-ov v)N-o) ; at om) Nýn-oy 1171 it apparently changes, 
describing two similar gatherings. The NIT is not represented by the Syriac 

which may represent the translator's judgment that the Hebrew was a corruption 

of trw x5n x5, or may reflect the drive for precision maintaining the internal 

logic rather than interrupting it as in MT. 

21: 13 IWMI Ils 'IMY-11 312W 

i)ty 3in) *, n onnwn 

becomes r<D--,, jCL-S. M &=&. 

rri 

-wmn -n-N is difficult to translate: the subject must surely be Jerusalem, but the 

sense of the phrase is unclear. Jerusalem owed some at least of its reputation for 

impregnability to its elevated position, recognised later in the verse in )n orown 

v5y nn-,, so the obvious meaning is inappropriate: as an epithet for Jerusalem 

"rock of the plain" is not immediately satisfactory, though the sense "rock in 
Z!, 

(surrounded by) the plain would be possible. The passage evokes for instance 

48: 8 wmn -mm -pnvn -mm, but the clearer meaning at the latter gives no help in 

the translation of 21: 13. Possibly, the sense "confine" in root -nN was 

perceived, and stretched to give "hidden, deep" expressed in root nm--- , 
intended 

to give a picture of a city hemmed in by valleys; even so, the overall sense of 

is unsatisfactory and the rendering has an atomistic quality. 

it is difficult to understand why, if that was the intended picture, root nm in the 

clear i3tY nn, )n ormn is rendered with root r<&r< ine-\-, - <&r<-, ý*, lacking In 
the specific reference to the height of the site of the city. Perhaps the city 
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henuned in by valleys was not the sense intended and the change from "to come 
down" to "to come" was deliberate; it is impossible to be sure. 

50: 5 I-rt i5w IrN becomes 
, gcr,: L%r<m Is.: 

the opening words are given sense by means of a minimal paraphrase; but there is 

no attempt to make sense of o -11P other than by giving an initial preposition 

whose addition makes no real improvement. 

51: 9 nnn) Nýi ý: m-nN nmn becomes <Aa lmn\ cru-mr<: "we 

healed Babylon, and she was not healed" loses the conative force of the Piel in 
MT. 

It seems surprising that this translator, whose aim was to make the biblical text 

intelligible to a Syriac audience, allowed such renderings to stand; but in a text of 

this length, some variation in standard is inevitable. 
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Great care has been taken in this analysis to ensure that all categories of text, the 

oracles against Israel, the oracles against the Nations, and the narrative sections, 

were given equal attention, although because of the constraints on space it was 

not possible to discuss each verse individually: the outstanding conclusion of this 

study is that the translation is homogeneous, despite the marked heterogeneity of 
the Hebrew Vorlage. There are of course some areas of inconsistency, with 
different approaches to translation within the same passage: but these are 

compatible with either a conscious desire to introduce some variety into this long 

text, or with simple human inconsistency. 
This homogeneity suggests two particularly interesting trains of thought. First, 4: -) t5 

the sheer length of this book is such that it would not have been surprising if 

more than one translator had been involved in the work. One might have been 

given the less demanding narrative chapters to work on, and another more 

experienced colleague entrusted with the more subtle, and more rewarding, 

oracular sections: there is however no evidence that this was so. Pursuing this 

question of the number of translators, the prevalence chapter by chapter of 

several characteristics of the translation technique was measured: it seemed 
initially that there might be different approaches in different parts of the book to 

three features, the choice of lexical equivalents, the preservation of the word 

order of the Hebrew, and the method of translation of the Hebrew infinitive. On 

further investigation, however, the evidence that this prevalence changes seems 

unconvincing, and does not support the suggestion that the work of more than 

one man is discernible. 

Second, there is the question of the literary "style" of the Peshitta as a whole and 

of the translators who contributed to it. This train of thought is initiated by study 

of a particular feature of the book, the duplicate passages. Not only where both 

members of the pair occur within Jeremiah, but also where one member is found 

in another biblical book, the translation of both apparently reads acceptably in 

their contexts, with no feeling that either is discordant with its surrounding 

verses. This suggests that the style of the Peshitta to Jeremiah is readily 

compatible with that of these other books. By "style" here is meant that personal 
imprint which makes it possible for a reader to recognise the author of a sentence 

or phrase even when these are read out of context: this is an intuitive process, 
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though susceptible to analysis by statistical techniques, leading to a recognition 

that one writer would have used a given construction, whereas another would 

not. It is a process quite different from, for instance, that of the analysis of the 

metre of classical poetry. There is no evident reason why such a personal 
imprint should not be detectable on study of a translation: yet in the work of 
Weitzman which covers all the books of the Peshitta it is nowhere mentioned. 
In his discussion of the number of translators, Weitzman shows that there are 

some books in which the translator was conservative, and others in which the 
features analysed suggest a more progressive approach: his argument is based 

largely on differences in the choice of lexical equivalents, and on the receptivity 
to influence from LXX; "style" is not mentioned. He also considered the 
difference in the degree of literalness between different books of the Peshitta, but 

emphasises that impressions that different translators took part must be treated 

with caution because, first, it is possible that "differences in technique are 

conditioned by the Hebrew text rather than a change of translator", and second, 

that "most books strike a balance between fidelity and intelligibity. Inevitably, 

some investigators will have been more impressed by the former tendency and 

others by the latter. Comparison of their perceptions would give an exaggerated 
impression of diversity within P, unless the primary sources are checked 

independently" (Weitzman, in press, p. 165). 

Weitzman had at the beginning of his career applied statistical techniques to the 

study of the Peshitta: the title of his (unpublished) Ph. D. thesis, accepted in 

1974, was "A Statistical Approach to Textual Criticism, with special reference to 

the Peshitta Version of the Old Testament". In this thesis, his principal focus is 

on the application of statistical techniques in establishing the pattern of 

manuscript transmission, not precisely relevant to the definition of style 

discussed here; his later work, however, for instance measuring the value of a 

companson of the range of vocabulary and text length as a style characteristic 

(Weitzman, 1971, pp. 239-243) and of verb frequency in demonstrating whether 

or not a passage is composite (Weitzman, 1981, pp. 451- 471) is exactly that 0 
meant here and, in view of his interest, it seems most unlikely that, had his 

reading made him aware of differences in style in the different books of the In 
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Peshitta, he would not have commented on this. 

This consistency in style could, theoretically, have been produced by the 
imposition of an overall "house style" to which all translators and editors had to 

conform. It is difficult, though, to imagine how this could have been so 

effective in practice. Even when working according to a set of simple rules, and 
translating a clear text, it is unlikely that two translators will arrive at stylistically 
indistinguishable renderings: both may follow the instructions, but some 

individuality will almost certainly be manifest. So it seems unlikely that 

consistency of this degree could have been achieved simply by issuing tn tn 
instructions concerning style. There is another theoretical possibility, that a 

senior member of the group of translators simply rewrote his colleagues' work, 
imposing his own style on the translation, phrase by phrase, as he did so; but 

experience in attempting an exercise of this sort shows that it is extremely 
difficult to arrive at a homogeneous text by such redrafting; and, of course, there ZD 
is no manuscript evidence that this occurred. 
Another possibility must be considered: perhaps the whole Peshitta is the work of 

one man: in this case, the characteristics which Weitzman showed distinguishing 

the conservative from the progressive translations would then represent not the 

difference between the work of different men, but developments in the work of 

one man with the passage of time. The translation would indeed have been an 

enormous undertaking: but time was presumably in adequate supply. Tyndale, 

for instance, translated a substantial portion of the Bible, so the task is not 

inconceivable. 
There is one discrete puzzle to which Weitzman alludes briefly which might, on 
further study, throw light on this question. In his discussion of the ran'Oe of 

approach, from the conservative to the progressive, he says "Isaiah and Psalms 

stand apart ... the lack of a coherent policy towards innovations is itself a 

characteristic of these two books" (Weitzman, in press, p. 177). These 

two books, both of great importance and of great beauty, would hardly have been 
tD tý, 

entrusted to translators outside the mainstream of the work on the Peshitta. 

Possibly, they were the work not of different translators, but of one translator at 

a particular stage of development of I-lis approach. A verse by verse analysis of 
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the translation technique in the Peshitta. to Isaiah and Psalms, supported if 

appropriate by the application of statistical techniques, would go some way 

towards showing exactly how these books do and do not stand apart. This kind 

of approach, including quantitative as well as qualitative aspects, could elucidate 

the question of style and might then be applied to other books; it seems to be an 

obvious field for an extension of the present analysis. 
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